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Series Editor’s Introduction
Vladimir Zwass, Editor-in-Chief

Successful systems development is the heart of the information systems (IS) practice and, consequently, one of the key concerns of the IS discipline. In recognition of the sociotechnical, rather
than purely technological, nature of the systems built around information technology (IT), this field
of study devotes much attention to the social, organizational, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of
systems and of their development processes. This will become readily apparent to the readers of
the present volume of Advances in Management Information Systems (AMIS). The volume complements the earlier one, concerning the development methodology aspects of systems analysis and
design (SA&D), is edited by the same authorities (Chiang et al., 2009), and includes contributions
of well-known thinkers in the field. Taken together, the two SA&D volumes present a rich picture
of the fundamental processes and methods that deliver the engines for our information society.
There are numerous, and highly interrelated, sources of complexity in SA&D. IS consist of
people in many roles, systems and application software, databases and data warehouses, hardware,
and telecommunications in highly dynamic interactions, with a great diversity of components and
a vast number of possible states. The dynamic nature of these systems makes the task of system
design that of designing a process, with many behaviors in a changing context, rather than an
artifact. Moreover, IS are designed to evolve, for three principal reasons: to meet changing requirements of their owners, to adapt to technological change, and to remove defects. A truly simple
mental exercise—comparing the task of implementing a supply chain management system with
building a bridge—illustrates the nature of complexity in SA&D. This complexity and failures in
handling it are reflected in IS project statistics. The 2009 Standish Group’s CHAOS report showed
that only 32 percent of IS projects fully succeed, which means they were delivered on time, within
the budget, and with the required functions and features; 24 percent of the projects were failures,
canceled, or delivered and not used (Standish Group, 2009). With global IT spending of about
$2.7 trillion, as projected for 2009 by Gartner (Morgan, 2009), much is at stake in increasing this
success rate. The potential payoff from learning how to do SA&D better is indeed high.
While some of the issues involving projects that fall short of success are certainly of a technical nature, the—by now—long experience in the field shows that most failures can be ascribed to
the sources named in the subtitle of this volume: people, the social actors in their roles as users,
developers, and managers; the processes deployed in systems development and the processes
that IS are expected to support; and the projects that need to be organized to deliver the products
expected to work across multiple organizational boundaries and over long stretches of time, as
the business context and technological change shake their moorings.
Centered as the organizational IS projects are on the implementation of business-facing applications to support both the intra- and interorganizational processes, a profound and multifaceted
change has taken place in the arena over recent decades (Zwass, 2009). As one facet of this change,
ix
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a variety of software provisioning modes has replaced the default internal development of applications. These include the use of proprietary and open enterprise software and other packages,
outsourcing and offshoring in various combinations, utility computing, service-oriented architectures, grid computing, and other emerging opportunities. The people, processes, and projects
have to fit the nature of the provisioning. Successful SA&D require a rich understanding of work
systems to be supported by information and IS, rather than a focus on systems and technologies;
the treatment of information systems with all their components, context, and history, rather than
the lens kept focused exclusively on IT; and a full understanding of social actors rather than a view
of stick-figure “users.” The present context for IS is the open corporation. It is open to co-creation
with its customers, “co-opetition” with other firms in its space, the outsourcing of its processes,
perhaps offshore, and the deployment of openly available information technologies. Multiple
organizations and a great variety of individuals with different (or no) affiliations interact with a
firm’s IS and are at the source of the system components.
Systems development processes differ, sometimes radically. A review of the object-oriented
development methodologies from the point of view of the structuring of the development process
surfaces some three dozen major methodologies with their consequent processes (Ramsin and Paige,
2008). There is a tension between discipline-oriented approaches, such as predictive life-cycle
development on the waterfall model, whose avowed objective is to produce systems that can be
maintained in a similarly discipline-oriented manner of discrete and relatively infrequent releases,
and rapid application development with one of the agile methods, privileging the working code
and a change as it is asked for, aimed at the competitive advantage of the owner organization. A
software application is no longer a product written in a single language. It is rather an amalgam
of codes written in a variety of languages and programming idioms, such as markup, and scripting, procedural, and nonprocedural languages, built on such infrastructures as .NET or Enterprise
JavaBeans (Budgen, 2003). It may also be a metered service.
SA&D research conducted in the IS space overlaps with disciplinary concerns of software engineering in computer science. The notable distinction is the consistent and integrated view of IS as
sociotechnical systems, bringing together the technical subsystem of process and technology with
the social one of people and organization (Bostrom et al., 2009). The richness of the field can be
illustrated here with only a few examples. The cognitive fit theory is the basis for investigating the
role of knowledge support in the successful tailoring of the development process to the requirements
(Xu and Ramesh, 2008–9). This theory is also used to assess the fit between the actors’ knowledge
and the governance in systems development (Tiwana, 2009). New frameworks for the development
of systems that are continually evolving in the open domain via peer production are investigated
(Kazman and Chen, 2009). The formation processes of the voluntary open-source project teams
are being studied (Hahn et al., 2008). Sustained participation in such teams has been found to be
guided by considerations different from the initial act of volunteering (Fang and Neufeld, 2009).
Component-based development of IS is being studied and implemented as an avenue to the reuse
of well-tested software, fast time-to-market, and cost control (De Cesare et al., 2006). With the
components evolving into services available over the Web as discoverable software resources,
service-oriented architectures are being implemented by such methods as SOMA (Arsanjani et
al., 2008). Web-based collaboration tools bring new organizational opportunities to development,
particularly salient in the age of offshoring, such as geographically distributed design and code
reviews (Meyer, 2008). Such reviews have been found effective in defect removal in the Personal
Software Process approach, used to improve the performance of individual developers (Kemerer
and Paulk, 2009).
Ever new application requirements challenge the existing development processes, the prepara-
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tion of people, and the operation of development projects. Thus, the emerging challenge of dataintensive computing is to orchestrate widely distributed systems in order to ingest and analyze, in
real or almost-real time, massive data volumes incoming via the Internet–Web compound (Kouzes
et al., 2009). Robust study of the SA&D should lead to robust systems. A broad program of study
of the development and implementation of successful organizational and interorganizational IS,
known as design science, was initiated two decades ago (Nunamaker et al., 1990–91). A process
model for conducting this research has been proposed and demonstrated in practice (Peffers et
al., 2007–8). Consistent with the AMIS publication program, it is my hope that this volume, as
well as its AMIS predecessor in the SA&D sequence, will enhance practice and stimulate further
research.
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Systems Analysis and
Design: People, Processes,
and Projects

Chapter 1

Social and Technical Aspects of Systems
Analysis and Design
John Erickson and Keng Siau

Sociotechnical theory has served as an explanatory vehicle for information systems development
and deployment for more than thirty years. In the competitive environment that most industries
operate in, information systems are essential for solving problems, and gaining and maintaining
competitive advantages. Understanding both the technical and behavioral aspects of systems is
also a critical component of the systems development process. Information systems can often
determine the success or failure of a business. Unfortunately, the overall success rates of systems
development projects historically have been very low. The statistics cross industries, organization
size, and national boundaries. Much research has been devoted to examining why systems fail
so often and how they can be improved (Avison and Fitzgerald, 2003; Hardgrave et al., 2003;
Schmidt et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2001; Siau et al., 1997).
A wide variety of approaches to systems development have been proposed and tried over at
least the past twenty years. For example, between 1989 and 1994, the number of object-oriented
development approaches grew from around ten to more than fifty (Booch et al., 2005). Recent
years, between 1994 and 2008, have not seen a drop in the number of proposals regarding how best
to build systems. Entirely new approaches have been designed and tried in practice. Pair programming (Williams and Kessler, 2002), extreme programming (Beck, 1999), and agile development
(Erickson et al., 2005; Fowler and Highsmith, 2001) were proposed and used in the late 1990s and
the early years of the next decade, while Web services, service-oriented architecture (Erickson and
Siau, 2008), cloud computing, Web 2.0, and open source systems (Long and Siau, 2007) continue
the trend of proliferation of system-building approaches in more recent times.
In particular, open source development can be connected to sociotechnical systems because at
least one of its basic tenets—that users can meaningfully contribute to technical systems development, particularly application development—proposes that users should be more closely connected
to systems building. Traditionally, applications are built so that the developing company owns the
source code, and keeps it closed, for the most part, to outside programmers or users. Open source
development, however, allows users from outside the developing organization to contribute to
code writing, and also to programming improvement initiatives. Peer-based collaboration efforts,
including open source and pair programming, that are aimed at improving applications and systems
represent a fundamental divergence in thought regarding how systems should be built.
As the volume title indicates, the organizational theme is people, processes, and projects. This
implies a synergy for the organization when both the human component and the technological
component can be put together in attempts to gain competitive advantage. Technical approaches
and practice combined with those of social and behavioral sciences have become important to
ensuring business success. In addition, the sociotechnical approach can provide insight into better
3
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Table 1.1

Cherns’ Principles for Social-Technical Design
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle
Principle

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Compatibility
Minimal Critical Specification
Variance Control
Boundary Location
Information Flow
Power and Authority
Multifunctional
Support Congruence
Transitional Organization
Forth Bridge

organizational and process design and practice and has become a critical element that organizations
must deal with effectively. The sociotechnical approach has been used as an explanatory vehicle
for many years (e.g., see Ryan and Harrison, 2000; Ryan et al. 2002; Stein and Vandenbosch,
1996), with one of the early and noteworthy formulations of the theory emerging from Cherns’s
1976 observations. He followed up in 1987 with a review and modifications to the 1976 work.
Sociotechnical theory assumes that an organization or subcomponent can be viewed as a sociotechnical system. A sociotechnical system is composed of two interindependent, closely related
and interacting systems, social and technical (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977a).
CHERNS’S PRINICIPLES ON SOCIAL-TECHNICAL DESIGN
Cherns (1976, 1987) insisted that if systems builders failed to account for the social requirements or needs of the system being constructed, those needs would be met in “some other way,”
and such other ways would likely impede the organization as much as help it. Cherns (1976)
went on to delineate nine principles that he insisted should provide a basis for the sociotechnical design of business or organizational systems. In his 1987 revisitation of the theory, he
modified some of the existing principles and added a tenth principle. Table 1.1 summarizes
Cherns’s ten principles.
The first principle is compatibility. By compatibility, Cherns means that design execution should
be in alignment with the design goal for the system itself. An important part of this principle is the
idea that even experts (systems analysts, domain experts, etc.)—or perhaps, especially experts—
must be willing to put their assumptions on the table.
Cherns’s second principle, minimal critical specification, means that essential characteristics
of the systems must be identified. Conversely, this principle also means that the builders should
specify the minimum design necessary to meet the objectives. In other words, adherence to this
principle is a way to deal with project scope creep.
Variance control represents Cherns’s third principle. Underlying variance control is the basic
assumption that variances should not be moved across organizational boundaries. As such, this
principle is interdependent with boundary location (the fourth principle) and information flow
(the fifth principle). Boundaries are often set by functional area designations and sometimes by
process designations. The fourth principle states that boundaries should not be drawn in ways
that impede information flow. However, given that at least some processes are transfunctional,
meaning they cross functional boundaries by definition and necessity, internal boundaries can
block the flow of information. This is not to say that boundaries should be eliminated, but rather
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that they should be carefully drawn and managed as organizational needs and boundaries change
through business pressure.
The sixth principle, power and authority, states that those who need resources or inputs should
have access to acquire and use them. However, this also means that with the authority comes
responsibility for appropriate use. This principle can be closely associated with information flow
and boundary issues (the fourth and fifth principles).
The multifunctional principle, Cherns’s seventh, simply proposes that organizations must adapt
to their environments. However, in the context of the fourth, fifth, and sixth principles, developers
and organizations must also realize that many of the boundaries are internal and that as a result, so
are some of the “environments” that they must adapt to. This is most evident when implementing
an enterprise system (Doherty and King, 2005).
Support congruence represents Cherns’s eighth principle. It proposes that support for humanbased processes, such as human resources, marketing, and planning, should be conceived and
delivered similarly to support for concrete processes typically found in a manufacturing company.
Adherence to this principle can mean a significant change to policies, some of which may have
been in place for a long time. Thus, resistance to change is possible or even likely.
The ninth principle is known as the transitional organization principle and presumes that transitions from legacy systems to new systems must be designed and planned. This includes training
and other means of obtaining buy-in from end users and other constituents. Cherns named the
final principle the Forth Bridge principle, or incompletion principle. This name refers to a famous
railroad bridge in Scotland that can never be freshly painted in its entirety at one time. By the
time painting is completed on both sides, the paint on the first side of the bridge has deteriorated
so much that it is time to repaint it again (one could use painting and maintenance on the Golden
Gate Bridge as an equally apt analogy). This principle states that systems are never really static,
but rather are continually changing and dynamic, and require more or less continuous maintenance
and repair. Maintenance and support continue over the life of a system, and change is continuous
and/or incremental rather than all at once or not at all.
Cherns’s works did not include a specific framework for examining or classifying sociotechnical
systems. They were more general principles and values that others used to build upon.
OTHER SOCIAL-TECHNICAL FRAMEWORKS AND THEORIES
Once researchers had a chance to examine Cherns’s ideas in detail and organizations begin to
act on them, other ideas were proposed and developed to extend understanding of sociotechnical systems and their related development. Among the researchers investigating sociotechnical
systems were Markus (1983), Lamb and Kling (2003), and Bostrom and Heinen (1977a, 1977b).
The basic ideas driving the research are explored in the following section.
Markus examined resistance to management information systems (MIS) projects from several
existing theoretical perspectives. The first theory was based on the idea that resistance to change
(identified as a primary reason that systems development efforts fail) could emerge from the human or behavioral perspective. In other words, resistance to change is an internal phenomenon
originating in individuals or in their groups.
The second theory presumed that resistance to change, or user nonacceptance of the system,
is driven primarily by the quality and design of the system itself (Markus, 1983). Accordingly,
even if a system was well constructed from a technical perspective and accomplished everything
the developers wanted, but included a very poorly designed interface, then the system was still
likely to fail.
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The third theoretical approach was to include the human and technology-based elements as
actors or components of the system. The idea was then to examine the effects of interactions
between the various human and technological components of the system. Markus used a single
case study to illustrate how the various elements of each of the theories could be applied as an
explanatory vehicle.
Markus arrived at a number of conclusions from the case study. One conclusion was that
technical systems by themselves cannot induce large changes to the organizations. The people
tasked to use the systems will tend not to accept the system if it is simply imposed upon them.
On the other hand, technical systems cannot operate themselves, and people must be included in
the building and productions phases. Another of Markus’s conclusions was that no single set of
approaches would work in every situation, when speaking of information systems development
projects. Markus also proposed that the specific systems designs arrived at were closely related
to the interactions between users and designers. Finally, Markus claimed that the most critical
implication of what she called the interaction theory was that a complete and thorough design
process was essential to the success of the system. Further, she said that the design must include
human elements such as social and political considerations.
Lamb and Kling (2003) conducted research developing and extending the “social actor”
model. The basic idea of the model is that those that use information systems are more than “
. . . a socially thin concept of users . . .” (p. 28) and should be seen from a more richly defined
perspective. In particular, Lamb and Kling (2003) defined four dimensions of social actors: affiliations, environments, interactions, and identities. Each of the dimensions includes characteristics
and behaviors.
Characteristics and behaviors of affiliations presume that the relationships between the actors are
modified and determined to some extent by the demands of the client or other stakeholders. It is also
assumed that the interactions and relationships are dynamic and vary with various resources. Relationships are assumed to cross boundaries among various interested groups. Finally, relationships change in
response to the dynamics described above, moving across the organization (Lamb and Kling, 2003).
Environments are described in terms of four characteristics and behaviors. First, the environments influence the internal systems and people of the organization. Second, environments differ
across industries, especially with regard to dynamics. Third, it is assumed that some technical
systems are located in the environment, and fourth, other technical systems are located in the
industry or in other environmental entities (Lamb and Kling, 2003).
Interactions consist of four characteristics or behaviors. The first assumes that actors communicate through standard and existing channels, while the second assumes that actors create new
communication channels as necessary to ease communications. Third, the technical systems must
be included as part of the interactions. Finally, the actors are assumed to perform their functions
as representatives or agents of the organization (Lamb and Kling, 2003).
Identities are the “ . . . avowed presentations of the self and ascribed profiles of organizational
members” (Lamb and Kling, 2003). The four characteristics or behaviors include the following.
First, the actors’ identities are represented by a built-in part of the technical systems. Second, the
technical systems and networks enhance many identities, such as gender identities, within the
system. Third, the connections heightened by the technical system include more than the roles.
In other words, the identities are seen and recognized across functional and other boundaries in
the various components. Fourth, the actors create identities via the technical system.
Bostrom and Heinen (1977a, 1977b) concluded that many systems failures could be traced to
poor designs. They expanded upon Cherns and other researchers’ ideas and proposed a framework
for examining and understanding the concepts of sociotechnical systems. Their idea separates a
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Figure 1.1
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company internally into a social system and a technical system. Components (also called classes)
of the social system include structure and people, while components of the technical system include
technology and tasks. Each of the internal components can interact with each of the others, in what
Bostrom and Heinen called secondary relationships (1977a). See Figure 1.1 for details.
CLASSIFYING CHAPTERS IN THIS VOLUME
The framework developed by Bostrom and Heinen (1977a) provides a good schema for classifying MIS research. Works can be classified as dealing with the social system comprising structure
and people, or the technical system comprising technology and tasks. The necessary interactions
and relationships among the components would also be an important part of the classification
scheme.
The broad umbrella of social systems research chapters in this volume includes Part I, Social
Systems Focus, comprising Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Part II consists of chapters exemplifying a
combined perspective on systems, which we titled Sociotechnical Systems Focus, and includes
Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. Finally, Part III, Technical Systems Focus, which includes Chapters 9, 10,
and 11, contains a more technical perspective, since those chapters address issues and problems
related to system modeling approaches.
In providing this classification scheme, it is not our intent to preclude other ways of classifying
the chapters in this volume, nor is it our intent to say that the chapters in Part I do not include a
significant technical perspective, or that the chapters in Part III do not include a significant social
perspective. Instead, we intend only to provide a possible lens for readers to view the exemplar
research included herein.
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Part I. Social Systems Focus
Part I of the volume focuses on system development methods and the implicit effect that development methods have or can have on success or failure. In particular, the general theme revolves
around agility in the systems development process. Agile systems development by its definition
(Fowler and Highsmith, 2001) means that systems developers and users are more closely connected
than in nonagile projects; agile projects seem to focus more on the connection and interactions
between tasks and people (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977a). We classify the chapters in this section
as being more related to a social systems focus than to a technical systems focus. We propose that
the research described in this section studies tasks, which are by definition technical. However,
the primary focus of agility is more on changing the behavior of the participants involved in the
development of the systems, so we argue that the chapter should be seen as more behaviorally
focused than technically focused.
In Chapter 2, Dinesh Batra applies cognitive complexity principles to justify the connections
and interactions between the standard, heavy structured (object-oriented development) approaches
and the more lightweight, agile development approaches. A framework is provided to guide the
reader through the selection process based on various complexity factors. In Chapter 3, Glen Van
Der Vyver, Michael Lane, and Andy Koronios explore the ways that adoption of agile systems
development methods can be inhibited or enhanced. This exploration ultimately results in a set
of factors that provides insight into the conditions necessary to drive successful projects using
the proper approach (either agile or traditional). This could be classified as research involving the
interactions between the social system and technology and tasks. In Chapter 4, Michael Rosemann,
Jan Recker, and Christian Flender explore ways to design business processes that are “aware” of
the context in which they operate. They explain how the business context can be conceptualized,
classified, and integrated with existing approaches to business process modeling to make flexibility
and adaptability key considerations in design.
Part II. Sociotechnical Systems Focus
Part II of the volume is themed around software projects. While software projects are often seen
as heavily technical, the chapters included in this section examine how the projects are executed,
thus implying a strong social content. So, we classified these chapters as exemplifying the sociotechnical approach in practice, a mix of both the technical and social. While the chapters in this
section examine the technology and tasks, the interactions between the social system components
and the technical system components are certainly a significant part of the projects as well. For
the chapters included in this section, we strived to provide a good view of the sociotechnical approach by focusing on both technical and social components.
Chapter 5, contributed by Fred Niederman, examines the issues involving recruiting, staffing,
hiring, and skills needed in a Web-enabled development environment. Chapter 6 deals with work
systems and how they can be used to analyze and understand information systems. Contributed
by Steven Alter, this research fits nicely within the context of Cherns (1976) and Bostrom and
Heinen (1977a). A framework and guide, called the work systems method, for improving collaboration between business and information technology professionals is provided. The work system
approach operates from many of the same basic assumptions as the sociotechnical approach. In
Chapter 7, Paolo Salvaneschi discusses how the quality of software systems is evaluated. The
author challenges readers to broaden their perspective on quality and consider it through the lens of
a conceptual framework taken from the engineering discipline. This could be classified as examin-
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ing interactions between information systems and processes and tasks. Chapter 8 studies the use
of a cognitive mapping approach, including agent-based software, to assess and quantify the risks
associated with software development projects. Cognitive mapping is useful in situations where
many decision-making factors are interrelated causally and must be considered simultaneously.
Written by Kun-Chang Lee and Nam-Ho Lee, the work can be seen as examining the interactions
between human capital and people, and the information system.
Part III. Technical Systems Focus
Part III of the volume contains research that generally examines the importance modeling has assumed in systems development. Modeling can be used in very general ways by systems developers
to provide some “as-built” drawings of the system. Alternatively, modeling can be more formally
used to describe the systems in much more explicit and granular detail. Thus, for the chapters in
Part III, it seems that the focus of modeling is balanced relatively equally on both the technical
components and the behavioral components, especially since at least one of the chapters examines
the question of how people actually use modeling as an aid to systems building.
Chapter 9, by Peter F. Green and Alastair Robb, looks at how systems development teams use
modeling in practical information systems implementation projects. Although the use of models
by individual developers has been explored, this study examines their use in the context of teams
and finds that developers are much more likely to use combinations of models while working
in a team than while working alone. This could be seen as a study involving the interactions between the organizational structures, the human capital and people, the processes and tasks, and
the information system. Chapter 10 examines the Unified Modeling Language (UML) from an
ontological perspective and provides a way of using ontological semantics to enable UML use
for conceptual modeling. Contributed by Xueming Li and Jeffrey Parsons, the research could be
seen as examining the interactions between all four of the sociotechnical components. Finally, in
Chapter 11, Elvira Locuratolo studies database meta-modeling as a means of aiding the design of
database structure schemas. Qualitative/conceptual measures of information implicitly specified
within schemas and a qualitative/conceptual evaluation of the consistency are provided. This
research also involves all four of the sociotechnical components and their interactions.
CONCLUSIONS
This volume is a valuable resource for academic scholars and practitioners alike. The chapters in
this volume represent state-of-the-art and exemplary research in the field of systems analysis and
design, and serve to inform readers of potential and future areas of research. Further, many of the
contributing authors are internationally known and respected researchers in the area.
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PART I
SOCIAL SYSTEMS FOCUS: PEOPLE

Chapter 2

The Application of Cognitive
Complexity Principles for Reconciling
the Agile and the Discipline Approaches
Dinesh Batra

Abstract: Systems development today has two major camps—agile and discipline. The agile camp
subscribes to its best practices published under the Agile Manifesto, which include a focus on customer, employee, working software, and response to change. The discipline camp believes that software
development processes need to be continually improved, and that planning is the key to successful
development. Software experts have proposed that there is a need to balance agility and discipline;
however, they have not provided precise guidelines. This chapter considers cognitive complexity factors
from four theoretical sources to reconcile the debate between the agile and the discipline approaches.
It identifies factors that favor agile development and those that favor discipline development. These
factors are integrated and grouped according to ten systems development principles.
Keywords: Agile, Discipline, Cognitive Complexity, Systems Complexity, Metasocial Forces,
Problem Solving, Design Complexity
The discipline-based approaches center on process improvement and quality management (Crosby,
1979; Deming, 1986; Juran, 1988). Process capability is the inherent ability of a process to produce
planned results. As the capability of a process increases, it becomes predictable and measurable,
and the most significant causes of poor quality and productivity are controlled or eliminated (Curtis,
Hefley, and Miller, 2002). Discipline-based approaches are planning-heavy, at times bureaucratic,
and subscribe to the belief that methodical requirements, high determination, and exacting analysis documentation result in a high quality software product (Nerur and Balijepally, 2007). The
approaches are best exemplified by the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and the Capability
Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI), both of which gained popularity in the 1990s (Ahern et al.,
2004). Recent work by Curtis et al. (2002) extends the CMM model by addressing the critical people
issues in organizations. Discipline approaches are widely used and have considerable following
all over the world (Nerur, Mahapatra, and Mangalaraj, 2005). However, discipline approaches can
be bureaucratic, and resource- and time-intensive, especially if the project encounters significant
changes in user requirements (Vinekar, Slinkman, and Nerur, 2006).
Frustration with the bureaucratic nature of the disciplined approach led to the proposal for agile
development (Boehm and Turner, 2004). The new approach is defined by its Agile Manifesto (Beck
et al., 2001), which values individuals and their interactions over processes and tools, working
software over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contract negotiation,
and responding to change over following a plan (Larman, 2003). Agile practices also include
13
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adaptive development (Highsmith, 2000), which calls for requirements, plans, estimates, and
solutions to adapt in response to feedback from users, developers, and tests. Agile development
is always iterative as opposed to discipline-based development, which may or may not be iterative. The degree of ceremony in agile development—the amount of documentation, and formal
steps and reviews—is low. Examples include methodologies such as XP (Beck, 1999; Auer and
Miller, 2002), Adaptive Software Development (Highsmith, 2000), Crystal (Cockburn, 2005),
and Scrum (Schwaber and Beedle, 2002). Although the agile approach currently has only about
14 percent adoption, it is becoming popular with each passing year. However, the agile approach
has its own limitations, such as limited support for large development teams, for subcontracting,
and for distributed projects (Turk, France, and Rumpe, 2005).
Boehm and Turner (2004) provide an excellent comparison of the agility and discipline approaches. Based on the analysis, they reach six conclusions (Boehm and Turner, 2004, p. 148)
that define the general practitioner beliefs of the systems development field:
1. Neither agile nor plan-driven methods provide a silver bullet to the problem of determining best practices in software development (or to achieving high-quality software
development in a timely, efficient and cost-effective manner);
2. Agility and plan-driven methods each have areas in which they clearly dominate the other;
3. Future trends are towards application developments that need both agility and discipline;
4. Some balanced methods are emerging;
5. It is better to build your method up than to tailor it down;
6. Methods are important, but potential silver bullets are more likely to be found in areas
dealing with people, values, communication, and expectations management.
While Boehm and Turner (2004) do not resolve the debate over best practices or provide specific recommendations, they mention four essential issues for comparing the discipline and agile
methods: complexity, conformity, changeability, and invisibility. From a cognitive perspective,
these four factors pertain to the cognitive complexity construct as detailed in Reeves (1996). For
example, change and invisibility can lead to cognitive complexity, while ability to accommodate
change and conformity to standard practices can ease complexity. Thus, an approach based on
cognitive complexity may be considered to evaluate systems development approaches.
Systems development is a process designed to represent real-world phenomena, which are inherently complex (Niekerk and Buhl, 2003). Systems development itself is also highly complex, given
that a host of methodologies and tools have not prevented widespread failure in achieving timely
and in-budget completion of projects (Masticola, 2007). Languages, such as Unified Modeling
Language (UML), used to help systems development are also complex (Batra and Satzinger, 2006;
Siau and Loo 2006; Van der Meer and Dutta, 2009). Cognitive complexity theory is, therefore, an
appropriate approach to understanding the systems development phenomenon.
The complexity construct, however, includes a large number of factors beyond the four mentioned.
Accordingly, a comprehensive approach to comparing the two approaches requires examining all
of the complexity factors. This chapter compares the discipline approach with the agile approach
based on cognitive complexity principles derived from various reference disciplines. The scope of
the chapter does not encompass very small projects (e.g., those with fewer than five developers).
EVALUATION BASED ON COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY PRINCIPLES
In examining cognitive complexity, Reeves (1999) has utilized complexity factors based on five
theoretical sources. Four of the five—systems complexity, metasocial forces, problem solving,
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and design complexity—are directly relevant to system development complexity. For each source,
Reeves (1999) presents a number of factors that are shown as complexity pairs, with the left aspect
complexifying, and the right aspect simplifying. For example, the pair “dynamic-stable” indicates
that dynamic behavior is complexifying, while stable behavior is simplifying. Each complexity
pair can be evaluated in order to gauge which term in the pair is more closely associated with
either the agile or the discipline approach.
To evaluate whether the discipline approach or the agile approach is more effective based on
a given factor, we need to consider each factor and evaluate whether its complexifying aspect
pertains to the software development environment and is addressed by one of the two approaches,
or whether its simplifying aspect is an inherent characteristic of the approach. If complexity arises
from the development environment or the application domain, then the preferred approach is the
one that can best address the complexifying aspect. For example, consider the dynamic-stable pair.
The dynamic (unpredictable) behavior of the development environment can lead to complexity.
The agile approach can better address the complexifying behavior—dynamic—hence, it is the
preferred approach for the dynamic–stable pair.
Conversely, an approach may intrinsically embrace the simplifying behavior. For example,
“hurried versus thought out” presents another complexifying-simplifying pair. Since “thought
out” implies planning, which is intrinsically an attribute of the discipline approach, the simplifying aspect is preferred in the discipline approach. Thus, at times, the complexifying aspect itself
leads us to the better approach (i.e., the approach that can better address the complexifying aspect),
while at other times, the simplifying aspect points to the better approach (the approach that may
already encompass the simplifying aspect as an attribute). Generally, however, examining the
complexifying aspect leads us to the preferred approach. Note that “preferred approach” means
the approach that is more likely to address the complexifying aspect.
In the next four sections, complexifying-simplifying pairs from four theoretical sources—systems
complexity, metasocial forces, problem solving, and design complexity—are discussed to determine
which approach—agile or discipline—is preferred for a given factor. Some of the factors listed in
Reeves (1999) are not relevant to systems development and are not discussed. The discussion is
followed by seven recommendations that incorporate the best features of the two approaches.
SYSTEMS COMPLEXITY
Reeves (1999) lists ten factor pairs related to systems complexity, out of which two—broken
symmetry–symmetry and human activity–mechanical systems—were dropped. The issue of symmetry was ignored because symmetry is not a feature of software development. The pair “human
activity systems” versus “mechanical systems” was ignored because human activity systems are
too similar to another factor, “soft systems.” The remaining eight factors are classified in Table 2.1.
These factors are based on the work of systems scientists (Banathy, 1991; Flood and Carson, 1990).
Each factor in the table is presented as a complexifying-simplifying pair in the first two columns.
The third column lists the favored approach—agile or discipline, or both, if they are equally favored.
The fourth column lists closely linked factors from other sources included in the chapter.
Interactive Subsystems
All subsystems interact to some degree, although the degree of interaction can vary (Nickerson and
Zenger, 2004). Highly interactive subsystems result in complexity (van Merriënboer and Sweller,
2005). When there are many interactions among subsystems, the behavior of a system can be
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Table 2.1

Systems Complexity Factors
Favored
Approach

Complexifying

Simplifying

Interactive subsystems
(many interactions)
Many parts
(unconstrained interactions)
Dynamic behavior
(unpredictable)

Singular interactions
(few interactions)
Few parts
(constrained)
Linear behavior
(predictable)

Agile

Open
(reacts with environment)
Differentiated
(specialized)
Soft systems
(human)
Anarchic (no control
mechanism)
Embedded
(hidden interactions)

Closed
(self-contained)
Undifferentiated
(unspecialized)
Hard systems
(mechanical)
Communication/control
(feedback control)
Single
(obvious interactions)

Agile

Discipline
Agile

Related Factors
Interactive subsystems
(problem solving)
High number of variables
(problem solving)
Unpredictable (problem
solving)
Dynamic (metasocial
forces)

Discipline
Agile
Discipline
Agile

Hidden
(problem solving)
Obscure
(design complexity)

emergent; that is, it cannot be predicted by merely looking at its parts. For example, if the system
addresses a new domain, the interactions are not predictable. In this case, the agile approach is
better because it can adapt to emerging behavior.
Many Parts
When there are many parts to a system, jumping too quickly into implementation can be risky. Discipline is critical because one needs to identify the critical parts of the system, decompose the system,
determine dependencies, and devise a project plan (Project Management Institute, 2004). Thus, a
discipline approach is preferred. For example, if software is to be written for an entire enterprise, the
project will have many parts and will likely fail in the absence of adequate planning.
Dynamic Behavior
This factor is similar to what Boehm and Turner (2004) refer to as changeability. If a system has dynamic
behavior, then the development approach needs to facilitate response to changes. For example, a rapidly
expanding company will experience dynamic behavior in its business, and consequently, in its systems
applications. The agile approach excels in responding to changes, and is the preferred approach.
Open
The discipline approach is suited for a stable, closed environment. If the environment is open
and this openness affects the system in a significant manner, then the agile approach is preferred.
For example, companies continually improve their Web sites in response to changes initiated by
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competing companies. The improvements impact the environment, other companies respond, and
there is a continual interplay between environmental changes and company responses. The need
for highly fluent responses calls for agility.
Differentiated
When a system becomes more differentiated, the domain knowledge required becomes more
highly nuanced and specialized. Normally, such a system will have many parts, and each part will
have to be systematically studied. A discipline approach, with its upfront planning requirements,
would thus be favored.
Soft Systems
Software systems that are more likely to be problematic are those designed for, and by, humans. Human requirements, as compared to machine requirements, are inherently more complex because of
the unpredictability involved. Both customer-oriented and developer-oriented thinking are desirable.
The discipline approach, with its focus on processes, in particular ignores the developer. Stress among
developers has been steadily increasing and is at an all-time high (Chilton, Hardgrave, and Armstrong,
2005). An agile approach, with its focus on customers and developers, is therefore preferred.
Anarchic
The agile approach features better communication only when a project is relatively small. As
a project increases in size, the large number of team members required and the lack of control
mechanisms can lead to anarchy. Extreme programming proponents, in particular, are hesitant
about projects that require more than twenty developers (Boehm and Turner, 2004). This observation has been empirically confirmed for agile projects in general (Dyba and Dingsoyr, 2008). The
discipline approach, with its formal control mechanisms, is the preferred approach in large-scale,
and potentially anarchic projects.
Embedded
Hidden interactions can lead to emergence, which characterizes a system different from any
of its subsystems. Hidden interactions cannot be predicted and, therefore, cannot be addressed
by planning. Brooks refers to this phenomenon as invisibility (Boehm and Turner, 2004). For a
hidden interaction to emerge, the software product needs to be coded and implemented. For example, user response to a new type of system is usually not known until a piece of the system is
implemented. As a result, an agile approach is preferred in embedded systems because it allows
for early implementation and it accepts changes more readily.
METASOCIAL FORCES
The metasocial forces of complexity (based on the work of Gergen) are: (a) dynamic rates of
change and the constant introduction of novelty and (b) the sheer volume of possible interactions
people have with each other, with products, and with information (Gergen, 2000). Information
is the underlying force that drives these other forces because it is the source of new knowledge.
Reeves (1999) lists four metasocial forces (Table 2.2) that can cause cognitive complexity.
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Table 2.2

Metasocial Forces Factors

Complexifying

Simplifying

Novelty
(new)
Dynamic
(constant change)

Confirmation
(same)
Stable
(changeless)

Feature overload/variety
(many choices)
Hurried
(unplanned)

Simplicity
(few choices)
Thought out
(planned)

Favored
approach

Related factors

Agile
Agile

Agile
Discipline

Dynamic behavior
(systems complexity)
Unpredictable
(problem solving)
Unbounded
(design complexity)

Novelty
The agile approach is better positioned to deal with the uncertainty and the unpredictability associated with novelty. A company diversifying into a new area will experience novelty in its systems as
it hones its transaction, supervisory, and decision support. For novel applications, agile practices
such as iteration, constant adaption, and customer participation are well suited.
Dynamic
This factor, as discussed earlier in the “Systems Complexity” section, favors the agile approach.
Feature Overload/Variety
Variety may be in the domain, or may be invented by the developer. When there are many features
in a software program, careful planning is a compelling requirement. Many software projects require a large number of features. For example, tax software is full of functional features because
tax rules are complex. Variety in the domain is closely related to having many parts, a factor that
has already been addressed under “Systems Complexity.” However, creating features that provide little value is a high-cost, low-value proposition. Agile proponents talk about the “featuritis”
thinking that can creep into the discipline approach, and they recommend a philosophy based
on simplicity. It is in this context that the factor “variety” is considered. The need for simplicity
favors the agile approach. For clarity, this factor has been renamed to reflect choices: “feature
overload” versus few choices.
Hurried
Planning reduces uncertainty in software development. Lack of planning can lead to haphazard
development. Daily fifteen-minute meetings do not guarantee success, especially when the project
size scales up. The philosophy that “change is welcome” can lead to a mode of thought that eschews
planning and favors a frenzied race to start something and produce code. Addressing change is
usually costly when coding is continually updated because adequate attention has not been paid to
requirements analysis. Even in fast-paced contemporary times, the business environment does not
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Table 2.3

Problem-Solving Factors
Complexifying

Simplifying

Favored approach

Related factors

High number of variables
(hard to track)
Hidden
(murky details)

Few variables
(easy to track)
Apparent
(clarity of fact)

Discipline

Expert
(expertise required)
Vagueness of goal
(indeterminate)
Ill-structured
(lack of organization)
Interactive subsystems
(hidden effects)
Unpredictable
(cannot find cause)

Novice
(beginner can do)
Specificity of goal
(singular goal)
Structured
(organized)
Singular subsystems
(expected effects)
Predictable
(can find cause)

Discipline

Many parts
(systems complexity)
Embedded
(systems complexity)
Obscure
(design complexity)

Time delayed
(unknown effect)

Immediate
(known effect)

Agile

Agile

Agile
Discipline
Agile
Agile

Interactive subsystems
(systems complexity)
Dynamic behavior
(systems complexity)
Dynamic
(metasocial forces)

completely turn upside down in a matter of a year or two, a time period that reflects the duration of
the majority of projects. Hence, the discipline approach is the favorite for addressing this factor.
PROBLEM SOLVING
Software development can be considered a problem-solving process. Research in problem solving
is based on work on heuristics by Polya (1985), and information processing by Newell and Simon
(1972). Problem solving is defined as a process of searching through the decision space, looking for the right operator to transform the problem space into a solution. Complex problems are
those that require more difficult searches through more complicated mazes of possible operators.
Complexity is a matter of difficulty in finding the right operators that will eventually lead to the
ultimate solution. Reeves (1999) lists eleven problem-solving factors based mainly on Funke’s
(1991) work on complexity. Eight relevant complexifying-simplifying pairs pertaining to problem
solving are listed in Table 2.3. The remaining three factors, which seem irrelevant in the software
development context, are: many solutions, nonlinear, and illogical.
High Number of Variables
This point, referred to as “many parts” under “Systems Complexity,” has been covered earlier. It
favors the discipline-based approach.
Hidden
This point, covered earlier as “embedded” under “Systems Complexity,” favors the agile approach.
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Expert
When expertise is required, a project is deemed complex. Agile methods require a critical mass
of highly motivated, knowledgeable team members (Boehm and Turner, 2004). Conversely,
the discipline approach attempts to standardize processes, and thus allows nonexperts to take
advantage of documented experience. In fact, it can be debated that the success of the agile
approach has more to do with competent developers than with its other characteristics. The
discipline approach does not have this stringent requirement, and is therefore, the favored approach for this factor.
Vagueness of Goal
A discipline approach addresses vagueness through diligent research and planning. An agile approach assumes uncertainty of goals and requirements, and adapts as customer feedback based
upon the delivered product brings clarity to the situation. Is one better than the other? Developing
information systems is a creative process (Hevner et al., 2004), and there are limits to the amount
of clarity advance planning can bring to the project’s stated goal. It is common for customers to
be ambiguous about the nature of a software product because they may not yet have seen one
created and thus have no benchmark for comparison. An agile approach can address this issue
because the development process assumes that the requirements are not entirely clear. Hence, an
agile approach is preferred here.
Ill-Structured
Even if the overall goal is vague, organization is important. If the project lacks organization, then
writing code for the project is futile. A lack of organization probably means that the project is
too large, but the connections and dependencies among the parts are not well known. By using
a discipline approach, proper structure can be imposed before embarking on software development. A company may decide to streamline its supply chain management and its customer relations management systems before commencing on a software development project. Assuming
that the software project is large and ill-structured, it will require an approach that can enforce
structure. The discipline-based approach, which requires analysis and imposes structure, would
be preferred here.
Interactive Subsystems
This factor has been discussed under “Systems Complexity.” It favors the agile approach.
Unpredictable
This factor implies that one “cannot find cause”; that is, the context involves a phenomenon whose
behavior cannot be accurately forecasted. It is thus unwise to invest in extensive planning. For
example, there are situations when the customer genuinely does not know what level of analysis
is appropriate or what interface will better portray information. The agile approach is the preferred
method here since it is likely that the software development has to proceed in an adaptive mode.
This factor is similar to “vagueness of goal,” discussed earlier.
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Table 2.4

Design Complexity Factors
Complexifying

Simplifying

Favored approach

Nonstandard
(inconsistent)
Obscure

Standard
(consistent)
Obvious

Discipline

Unbounded

Constrained

Agile

Large/long tasks
Single method

Small/brief tasks
Shortcuts

Discipline
Agile

Agile

Related factors

Embedded
(systems complexity)
Hidden
(problem solving)
Variety
(metasocial)

Time-delayed
This factor implies “unknown effect” and is a phenomenon common in today’s environment where
the effect of introducing software is usually unpredictable. For example, the effect of launching
a new Web-based product or service may be unidentifiable because of the unknown responses
from customers and the competition. It is risky to estimate too optimistically and invest too much
when venturing into such a fuzzy zone. The agile approach, which stresses simplicity and expects
dynamic behavior, presents lower risk and is the preferred approach.
DESIGN COMPLEXITY
Most of the factors listed in Reeves (1999) under design complexity, and based on the works
of Norman (1988), Norman and Draper (1986), and Nielsen and Molich (1989) do not apply to
systems development complexity because of their focus on devices and interfaces rather than
information systems. The factor pairs “no help–help,” “unnatural-natural,” and “illogical-logical”
are clearly not relevant. A few factor pairs such as “hidden-apparent,” “inhumane-humane,” and
“textual-graphic” may seem applicable, but their operational definitions are different because the
focus is on interfaces rather than software development. Five out of the twelve factors are relevant,
however, and are shown in Table 2.4.
Nonstandard
One of the problems with the agile approach is that it does not standardize processes. The disciplinebased approach results in a standardization of processes, and is, therefore, the preferred approach.
Standardization leads to conformity, which is a useful characteristic when handling large projects
(Boehm and Turner, 2004).
Obscure
This is similar to the factor “embedded” under “Systems Complexity,” and the factor “hidden”
under “Problem Solving,” and it favors the agile approach.
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Unbounded
This is similar to the factor “variety” under “Metasocial Forces” and favors the discipline approach.
Large/Long Tasks
If the context has large/long tasks, and if the task is indivisible, the discipline approach is preferred.
Single Method
Although standardization provides the satisfaction of falling back to a documented procedure, it
can become an exercise in bureaucracy. Sometimes shortcuts provide more or less the same functionality at considerable savings of effort, time, and other resources. The agile approach focuses
more on the end result and customer satisfaction, so improvisation is acceptable. For this reason,
the agile approach is preferred here.
Formulating Complexity-Reducing Principles
The detailed complexity analysis in the context of systems development reveals that neither the
discipline-based nor the agile approach excels in handling all facets of complexity. Some of the
findings from the theoretical complexity analysis in this chapter are similar to the conclusions
reported in Boehm and Turner (2004). For instance, the discipline approach is geared to handling
projects that are large (i.e., “having many parts”) without the use of experts, by putting structure
into the project and standardizing processes, while the agile approach is geared to handling projects
that are more dynamic and unpredictable. However, the complexity analysis reveals much more
than the four critical factors mentioned by Boehm and Turner (2004).
There is an acute need to come up with complexity-reducing principles that can be applied to
projects regardless of their size, level of uncertainty, or specialization. It is evident that there will
be some tradeoff when applying such principles because of the contextual factors of the project
(Lyytinen and Rose, 2006). Currently, the discipline-based and agile approaches each have their
own niches (Figure 2.1). The agile approach is suitable for projects that are small and dynamic
(Dyba and Dingsoyr, 2008). Conversely, the discipline-based approach is suitable for large projects that are relatively stable. The small project that is relatively static presents the trivial case for
which both approaches would work. These delineations leave a critical area that is currently not
addressed by the literature. What do you do when the project is not small, but the requirements
are likely to be subject to a fair degree of change?
To answer this, we can take a lesson from some contemporary organizations that are large, yet
agile. Consider the example of General Electric (GE), which is one of the largest old-economy
companies. In the first half of the 1990s, GE used Work-Out (Ulrich et al., 2002) and other processes
to build a highly flexible, boundaryless culture. In the second half of the 1990s, GE transformed
itself repeatedly to keep up with the global Internet economy (Ashkenas et al., 2002). GE’s success
was based on a new approach that focused on flexibility across boundaries, and a new relationship
with customers and employees. GE showed that being large did not imply that it could not be
agile. Other companies that have shown similar change include Microsoft, Southwest Airlines,
Praxair Mexico, GlaxoSmithKline, among others (Ashkenas et al., 2002). In recent times, Google
and Apple, despite their size, are setting a new benchmark for agility. All of these companies
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have reconsidered and redefined the vertical, horizontal, external, and geographic boundaries to
eliminate inefficiencies and bureaucracies. Such companies have learned to be disciplined and
agile at the same time.
The same issue can be applied to software divisions and software projects. A software for a
new space mission is likely to be a sophisticated piece with very little room for defects; such a
project will predominantly be discipline-based. Health information systems may witness significant
innovation (agile) while maintaining the privacy and security of patients (discipline). “Green”
information systems may provide sophisticated features that provide intelligent solutions for
maximizing collection while minimizing wastage of energy; currently, such projects may initially
be agile. However, in each such case, a thorough study of the domain and an adequate level of
planning—characteristics of the discipline approach—will be required. However, the discipline
approach can only go so far, and the project will need to rely on agile principles. Even though we
may not know exactly how to weight and blend them, it would be useful to recommend principles
that are likely to facilitate both discipline and agility. To determine these principles, we need to
further integrate, cluster, and analyze the complexity factors from the four sources discussed in
the previous sections.
The first step is to integrate the factors from the four sources. This is simply a union of
the factors from the theoretical sources: systems complexity, metasocial forces, problem
solving, and design complexity (see Table 2.5). Note that the duplicate factors have been
eliminated.
The integration results in eighteen factors, each qualified by the preferred approach—discipline
or agile. However, it is difficult to get the bigger picture from this table. Although duplicate factors
have been removed, there are still factors that are related and suggest a common guiding principle.
The factors, thus, need to be collated by category and then clustered based on close relationships
to reveal guiding principles.
The factors in Table 2.5 are first collated by the preferred approach so that the two sets of factors are separated (see Table 2.6). This list can be used to further group factors based on affinity
so that guiding principles can emerge.
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Table 2.5

Integrating Factors from Different Sources
Complexifying

Simplifying

Favored approach

Interactive subsystems
(many interactions)
Many parts
(unconstrained interactions)
Dynamic behavior
(unpredictable)
Open
(reacts with environment)
Differentiated
(specialized)
Soft systems
(human)
Anarchic
(no control mechanism)
Novelty
(new)
Feature overload
(many choices)
Hurried
(unplanned)
Hidden
(murky details)
Expert
(expertise required)
Vagueness of goal
(indeterminate)
Ill-structured
(lack of organization)
Time-delayed
(unknown effect)
Nonstandard
(inconsistent)
Large/long tasks
Single method

Singular interactions
(few interactions)
Few parts
(constrained)
Linear behavior
(predictable)
Closed
(self-contained)
Undifferentiated
(unspecialized)
Hard systems
(mechanical)
Communication/control
(feedback control)
Confirmation
(same)
Simplicity
(few choices)
Thought out
(planned)
Apparent
(clarity of fact)
Novice
(beginner can do)
Specificity of goal
(singular goal)
Structured
(organized)
Immediate
(known effect)
Standard
(consistent)
Small/brief tasks
Shortcuts

Agile
Discipline
Agile
Agile
Discipline
Agile
Discipline
Agile
Agile
Discipline
Agile
Discipline
Agile
Discipline
Agile
Discipline
Discipline
Agile

TEN GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Finally, the factors listed in Table 2.6 are rearranged so that guiding principles can emerge (Table
2.7). This is the author’s interpretation based on the factors. The author is currently engaged in
data collection, which may provide a more accurate insight into the factors involved. Here, the
analysis and synthesis of the factors lead to ten guiding principles, which are presented. Four
discipline-based and six agile-based factors are given.
1. Principle of Decomposition
Three factors—“many parts,” “large/long tasks,” and “differentiated”—are related, and pertain
to the well-known systems concept called “decomposition.” Fewer parts as well as small, brief
tasks lower complexity. When knowledge becomes differentiated, decomposition can facilitate
focus on smaller pieces of the system. A software project should be decomposed into fairly inde-
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Table 2.6

Collating Factors by Favored Approach
Complexifying

Simplifying

Favored approach

Many parts
Differentiated
Anarchic
Hurried
Expert
Ill-structured
Nonstandard
Large/long tasks
Interactive subsystems
Dynamic behavior
Open
Soft systems
Novelty
Feature overload
Hidden
Vagueness of goal
Time-delayed
Single method

Few parts
Undifferentiated
Communication/control
Thought out
Novice
Structured
Standard
Small/brief tasks
Singular Interactions
Linear behavior
Closed
Hard systems
Confirmation
Simplicity
Apparent
Specificity of goal
Immediate
Shortcuts

Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Discipline
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile
Agile

Table 2.7

Formulating Complexity-Reducing Principles
Complexifying

Simplifying

Favored approach

Principle

Many parts
Large/long tasks
Differentiated
Hurried
Ill-structured
Nonstandard
Expert
Anarchic
Interactive subsystems
Novelty
Hidden
Vagueness of goal
Dynamic behavior
Open
Time-delayed
Soft systems

Few parts
Small/brief tasks
Undifferentiated
Thought out
Structured
Standard
Novice
Communication/control
Singular interactions
Confirmation
Apparent
Specificity of goal
Linear behavior
Closed
Immediate
Hard systems

Discipline

Decomposition

Discipline

Planning

Discipline

Standardizing processes

Discipline
Agile

Accountability
Iterative development

Agile

Adaptive development

Agile

Feature overload
Single method

Simplicity
Shortcuts

Agile
Agile

Customer focus
Developer focus
Simplicity
Heuristics

pendent, smaller parts, which in turn may be decomposed further. Agile principles can be used
to develop the pieces; however, the smaller units need to be coordinated within an overarching
discipline-based control mechanism. Object-oriented ideas such as encapsulation, strong cohesion,
loose coupling, and interfaces can be applied at the systems level to create relatively independent
subsystems that have fewer interactions.
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2. Principle of Planning
Planning can address two factors—”hurried,” and “ill-structured.” Planning and structure can reduce
uncertainty and simplify a project. If a project is large, upfront planning is essential to understand the
system and to make key architectural decisions. If the project is decomposed into subsystems, which
are then developed using agile approaches, a detailed coordination and control plan is required so that
the project does not veer into anarchy. Excessive planning should be avoided, however. Planning can
be carried so far so that it mitigates other simplifying factors. The project needs to balance planning
with the need to address the dynamic behavior of a software project. Planning should be a continuous
activity and should be used in agile development as is done in Scrum (Schwaber and Beedle, 2002).
3. Principle of Standardizing Processes
Standardization is a simplifying factor. As expertise is gained through repeated application, processes should be standardized, and the organization should attempt to continually improve processes. Best practices should be documented in a knowledge base. Further, baseline standards need
to be defined to ensure harmony and compatibility. If a project is divided into parts, and individual
parts are being developed by employing agile practices, it may lead to an anarchic environment if
there are no underlying standards. There needs to be a baseline standard governing documentation.
The same standard can also prevent overdocumentation as well as underdocumentation. Similarly,
teams should use compatible development tools. If a “lite” version of UML is used in the software
division, then all developers should be trained in the same version of UML. Processes should be
evaluated and improved just as code is improved by refactoring.
4. Principle of Accountability
A project should be under control at all times and not fall into anarchy. Accountability emerges
from good planning, which should ascribe responsibility to the developers and the project managers. Agile development recognizes accountability by its focus on working software, although a
large project would require additional means.
5. Principle of Iterative Development
This principle can address a number of complexifying factors—“interactive subsystems,” “novelty,”
“hidden,” and “vagueness of goal.” Software projects are creative endeavors (Hevner et al., 2004)
and invariably face new frontiers. Novelty is common, subsystems can interact in unpredictable
ways, goals can be vague despite planning, and accurate requirements sometimes emerge only
if the customer can evaluate a baseline prototype. Iterative development mitigates risk. A large
project can be decomposed into several relatively independent pieces. Each piece can be rated
on criticality, novelty, and uncertainty to determine risk. The pieces that are considered high risk
can be initiated early to provide stakeholders a glimpse of implementation. The feedback from
the early development of critical pieces can lead to further enhancing iterations. Developing a
complete unit at the outset is not recommended because as it interacts with other pieces, unforeseen behavior may be revealed. Continuous testing and integration can reveal hidden interactions.
Discipline-based projects should always evaluate the use of iterative development to reduce risk
in large projects. This manner of delivery strategy has been empirically found as a critical success
factor (Chow and Cao, 2008).
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6. Principle of Adaptive Development
This principle is related to the previous one, iterative development, and addresses three complexifying factors—“dynamic behavior,” “open systems,” and “time-delayed.” In fact, Adaptive
Software Development (Highsmith, 2000) is a prominent agile software development methodology.
When a project is started, the stakeholders need to assume an adaptive mindset (Linder, 2004) that
anticipates and accepts dynamic behavior. The agile approach is well suited to address adaptive
development, but the discipline approach needs to shed its image of bureaucracy and rigidity, and
accept dynamic behavior, which is plausible even in large projects.
7. Principle of Customer Focus
Software systems are generally “soft” systems, that is, they are for, and by, humans and organizations. The “customer” is a generic term for the sponsor interested in return on investment on
the project, the end user who provides the requirements and will eventually use the system, or
the project/functional manager at the client end interested in the timely completion of a quality
project within the allocated resources. Customer focus is the primary agile development value.
The discipline approach should not be tied to processes; instead it needs to explicitly recognize
customer satisfaction as a primary value.
8. Principle of Developer Focus
Developers have traditionally been considered merely another cost in the system, but agile development takes a humanistic approach. Developer motivation was traditionally of a monetary nature,
but agile development considers traditional rewards and punishments that the organization uses to
influence job performance as only partially effective in this environment. Developers perform best
when these are complemented with intangible rewards such as recognition, quality assignments,
and some freedom in work hours as well as tangible rewards such as training and other benefits.
This is evident by the voluntary effort contributed by developers to facilitate open-source software
development. However, the contemporary developer is also under considerable stress (Chilton,
Hardgrave, and Armstrong, 2005), and the field of information systems/technology will not draw
the best talent unless developers are rewarded with tangible and intangible rewards while their
stress and strain level is managed.
9. Principle of Simplicity
In a dynamic environment, simplicity—minimizing the number of features—is invaluable. Sometimes
variety is inevitable, and adequate planning is essential; however, developers are notorious for loading software with features, even when these have not been requested. They need to seek a minimal
solution, at least in the beginning stages. In a large project, this can keep the software simple, within
budget, and less prone to errors. This can be achieved by following the iterative approach. For example, a developer employing a use case-based approach can develop the normal scenario in the first
iteration. There is no sense in developing alternative scenarios if it turns out that the normal scenario
is not acceptable to a customer. Further, there is no need to develop every conceivable deviation
from the normal scenario or add features that may be scarcely used. It would be difficult to specify
a hard and fast rule here, given that some situations may not lend themselves to simplicity; it is just
a useful mindset in the contemporary budget- and time-conscious development environment.
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10. Principle of Heuristics
Although processes need to be standardized, developers should be able to improvise and use shortcuts. Once the standards are specified and subscribed, the developers should be given sufficient
leeway in finding creative and innovative solutions by using heuristics (Tversky and Kahneman,
1974) and shortcuts. Patterns (e.g., Batra, 2005) provide well-established heuristics. Subscribing
to a single method is a complexifying factor. For example, novices can benefit from robustness
analysis (George et al., 2007; Rosenberg, 1999), but the experts do not have to follow all of its
guidelines. Similarly, practitioners may not employ all of the UML diagrams (Dobing and Parsons,
2008; Erickson and Siau, 2007; Siau et al., 2005). More proficient developers especially should
be allowed to use shortcuts instead of being tethered to conventional processes.
CONCLUSION
Despite the plethora of methodologies, the field of systems development is still looking for a silver
bullet to lay to rest the debate between discipline-based and agile-based approaches. In practice,
both approaches—discipline and agile—with their somewhat contrasting manifestos have been
reported in the literature. A systematic analysis using cognitive complexity principles indicates
that a blending of discipline and the agile practices may provide a viable solution. Ten principles
have been recommended in the chapter. However, cognitive complexity is just one approach to
examining the issue. Future research can examine this problem in various ways. We can look at
large companies that are thriving in today’s dynamic environment and garner the essential principles
used in the work environment. These principles may then be applied to large software projects
development. We can also examine successful software companies or large projects completed
on time and within budget to discover the principles used.
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Chapter 3

Facilitators and Inhibitors for the
Adoption of Agile Methods
Glen Van Der Vyver, Michael Lane, and Andy Koronios

Abstract: This chapter examines factors that facilitate or inhibit the adoption of agile methods in
an organization. The chapter presents an overview of agile methodologies and a critical analysis
of their core values, and seeks to find the middle ground between the perhaps exaggerated claims
of agile enthusiasts and those who claim that agile methods are nothing but Rapid Application
Development in another guise. The limits of agility are explored from a theoretical and empirical
perspective, the latter via a qualitative study conducted using senior managers and information
technology practitioners. The chapter concludes that agile methods do appear to offer promising
productivity gains in particular situations and organizational contexts but are not a panacea for
the ills of software development in general. A significant amount of further empirical research is
required to establish the viability of agile methods and identify those contexts where they offer
optimal value.
Keywords: Agile Methods, Agile Corporation, Extreme Programming, XP, Organizational Culture,
Outsourcing, Offshoring
There is an ever-burgeoning array of software development methodologies and techniques. These
techniques range from “traditional” approaches, such as structured systems development, to
Rapid Application Development (RAD) approaches where speed of delivery and flexibility are
the focus. Although there are those within the information technology (IT) profession who swear
by one particular approach or another, many organizations have adopted a ‘horses for courses’
approach. This approach ideally attempts to match the development methodology to the demands
and requirements of the business in general and the system under development in particular. So,
for example, a project initiated to deliver a general ledger system for a major banking group is
likely to make use of a structured, highly formalized approach. On the other hand, a project initiated at the same bank to deliver as quickly as possible a small system that will take advantage of
a short-term market opportunity is probably best suited to a RAD approach.
Although choosing the most appropriate methodology or suite of methodologies for a particular project may be highly desirable, many factors militate against this occurring. These factors
may include the personal preferences of key players, political maneuvering, conflict within the
organization, constraints emanating from established policies and procedures, factors related to
organizational culture, and the peculiarities of the project itself.
We focus on a particular methodological approach referred to as agile, which is touted by many
as the emerging force in the applications development methodology arena. Agile methodologies
have emerged in recent years and appear well placed to help address some of the major problems
31
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that have beset software development for years. In the brutally competitive and inexorably fastpaced environment that characterizes business today, corporations can no longer afford projects
that come in hopelessly late or over budget. Agile methods promise to deliver a better product
rapidly at a lower cost, embedded within a process that is always focused on the client.
There is substantive evidence that agile methodologies have made inroads into the corporate
world, although it will take some time to evaluate the extent of these gains or indeed the extent
to which agile methods are able to deliver productivity improvements. There is now a significant
volume of literature dealing with agile methods, but only a limited proportion of that comes in
the form of unbiased, objective analysis. Unfortunately, much of what is written about the methodologies seems to emanate from people with vested financial interests, agile evangelists, and
agile enthusiasts. As is often the case with apparently revolutionary innovations, much hyperbole
surrounds agile methods and what they can and cannot deliver. We believe that while these methodologies have significant potential, much impartial research is required to establish how well
they work and what circumstances best suit them.
We use a qualitative study to investigate the factors that facilitate and inhibit the adoption of
agile methodologies in the organization. We believe that exploratory studies of this nature that
seek to uncover rich and detailed insights are highly appropriate for the study of methodologies
that are in the process of gaining a foothold.
AGILE METHODOLOGIES
Agile methodologies are arguably among the most client-focused of all in the panoply of techniques
used in creating software. Perhaps this is because they emerged not from the deep recesses of
some laboratory or abstract theoretical framework but from practitioners attempting to solve difficult business problems. Many of these practitioners were in the vanguard of those that faced the
harsh realities of the post–dot-com world, and their experiences taught them that a new approach
to information and communication technologies (ICT) was necessary.
There is some debate about the extent to which agile methods are revolutionary or even truly
innovative. Much of the literature we will discuss below presents agile methods as highly innovative, but some practitioners and scholars dispute this position, and a balanced analysis cannot
discount these opinions. Shaw (2004), for example, views agile methods as a fashion that has
replaced RAD and maintains that there is little difference between the methods. He argues that
some of the better-known agile methodologies such Crystal and Scrum bear a striking resemblance to Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM), a well-known RAD approach. This
opinion stands at the opposite extreme of those who view agile methods as revolutionary. In this
chapter we adopt the middle path. Our point of departure is that agile methods do appear to offer
something fresh and innovative, but they have a history and are part of the process of evolution
and adaptation of software development methodologies. Indeed, agility as a key determinant of
adaptation and survival in the brutally competitive information age has become a common theme
in many areas of business research, ranging from corporate agility (Amos, 1998) to agility in the
workforce (Bridger, 2002).
Core Values
Agile methodologies place an emphasis on adaptation rather than the optimization of processes
(Highsmith, 1998). In the networked, knowledge-based economy, adaptation is significantly more
important than optimization. Highsmith points out that achieving results in such a business context
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requires an adaptive approach that works within constraints, development approaches that facilitate
self-organization and flexibility, and a culture of collaboration. Agile methods are focused on short
development phases, each with clearly defined outputs, and only as much documentation as is
required (Shaw, 2004). Although some agile methods use prototyping techniques, the norm is the
delivery of a functional product in the minimum possible time (Coram and Bohner, 2005).
The Agile Alliance Group (Beck et al., 2001) identifies four core values that reveal the essence
of agility:
•
•
•
•

Individuals and interactions are valued above processes and tools.
Working software is valued above comprehensive documentation.
Customer collaboration is valued above contract negotiation.
Responding to change is valued above following a plan.

The values of the Agile Alliance Group are open to critique on a number of fronts. Although
there is much to be said for better communication in software development projects, it would be
dangerous to ignore processes and tools, particularly when the project is highly complex. The
fallibility of human rationality and judgment in highly complex situations is well documented,
and this is exacerbated when the situation is uncertain (Simon, 1976; Webber, 1997). In situations
of complexity and uncertainty, formal procedures and processes can help alleviate some of the
problems associated with poor decision making (Simon, 1976; Van Der Vyver, 2004).
Cockburn and Highsmith (2001) argue that the constant change (or uncertainty) in software
development projects is not well suited to the use of formal processes and procedures because
people are required for creative solutions, and processes cannot compensate for poor team members. Their argument is not convincing, and we argue that projects with any degree of complexity
require a solid procedural and strategic firmament. That is not to say we discount the possibility
that agile methods could be used in such projects, a topic to which we shall return when we discuss
agile methods in large projects.
Coram and Bohner (2005) correctly point out that documentation can be very time consuming, and whatever value it has is inevitably less than the working software. It is true that many
projects have delivered far too much documentation. Indeed, it is also true that some projects
require little or no documentation. On the other hand, there are some projects where a significant
amount of documentation is not only unavoidable but mandatory. The financial services industry,
for example, is governed by extremely complex legislation, policies, and procedures. It would
be potentially disastrous if a project team working on even a small component of a system where
issues of compliance are critical relied on one or a few clients for requirements specification and
produced little or no documentation at the end of the process. The team would need to examine
applicable documents in detail and provide substantive documentation detailing how the software
complied with all requirements.
Agile methods are extremely client-centered. A member of the client organization is placed
at the core of the team. This representative of the client must be a person who is committed,
eager to collaborate with the development team, highly knowledgeable about requirements, and
empowered to act on behalf of the client (Boehm, 2002; Coram and Bohner, 2005). The client
knows exactly what is happening and is able to test the software on a regular basis. Agile theorists
emphasize the fact that projects change as they progress and point out that perhaps the greatest
advantage of agile methods is their ability to readily accommodate change (Boehm, 2002). The
client representatives on agile projects clearly need to be special people, but very little research
has been conducted into the selection of the right people. Clearly, it cannot be easy to find the
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right client representative, and a poor choice would potentially destroy the project. Furthermore,
it is not always easy for the project team to identify when the client representative is a poor choice
or is struggling to cope.
Given that agile theorists are absolutely committed to flexibility, highly detailed plans are obviously
anathema. Coram and Bohner (2005) point out that this does not imply that agile developers are hackers,
but the plans they use are lightweight and easy to modify. The problem of large-scale systems is once
again relevant here, as is the problem of complexity. Even some small systems can be so complex and
need to meet so many external requirements that highly detailed plans are a matter of necessity.
Agile methods are ideal for small teams working on projects of limited scope that can be completed in a relatively short time (Coram and Bohner, 2005; Filey, 2006). Filey (2006) argues that
they are ideal for start-up companies with limited resources that are involved in Web development.
With the obvious exception of Web development, these arguments are highly reminiscent of those
put forward for the use of RAD techniques.
Extreme Programming (XP)
There are a number of agile methodologies, but extreme programming (XP) is the best known and
most widely adopted (Fowler, 2005). Indeed, in some ways the agile movement is synonymous
with XP. In XP, there is a strong emphasis on collaborative development where knowledge transfer
between the customer and developers operates very much as it would in the RAD approach. XP
goes much further, however, and adopts a collaborative approach within the development team by
using the “whole team” approach and “paired programming” (Beck, 1999). This approach seeks
at all costs to avoid the compartmentalization of effort. To the extent that it is possible, all team
members participate in every facet of the development process. Team meetings occur regularly,
usually several times a day. The customer is likely to be present at a significant proportion of these
meetings as XP does not favor offsite, remote customers (Beck, 1999). These meetings serve as
pauses in a development process that proceeds in short, intense spurts of activity. In this way,
various members of the team work independently for a few hours and then meet to demonstrate
what has been achieved. These sessions provide team members with rapid feedback, and problems
have little time to escalate before they are revealed. Often, all work is open to scrutiny even as it
happens (Beck, 1999; Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001). So, for example, a project leader could
watch the activities of team members as they work and offer advice on the fly.
The philosophy of XP extends even beyond this intense level of collaboration. When applied to
its full extent, the XP philosophy is intolerant of any individual effort. The creation of software is
achieved by pairs of programmers working on the same machine (Abrahamsson et al., 2002). Every
line of code is therefore reviewed by at least one other person, and this ensures a better product. Typically, one person writes code while the other observes and attempts to identify errors and potential
problems. Periodically, roles are reversed. Teams attempt to identify problems even before programming starts, almost attempting to test the program before it is created (Beck, 1999). Williams et al.
(2000) take issue with those who argue that the approach is inefficient. They argue that the approach
involves a trade-off of high quality code with few bugs for fewer lines of code.
The XP methodology has twelve core practices (Beck, 1999):
1. Satisfy the customer—create software that adds value, on time and on budget.
2. Embrace change—be prepared to make changes at all times, even when the project is
nearly complete. The project exists solely to make a contribution to the competitive
advantage of the customer.
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3. Deliver—speed and frequency of delivery are critical.
4. Collaborate intensely—isolation is the enemy of agility. The agile team should work with
business people on a daily basis.
5. Be committed—the best projects are populated by motivated and committed people who
take pride in what they produce.
6. Interact and communicate—agile methodologies stress the importance of face-to-face
communication. This applies to within-team communication as well as communication
with people outside the team boundary.
7. Produce tangible outcomes on a regular basis—in the agile arena, the measure of progress
is software that actually works. This should be delivered on an ongoing basis, preferably
daily. Working software is therefore delivered incrementally.
8. Foster sustainable development practices—adopt agile practices across the board allowing sponsors, developers, and users to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
9. Attend to the details, focus on quality—always strive to achieve excellence and focus
on high quality design and programming.
10. Aim for simplicity—in agile terms, aim to maximize the amount of work that can be
avoided.
11. Self-organize—teams that are self-organized are the most efficient and produce the best
solutions.
12. Promote reflection—foster regular self-examination encouraging teams to reinvent
themselves and adapt to change.
In Figure 3.1, the XP life cycle is matched with the traditional system development life cycle.
In XP everything happens much more quickly, and there is an emphasis on the priority of client
stories, which represent the business requirements for each system release. The XP approach involves many small releases of system features, with developers writing the tests before actually
writing the specific code. The involvement of the customer from the inception of a project through
to acceptance testing ensures strong buy-in on the part of clients.
THE LIMITS OF AGILITY
The key points of critique we raised in our discussion on agile methods in general are equally applicable to XP. Turk et al. (2005) point out that much of what we know about agile methods in practice
is anecdotal, and that little empirical research has been done to validate the efficacy of the methods.
Indeed, their review is perhaps the most comprehensive critique of agile methods that has been produced,
although they focus on extreme programming. They examine the unstated assumptions underlying XP
and argue that the method is best suited to situations where the core assumptions hold. They list (pp.
77–82) a number of situations where the core assumptions do not hold at all or are of limited utility:
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed development environments
Subcontracting, outsourcing, and offshoring
Developing reusable software
Developing safety-critical software
Large and/or complex projects

We argue that the situations set out above constitute some of the key facilitators and inhibitors
of the adoption of agile methods in an organization and would serve well as a point of departure
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for systematic empirical study. The limits of agile methods with regard to outsourcing and large/
complex projects are of particular interest, not least because some agile practitioners argue that
agile methods are applicable in these situations.
Project Size
Agile methods are ideally suited to the needs of small-sized teams developing software with vague
or rapidly changing requirements where speed of delivery is critical (Cockburn and Highsmith,
2001; Rumpe and Scholz, 2003).
Large and complex organizations are likely to use a wide range of software, ranging from
software that is relatively simple and runs into only a few hundred lines of code to extremely
complex systems running into millions of lines of code. The systems that drive the business tend
to mirror the business—they are large and complex.
Turk et al. (2005, pp. 81–82) argue that large, complex systems are not amenable to agile methods
because they require much higher levels of control, integration, and documentation. These systems
require regular management intervention and widespread use of formal procedures. They are not
amenable to ad hoc testing or incremental change. Indeed, the systems are often so complex that
even small changes need to be carefully analyzed due to the unforeseen impacts they might have.
Agile methods are best employed when the requirements are not well defined, change does not
have a significant impact, the system is not safety or mission critical, and extensive analysis and
testing are not required (Coram and Bohner, 2005).
This position is challenged by some. It is now not uncommon to see the argument that
agile methods can be used in large-scale, enterprise-level projects, as long as the method is
adapted (Cao et al., 2004; Simons, 2002b; Sutherland, 2001). These adaptations include a
sound architecture, a focus on up-front design, short release cycles, flexible pair programming,
surrogate customer engagement, regular builds, well-developed communication networks,
and a variety of other techniques that add structure to the project (Cao et al., 2004; Murthi,
2002; Spayd, 2003).
Kähkönen (2004) believes that agile methods can be adapted to large organizations or
projects by adopting a community of practice approach. Communities of practice comprise
people who are bound by informal relationships and share a common practice. (Kähkönen,
2004, p. 2). These communities or informal networks that may even extend beyond the organizational boundary are based on shared interests and values (Kähkönen, 2004). Communities
of practice overlap each other and cut across team boundaries and, argues Kähkönen, can be
leveraged in order to facilitate the use of agile methods in the corporation as a whole and in
larger projects.
Despite doubts in some quarters, adherents of agile methodologies view the methodologies
as disciplined and potentially able to align with the requirements of rigorous software process
improvement models such as the Capability Maturity Model (CMM; Paulk, 2001, 2002). Paulk
argues that agile methodologies are capable, to an extent, of coexisting with CMM, but much
depends upon the degree to which the methodologies are not corrupted and there is a technologyenvironment fit. Agile methodologies are compatible with CMM, especially at the lower levels,
but aligning the two in all environments may prove a major challenge. Furthermore, agile methods
are not highly compatible with levels 4 and 5 of CMM (Paulk, 2001).
The fact that most of the research has relied upon relatively narrow case studies, often
written by people who are clearly agile converts, makes us somewhat skeptical about the
applicability of agile methods to large projects. Those who argue that agile methods are ap-
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plicable rely upon the imposition of structure or a combination of agile and more traditional
methods. We argue that the adaptations required challenge and eventually hopelessly compromise the assumptions of agility. Indeed, some of the proposed adaptations are so complex
that they would impose upon the organization structures that rival the most structured of
traditional methods.
Outsourcing
Very little empirical work has been done on the efficacy of agile methods when outsourcing is
involved, perhaps because the two practices appear to be inherently contradictory. One of the key
objectives of this study is to learn more about this relationship. This is necessary at a time when
some argue that agile methods might be adapted to suit outsourcing projects (Hayes, 2003; Nisar
and Hameed, 2004; Rees, 2004; Simons, 2002a, 2000b).
Turk et al. (2005, pp. 78–79) argue that agile methods offer limited support at best for subcontracting. Most subcontracting relationships are driven by a contract that specifies deliverables,
deadlines, and milestones up front, particularly when the contract has been won via a bidding
process. Ambler (2003) points out that, even when the outsourcer is asked to produce a bespoken
solution from the ground up, highly detailed contracts are required to manage the outsourcing
relationship. Contractual arrangements are also associated with significant amounts of documentation, in part motivated by a desire to improve communication (Ambler, 2003). Arrangements
of this nature seem wholly unsuited to an approach that seeks to minimize documentation while
emphasizing flexibility and the ability to change rapidly.
Communication is the force that drives agile projects (Ambler, 2003). The core values of the
agile movement call for intense collaboration on a daily basis and place great value on face-toface communication. Communication should be wide-ranging and not only restricted to the team,
because communication is the source of organizational learning. It is inconceivable that any outsourced project would allow for even the minimum levels of communication required, let alone
optimal levels. The distance factor combined with issues related to language and culture makes
the situation even more challenging when it comes to offshoring.
Given the major issues outlined above, it is surprising to find a paper claiming that agile methods
are better aligned with offshoring than are traditionally structured (plan-based) methods (Nisar
and Hameed, 2004). The paper is a case study based on an outsourcing vendor. Nisar and Hameed
(2004) argue that even the most intractable problems associated with aligning agile methods with
offshoring can be overcome. They suggest, for example, that the communication problems can
be overcome via weekly online video chats, daily progress reports via Instant Messenger, just
right documentation, delivering “almost-daily” builds, and increasing the amount of time spent
onshore by analysts and ambassadors.
The fundamental question is whether the authors are describing an agile method, once all the
adaptations have been applied. As is commonly the case, attempting to adapt the agile method
has increased the complexity level of the process many times and has increased the cost of the
project. We are left with a technique that might be agile in name but hardly conforms to the assumptions of the Agile Alliance.
Ambler (2003) takes a somewhat ironic but nevertheless thought-provoking position on the
alignment between outsourcing and agile methods. He believes that agile methods are the answer
to outsourcing rather than tools that companies might want to use in collaboration with outsourcing. Using agile methods with in-house teams delivers most of the benefits of outsourcing with
none of the risks.
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Individual and Organizational Personality
Geniuses like Isaac Newton would not have thrived in an agile environment (Skowronski, 2004).
Problem solvers need time and solitude to reflect. Consultation with outside sources is also vital,
and this time is not devoted to actual production. The constant frenetic group interaction of agile
methods provides no time for reflection and creates noise that inhibits creativity and problem
solving (Skowronski, 2004).
A small number of interesting articles have appeared addressing the role of personality and
cognitive characteristics in the information technology (IT) profession (Rosenbloom and Ash, 2005;
Van Der Vyver, 2004) and XP programming in particular (Chao and Atli, 2006). These studies suggest that successful IT professionals have distinctive personality traits and cognitive dispositions.
For example, there may be some truth in the well-known dictum that talented programmers tend
to be introverted. The software development methodology employed in an organization should
accommodate the organization’s best programmers (Skowronski, 2004). Relatively simple systems
may be well suited to agile methods, but complex systems pose serious risks.
Perhaps the same applies to the structure and culture of the organization as a whole. Organizations with relatively simple structures and homogeneous cultures seem better candidates for
the introduction of agile methods than, for example, large bureaucracies. Very little applicable
research has been conducted, but Steindl (2006) argues that agile methods can transform the
organization and make it market- and value-driven. The explosion of agility can begin at the
project level and then gradually expand to encompass portfolios of projects and finally the
enterprise as a whole.
Alternatively, the process can be driven top-down, beginning with a vision of an agile
corporation. Steindl believes that agility will be the key determinant of corporate survival and
believes that most corporations have the ability to reinvent themselves if they establish the
appropriate procedures and practices. We are somewhat skeptical about these arguments and,
given the lack of empirical work, an important objective of this chapter is the further exploration of this theme.
RESEARCH METHOD
A qualitative approach was deemed appropriate to guide the focus of the first phase of the
study, given the limited amount of existing empirical research (Miles and Huberman, 1994;
Yin, 1994). We wished to capture rich domain knowledge from experienced executives,
managers, and practitioners in order to identify the key issues in relation to the research
questions, and eventually develop an appropriate conceptual model that reflects the reality
of current practice.
The first round of interviews involved fifteen executives and senior managers working at organizations in the Australian financial services sector. A second round of interviews involved eight
project managers and team leaders. The interviews contained a number of questions relating to
ICT issues within the organization and agile methods in particular.
The interviewees came from a variety of backgrounds, including:
• Large national financial institutions.
• Medium-sized national financial institutions.
• Companies producing software for the financial services industry ranging from large to
relatively small in size.
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We posed the following two questions:
1. What organizational factors inhibit or facilitate the adoption of agile methods, in particular
XP (extreme programming)?
2. Are agile methods compatible with highly structured organizations?
An opinion survey was also conducted via an online XP discussion group to solicit the opinions
of practitioners with a professional interest (or involvement) in agile methods. The objective of
the opinion survey was to encourage a relatively free format discussion about which environments and system types are most suited to agile methods. Twenty practitioners responded to this
qualitative opinion survey.
The interviews were transcribed and imported into an appropriate analytical tool (NVivo). The
responses to the online survey were also imported into NVivo. Given that only a limited amount
of research has been done in this area and because of the importance of uncovering relevant information, we adopted a liberal approach when searching for relevant facilitators and inhibitors.
Our quantitative criterion was simple: All facilitators and inhibitors included were mentioned at
least once by two or more interviewees.
Although we interviewed a significant number of relatively senior ICT practitioners, we used
a sample of convenience. The respondents were also not particularly diverse in that they were
not drawn from a large variety of business backgrounds. Furthermore, the online survey was interesting and reached the intended target group, but data collected in this manner must be treated
with circumspection. It is also important to note the potential influence of organizational context,
which could act as a biasing factor. The majority of interviewees (80 percent) came from larger
organizations, and their responses dominate our analyses. In the majority of these organizations,
in-house development continues to dominate (alongside enterprise resource planning), and large
volumes of legacy code remain.
FINDINGS
It appears that companies in Australia are adopting agile methods in significant numbers. Approximately 70 percent of those interviewed indicated that agile methods were used at least to some
extent in their organizations. It should be noted, however, that agile methods did not mean the
same thing to all organizations. In some cases, the term “agile method” refers to a blend between
RAD approaches and an approach that subscribes to the values of the Agile Alliance.
The interviewees were positive on the whole but reported a significant number of potential
problems. Data analysis revealed a number of issues that facilitated or inhibited the successful
adoption of agile methodologies. A number of these issues are related to previous findings, but a
number of new issues also emerged. The main issues that emerged were categorized as facilitators and inhibitors to the adoption of agile methodologies. Key facilitators aiding the adoption
of agile methodologies in organizations are listed in Table 3.1. Key inhibitors to the adoption of
agile methodologies in organizations are listed in Table 3.2.
Agile Practitioners
The practitioners who responded to the online survey were enthusiasts to the core. The capability
of agile methodologies such as XP to adapt quickly to the changing requirements of a customer
and business environment was considered a very important factor by practitioners. As is suggested
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Table 3.1

Key Organizational Facilitators in the Adoption of Agile Methodologies
Facilitator

Comments

1.

The correct mix of people
within a supportive culture

Agile methods thrive in decentralized cultures where teams
are empowered and work close to the client. The right mix of
people is also critical, especially the right client and a good
mix of strong analysis and technical skills.

2.

An agile champion

Agile methods stand a better change of acceptance when
a senior figure in the business champions them. The chief
information officer is useful, but a senior figure from outside IT
(e.g., the chief executive officer) is much better.

3.

Organization is relatively
small

In this study, the most enthusiastic adopters were small
organizations.

4.

Organization already uses
R&D for specific projects

A number of large organizations have used R&D for specific
systems for a long time. This is fertile ground for agile
methods.

5.

Projects are not too big

There seems to be a point at which agile is no longer deemed
suitable. This varies by organization.

6.

Market pressures demand
short time frames for
releases

A number of large organizations identified this as a key driver
for using agile methods. Some projects simply cannot wait for
the waterfall approach.

7.

Customer pressure for
feedback/prototyping
approaches

Short time frames between releases of working software allow
developers to gather quick feedback from the customers and
users.

8.

Customer involvement and
commitment

Customers are the key drivers—not the IT people. Agile
thrives where there is a culture of close cooperation between
IT and customer units.

9.

Relatively small teams that
work together closely.

Team size ideally ten or less. Most people emphasize
closeness. This means physical proximity, identification with
team, commitment, ability to get along with team.

10. Organization accepts need for
horses for courses approach

Applies particularly to large organizations. This type of
organization accepts that some projects require a highly
formalized approach while other are amenable to agile.

11. Development for the Web

Across the board, agile methods were seen as the most
suitable, but organizational constraints still get in the way—for
example, offshoring of Web development.

12. Requirements change
regularly and cannot be
specified in advance

Agile methodologies avoid overspecification upfront.

in previous theory (e.g., Paulk, 2001, 2002), Web-based information systems of limited scope
emerged as the pervasive “system of choice” for agile developers. A few words of caution are appropriate. It is possible that the people who participated in the online survey had little experience
working on any other type of system.
Web-based information systems are evolutionary in nature and experience many micro and
macro changes. XP accommodates and acknowledges that there will be frequent changes in an
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Table 3.2

Key Organizational Inhibitors to the Adoption of Agile Methodologies
Inhibitors

Comments

1.

Traditional waterfall development
mindset

Organizations steeped in waterfall mindset with regard to
information systems development are reluctant to adopt
agile methodologies such as XP.

2.

Highly formalized organization

Bureaucratic organizations that rely heavily on formal
processes/procedures and documentation.

3.

Outsourcing and offshoring,
particularly where the relationship
is contractually based

Many issues: communication, control, distance,
assumptions of agility cannot be truly met.

4.

Large projects

Not one person from a large organization viewed agile
methods as suitable for large projects.

5.

The wrong people

People who are not suited to working in agile teams. A
client who is not committed and/or does not have the
knowledge. A team that does not have the required skills.
A team where there are a number of passengers.

6.

The wrong project

Some projects require a highly formalized approach, for
example, where a system is being developed that must
conform to complex legislation.

7.

The wrong team culture,
environment, and atmosphere

Team-building critical to agile—often ignored.

8.

Time commitment from end users

Organizations cannot afford the time commitments
required from key personnel.

9.

More extreme methods preferred

XP enforces a disciplined approach to information
systems development.

10.

Unrealistic expectations concerning Agile organizations may have unrealistic expectations.
pace of development

11.

Negative perceptions of R&D
teams

Some view agile with suspicion and attempt to mobilize
political forces against agile method.

12.

Risk

High-risk projects or projects where it is essential to
understand and measure risks involved.

13.

Time

The organization cannot afford to lose key staff for long
periods.

information system. The following comments by a practitioner emphasize the ability of XP to
adapt to change in a business environment:
I worked on a few large web dynamic web sites for about a year—content management,
shopping-cart-style ordering, user registration, mass email based on searches, that kind of
thing. Features tended to get added to the live site every 1–3 weeks. We always had some
version of each site that we could quickly push to the live site if we needed to (e.g. to fix a
bug or rush a feature).
The capability of XP to facilitate frequent releases of working software underpins the capability of agile methodologies to adapt to change by allowing the developers to release high quality
working software in short time frames:
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I would not be qualified to say agile methods are the best approach for web development,
but I have been pretty successful using XP for my web development projects. I find the
frequent releases to be a good fit for web development since it keeps the feedback cycle
short and get the product in front of your customer quickly. Once the customer sees it, then
you can get the real feedback on how you are doing.
Furthermore, frequent releases of working software have the added advantage of keeping the
feedback loop between the developer and customer short. Frequent releases allow the customer
to provide real feedback to the developer almost instantaneously and keep the project on the
right path:
Feedback is important. Because new releases are adopted immediately, feedback comes
quickly. This makes steering the project easier. The emphasis on short releases ensures you
do not get off target for too long, and I find this to be an advantage since the web projects
I have worked on are often ill-defined.
The continuous testing and integration regime of an agile methodology such as XP enforces
the delivery of high quality working software while still addressing the issue of needing to deliver
working software in short time frames:
I have found that XP helps to maintain very high levels of quality through unit tests, simple
design and test driven design. The high quality gives you a lot of confidence in your website
which is an advantage since a lot of websites are flaky.
Another practitioner comment emphasizes the overall advantages of agile methodologies such
as XP, which were highlighted in Table 3.1 and discussed subsequently:
Speaking broadly, I think XP’s advantages for fast-paced web projects are even stronger
than for other types of project:
• Having all the running copies of the program under your direct control makes frequent
releases much easier.
• Because your competitors are just one bookmark away, it’s much harder to insulate yourself
from competitive pressure. That makes the ability to adapt quickly much more important.
It also gives you a bigger advantage if you can keep ahead of your competitors.
• Because new releases are adopted immediately, feedback comes quickly. This makes
steering the project easier.
• Since bugs can be very, very public, XP’s ability to drastically reduce bug counts and bug
severity are a big win.
• In fast-paced environments, priorities often change rapidly. Releasing frequently
means that when a project suddenly gets shelved, relatively little work sits around
unreleased.
One practitioner worked for an organization where the manager was talked into adopting a
waterfall approach for a large Web project. This resulted in very poor outcomes in terms of the
finished product. Interestingly, management was in favor of adopting an agile methodology such
as XP, but corporate politics dictated a waterfall approach for the project:
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Right now, I’m doing some consulting for an organization that had someone else develop their
web site (mostly intranet and extranet). They did it waterfall: big contract, big requirements
doc, possibly big design doc, big price tag. The project is very late, parts don’t function,
other parts function very differently than what the organization needs, and still other parts
are almost physically painful to use. The customers have literally never seen the people who
are actually creating the system. The saddest part is that the customers’ manager, while not
at all experienced in software development, is a big fan of approaches like XP: incremental
progress, iterative steering, and no solo work. The developers had to argue him into the
waterfall, big-bang approach. Not all of the problems with the latter project are due to using
a non-agile method, but most of them are. And an agile method would have ameliorated
most of those problems: e.g. the customer could have had half of the features a year ago,
which would have given them a lot of value (I explicitly asked them this).
Another issue that emerged from the responses of the practitioners was that in some organizations there was significant pressure to relax or abandon the disciplined approach of an agile
methodology such as XP. This is due to the intense pressure to deliver products and services in the
marketplace given the short windows of opportunity that are now commonplace. XP is a disciplined
approach, and management needs to be aware that the core practices of XP, while flexible, cannot
be compromised because of market pressures to deliver in incredibly short time frames:
Oh, wait, there’s one other limitation, and this one is a real one: XP demands doing things
right from the beginning. This pays off in the long run, but initial progress on an XP project
feels slower than just jumping in and hacking stuff out. On fast-paced projects, this initial
feeling of slowness makes XP adoption much harder than in environments where people are
accustomed to taking a longer view of things. XP requires some discipline. It also requires
managers and customers to support that discipline, instead of undermining it with pressure,
fits of anxiety or cajoling to “skip testing, just this once.” But doing anything right requires
some discipline, and more pressure seems to require more discipline in just about any
endeavor. At least with XP, there’s a small, clearly stated set of practices to be disciplined
about, and all of them are pretty obviously related to quality and speed.
Interestingly, one practitioner noted that one of his customers wanted to release new features
immediately despite the significant risk involved in releasing software that has not been rigorously
tested. The practitioner also noted that the client in question was no longer a customer because of his
unrealistic expectations in terms of delivery time frames for new features and enhancements.
Believe it or not, one of our customers balked at one-week iterations because they were too
far apart! We’d been becoming progressively more XP from the ad-hoc side, and he’d become
accustomed to having features released the minute we were confident in them (sometimes
declining to look at them first).
Perhaps the most interesting paradox to emerge from this study was that agile methods do not
always fit very well with agile organizations. In some organizations, agile methods are too slow.
Executives and Managers
These interviewees took a broader view. At the one extreme, a few were highly enthusiastic, and
typically work in organizations that use agile methods extensively. At the other extreme, a few
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were hostile to agile methods or knew nothing about them. The majority were prepared to examine
agile methods critically and use them in applicable situations.
Perhaps the most consistent predictor of enthusiasm for agile methods turned out to be the size
of the organization. All the “software houses” were enthusiastic about the approach and used it
to some degree, one using it extensively. The largest organizations were more guarded, and agile
methods were not extensively used. A variety of cultural and structural factors, some of them
unexpected, contribute to this state of affairs.
A senior manager in a medium-sized organization that retains most of its IT in-house offered
the following comments:
We don’t use agile methods . . . don’t really know much about them . . . maybe we are out
of touch . . . but, from what you’ve said, I would be open to them. Most of our work is
maintenance of big systems—lots of legacy stuff. All of this is formalized and centralized
in the IT department. We do have a couple of small teams doing ad hoc work . . . you know
RAD using SQLServer rather than the Oracle product. They talk with people then return
and churn out prototypes. They’ve done some good work on small projects where speed
was critical, but I wouldn’t use these people on a large project. They’ve developed reputations, you know . . .
It is likely that such an organization would benefit from using agile methods instead of the
undisciplined RAD methods currently in use. While the teams involved have delivered, it seems
likely that their ad hoc approach and (probably) excessive independence have caused “reputation” problems. An executive in a larger organization focused on structural impediments to agile
methods:
Despite all the hype we are still relatively hierarchical and compartmentalized. We do things
by the book using techniques which are proven. It may be that agile methods would be great
for Web development, but that is only a small part of our work. We need precision, things
must be properly analyzed! We favor specialist business analysts who speak the language of
the customer. Customers don’t have time to hang around working on agile projects. Anyway,
who would we get? Do you really think the sharpest people out there would want to spend
days away from their job doing systems tests?
This respondent comes from a traditional organization with a long history and, by all accounts,
a relatively stable and reliable customer base. The organization is relatively structured and bureaucratic, and it is clear that cultural and structural factors militate against change. It should be said
that this might not apply to agile methods alone. This organization is likely to resist any change
in the approach to applications development.
A couple of the themes discussed by the previous respondent were common to a significant
number of respondents. In particular, there was concern that experienced staff would be required
to spend large amounts of time working on IT projects when they were required at the coalface.
The alternative would be seconding less valuable staff, but there would be a potential trade-off in
terms of system quality. Many respondents favored using seasoned business analysts with domain
knowledge as intermediaries.
The smallest organization we interviewed employs about thirty people. This company produces
specialist software for sale. The organization is highly enthusiastic about agile methods and uses
them extensively but within limits:
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Here we do more with less. We work 40–45 hours per week and hire extra resources when
needed—the result is low turnover, employees who are not overstretched and no burnout.
We use agile methods extensively . . . pair programming, code open to view, small prototyping iterations . . . but we need to choose employees carefully. We employ people who are
“different”—we like fun people with personality. We use agile across the board—using .Net,
PHP and Perl, but we don’t have the ideal amount of access to our outsourcing partners. In
these cases, we do need a reasonable amount of documentation.
The comments regarding the type of people employed by the company are interesting as they
seem to suggest that certain types of people are better suited to working in an agile environment—
although this may be related to the culture and structure of the organization, which is very flat
and informal.
We found that outsourcing can have a potentially devastating impact on the adoption of agile
methods. Even the organization mentioned in the previous set of comments found that agile methods
required massive adaptation when it came to dealing with outsourcing clients. The comments of
an executive from another small-medium software house bring the problem into focus:
There is a tidal wave of offshoring to come. Even if I have a small job, say $100, I send it
off to India late afternoon, and the code is waiting for me in the morning. Sure, standards
can be variable, but the key is specification.
These thoughts are mirrored by a senior manager at a large organization that outsources/offshores a significant component of its IT:
Outsourcing seems to be saving us money, but many of us continue to have our doubts.
We are highly cautious about offshoring . . . our relationships are highly formal and driven
by contract. Our partners have formal structures and procedures—after all, and one of
their key selling points is CMM level 5. When we send work over, we need to devote a
lot of time to preparation. The specs must be spot on—detailed. They seem to be using
traditional development methods as might be expected with the CMM/everything documented approach.
These comments regarding the amount of specification required for outsourcing in general and
offshoring in particular were echoed virtually across the board. The growing importance of the
Capability Maturity Model was also mentioned by a number of other respondents. The consensus
opinion is that many vendors, especially in India, are now aiming for levels 4 and 5, and this in
turn makes relationships more formal. It is interesting to juxtapose the comments of the previous
respondent with those of a senior manager at a large outsourcing vendor (which in turn offshores
some of the work):
When we were awarded the contract we had no idea of the complexity or the silos of
IT. The relationship is highly formal—trust does not come into it. We are involved in
constant negotiations and re-negotiations. We need to constantly re-bid for the work . . .
win some, lose some. A significant amount of the work we once had has passed back in
house. Even small change requests require pages of documentation and specification—20
pages would not be uncommon. We offshore the less complicated stuff . . . extremely
well-defined applications.
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Clearly, outsourcing relationships are highly complex and formal at the top end. Although it
is possible that different types of relationships exist, this type of relationship does appear to be
typical of large, complex agreements. There is little doubt that agile methods would not thrive in
this type of environment.
A senior manager from a large financial institution provided us with some insights into her
conceptualization of the place of agile methods in organizations of this nature:
We have an eclectic mix of systems here . . . and a lot of them. ERP’s, major legacy systems,
small specialized systems. . . . For major projects, we use highly formalized methodologies
and have done so for a long time. We wouldn’t consider agile methods for large projects
or those where there is a significant amount or risk. We have used RAD approaches for
smaller projects for a long time, and these have mutated into agile projects because we’ve
been burned by a few projects where there was no discipline. We use these approaches
when there is pressure to deliver quickly and the development will take a month or two at
the most. The teams are small, five or six, and the intensity is high.
A project manager from the same institution who has a wealth of experience managing traditional
and agile approaches emphasized the fact that agile projects need the right people:
You can’t put just anybody into an agile team. Some people, especially some of our best
techies, just don’t work well in this type of setup. They feel surrounded. You also must make
sure that team gels, and this is doubly true when you use pair programming. You need people
who are technically good but open to criticism—it’s not easy getting them. And, you need
to train them to do agile right.
Finally, a significant number of people mentioned an issue that has received little attention in
previous research, namely, the client who works with the team:
How many agile projects have delivered the wrong product cheaply and on time because they
listened to a client who had little idea of what was going on? Do you really think companies
can afford to let the people who really know the score hang out with agile teams for weeks
on end—no way! If you’re lucky, you get someone who is competent . . . if you’re not, you
get someone the rest are happy to see the back of . . .
CONCLUSION
Agile methodologies are gaining widespread acceptance, but they are often adapted to meet organizational circumstances. Furthermore, they are perceived as inapplicable in certain situations, for
example, large projects and projects involving outsourcing. This research supports the previous
work suggesting that agile methods such as XP are highly favored by practitioners involved in
developing systems for the Web. Furthermore, agile methods are ideal for smaller projects where
speed is important but a disciplined approach is required.
Based on the responses of the executives, managers, and practitioners involved in this study,
we come to the following conclusions:
1. Outsourcing and offshoring, particularly when large-scale contractual agreements are
involved, do not offer fertile ground for agile methods. This type of agreement usually involves
highly formalized procedures, voluminous documentation, and high levels of specification.
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Most of this is done via intermediaries, and there is often little contact between developer
and client.
2. The Capability Maturity Model is growing in importance with regard to outsourcing. This
makes relationships more formal, and agile methods are not well attuned to the higher levels of
the model.
3. Large, complex projects are not well aligned with agile methods. When agile methods are
used in such projects, the degree of adaptation required strips them of their inherent agility.
4. Particular organizational structures and cultures are more conducive to the adoption of agile
methods than others.
5. Agile methods require the right people, the right project, and the right team environment.
6. Agile does not just happen. Teams require training in the method, mentoring, and an environment that is supportive.
7. Agile methods are perceived as more disciplined and structured than RAD approaches in general,
but some people continue to view agile methods as just another RAD approach. There is some justification for this argument. The evolutionary trajectory of development methodologies encompasses
both approaches, and agile methods are inevitably close relatives of RAD approaches. They are not
the same, however. Extreme programming, in particular, is not typical of RAD approaches and is
one of the characteristics of the overall methodology that is truly innovative, if contentious.
8. Some managers consider that particular personality types are better suited to working in
agile teams than others.
9. The practitioners involved in this study identified four factors that facilitate the adoption
of agile methods within organizations: ability to adapt quickly to change, short time frames for
releases, instant feedback from customers, and high-quality, bug-free software. The first three factors are significant in that they are commonly found in an agile corporation. This type of corporation thrives on rapid adaptation, and corporate clients are in all likelihood intimately involved in
systems development. Feedback from customers is therefore immediate. Agile corporations also
are competing in environments where systems are mutating continuously to meet the challenges
of new competitors, new markets, and new opportunities. Agile methods can deliver the systems
to meet these demands. An interesting point that emerged from the findings is the indication that
high-quality, bug-free software is now demanded by clients, regardless of the fact that development teams are working at “lightning” speed. In iterative approaches such as RAD, it was often
accepted that a trade-off for speed was the presence of some errors. These errors were resolved
during late iterations of the system construction or even post-implementation. This is probably
acceptable for systems that will be used by internal users, but the reality of systems developed in
the agile corporation is that they are placed on the Web, in the sight of customers and competitors.
Upon implementation, they can be immediate sources of profit (or loss), and they must work.
10. Agile methods are clearly well aligned with the agile corporation in general, but there are
points of potential tension. Perhaps paradoxically, the practitioners involved in this study highlighted the fact that agile methods require a disciplined approach. These are not ad hoc methodologies
that can be adapted to every organizational contingency. They are able to deliver good systems
relatively quickly, but they have a cycle of their own. Because these methods are associated with
speed, corporations tend to take them for granted and push the limits. When the speed at which
agile methods are able to deliver quality product becomes too slow and corporations push for
product releases at very short intervals, the methodology is compromised. Although these problems
are a potential source of concern, most practitioners in this survey identify corporations who are
committed to the waterfall model as the biggest problem. Many agile practitioners are working in
environments that are ambivalent to their approach at best and openly hostile at worst.
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Agile methods are clearly impacting applications development, but more empirical research
is required to determine whether they are suited to a variety of organizational forms and project
types. These findings support previous research and theoretical formulations and provide some
new insights, particularly with regard to agile methods and organizational culture. As is the case
with the majority of the limited number of previous empirical studies, this study is of limited
scope, and a larger-scale study might challenge some of our conclusions.
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Chapter 4

Designing Context-Aware
Business Processes
Michael Rosemann, Jan Recker, and Christian Flender

Abstract: Flexibility has emerged as an important requirement in the design of business
processes. Research on process flexibility, however, has traditionally been focused on the
intrinsic capability of a process to adapt to a new environment (e.g., workflow escalation, ad
hoc modeling). This chapter proposes to extend the existing body of research by studying the
extrinsic drivers for process flexibility, that is, the root causes that actually drive the demand
for flexible business processes. The drivers for flexibility can be found in the context of a
process and may include time, location, weather, legislation, or performance requirements.
We argue for a stronger and more explicit consideration of these contextual factors in the
design of business processes in order to make processes more adaptive. The chapter discusses
why context matters and how context can be conceptualized, classified, and integrated with
existing approaches to business process modeling. We use a goal-oriented process-modeling
approach to be able to identify relevant context elements and propose a framework and a
meta model for classifying relevant context. These extensions are an essential foundation for
the definition and implementation of truly agile processes, and, as such, of high practical
and theoretical value.
Keywords: Business Process Flexibility, Business Process Modeling, Context Awareness.
Business process management (BPM) continues to receive significant attention as a top priority,
and building business process improvement capabilities is seen as a major challenge by senior
executives (Gartner, Inc., 2010). In line with the rising popularity of BPM, over the past decade
scholarly work has tried to address some of the challenges related to process modeling and management. One of the most prevalent and dominating research foci that has emerged is the notion
of agile, or flexible, business processes (Balabko et al., 2005).
The need for increased attention to flexibility stems from two main drivers. First, the trend
toward decreasing time-to-market and time-to-customer demands and an increasing frequency
of product innovations combined with market changes such as globalization and new levels of
compliance require adaptive business processes. The observation that organizations often face
continuous and unprecedented changes in their respective business environments can be seen
as an emerging demand for process flexibility (Pine, 1999; Quinn, 1992). Such disturbances
and perturbations of business routines need to be reflected within the business processes, in the
sense that processes need to be able to react to perturbations, namely, they need to be flexible
with regard to the mutual specification of processes and environment (Knoll and Jarvenpaa,
1994; Soffer, 2005). Second, there is a technology-driven opportunity for process flexibility
51
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in the form of service-oriented architecture and advanced workflow technology. While the
general idea of encapsulating functionality and applications related to object orientation and
component technologies has been discussed in research for many years, only the breakthrough
in widely accepted XML (Extensible Markup Language)—and related standards—made the
implementation of this concept feasible. Web services now provide unseen flexibility in the
internal orchestration and overall choreography of business processes and trigger the design
of entire new business models (Mulholland et al., 2006). In many cases, however, it is not
known what processes within the organization’s process landscape would actually benefit
from such flexibility.
In simple terms, flexibility is the capability to change without loss of identity (Regev et al.,
2007). Business process flexibility can be seen as the capability of a process to yield to externally
triggered change by modifying only those aspects of a process that need to be changed and keeping other parts stable, i.e., the ability to change the process without completely replacing it (Bider,
2005; Regev et al., 2007). Thus, process flexibility consists of an extrinsic trigger for change and
intrinsic change mechanisms toward self-organization. However, not every change necessarily
requires process changes. Instead, necessary and sufficient prerequisites have to be fulfilled before
it becomes relevant and feasible to change the process.
Yet, existing related research that deals with change management and evolution management
typically addresses issues of change only after requirements have already been identified and evaluated (Arnold and Bohner, 1996). The focus has traditionally been on requirements traceability and
impact analysis when a change has already occurred (Ramesh and Jarke, 2001). The same holds
for research related to process flexibility. Most of the existing approaches have concentrated on
intrinsic ways of adopting or modifying business processes after a need for process change has
arisen. The actual drivers for flexibility have not yet been discussed thoroughly. As a consequence,
current process modeling techniques only capture the reactive part of process flexibility, but lack
contextualization, that is, the stimulus for change.
We argue that it is exactly this stimulus for change that needs to be taken into consideration.
The motivation for an increased consideration of context in a process model is that it provides a
stronger cause-effect relationship between the demands for process flexibility and their impact
on processes and vice versa. Relevant changes in the business environment can be anticipated
and subsequently trigger the timely adaptation of business procedures. Hence, explicit context
awareness encourages monitoring of the relevant process context (e.g., weather, competitors’ price
changes, etc.). The early identification of context changes together with knowledge about what
type of process changes are required lead to increased process flexibility, decreased reaction time,
and improved risk management.
This chapter discusses the challenge of process contextualization and summarizes our research
on context awareness in process design (Ploesser et al., 2009, 2010). We proceed as follows. First,
we provide a motivating example to clearly position what drives our research and to outline research
objectives addressed in the chapter. Second, we discuss related work on context awareness in other
research disciplines in order to introduce a useful definition and understanding of context in the
environment of business process management. We use a meta model to formalize the identified
relationships. Third, current process modeling techniques are briefly evaluated, and an extension
of these techniques with an explicit consideration of context is proposed. We introduce an “onion
model” as a first framework for classifying relevant context. Fourth, we present a procedure for
applying the onion model to identify and type-relevant context. A case study provides empirical
evidence to support this procedure. Fifth and finally, we briefly summarize the chapter and outline
fruitful research directions.
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A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In the following we provide brief insights into an example that we encountered during our research
project on deadline-based escalations (van der Aalst et al., 2007), which motivates dealing with
context-aware business processes. Our case describes a scenario in which the demand to include
an environmental element such as weather as a contextual variable in a process model is prevalent
in order to call the correct process.
In most cases, process models are disconnected from the relevant context in which they are
valid, and there is often no traceability to the situation in which the process should take place.
A workaround that can be observed in modeling practice is that relevant contextual variables
become an explicit part of the control flow, leading to a decision point such as “Check, if process
occurs within storm season.” Yet, such a workaround leads to unnecessary model extensions,
mixes individual runtime with build-time decisions, and tends to reduce the acceptance of the
process models by end users who would not be exposed to this decision in the daily execution
of the process. A second commonly employed workaround, which is discussed in our example,
is to design multiple process models for different scenarios (e.g., for different countries) and to
highlight process deviations within these models (e.g., by color coding). The shortcoming of
this approach is the high degree of redundancy among the models. Figure 4.1 shows how such
a workaround has been employed in one of Australia’s largest insurance companies that faces a
need for swift and rapid process changes in certain weather conditions, for example, during storm
season (October-March). The considered process is designed to handle inbound phone calls from
customers who have a range of different insurance claims including household, car, and so on.
The process is supported by a call center operating in Brisbane.
While this process runs smoothly for most of the year, the organization faces a dramatically
increased number of incoming phone calls (from 9,000 to more than 20,000) during the Australian
storm season. In order to cope with this increased call traffic, the insurance company operates
an event-based response system that differentiates calls into a number of categories of situations
based on how severe the storms are. Individual response strategies have been defined for each of
these categories, utilizing additional external resources together with changes in the procedure
by which claims are lodged. First, additional resources are utilized through redeployment of employees from other departments and hiring of casual staff, denoted in Figure 4.1 as Call center
agent (novice). While most of these people are trained, their performance in terms of average
call handling time is lower than the performance of the professional call center agents. Second,
a streamlined way of lodging the claims is applied in order to reduce the average call handling
time and to reduce the waiting time in the queue. In this “rapid lodgment of claim” process (see
Figure 4.1) only a reduced amount of information is collected from the claimant. This leads to an
average call handling time of 380 seconds for experienced call center agents and 450 seconds for
additionally employed agents, down from the usual average of 550 seconds. One mechanism to
deal with the different performance of these two types of agents is call routing, which directs new
and straightforward cases to the casual additional workforce, while more complicated follow-up
calls are directed to the experienced workforce.
Two managers in charge of claim services and the related back-office processes evaluate the
severity of the weather conditions; that is, they monitor the relevant environmental setting of this
business process, and trigger the different escalation categories leading to different variations of
the process.
This example shows how a change in the environment requires flexible process adaptation. A
process model should be linked to its relevant context in order to be able to select the applicable
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model so that there is a direct relationship between context and the way the process is executed
and the selection of the organizational resources. This change can then be anticipated and triggered
when the relevant change occurs (e.g., a change in weather). The knowledge of the cause-effect
chain (storm season → more damages → increased volume of claims → increase call pickup
time → decreased customer satisfaction), the capability to effectively monitor the contextual
variable, and the demands in terms of speed of change will determine what context factor will
be monitored (e.g., weather changes or call pickup time). Current process modeling techniques,
however, provide only little support for modeling the relevant stimuli for change.
We conclude that challenges exist to identify, document, and analyze the requirements for flexibility, namely, factors that drive change explicitly within a process model rather than implicitly
or outside of it. This will help to better understand the interrelationships between changes in the
relevant environmental setting of an organization and the imposed process changes. Overall, such
contextualized process landscapes can provide an efficient source for impact analyses. The potential
benefits are improved process modifications (as described in our example), better risk assessments,
and more agile process executions. The combination of all implicit and explicit circumstantial
requirements that impact the situation of a process can be termed the context in which a business
process is embedded (Schmidt, 2000).
But what exactly constitutes the context of a business process? This question can be broken
down into two research questions:
1. What contextual variables have impact on process design and/or execution (e.g., location
but not legislation)?
2. How do different values for these variables actually impact process design and subsequent
changes (e.g., processes in France require additional quality assurance, but the same
processes in Italy do not)?
This in turn leads to the question of how the context of a business process can be conceptualized.
We subsume these and related questions under the notion of contextualized (or context-aware)
business processes.
The objective of our research is to take current process modeling research out of its narrow focus
on the control flow and its immediate constructs and to put it into the wider scope of the organizational environment by studying the mutual specification of processes and context. This has been
motivated by repeated calls for a research agenda on process modeling that provides a holistic view
on problems, issues, and phenomena associated with process modeling (Dalal et al., 2004). The aim
of this chapter is to make a first step toward a conceptualization of the context of business processes
that may be used as a reference frame for the development of improved and extended, theoretically
sound, and practically applicable process modeling techniques. As a second objective, we propose
a conceptual integration of context with process models by means of a meta model so as to derive a
procedure for identifying context relevant to a given process. This information would then allow us
to leverage the formalized notion of context awareness in support of process flexibility, for example,
by means of context monitoring or context mining approaches.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our research can be broadly subsumed under the two research streams of process flexibility and
context awareness, both of which denote established research areas. We do not claim to be the
first to discuss the notion of context. Contextualization has, for instance, been suggested as an
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abstraction mechanism for conceptual modeling (Analyti et al., 2007). As this and other examples
show, we see potential and first evidence that our research can leverage and integrate existing
approaches while facilitating a new and extended, and overall more comprehensive, perspective
to the field of process modeling. In the following we briefly recapitulate theories and approaches
that we deem suitable as a starting point for our investigation.
Process Flexibility
A reasonable argument for the increased consideration of context in the area of business process
management is the relationship of an organization to its changing environment. The continuously, and often unprecedentedly appearing turbulences of the situation (e.g., and in addition to
the previous examples, changes of national policies, new taxes, terror attacks) in which business
processes are embedded and enacted creates a demand for flexibility in the processes themselves
in order to be able to cope with such dynamics. At the same time, as already outlined, emerging technologies such as service-oriented architecture or adaptive workflow technology provide
increased opportunities for flexible business processes.
In essence, a business process connects different views upon an organization (e.g., data,
organizational resources, and information technology). A business process model is typically a
graphical depiction of at least the activities and control-flow logic that constitute a business process
(Curtis et al., 1992). Additionally, many process models also include information regarding the
involved data, actors (either human resources or machines), and potentially other artifacts such as
external stakeholders or performance metrics (Recker et al., 2009). Goals that define the purpose
of a process may also be included in a business process model (Soffer and Wand, 2005). Usually,
hard goals (i.e., functional goals such as purchasing goods in a timely manner) and soft goals (i.e.,
nonfunctional goals such as minimizing purchase costs) are differentiated.
Recently, a number of research efforts have extended this traditional notion of business process
modeling toward agility on the one hand and the integration of some contextual elements on the
other. Regarding the former, several approaches have emerged for “adaptive” or “flexible” process
designs that are able to cope with changes that may occur during the lifetime of a business process.
Rosemann and van der Aalst (2007), for instance, developed a process-reference modeling technique
that supports adaptability by extending traditional techniques with variation points. Schmidt (2005)
suggested an approach to support process flexibility through the use of Web services, and Narendra
(2004) introduced a method to provide support and management for adaptive workflows. Other research has proposed the extension of traditional process modeling approaches with some contextual
information. Rosemann and zur Muehlen (2005), for instance, showed how risk modeling can be
integrated with event-driven process chains, and Regev et al. (2005) extended the scope of process
models to include regulatory perspectives by means of use and misuse cases.
Context Awareness and Understanding
The basic idea of context awareness is not new. However, a commonly accepted comprehensive
understanding of this idea is still outstanding. In order to progress the state of research, we adopted
the idea of context awareness from related disciplines such as Web systems engineering (Kaltz
et al., 2005), mobile applications research (Mikalsen and Kofod-Petersen, 2004), and conceptual
modeling (Analyti et al., 2007). In the information systems (IS) discipline, the term “context aware”
was coined by Schilit and Theimer (1994). A very generic definition of context is provided by Dey
(2001, p. 5), who defines context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation
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of an entity.” Typically, approaches to incorporating contextual factors into information systems,
such as approaches in the mobile applications area, focus around users and their interaction with the
systems (Dey, 2001; Schilit and Theimer, 1994). Context in this area of research is often reduced
to the notion of locality (e.g., What is the closest restaurant? How do I make a booking? How do I
disable incoming phone calls if I am in a meeting room?), and user characteristics (e.g., What type
of food does the user of the mobile application like?). Existing frameworks such as the ECOIN
framework (Firat et al., 2005) attempt to represent context as properties that can be interpreted
based on either the inbuilt framework structures or on very generic ontologies that have no structure
prior to design time. However, attempting to introduce these interaction-focused approaches to
the area of process flexibility requires that the process is aware of its surroundings irrespective of
user interactions. In order to facilitate this general awareness in a structured manner, categories
and layers could be used to develop a sound understanding of the relevant context.
Regarding approaches for structuring and describing context, we found that in the area of context
modeling a substantial amount of research has already been conducted, for example, in the form
of context ontologies (Chen et al., 2003). For instance, the Context Ontology Language (Strang et
al., 2003) is designed to accommodate selected aspects of context such as temperature, scales, the
relative strengths of aspects, and further metadata. It is designed to relate measurements back to
the semantics expressed in a system. In terms of limitations for the process flexibility discussion,
however, it lacks linkages to causes, both in terms of guiding goals and environmental stimuli.
Another fruitful area for investigating the notion of context awareness in process modeling
can be found in the requirements engineering discipline. A number of authors have investigated
contextual factors in the engineering, elicitation, documentation, and use of requirements for systems development. A common feature of this work is that goals are often used as a basic concept
to distinguish between intrinsic factors (i.e., system or system description–inherent) and extrinsic
factors (i.e., those that have an influence but are traditionally not explicitly included). Rolland
et al. (1998), for instance, suggest a context-oriented procedure based on objectives to identify
requirements chunks in goal-based modeling. The basic idea for determining goals and relevant
context in a model is centered around the notion of a requirement chunk, which is a pair <Goal,
Scenario> and denotes a potential way of achieving a goal in a given scenario (i.e., one instantiation of the process). As a second example, Yu and Mylopoulos (1994) use the i* framework to
capture rationales behind processes relating to goals, tasks, resources, and actors. Their framework
allows for the explicit articulation of the interdependencies between a process and (some parts) of
its environments, mainly, the stakeholders and related environmental resources.
INTEGRATING CONTEXT WITH PROCESS MODELS
We conclude from our research review that a number of authors have already recognized the need
for contextualizing processes, that is, to provide more explicit consideration of the environmental
setting of a process. Several researchers have attempted to provide solutions to some of the related
challenges, for example, by using goals to identify environmental requirements or by explicitly
linking location with user information. While these approaches are stimulating and seem promising,
a general and generic understanding of the contextualization of process models is still missing.
Next, we approach this challenge and discuss how context information, on a generic level, can be
integrated with current approaches to process modeling.
The scope of a business process model, which incorporates external context factors into its
design, must be large enough to include factors that may implicitly be recognized by the designer
but may not necessarily be constant across the life cycle of the process. For example, the national
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interest rate has an impact on inventory management strategies, and varies, of course, over time.
Relevant context is characterized by the fact that it impacts the structure of the process model
(e.g., the control flow, the involved organizational resources, the required data, etc.). Contextual
changes that have an impact on the detailed execution of a step in a process (e.g., the sequence in
which a number of purchase requests are approved) will not be considered. This also means, of
course, that the granularity and scope of the process model influence the relevant context.
The granularity and scope of a business process model are closely linked to the goals of the depicted
process. It would appear then that goals could also be used to answer the questions “Is a certain context
variable relevant?” and “What potential values of context should be considered?” These goals, when
applied to process modeling, determine relationships between process steps in terms of their strategic,
operational, or otherwise regulatory steps (Regev et al., 2007). Attempts to incorporate goals into
process models have already been made in the past. For example, Kueng and Kawalek (1997) suggest
an approach in which goals provide the basis of process definition. Their suggestion combines the
identification of goals and corresponding constraints, the definition of measurement criteria, and the
decomposition of goals so that they can be transformed into activities. Khomyakov and Bider (2001)
suggest a state-oriented view of processes that focuses the changes that each activity introduces to the
given process. They also propose that each change brings the process closer to its goal, that is, its final
state. They represent a process model as a trajectory in the space of all possible states.
It thus follows, as in related approaches in the requirements engineering discipline, that the use of
the notion of process goals is promising for identifying and integrating context in a process model.
By examining why a process exists and what the objectives and goals of the process are, the context
factors that are relevant to the process can be predetermined and modeled at a formal level over and
above the typical description levels of organization, data, resource, and information technologies (IT)
(Jablonski and Bussler, 1996; Scheer, 2000). By integrating contextual aspects with goal-oriented
business process modeling, the flexibility required to handle changing environmental circumstances
can be modeled to provide for the determined set of soft goals in relation to the desired hard goals.
As an example of incorporating goals into processes with reference to contextual factors, consider
the following banking industry example. A bank’s overall goal is to provide banking services. In
fulfilling this goal, the bank’s major objective is to provide shareholders with maximum profit. Many
contextual factors must be taken into account in achieving this goal. Arguably, a factor with great
impact in this case is the savings/investment (supply and demand) curve. In a situation where more
money is being saved in the bank versus money being lent out, the bank would have a short-term
soft goal of increasing loans to profit from its cash supplies. This short-term soft goal is linked to
both context, that is, time frame or interest rate of the national bank, and the overall strategic goal,
that is, maximizing profit. The chain of events needed to increase loans may be modeled formally
by a business process model, which relates the current context (demand-supply relationship) to the
identified soft goals and proposes required process changes, if necessary.
In order to introduce and better understand the notion of context in process modeling, we refer back
to the understanding of a “business process” as a structured flow of activities that supports business goals
and is facilitated by data, supported by applications, and enacted by organizational resources (Harmon,
2003; Sharp and McDermott, 2001). It requires business objects as input (e.g., raw material, an incoming invoice) and transforms them within the process to outputs (e.g., a final product, a paid invoice).
The core of a process is its control flow, that is, the temporal and semantic relationships between the
activities of a process. Various transition conditions can be used to specify this control flow.
The business process meta-model (Figure 4.2) captures these elements and their relationships in
detail. This meta-model is based on the model developed by zur Muehlen (2004). The separation
of the “core” process model elements into control flow, data, application, and resource is inspired
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Figure 4.2

Extended Business Process Meta Model

Source: Based on zur Muehlen, 2004.

by the perspectives originally proposed by Jablonski and Bussler (1996) in the mobile framework,
which has emerged as the standard reference for distinguishing core elements in process modeling
(see, e.g., Russell et al., 2005; Russell, ter Hofstede et al., 2006; Scheer, 2000; van der Aalst et
al., 2003). This meta model has also been used in prior research to suggest the incorporation of
process-related risk symbols into process models (Rosemann and zur Muehlen, 2005). Our dis-
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Table 4.1

Popular Process Modeling Techniques and Supported Perspectives
Technique
Extended Event-driven Process
Chains (eEPC)
Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN)
Petri Nets
IDEF3
Yet Another Workflow
Language (YAWL)
Unified Modeling Language
Activity Diagrams (UML AD)

Control flow

Data

Application

Resource

+

+

+

+

+

+/–

+/–

+

+
+
+

–
+/–
+

–
–
+/–

–
–
+

+

+

–

+/–

cussion of the relevance of goals to process modeling (Khomyakov and Bider, 2001; Kueng and
Kawalek, 1997; Soffer and Wand, 2005) further includes hard and soft goals as relevant elements
and shows how context is related to the goals of a process.
Our meta model in Figure 4.2 describes how the notion of context can be integrated with traditional perspectives and elements in process models. It shows how goals determine which of the
(potentially unlimited) sets of contextual elements in the environment of a process is relevant in the
sense of being a factor in how well a process achieves a determined set of goals. The next section
of this chapter discusses in more detail the elements in the “context” part of the meta model.
As the discussion above indicates, context is a very comprehensive concept. A large variety of
elements and variables can be imagined to influence the way a process achieves its goals. The range
of context elements and variables can hence potentially be unlimited. Accordingly, we suggest an
approach to structure the range of context elements into disjoint categories (i.e., context subtypes).
This will allow conceptualizing and operationalizing different types of context. As the meta model
shows, we propose a taxonomy that divides the different facets of context into four layers.
We call all elements that are directly related to the traditional focus on control flow information (e.g., control flow, data, application, resources) the immediate context of a business process.
As previously indicated, existing process modeling researchers (e.g., in the workflow area) typically consider exactly these elements as a standard process description in their studies (Jablonski
and Bussler, 1996), for instance, in the definition of exception-handling procedures in workflow
models (Russell, van der Aalst et al., 2006). In order to determine how current process modeling
techniques support capturing context, they can be differentiated by the degrees to which they are
able to capture information that goes beyond this traditional description of control flow, that is,
the sequence of activities and events/states, including required transition conditions, the related
data, resource, and application. Table 4.1 provides an overview of the components of this immediate context that are supported in popular process modeling techniques. In this table, a “+”
indicates direct support for a context element, a “+/–” indicates partial support, and a “–” indicates
a lack of support. Extended Event-driven Process Chains (eEPCs), for instance, provide a means
of integrating data models with process models (Scheer, 2000) and as such provide explicit and
comprehensive support for the data perspective in process models. BPMN, on the other hand,
restricts its support for the articulation of process-related data to the modeling of “data objects”
with which function may be annotated. Yet, no information about data structure, data types, or data
relationships can be articulated. Thus, BPMN’s support for this perspective is only partial.
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From Table 4.1 we conclude that existing techniques focus on different aspects of business processes and their immediate context. Hence, they only suit selected perspectives and objectives. In
particular, we observe a missing consideration of contextual aspects that transcend the traditional
close proximity to regular control flow. As a counterexample, eEPCs, for instance, can be extended
to support the explicit representation of business-related risks in process models (Rosemann and zur
Muehlen, 2005). Across all process modeling techniques, however, we observe a lack of consideration for further contextual elements beyond the traditional immediate context in a structured way.
This in turn hinders the development of advanced process models that provide an enhanced ability
to conceptualize, communicate, and understand business processes and their context of operation.
A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT IN PROCESS
MODELING
In order to provide a structure for research on context-aware process models that extends the focus beyond elements within the immediate context, we propose a stratified layer framework that
extends the scope of process modeling by incorporating and differentiating four types of context—
immediate, internal, external, and environmental—into the concentric layers of an onion model.
This onion model can be interpreted as an intuitive graphical description of a concept derived
from cybernetics and systems theory. It depicts embedded layers surrounding organizational
processes as dynamic systems (Wiener, 1948). We have turned to cybernetics as a theoretical
foundation for our onion model for four main reasons. First, cybernetics essentially is a model to
describe the formal structure of regulatory systems (von Bertalanffy, 1968), such as organizations.
Second, it has been suggested that processes themselves are regulatory systems (Regev et al.,
2005). Third, cybernetics as an approach to understanding organizations stresses the importance
of uncertainty, organizational complexity, and dynamics. Fourth, some of the well-established
process modeling techniques (e.g., eEPCs) were originally based on principles of cybernetics and
systems theory (Scheer, 2000). It thus appears reasonable that an onion model drawing on similar
principles can be useful for understanding the interrelationships between an organizational system
and its environment, and how these interrelationships affect complexity and dynamics, in short, the
flexibility of processes within the system. Such models are widespread in related disciplines such
as management science (Rüegg-Stürm, 2005), and in fact, a similar onion model has previously
been used in the process modeling area to identify and display the relationships between different
types of stakeholder roles relevant to business process fit (Alexander, 2004).
The core of our onion model comprises the processes and its immediate contextual variables.
While such a process could be seen as a well-defined and executable sequence of steps and involved
resources, it is heavily impacted by its context. The further we move out of this core of the onion
model, the more broadly we consider relevant context and elements that potentially impact this
process. A second layer comprises the system organization and all of the elements that facilitate the
execution of a process. Again, the organization as such can be seen as an open and self-regulating
system. However, it will be impacted by its relationships with elements external to this system
(layer 3) and the overall environment in which the organization is embedded (layer 4).
Figure 4.3 shows a populated onion model, which serves as a taxonomy and can be used to
identify, classify, understand, and integrate relevant context with business process models. Our
onion model is populated in each layer with exemplary contextual factors. We have identified these
factors in our exploration of current process modeling projects in large Australian organizations
(Raduescu et al., 2006), most notably in case studies of the coffee and airline industries (e.g.,
Rosemann et al., 2006). As a first attempt, the taxonomy provides an initial reference on which
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Onion Model for Context Classification and Typing

Figure 4.3
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future research in the area of process contextualization can be based. As described above, we
differentiate four types of context, based on their proximity to the “core” business process (i.e.,
the traditional perspectives in a process model that we have labeled immediate context). Below,
we introduce and discuss these different types, starting with the immediate context that, as noted
above, is the traditional core of business process models.
Immediate Context
The immediate context of a business process includes those elements that go beyond the constructs
that constitute pure control flow, and covers those elements that directly facilitate the execution of
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a process. Due to this central role, elements tend to be well considered in existing business process
modeling techniques (see Table 4.1). These elements are typically essential to the understanding
and execution of a business process (e.g., What data do I require? Which organizational resource
is in charge of the next activity? What application supports this process step?). Following existing
classifications (Jablonski and Bussler, 1996; Scheer, 2000), the immediate context includes data
(input, output), organizational resources (e.g., organizational unit, group, position, person), and IT
and related applications (e.g., middleware, Web server, database system). Without any contextual
changes, the elements that constitute the immediate system would be sufficient for the execution
of a business process. This conception remains the prevalent approach to process modeling to
date; however, we suggest extending this view toward a wider perspective on the environment
of a business process.
Internal Context
The immediate system (the process) is embedded in the wider system of an organization. Various
elements of an organization have indirect influence on a business process, and we call this second
layer the internal context. The internal context covers information on the internal environment of
an organization that impacts the process. Following the stratified layer model of an organizational
system and its environment as used in Rüegg-Stürm (2005), the internal system of an organization
incorporates elements such as resources, norms and values, concerns and interests, strategy, structure, and culture. These categories cover, for example, the corporate strategy (enterprise plan) and
related process objectives. A change from a quality-focused strategy to a cost-cutting strategy, for
instance, will have an impact on a broad range of business processes (e.g., elimination of quality
control activities, scaling down of special resources). Policies are another important internal context
variable as they are the main constraining factor on business process design activities. An explicit
understanding of the effect of a policy on a process provides not only guiding information for a
process improvement discussion, but can be equally important information for an intended change
of a (counterproductive) policy. As can be seen, the internal context captures all elements that are
part of the organizational system in which a process is embedded. Consequently, typical further
examples for internal context variables are the main internal stakeholders in an organization and
their risk perceptions, communication, and logistical infrastructures (e.g., regional distribution of
factories) and financial and other resources (legal experts, R&D). Especially financial and human
resources can form an important enabling or constraining factor in the capability to change. Moving from the immediate context of a process to the next layer of a surrounding system can lead,
of course, to a system different from the typical boundaries of an organization. For collaborative
business processes that span multiple organizations, for example, the internal context would be
the sum of the involved organizations.
External Context
The external context captures elements that are part of an even wider system whose design and behavior is beyond the control sphere of an organization. Yet, these elements still reside within the business
network in which an organization operates. Although this context is not in immediate proximity to
the day-to-day business operations of the organization, it still has a relatively high impact on the way
the organization designs and executes its business processes. Drawing again on the view of an organization as a system within external and environmental systems (Rüegg-Stürm, 2005), the external
context comprises, among others, categories of context elements related to suppliers, competitors,
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investors, and customers. External context variables can further be identified from frameworks such
as the “Five Forces” model (Porter, 1979) and may include the abovementioned stakeholders (e.g.,
suppliers, customers, financial and logistical service providers) as well as their strategies, demands,
resources, and failures. Furthermore, it includes factors specific to the industry (e.g., overall demand
for the services of an industry, technological innovations) and regulations such as industry-specific
practices (e.g., supply chain management practices). In general, external context often demands the
compliance of internal business processes and as such provides a set of constraints that have to be
considered and continuously observed in order to achieve conformance objectives in addition, or as
a substitution, to performance objectives (Parkinson and Baker, 2005).
Environmental Context
The environmental context, as the outermost layer, resides beyond the business network in which
the organization is embedded but nevertheless poses a contingency effect on the business processes.
It captures the overall environment as a system with comprehensive boundaries. In management
science, an organizational system’s environment is often characterized by the categories society,
nature, technology, and economy, in each of which contextual variables of relevance may reside
(Rüegg-Stürm, 2005). These environmental variables include factors such as weather (e.g.,
increasing call volume during storm season), time (e.g., different business operating models on
Sundays or before Christmas), and workforce-related factors (e.g., overall shortage or strike). A
well-known example is the U.S. Homeland Security Advisory System with its alert levels green
(low), blue (guarded), yellow (elevated), orange (high), and red (extreme). Each of these levels is
clearly associated with a comprehensive set of process changes within the relevant departments
and armed forces. While some of these environmental variables may change regularly and can
have a very strong impact on a business process (consider our motivating example and the impact
of weather conditions), many of these variables and especially their current values can have a
very long life span (e.g., availability of natural resources in a country, currency, political system,
preferred business language). Other factors can be attributed to the macroeconomic setting in which
an organization operates. Examples include legislative regulations such as national policies (e.g.,
workplace regulations) and other requirements (e.g., Sarbanes Oxley, Basel 2).
Having introduced four different layers of contextual categories and examples of elements
within these categories, it is necessary to note that interrelationships may occur between the elements in the various layers. This means in turn that a context element does not necessarily have
a direct impact on a process. Instead, the impact may be of an indirect nature due to existing
interrelationships with other elements in the same or more inward layer. At least three different
forms of links can be observed.
1.	An element in the same or a more inward context layer can mediate the impact of a
context element.
2.	An element in the same or a more inward context layer can moderate the impact of
a context element.
3.	An element in the same or a more inward context layer can mitigate the impact of a
context element.
As our following case study illustrates, examples for these indirect effects and links between
contextual elements may take many forms and, while outside the scope of this chapter, it would
be a stimulating research challenge to explore these relationships further.
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Figure 4.4

Procedure for Context Identification

1
Identify process
goal(s )

2
Decompose
process

3
Determine relevance
of context

4
Identify contextual
elements

5
Type context

APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK
Procedure
Above we have described an onion model that can be used to classify different types of context
that are relevant to business processes. The question that arises next is how to use this framework
in order to identify which of the potentially unlimited types of contextual elements is relevant and
should be considered and monitored so as to anticipate the necessary process changes.
Following the meta model shown in Figure 4.2, we suggest that the notion of process goals
allows us to reason about potential contextual elements that are relevant to the process and should
thus be included in the process model. Understanding a process as a set of states with the ultimate
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aim of reaching a final state (Khomyakov and Bider, 2001), we can use the notion of hard goals
and soft goals as proposed by Soffer (2005) to distinguish between the set of information relevant
to achieving a process goal that is contained in the traditional description of a process (i.e., in the
immediate context) and the set of information relevant to achieving the goal but not explicitly
captured in the description (and thus contextual). Having identified these contextual elements, our
onion model shown in Figure 4.3 can then be used to type these elements based on their proximity
to day-to-day business process operations.
In a basic format, a procedure for deriving relevant context information to be included in a
process model should consist of the following steps. Figure 4.4 gives the overall procedure.
1. Identify the hard goals and soft goals related to a given process and their appropriate
measures.
2.	Decompose a given process according to the goals in a set of goal-relevant information
that is either immediate (i.e., information that is contained in the traditional process
specification) or a set of goal-relevant information that is not contained in the traditional
process definition, that is, extrinsic (internal, external, or environmental).
3.	Determine the impact of goal-relevant, extrinsic information on the achievement of the
goal to determine the relevance of the contextual element. Repeat this step for each set
of goal-relevant information that is extrinsic to the traditional process description.
4. Identify contextual elements and explore potential interrelationships with other contextual
elements that may mediate, moderate, or mitigate the impact of the identified contextual
elements.
5. Type contextual elements with the help of the onion model and identify relevant value
ranges. If required, repeat steps four and five until all contextual elements have been
identified and typed.
We use a case study to show how this procedure can be applied.
Case Study
In our study of current process modeling projects in large Australian organizations (Raduescu et
al., 2006), we explored the ticket reservation and check-in process of a major Australian airline.
This process, while seemingly stable, is exposed to a large number of contextual impacts and is
thus regularly required to change “on the fly.”
Usually, the process is triggered when a customer selects a destination, along with departure and
return dates and times. An online form can be used to draft an itinerary based on certain preferences
such as departure times, type of plane, overall costs, and so on. After confirmation and electronic
payment an eTicket is issued, which is an electronic version of a traditional paper ticket. It allows
travelers to check in at the airport using photo identification and, where applicable, to check in
and select available seats over the Internet from home or at dedicated “quick check-in” terminals
at the airport. Normally, traditional counters are also available for check-in. Independent of the
check-in option selected, at some stage a traveler is required to undergo safety checks, such as
passport controls for international flights and baggage checks before boarding the aircraft. Figure
4.5 gives the corresponding process model. In this model, parts of the process that are subject to
change due to variations in the context are highlighted gray.
The process typically runs smoothly in regular business environments. However, certain environmental situations may occur that require the process to change. For instance, staffing levels for
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Figure 4.5

Airline Process Model with Context Consideration

traditional check-in counters are estimated based on an average “eTicket to paper ticket” ratio or
the availability of quick check-in terminals. Weather conditions, server breakdown, holiday season,
system failures, and other circumstances may lead to more traditional check-ins than expected
and/or serviced. Consequently, several mitigation strategies need to be executed in order to avoid
having customers miss deadlines due to large check-in queues. First, more check-in counters need
to be staffed. Second, business and first class check-in counters should be used to process economy
passenger check-ins as well. Third, the lodgment time of check-ins has to be reduced. Usually,
this is achieved by disallowing seating modifications or special seating requests.
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Referring back to the procedure for identifying contextual impacts, we can investigate the abovedescribed process as follows. First, we start by identifying the process goal (minimize overall time
for ticket reservation and check-in). Therefore, we assume a main objective, namely, “Minimize
throughput time” (Step 1: identify process goals). According to Rolland et al. (1998), we consider
the relationship between a goal and a corresponding process as a requirement chunk in order to decompose and analyze (Step 2: decompose process) both goal and process simultaneously until we
are eventually able to derive contextual elements having an impact on the subprocess with respect
to its subgoal. The identified chunk may look like <“Minimize throughput time,” “Airline ticket
reservation and check-in process”>. In order to compare the deviation between goal and process, we
consider a goal as well as the immediate context of the process as states. Both notions are necessarily
comparable since the states a process attains during its execution necessarily affect the states of a goal
definition (Soffer and Wand, 2005). For example, the time as part of a goal definition (e.g., within an
operationalized goal “online ticket reservation must not take more than ten minutes”) is necessarily
affected by the path of state changes the reservation process takes for its accomplishment.
The decomposition of the airline ticket reservation and check-in process and the goal of
minimizing throughput time reveal more detailed subprocesses and subgoals, so that eventually
the immediate context of single functions facilitates the determination of contextual elements
potentially occurring within the outer layers of our onion model (Step 3: determine relevance
of context). In Figure 4.5, the eEPC shows the highlighted immediate context of the function
“purchase eTicket” in sufficient level of detail. From there, contextual elements can be identified
by posing the following question: Which elements distinct from the information contained in
the immediate context of the function “purchase eTicket” have an impact on the goal “minimize
throughput time” (Step 4: identify contextual events). Contextual variables include, for instance,
elements affecting the availability of an Internet connection, a properly operating mode of
the check-in system as well as the compulsory type and amount of data necessary for a ticket
purchase. By applying the categorization and classification of context layers and categories for
the typing of contextual elements, the environment in which a process is embedded becomes
increasingly tangible and enables the anticipation of potential external triggers and their causal
relationships (Step 5: type context). Consider again the immediate context of “purchase eTicket.”
An internal server crash, for example, would affect the availability of an Internet connection
and would occur within the internal context, since it is related to the application system and
networking infrastructure of the airline company. A negative effect on the check-in system could
be caused by the appearance of a system overload due to too many customers using the system
concurrently, which would conceptually be located in a category “customer” in the external
layer. According to this procedure the context of a decomposed function or subprocess will
successively lead to a clearer and more transparent idea of potential drivers having an impact
on the ticket reservation.
By using the procedure, we derived another example of a contextual “impact” on the airline
ticket reservation and check-in process that relates to increased safety considerations. An alert
system, similar to that used by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, is installed to distinguish three levels of awareness. Several scenarios (e.g., certain VIPs arrive or depart, major
public events, terrorism, etc.) lead to different safety levels that in turn require safety procedures
to change. For instance, tests for explosive goods that are usually conducted on a random basis
become mandatory, or a second hand-luggage safety check immediately prior to boarding is performed. Furthermore, some flights require additional identification procedures (e.g., biometric data
verification for flights to/from the United States). One impact of these procedures is that different
staffing levels are required for each case.
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This case description raises the question of how the adaptation of the process to changing contexts can be supported and the relevant details explicitly captured and used. The related challenge
is to identify different types of contextual influences and determine their consequences for each
part of the traditional business process. This in turn allows for comprehensive context monitoring,
which enables the early anticipation and execution of required process changes. By examining
the chain of events that necessitates changes in the process, reactions can be anticipated based
on observations in the early stages of the chain, that is, at best in the environmental context. This
demonstrates the importance of understanding relationships between contextual variables. For
example, a change in weather conditions (e.g., storm, tsunami, tornado) may lead to an increased
number of travelers who wish to reroute their flights on the departure date. The related process
changes can be anticipated simply by regularly observing the weather forecast, which in turn
enables, for instance, the predetermination of required staffing levels. The same principle holds
for later stages of the chain, even if the time frame for process adaptation is shorter. For example,
waiting queue dynamics (internal context) can be observed at the terminals in order to establish a
potential need for additionally staffed terminals or the opening of business and first class counters
to economy class travelers.
In conclusion, based on the reference procedure described in Figure 4.4, we were able to
identify, capture, and classify relevant context, in particular, changes within and interrelationships between contexts, and their impact on the business process. In short, studying the goals
of a process contributes to determining relevant context layers outside of an organization (i.e.,
external and environmental). With the knowledge of goals as well as the semantics of the different
context layers (that is, the scope of the business process), types of context with a direct impact on
the business process outside of an organization can be identified by asking questions relevant to
given goals (e.g., are weather conditions relevant to achieving the process objective?). In order
to establish relevant context inside an organization (i.e., in an internal and immediate layer), the
direct effects of the context on the immediate layers are determined as well as the effects of external and environmental context upon internal context (e.g., the establishment of new national
legislative requirements leading to the modification of organizational policies). Referring to our
case of the Australian airline company, Table 4.2 gives some examples of identified context variables that pose an effect, direct or indirect (i.e., mediated, moderated, or mitigated), on the ticket
reservation and check-in process. In this table various instances of context are given and described
in plain English. Also, the ultimate consequences to the immediate core of a process and related
perspectives are enumerated.
Table 4.2 shows the application of the procedure described above to identifying and typing
context relevant to the airline process. It further shows how to investigate relationships between
the context elements of the different context layers. That is, after establishing relevant contextual elements, the potential relationships between these elements are investigated. For instance,
the terror attack on London Heathrow, which in itself appears to bear only small significance to
Brisbane airline procedures, has led to the passing of the Patriot Act on a nationwide (namely,
environmental) level. The Patriot Act requires organizations in certain industry sectors to revise
and extend safety regulations. Hence, the external (i.e., industry sector–specific) contextual system in which an organizational system is embedded, mediates the impact of the environmental
contextual variable “passing of the Patriot Act.” For the Brisbane-based airline organization, the
industry safety regulations have been implemented by internal policies regarding airline safety.
This internal contextual information then directly impacts the process-related control flow, data,
resources, and applications (see Table 4.2).

Increased terminal
staffing levels

Organization

Web-based
reservation and
check-in system
not available

Manual check-in,
seat reservation,
and safety check
processes

Paper-based
Increased terminal
customer, flight and and safety staffing
seating information levels

Biometric
identification
system

IT

Web-based
reservation and
check-in system

Increased customer Increased security
data requirements
staffing levels

Flight rerouting
information

Data

Electronic customer Increased terminal
Focus on eTicket
and flight data
staffing levels
processes,
increased customer
self-service

Additional security
checks, repeated
execution of safety
checks

Control flow

Immediate context

System failure

Establishment of
airline safety
policies

Internal context

Examples of Context Relevant to the Ticket Reservation and Check-in Process

Table 4.2

Market price
changes

Passing of
industry safety
regulations

External context

Passing of Patriot
Act

Storm

Environmental
context
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CONCLUSION
This chapter was motivated by various observations of current challenges in process modeling. While
popular process modeling techniques are typically able to adequately handle the core constructs of
a process and its immediate context in the form of data, applications, and resources, a wider consideration of contextual information still has only limited support. The present approach to process
modeling may be a reason for some of the observable suboptimal designs of business processes in
different contexts (e.g., different times of the year, different customers, locations) with a high level
of redundancy (e.g., due to multiple process models for different scenarios), significant maintenance
efforts (e.g., changing processes at the beginning of each season), low scalability in the case of multiple contextual variables, and in general a poor understanding of the context-process relationship. In
order to advance this area of research, we investigated the current body of knowledge and suggested
an approach for integrating context into process models. We used a meta model to formalize our
idea of how processes and their goals can be used to identify context that is relevant to the process.
We also proposed a framework that helps in gaining a better understanding of different types of
context and their impact on business processes. We provided a basic procedure model on how to
apply the framework for the identification and classification of context. We provided evidence for
the applicability of the framework using an airline case study.
A noted limitation of the research described in this chapter stems from the fact that in terms of
research, the area of process flexibility and process contextualization is still in the explorative stages.
The conceptual integration of our context reference framework with existing process modeling
techniques and the development of a corresponding and appropriate notation are currently under
way. Furthermore, it remains for our findings to be comprehensively tested with respect to the
impact that explicit context consideration in process models has on further dependant variables of
interest, such as the perceived understandability of the model, the agility of the described process
to react to externally triggered changes, and so forth. However, our case study demonstrates initial
evidence for the general applicability of our approach.
Future research will derive extensions of selected popular process modeling techniques (e.g.,
EPC, BPMN) in order to explicitly integrate the different types of context that have been identified
into existing business process modeling techniques. Such enhanced models have the potential to
provide the conceptual foundation for truly agile processes, in which, for example, process mining
techniques could play an important role in monitoring and evaluating relevant contextual variables
and events (e.g., weather) and triggering the requisite process changes. Our work provides a theoretical reference cornerstone upon which different relevant types of context can be captured and
monitored so that a stronger, potentially automated, link can be established between the stimuli
for change and the reaction to the change within a business process model.
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PART II
SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS FOCUS:
PROCESSES

Chapter 5

Staffing Web-Enabled E-Commerce
Projects and Programs
Fred Niederman

Abstract: Electronic commerce has continued steady growth since the beginning of the new
century. While the methods for providing e-commerce products and services are largely invisible to consumers, behind-the-scenes technologies and staff are needed to build and maintain
the systems upon which they are based. This chapter examines aspects of the work performed
to support e-commerce. It examines how organizations structure the projects and teams within
which e-commerce work is performed and the skill sets of e-commerce employees. The chapter
concludes that no one method of organizing the processing of work, or the portfolio of staff skills
has yet come to be dominant.
Keywords: MIS Personnel, E-Commerce Personnel, Teams, Skills, Qualitative Methods
BACKGROUND
The Internet, since its launch in the late 1960s, has significantly changed the world. It connects
hundreds of thousands of different networks from over 200 countries. Millions of people working
in science, education, government, and business professions utilize the Internet to exchange information or perform business transactions. According to Internet World Stats (2009), the number of
Internet users around the world tops 1.1 billion. More than 211 million of these are in the United
States and 130 million in China. The Internet has penetrated people’s everyday life, altered the
way companies do business, created new services and jobs, and changed the way people work.
E-commerce is a major and growing portion of the U.S. retail economy. This has led to penetration of the Internet by “clicks and mortar” companies with both Web and traditional presence.
The Census Bureau of the U.S. Department of Commerce announced recently that, “the estimate
of U.S. retail e-commerce sales for the second quarter of 2004, not adjusted for seasonal, holiday,
and trading-day differences, was $15.7 billion, an increase of 23.1 percent (±3.5 percent) from
the second quarter of 2003” (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2004). Using Internet technology,
companies often find new outlets for their products and services abroad (Quelch and Klein, 1996)
by linking directly to suppliers, business partners, and customers.
We frequently observe e-commerce programs and projects gone awry.1 Burke and Morrison
(2001) have documented the mechanics of how this happens. Organizations have a tendency
to vastly underestimate the difficulty in shifting from a static Web page that serves basically as
an automated brochure to a dynamic Web program that provides online information exchange
and facilitates real-time transactions. Perhaps they also underestimate the difference between
Web-enabled projects and those involving “traditional” management information systems (MIS)
77
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development—aimed at centralized mainframe or personal computer utilization or at decentralized
client-server applications on proprietary and limited networked systems. Producing Web-enabled
software requires the convergence of a number of components including existing organizational
infrastructure, new and enhanced hardware and software designed for use with the Web, sensitivity
to the needs and preferences of external users and customers, and skills and methods for producing
and maintaining these organizational assets.
This chapter focuses on staffing issues regarding Web-enabled e-commerce projects. We expect
that the creation of Web-enabled services would add complexity to the task faced by information
technology (IT) workers (Niederman and Hu, 2003). This complexity would come from interactions with external users/customers as well as interaction between a larger array of technical
components than that found in traditional mainframe and even client-server architectures. In the
Web-enabled domain, users are largely external to the firm; thus, the organization has less leverage
for recovering from poor design with training and “workarounds.” Users in some types of Webenabled programs are unknown to the organization (e.g., Amazon does not know individual users
or their profiles prior to their commencing interactions) and, thus, have more variety of potential
usage patterns and needs. The sheer number of users in this sort of Web-enabled program may
preclude even the possibility of examining the whole range of potential needs and patterns across
all user types. Web-enabled programs are likely to cut across internal departments within a firm
as users expect seamless response to their transactions and are not usually inclined to navigate
through an organizational bureaucracy to achieve their purposes. In addition, in order to invoke
Web-enabled projects, organizations may not choose to retrofit existing information systems for
up-to-date Web capabilities. Thus the IT workers will have the additional challenge of coordinating both Web-based interfaces and source information coming from a wide range of “legacy”
systems. In research based on job advertisements, Gallivan et al. (2004) found some shifting in the
desired skill set of MIS job applicants as a whole; however, no analysis was performed to indicate
whether this was due to the growth of a new category of e-commerce workers or a broader shift
in MIS work and tasks overall.
The purpose of this study is to specifically investigate staffing roles and skills in moving to the
Web-enabled domain as well as to investigate contextual issues regarding the work environment
for e-commerce staff. Before addressing these issues, however, we begin by defining more carefully what we mean by Web-enabled programs.
Defining Web-Enabled Programs and Projects
In this study, “Web-enabled” refers to three distinct but related types of programs. These are first
organizational programs that use information technology to link their operations with suppliers or other business customers, which are frequently referred to as B2B (business-to-business
e-commerce). The second type of organizational programs links the organization directly to end
customers. These are frequently referred to as B2C (business-to-consumer e-commerce). Note
that where the “customer” is another company, such as a distributor or retail outlet, the applications are likely to have more commonality with the business to supplier than with the business
to end customer in terms of the nature of the users. The third type of organizational program is
the “intranet,” which uses the tools of the Web, browsers, servers, home pages, and the like, but
is typically used within a firm and restricted to organizational employees. It thus resembles the
other Web-enabled programs on the “back end” in terms of technical structure and programming
tools and techniques, but focuses on a more limited range of end users who may share lexicon,
culture, goals, and other attributes that may be heterogeneous when dealing with individuals
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outside of one’s own boundaries. Though conceivably a fourth type of Web-enabled business, the
virtual community could also be considered a Web-enabled enterprise; many of these institutions
intermix professional project activity with user-developed content. Although these continue to
evolve and some increasingly resemble B2C sites, we viewed these as outside the scope of this
particular investigation.
We expect generally that e-commerce work within organizations will be organized into a set
of interconnected projects. The notion of an e-commerce project here is intended to be broad and
inclusive. Some project theorists, notably Evaristo and van Fenema (1999), distinguish between
programs (consisting of sets of related projects) and individual projects. However, in practice, large
projects may have many interrelated aspects or “subprojects” and, for our purposes, the specific
distinction is not crucial. The discussion of e-commerce projects here is not intended toward the
most micro-level project that may use only one of many skills without regard to others, nor to
describing a permanent departmental structure. Rather, this chapter considers e-commerce projects
as activities large and small toward the creation and maintenance of organizational e-commerce
capabilities.
Focus on Web-Enabled Programs and Projects
This chapter aims to describe staffing in the Web-enabled environment rather than to directly address the question “to what degree do Web-enabled e-commerce projects differ from traditional
MIS projects?” We did, however, ask respondents how management differed between traditional
and Web-enabled projects. Though we did not define “traditional” IT, the respondents seemed
to interpret this as anything MIS related that did not fit in the e-commerce realm. There was an
almost equal split between those who felt there was no difference and those who noted differences generally deriving from more interaction with business and a broader array of users (see
Table 5.1). This is very consistent with the author’s experience in discussing with project managers whether IT projects or product development efforts differ from those used on other projects.
There appears to be some sense that all projects have some common core issues and concerns,
but that projects within a particular domain have their own particular characteristics and, in their
most sensitive details, each project is ultimately unique. In this context, the chapter addresses
the particular characteristics of staffing in the Web-enabled/e-commerce domain. Findings are
intended to supplement rather than supplant what is known about staffing and project management in general across domains.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Fit Theories
Management and industrial psychology researchers for generations have been studying issues of
employee outcomes, including “performance, motivation, extra-role behaviors, work attitudes,
retention, group cooperation and group performance” (Werbel and Gilliland, 1999, p. 209). One
major direction of that research holds that the fit between the work environment (in a variety of
aspects) and the attributes of the individual should predict various work-related and individual
outcomes (Kristof, 1996; Livingstone et al., 1997). Where the match is close, outcomes should
be better than where there is a significant gap between individual and organization. For example,
an element of the “taxi driver” job is the ability to drive efficiently from place to place. Individuals with a high-level skill at “finding shortcuts” should be more productive than those who
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Table 5.1

Comparison of E-Commerce and “Traditional” IT Projects
Respondent
number

Does ecommerce management different from other projects?

001

Not different

004

Not different

006

Not different

007

Testing and availability difference

011

Different skills sets; transitioned 3 years ago to browser-based systems, now these
are almost only ones developed

012

Broader scope if project has marketing component

014

More user interaction; more executive sponsorship because it affects customers
directly

015

Having to work with customer priorities; More communication and knowledge
sharing required

016

More emphasis on usability, look and feel; managing external expectations

017

E-commerce more difficult

018

Business involvement

019

Time urgency

have a hard time finding shortcuts. However, as the nature of work has been changing largely in
response to the growing prevalence of information technology that helps organizations reorganize, replace, and invent new work, the simple match between job requirements and individual
skills has explained less of the variance in outcomes. A number of additional matches have been
proposed to supplement the job environment–individual attribute match. For example, one study
focusing on the employee selection process proposes three fits that are important in influencing
outcomes. Werbel and Gilliland (1999) propose that the person-job, person-organization, and
person-workgroup fits are each critical in different situations. In this formulation, person-job fit is
the congruence between the “demands of the job and the needed skills, knowledge, and abilities
of a job candidate” (Werbel and Gilliland, 1999, p. 211, referencing Edwards, 1991). The idea of
person-organization fit would add to “technical job performance” factors such as prosocial behavior, organizational citizenship, and organizational commitment. Person-workgroup fit “refers to
the match between the new hire and the immediate workgroup (i.e., coworkers and supervisor)”
(Werbel and Gilliland, 1999, p. 217).
The strengths of one individual may be complemented by the strengths of another individual
to provide stronger overall team outcomes. Although the discussion of these types of fit are
presented by Werbel and Gilliland within the context of employment selection, it stands to
reason that similar issues can be addressed, though perhaps on a smaller scale, with respect to
the selection of individuals within a firm for work on a specific project or in a particular work
role. In addition, we propose a new match dimension. The new match addresses the issues of
job strain and retention as the “compensation” needs of an individual and the benefits provided
by the job. Together with the job need–individual skill match, these theories comprise a job
demand/job supply theory.
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Table 5.2

High-Level Skills Needed by Developers of eCommerce Systems
Knowledge area
Technical

High-level skill
1. Web
2. Web
3. Web
4. Web
5. Web
6. Web

programming
networking
databases
security
management
site design

Human

7. Interpersonal communication
8. Problem solving
9. Conflict resolution
10 Collaboration
11. Dealing with change

Organizational

12. Organizational
13. Organizational
14. Organizational
15. Organizational
16. Organizational

goals and objectives
policies and procedures
functions and processes
culture
constraints

Source: Table 1 replicates Aladwani, 2002. Reproduced with permission of AIS SIGED IAIM.

E-Commerce–Specific Employee Research
Human resources in many organizations account for the lion’s share of budget. Planning for the right
staffing and skills for provision of future services is an important and difficult task (Schwarzkopf et
al., 2004). Effective utilization of human resources is a key component of managing in the MIS and ecommerce arenas. As technologies support increasingly more sophisticated Web activities, the demand
for knowledge and skills of e-commerce personnel expands correspondingly. It is logical to assume
that the key success factor for the development and implementation of e-commerce applications is the
technical and organizational competence of the e-commerce personnel. It is therefore of significant
importance for managers of e-commerce projects to bring the greatest possible understanding of the
dynamics leading to heightened or diminished productivity to their personnel decisions.
There has not yet been much discussion on the topic of e-commerce knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the MIS literature. Aladwani (2002), following frameworks of other research identifying IT personnel skill needs (Lee et al., 1995; Nelson 1991; Trauth et al., 1993; Rada, 1999),
has identified sixteen distinct skills (see Table 5.2). In the paper the ranks by practitioners and
academics are contrasted in terms of both usefulness and competence of new IT graduates. This
valuable study should be extended by (1) including background from the substantial knowledge
developed by human resource and industrial psychologies regarding predictors of work outcomes,
and (2) considering a more detailed level of skill requirements recognizing the differences between
traditional IT and emerging e-commerce projects.
One recent study has contrasted the perceived usefulness of job skills and the responding Webmasters’ perceptions of their competencies for each skill (Wade and Parent, 2001–2). Overall this
study suggests that technical skill deficiencies lead to lower productivity, with organizational skill
deficiencies also, and in a more pronounced manner, leading to lower productivity. However, this
study, springing from an IT employee model, contrasts technical and organizational skills rather
than IT and Web-production skills.
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Although the development of e-commerce Web sites has a strong technical component, Holzschlag (2000) has proposed viewing the development of a Web site as more of an artistic production. By interacting in a constant feedback loop with customer/users, the development process has
some analogy to the development of films and other creative products. The term “Web publication specialist” is used to emphasize the many nontechnical elements necessary for successful
e-commerce development, which include interface and functionality design involving artistic,
usability, policy, and functionality issues. Specialists in this area would not necessarily have or
need technical IT skills. The category of Web publication specialist refers to those individuals
with marketing, communications, and other backgrounds that are necessary to develop successful
Web projects. Skills in this area, as applied to IS projects, have not been fully studied. Moreover,
these skills may be difficult to specify since elements of innovativeness, creativity, and the ability
to generate excitement are difficult to quantify.
McKee (2001) and Wenn and Sellitto (2001) considered necessary e-commerce skills by
examining the requirements for successful e-commerce projects and the specific skills needed
to accomplish these tasks. McKee (2001) presents a detailed diagram, derived from practice,
of elements needed to build a successful e-commerce site. His work highlights the variety
of skills ranging from the most technical infrastructure manipulation to sensitivity regarding
business needs and marketing processes. Wenn and Sellitto (2001) focus on some of the tools,
languages, and standards that are either required or recommended for more robust performance
on e-commerce sites. Both sets of research suggest that the full range of skills need not be present in every team member.
This leads to the overall research question of this study: How are Web-enabled programs and
projects staffed in terms of required individual skills, blending of individual skills into team capabilities, and assignment of individuals to tasks?
METHOD
Because the domain of Web-enabled/e-commerce staffing has not been extensively explored, it
is appropriate to use a qualitative method appropriate for developing rich descriptions and understandings in an exploratory research framework. Prior to extensive and precise measurement,
the range of potential states to be measured needs to be determined. The goal of this research
is to present a portrait of the varied approaches organizations are taking to staffing e-commerce
projects and programs.
Interview Protocol Development
The investigator and a colleague drafted an interview protocol for a broader study of which this
chapter represents a discrete segment. The overall interview protocol content was formulated in
six topical areas:
1. Individual characteristics (including demographics, norms, competencies, and preferences);
2. The nature of e-commerce work in that particular organization;
3. How the work is structured;
4. How project teams are selected and composed for membership in the projects;
5. The outcomes and results of the particular approaches observed; and
6. Expectations regarding the continued evolution of e-commerce personnel and tasks.
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This protocol was pilot tested with two respondents. No problematic segments were revealed, and
the same protocol was used with the rest of the study participants.
Sample
The intention of this research has been to develop a multifaceted picture of Web-enabled/e-commerce staffing. As a result, data were gathered by conducting interviews with individuals involved
with e-commerce. Twenty individuals with a wide range of viewpoints were interviewed. The
strategy for selecting participants involved seeking a broad range of e-commerce workers engaged
in development or ongoing support of e-commerce projects. The selection of individuals playing a
wide range of roles is based on the primary goal of developing a range of possible states or values
for various aspects of the individuals’ roles in the development process. Organizations likely to
have individuals meeting the qualifications below were also asked to participate by inviting volunteers to participate in structured interviews. Participants were recruited from personal contacts
through organizations such as local chapters of the Society for Information Management (SIM)
and Project Management Institute (PMI) as well as from contacts arranged by academic colleagues
and by former students with Web-enabled/e-commerce workers in their organization.
To qualify as a research participant, the studied participant needed to be involved at present or in
the past with the technical or content aspects of at least one e-commerce project. All of the interview
ees met these criteria. Their areas of responsibility ranged from project management on a limited
number of e-commerce projects to responsibility for the organization’s entire e-commerce program.
Respondents included a number of individuals primarily assigned to IT departments and others resident in non-IT business units. Respondents included two self-employed consultants with experience
involving e-commerce projects across a range of organizations (see Table 5.3 for a list of respondent
job titles). Respondents worked for a wide range of companies that varied by industry and size (see
Table 5.4 for basic organization data). In most cases, only one respondent was interviewed from a
given organization. However, four individuals, including both IT specialists and individuals from
the business-user community in one manufacturing company, were also included in the sample.
Interview Procedure
Respondents participated in a structured interview (see Appendix 5.1 for a listing of the interview
questions analyzed for this research). These interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed. References to particular organizations, projects, or individuals were omitted and/or reformulated. The
first sixteen interviews were carried out between May and August 2004 in person in St. Louis or
by telephone. Another four interviews were added in Atlanta between September and November
2005. The purpose of the additional interviews was to broaden the range of respondents’ experience, particularly in the area of direct business-to-customer e-commerce. No systemic difference
in interview responses was noted as a result of either time or location. Much variance, however,
was observed in terms of different organizational cultures and different scope of e-commerce
activity. E-commerce activity ranged from one organization based entirely online to another that
was slowly transitioning from a sophisticated electronic data interchange (EDI) to a Web-based
supply chain presence with key distributors.
All interviews were conducted by the chief investigator/author, although research colleagues
and graduate students participated in four of the interviews. Each interview lasted approximately
one hour. Although a semistructured interview protocol format was used to guide the interviews,
specific questions varied among respondents. In the interview situation, respondents sometimes
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Table 5.3

Respondents’ Job Titles
Title

Number of observations

Director of E-Business
Chief Information Officer
Consultant
Contractor Consultant—Comparable to Senior Analyst Role
Director Academic IT Services
Director of Information Technology
Director of IS, (particular product area)*
Director of Venture Relations
Electronic Commerce IT Team Lead
IT Project Manager
Manager of E-Business
Manager of the Customer Interface Group
Manager, Special Projects
Product Manager**
Senior Business Analyst
Technical Project Manager
Technology Officer
Web Developer, Level-2 Team Lead
Total

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

*Specific product area name removed for confidentiality of respondent.
**Responsible for specific e-commerce/IT products.

Table 5.4

Company Information
Industry
Agriculture1
Agriculture2
Consultant1
Consultant2
Consultant3
Education*
Finance1*
Finance2
IT Service Provider1
IT Service Provider2
Manufacturing1
Manufacturing2
Manufacturing3
Marketing Services
Total

Annual sales (mil)

# Employees

# Respondents

12,000
3,373
—
—
—
452
315
223
n/a
1,382
13,958
50,485
5,880
1,440

28,000
13,200
1
1
1
4,416
1,300
1,000
n/a
2,067
106,700
157,000
34,300
5,700

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
20

Source: Hoovers and organizational Web sites; note specific Web sites not listed to preserve anonymity
of the organizations.
*Firm data from 2002; all other data collected from 2003.
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elaborate on early questions in ways that answer later questions or render them irrelevant. For
the purpose of eliciting the maximum content from the interviewee, the researcher pursued questions with additional follow-up for clarification or extension and revised the wording of specific
questions to place them in the relevant context for the particular interviewee. While this limits
the comparability of the responses, for the purpose of creating an understanding of concepts and
values, it permits maximum opportunity for the discovery of unexpected responses.
Analysis
Data were analyzed in three major steps. First, following transcription, responses to discrete questions
were grouped in a single file. Second, the author and a colleague individually reduced each response
to key phrases that indicated the essential response to that question. These were discussed to consensus
by the researchers. Responses that contained nuances beyond simplification through reduction to key
phrases were retained for possible use in the text as illustrations. Third, the key phrases were examined
for development of discrete categories of response, which are presented in the following discussion.
RESULTS
I think probably the one key that surprises . . . people who don’t work in IT [more] than
anything else is that they go after people who are very good at both written and verbal communication because so much [is] requirements gather[ing] and just the relationship building.
I think people still have this vision of IT as, you know, being guys with long beards and thick
glasses who sit in a room with no lights and type all day. And so much more of it, even . . .
the full-time employees that are there are much more like IT consultants out to their business
community within the same organization much as we are to them too. And I think that’s
probably the one skill set across the board no matter which of those groups you’re looking
for. You’re really looking for somebody with integrity and good communication skills.
Overall, determining staffing for e-commerce projects is made complex by the fluid nature of the
task. Much staffing is determined in initial hiring (or otherwise acquiring human resources—for example, through contracting or outsourcing). A first line of staffing for e-commerce projects appears to
be the shifting of personnel already within an organization to assignment for these tasks. The range of
individuals and skills to be drawn upon is then fixed aside from the ability to transfer existing skills to
new tasks and to invent and discover new techniques in the process of working. Moreover, not all individuals working on e-commerce projects are assigned to them full time. Non-IT department personnel
might be assigned to customer relations, where making sure that electronic ordering and other supply
chain tasks runs smoothly is part of a larger function. Some IT specialists in particular programming
languages, telecommunications, or database may move through particular e-commerce projects while
retaining a portfolio of non–e-commerce responsibilities in the firm. These conditions made it difficult
for respondents to generalize about skills within their project teams. As one respondent commented,
Typically when you’re talking about these kind of [projects] particular personnel have
particular skill sets so someone may know JAVA and not know XML. Someone may know
HTML and Sequel and may not know Oracle.
While some respondents did provide a listing of some specific skills, comments provided a richer examination of particular skills or approaches that the respondents deemed important (see Table 5.5).
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Although the comments offered by the respondents were diverse and reflected varied aspects
of skill requirements in practice, some themes emerged. A strong emphasis was placed on various
types of communication and interpersonal skills. But, at least in some cases, these go beyond simply
being able to write and speak clearly. These include the ability to penetrate to the significance and
underlying purpose of IT and business activities. On the other hand, not all team members need
to have all of the interpersonal skills.
[I] would have somebody who’s an expert communicator communicating with the subject
expert, somebody who had excellent written communication skills to be able to coherently
write down something . . . to effectively act as a translator between those of the tech world
and those of the business world.
Explicitly or implicitly each of the respondents reinforced the need for appropriate technical
skills in addition to communication, business, and related skills. However, the specific skills needed
varied by organization and, sometimes, from project to project.
Respondents were also asked how they formulate teams for particular projects, and a second question was aimed at how individuals were assigned to particular teams/projects. In practice the answers
to these questions overlapped significantly and will be discussed together (see Tables 5.6 and 5.7).
Responses varied in level of abstraction, including those describing how individuals are assigned to
particular projects and those describing approaches to such assignments. For example, two methods of
assignment to projects emerged: assigning whoever might be available and starting with task “demand”
for particular skills and assigning individuals who “supply” those skills. One respondent indicated that
his organization used both of these methods, with the “who’s available” method taking precedence
when staffing was urgent. At a higher level of abstraction, respondents noted that employees may
be assigned to particular technologies or platforms; assignment to particular projects then becomes
automatic relative to the technology or platform required for the project. Another approach included
rotation of team members. This respondent was primarily oriented to the implementation of packages
for supporting business processes, and the rotation was focused on business employees rotating into
the implementation process. Part of the thinking behind this approach was that these employees would
return to their normal posts able to diffuse knowledge regarding the new application.
The e-commerce work demands for skills, abilities, and knowledge can be defined variously
at different levels. One would expect that in the staffing process, assignment to a department or
program would require establishing a pool of individuals with a broad set of skills who could
respond to a wide range of project demands—including unanticipated and emergent opportunities
that may create unexpected skill demands on relatively short notice. One would also expect that
assignment to particular projects would be constrained by the set of skills available within the
already established pool, further constrained by the limits of individuals to operate on multiple
projects (as well as costs associated with trying to move between projects), and also feeding
constraints back into the selection of projects to undertake.
In summary, staffing and skills should be considered from multiple perspectives. In each of
these work environments, there appears to be an inner pool of staff assigned to many projects
(occasionally with a small group to all projects). As a result, the development of that pool through
hiring and training is critical. There also appears to be an “outer pool” of staff made up of either
technical specialists who are loaned from IT departments or business process specialists loaned
from user groups who are brought into projects for specific purposes. One respondent alluded to
rotating the business process specialists as part of an overall strategy for diffusing the new technology throughout the organization. Technical skills appear to be overridingly important, though
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Table 5.5

Key Skills for E-Commerce Project Staff
Respondent Web-enabled e-commerce project skills
number
001

Graphic design, programming, middleware, sometimes DBA, oracle developer

002

Combination of perfectionist and ability to see ahead to avoid disasters (with reference
to project managers most particularly)

003

Marketing people pick up the IT skills. I’m the only one who can’t program although
I have programmed in Basic when I was in college; more interested in usability than
graphics

004

Use tools that are already familiar (implied is the idea that having to learn new skills
during a project is minimal)

005

Lots of teamwork

006

Depends on the project. User business process knowledge, some technical skills to
map back to legacy systems

007

Business knowledge; senior person to mentor junior staff members; designers strong
in databases, Java architecture, DB architecture, mainframe architecture, “team
lead”—making sure code is clean coming out of testing

008

Individuals with wide range of skills; but we are looking to migrate everything to a
UNIX platform so we’re trying to get people up to speed with UNIX skills; analysis
skills, logic and programming, testing, multitasking, and keeping track of projects/
deadlines; we should include some marketing skills, but haven’t yet

009

Willingness to look at things differently be open to alternative approaches

010

Technical skills, graphics (two people)

011

Communication skills, Technical lead should know about business processes; work
with creative agency outside of team

012

Experience in Microsoft products, Sequel, and Visual Studio; strong skills to stay
focused and work independently

013

Core business logic of a program; user interface design

014

Business knowledge (“the accounting side, the inventory side, the sales side, or the
marketing side”)

015

Programming, database, EDI translator skills, XML, communication to SAP; one
specialist in graphics and user interface; interpersonal skills

016

Communication and problem solving; business process experience; experience with
the tool development set; component interface and application messaging skills

017

Analytical thinking; communicate well; good at working with other people; hard worker.
A strong visual sense for taking ideas and concepts and putting them into a clear
visual representation. Domain knowledge is important, but depends on the team

018

They have to be understanding of e-commerce; experience with large and small
customers; not just programming; analytically solve problems; ability to “ask stupid
questions”; communicate well with the customer; work a lot of hours, be proactive;
database, skills at user interface

019

Graphics, Java, integrating to other systems (sometimes skills provided by partner
or software vendor), database, some DBAs; adaptability; having initiative; better
awareness of business-related issues

020

Technical skills sufficient for running the systems that vary by project; understanding
the overall goals of the company
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Table 5.6

Team Creation and Project Staffing Approaches
How do you create teams to work on these projects?
001

Match requirements of client to team skills; Working to develop crossover skills

002

Blending tech and functional area staffs; informal discussion; skill set plus work load,
interest, history of working with other team members

003

Find individuals with project-needed skills; business-knowledge fit

004

Urgent—whoever’s available;
Not urgent—match individual skills to project needs

005

Repeatable projects, relationships with business people; teams include business people;
availability

006

Rotational program for business people to interact in development projects and return to
teach others; IT people manage legacy systems to which e-commerce packages provide
access; open staffing within firm; float a requisition

007

Start with core design group, consider needs and bring in additional staff

008

Defining the work leads to understanding the skill needs

009

People pulled in as we need them; projects in addition to “standard work”

010

Team oriented projects including business users; projects specific to technology manager

011

Try to keep people who work well together on different projects

012

Employees sorted by technology group; respond to projects regarding their technology

013

Employees added to team when “gap” is recognized; project demand, match skill set;
develop specializations and standing project teams

015

Who is available from particular technology group

016

Blend of specialists and generalists

017

Because we support production issues, if there is a production problem it goes to her
team. Staff has to know how integrations work together, and we need people that can see
how things link and work together. If something is not a strength, say user interface, then
that work is deferred to another team. Some people can work well in both production or UI,
and they tend to move back and forth between projects.

018

Start by assessing project “needs”; what can I live with, what can I not live without, then a
consideration of “who’s available”; draw from a pool if available

019

The customer would first interact with an engagement manager, someone who was
partially a sales person and partially a project manager who determined what the customer
needed. And that engagement manager would then put together a team based on what
they thought, what skills they needed.

020

Typically depending on the nature of the project, the technical staff may be sitting in
different organizations. So depending on what you are trying to do, you may go to get this
team to develop it or you maybe go get another team to develop it.

any given skill may or may not be needed on any particular project. One tactic for addressing this
is to specialize in a limited set of software tools and to plan for training or hiring as new technologies are assimilated. Interpersonal skills also appear to be an essential component in project
accomplishment, but not necessarily at the same time for all participants. One respondent related
an anecdote of a superior technically proficient staff member who inadvertently offended a key
customer. The response was to “buffer” valuable technical staff from direct client contact.
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Table 5.7

Assuring the Full Range of Skills
How do you assure that the team members have the collection of skills desired for
participation on the project team?
001
003
004
005
006
010
018

Knowing the staff and their skills
Assign project manager then others-small enough not to need formal procedures
Know what tools will be used and learn new technical skills quickly when needed
Use skill assessment sheet; prioritize projects; personality as well as skills; project
managers develop their “favorites”
Recruit from elsewhere in the company if there’s a gap
Fill gaps from consultants, review strategic needs annually, some training
Needs someone with the broad range of knowledge about the project

DISCUSSION
Prior to conducting this investigation, it was expected that changes in job and tasks in developing e-commerce personnel and teams would be mirrored in the types of individual
and team-level skills needed for the work. This is consistent with the various fit theories of
personnel that emphasize matching the supply of worker talent to the demand of job tasks.
More specifically, in contrast to traditional IT work, we would have expected Web-enabled
e-commerce projects to require significant communications (and diplomacy) skills. Such
communication skills should be important for integrating requirements across departments,
for interacting smoothly with external stakeholders, and for sending both instructions and
messages within the user interface. The need for such skills at the team level among at least
some individuals was reflected in the data. However, we observed more specifically that
organizations were looking for a higher level of sophistication in communication skills than
normally considered or trained for in traditional MIS personnel. They were looking not only
for clarity of expression but also for an ability to interact with meanings and intentions stated
and unstated; to probe for common understanding. On the other hand, not all team members
were viewed as needing to have high levels of communication and interpersonal skills. As
long as the team had these, some individuals could focus on technical issues with others
buffering their interactions.
On the other hand, we would have expected to find a high need for graphics and “content”
skills to keep Web sites current, interesting to users, and consistent with changing marketing
strategies and products. We did not find much of this. Those working on Web-enabled e-commerce
projects did not generally include content specialists. The inference is that content remains
within the domain of the functional area, marketing, logistics, and human resource management, while the Web-enabled e-commerce staff specializes in the mechanisms for distributing
rather than creating content.
From a technical perspective, we would have expected the need for especially strong interface and usability engineering skills to assure that the software is easy to use, easy to learn,
and predictable in function. The data support this need, though generally targeted to use of
specific Web-supporting technologies and to the ability to improvise and solve problems as
they arise.
Although the skills described by the respondents can be fit broadly into the Aladwani (2002)
model of technical, business, and organizational categories, this study captured some of the more
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specific characteristics being sought—such as the ability to work in the face of previously unsolved problems. Additionally, although the listing of skills Aladwani presents likely reflects the
collective skill set of an IT department, the fact that all individuals do not need to display the full
range of skills is also an important observation.
In terms of creation of teams and project membership, some of the Web-enabled e-commerce
groups were small enough that essentially all employees were involved in all but the smallest
one-person projects. In this case, it seems that no team selection is required but rather that the
initial hiring decision represents a one-time determination of skill needs (or represents gaps that
are constant, at least in the short run). Even for larger work groups, little time and energy seemed
to be spent on optimizing staffing for particular projects. Rather, managers would implicitly
become familiar with the skills of individuals and assess the requirements for particular jobs,
creating a match for a particular project. This is within the context of other assignments and who
might be available.
CONCLUSION
Based on the results of interviews with eighteen e-commerce project managers and participants,
a few skill areas appear to be emphasized in Web-enabled e-commerce projects. These include
high-level communication skills with the purpose of interacting successfully with a broad array
of stakeholders, including those outside the MIS technology management sphere—directors of
business units—and those outside the organization such as suppliers or “organized customers,”
in particular, distributors. It is important to note that this emphasis on communication skills does
not replace an emphasis on technical skills, although the particular technologies may shift from
traditional mainframe skills to object-oriented environments and from straightforward application
development to package installation and integration.
The study presented is based on a limited number of interviews and should, therefore, represent
a partial but not necessarily complete picture of the range of approaches taken toward staffing ecommerce projects and programs in organizations. The variety of positions held by interviewees
and the diversity of companies they represent aids in showing a broad range of responses, but
does not guarantee that all possible responses are included. Being based on interviews, the tone
and wording of the questions may vary slightly from one interview to the next. While working
from a common protocol helps keep the interview questions within a reasonable range, it does not
ensure that each question is interpreted identically by all respondents. The interviewees largely
worked with supply chain and business-to-business e-commerce, and a fuller picture of staffing
and governance of e-commerce projects will include a larger number of interviewees who work
with direct to consumer e-commerce programs. No measures of central tendency are presented in
this chapter. It is understood that interviews can form a solid base for determining a likely range
of responses but that surveys and other methods are stronger at quantifying the tendencies of each
value in a sample with inference to quantification of the population. This chapter does not present
results regarding other management issues for e-commerce programs and projects that can affect
personnel and skill needs such as the departmental reporting structure, performance evaluation,
or financial compensation.
This chapter presents a look at e-commerce skills as they are actualized in organizations.
While it does not measure the difference between e-commerce and traditional MIS projects,
the findings do suggest that differing user characteristics—particularly, crossing organizational
internal departmental and external boundaries—in turn cause some differences in staffing and
skill demand.
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APPENDIX 5.1. STAFFING E-COMMERCE PROJECTS
Preamble
• Who we are
• Why we are doing this interview
• How the results will be used; that the respondent may conclude any time; that we request permission to tape the proceedings; and what information will be shared and with
whom.
Background and Initiation
(Individual characteristics—demographics, subjective norms, competencies and preferences,
styles)
1. Your age (please check one)
___
20–29
___
30–39
___
40–49
___
50–59
___
60–69
___
70 or above
2. Your educational background (please check all that apply, and specify degrees earned)
___
Undergraduate ____________________
___
Graduate
____________________
___
PhD
____________________
___
Other ____________________
3. Do you have management responsibilities? (Are there other employees that report to
you/that you supervise?)
4. Your place in the organization (IT department, line unit)
5. Your present position
6. Your work experience (position, start–end, type of projects)
Project Characteristics
1. Please tell us about the nature of e-commerce development projects you’ve worked on.
What sort of technologies did you use?
2. What sort of deadlines and work arrangements? Other pressures?
3. What sort of outcomes were you aiming at?
4. How much did the projects change during the development process?
5. How autonomous was the working group?
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Team Selection/Composition
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How were individuals selected for these projects?
What sort of skills did they require for selection?
How did they handle publication-oriented skills versus information technology skills?
Was there a strategy of using highly specialized or more general folks?
How did you manage teams (did you have membership turnover; did you have specialists
come and go)?
6. Did you use any part time/contractual/outsource/consultants?
Performance
1. Did you measure individual or team performance? If so, what sort of measures did you
use?
2. Did you draw any conclusions regarding the effectiveness of your various staffing strategies? Were there any skills that proved more valuable (or less) than you expected?
3. What did they learn about staffing of these projects that they would take toward future
projects?
4. What did they do or plan to do in the future that they would consider best practices?
Future Expectations
1. As technologies supporting e-commerce and business applications continue evolving,
what implications do they see for staffing?
NOTE
1. We use the term “program” to refer to the overall organizational Web-enabled presence to one or more
stakeholder groups, such as to customers or suppliers, and the term “project” to refer to the more specific
tasks and jobs that when combined will lead to the fulfillment of the overall program. The term “program”
is never meant as a file of commands in a “computer program,” which is referred to as an application in
this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Focusing on Work
Systems to Understand and
Analyze Information Systems
Steven Alter

Abstract: The work system method (WSM) was developed over many years to help business professionals understand and analyze IT (information technology)-reliant work systems for themselves,
thereby helping them to take more active and knowledgeable roles in system-related projects. It
can be adapted or used directly to improve the quality of collaboration between business and IT
professionals. This chapter presents basic ideas about work systems and explains how those ideas
are related to WSM. It covers the concept of work system, the work system framework, work system
life cycle model, the work system method, ideas for identifying issues and possibilities for change,
the relevance of WSM for improving collaboration between business and IT professionals, and
several areas of continuing research.
Keywords: Work System, Systems Analysis, Work System Framework, Work System Method
The idea of focusing on work systems to understand and analyze information systems emerged
during a long-term research project aimed at developing systems analysis methods for business
professionals. The project began in the early 1990s, motivated by difficulties in attaining genuine
communication between a software firm and its customers about the use and impact of the software. The goal was to develop systems analysis methods that business professionals can use at
whatever level of depth and detail was appropriate for their purposes.
The research unfolded iteratively using successive sets of group papers written by employed
MBA and EMBA students about information systems in their own organizations. Based on initial
results, it became apparent that general systems concepts combined with a typical coverage of
technology and an exhortation to pay attention to performance indicators did not provide enough
guidance. The students were more successful in addressing business issues if they focused first
on the work and business objectives that were being supported, and second on the information
system. Students who focused on the features and capabilities of software framed the question
inappropriately because the main point from a business perspective is doing work more efficiently
and effectively, not using hardware and software more efficiently and effectively.
“Work system” seemed a good term to focus their thinking and encourage them to consider
information systems from a business viewpoint because the purpose of most information systems
is to support a work system. Subsequent reading and searches on the Internet found that the term
had been used many times in the past, but had not been defined carefully or used as an analytical
concept. A notable use of the term occurred in 1977 in the first volume of MIS Quarterly in two
94
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articles by Bostrom and Heinen (1977a, 1977b). Later it was used by Sumner and Ryan (1994)
to explain problems in CASE (computer-aided systems engineering) adoption. A number of sociotechnical researchers such as Trist and Mumford also used the term occasionally, but seemed
not to define it in detail. In contrast, the work system approach defines work system carefully and
uses it as a basic analytical concept.
THE CONCEPT OF A WORK SYSTEM
A work system is a system in which human participants and/or machines perform work using
information, technology, and other resources to produce products and/or services for internal or
external customers. Typical business organizations contain work systems that procure materials
from suppliers, produce products, deliver products to customers, find customers, create financial
reports, hire employees, coordinate work across departments, and perform many other functions.
Almost all significant work systems in business and governmental organizations employing more
than a few people cannot operate efficiently or effectively without using information technologies (IT). Most practical information systems (IS) research is about the development, operation,
and maintenance of such systems and their components. In effect, the IS field is basically about
IT-reliant work systems (Alter, 2003).
The work system concept is like a common denominator for many of the types of systems
discussed in the IS practice and IS research. Operational information systems, projects, supply
chains, and e-commerce Web sites can all be viewed as special cases of work systems.
• An information system is a work system whose processes and activities are devoted to processing information.
• A project is a work system designed to produce a product and then go out of existence.
• A supply chain is an interorganizational work system devoted to procuring materials and
other inputs required to produce a firm’s products.
• An e-commerce Web site can be viewed as a work system in which a buyer uses a seller’s
Web site to obtain product information and perform purchase transactions.
The relationship between work systems in general and the special cases implies that the same
basic concepts apply to all of the special cases, which also have their own specialized vocabulary.
In turn, this implies that much of the body of knowledge for the current information systems
discipline can be organized around a work system core.
Specific information systems exist to support (other) work systems. Many different degrees
of overlap are possible between an information system and a work system that it supports. For
example, an information system might provide information for a nonoverlapping work system, as
happens when a commercial marketing survey provides information to a firm’s marketing managers. In other cases, an information system may be an integral part of a work system, as happens in
highly automated manufacturing and in e-commerce Web sites. In these situations, participants in
the work system are also participants in the information system, the work system cannot operate
properly without the information system, and the information system’s meaning and significance
is based on its relationship to the work system.
The work system approach includes both a static view of a current (or proposed) system in
operation and a dynamic view of how a system evolves over time through planned change and
unplanned adaptations. The static view is summarized by the work system framework, which
identifies the basic elements for understanding and evaluating a work system.
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WORK SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The nine elements of the work system framework (Figure 6.1) are the basis for describing and analyzing
an IT-reliant work system in an organization. The work system framework is designed to emphasize
business rather than IT concerns. It covers situations that might or might not include a tightly defined
business process and might or might not rely heavily on IT. This framework is prescriptive enough to
be useful in describing the system being studied by identifying problems and opportunities, describing
possible changes, and tracing how those changes might affect other parts of the work system.
The basic idea of the framework first appeared in Alter (1995). An easily recognized triangular
representation appeared in Alter (2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2006a). Figure 6.1 shows the latest version,
which replaces the term “work practices” with “processes and activities,” a term that is conversationally more natural for typical business professionals. Even a rudimentary understanding of a work
system requires awareness of each of the nine elements. Four of these elements (processes and
activities, participants, information, and technologies) constitute the work system. The other five
elements fill out a basic understanding of the work system. The double-headed arrows in the work
system framework express the need for alignment between the elements. The arrows also convey the
path through which a change in one element might affect another element. For example, the arrows
linking processes and activities to participants, information, and technology say that a change in the
processes and activities might call for a change in any of these elements, and vice versa.
The definitions of the nine elements of a work system are given next.
1. Processes and Activities
Processes and activities include everything that happens within the work system. The term “processes
and activities” is used instead of the term “business process” because many work systems do not contain
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highly structured business processes involving a prescribed sequence of steps, each of which is triggered
in a predefined manner. Such processes are sometimes described as “artful processes” whose sequence
and content “depend on the skills, experience, and judgment of the primary actors” (Hill et al., 2006,
p. 665). In effect, business process is but one of a number of different perspectives for analyzing the
activities within a work system. Other perspectives with their own valuable concepts and terminology
include decision making, communication, coordination, control, and information processing.
2. Participants
Participants are people who perform the work. Some may use computers and IT extensively,
whereas others may use little or no technology. When analyzing a work system the more encompassing role of work system participant is more important than the more limited role of
technology user (whether or not particular participants happen to be technology users).
3. Information
Information includes codified and noncodified information used and created as participants perform
their work. Information may or may not be computerized. Data not related to the work system are
not directly relevant, making the distinction between data and information secondary when describing or analyzing a work system. Knowledge can be viewed as a special case of information.
4. Technologies
Technologies include tools (such as cell phones, projectors, spreadsheet software, and automobiles)
and techniques (such as management by objectives, optimization, and remote tracking) that work
system participants use while doing their work.
5. Products and Services
Products and services are the combination of physical things, information, and services that the
work system produces. These may include physical products, information products, services,
intangibles such as enjoyment and peace of mind, and social products such as arrangements,
agreements, and organizations.
6. Customers
Customers are people who receive direct benefit from products and services the work system produces. They include external customers who receive the organization’s products and/or services
and internal customers who are employees or contractors working inside the organization.
7. Environment
Environment includes the organizational, cultural, competitive, technical, and regulatory environment within which the work system operates. These factors affect system performance even though
the system does not rely on them directly in order to operate. The organization’s general norms of
behavior are part of its culture, whereas more specific behavioral norms and expectations about
specific activities within the work system are considered part of its processes and activities.
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8. Infrastructure
Infrastructure includes human, informational, and technical resources that the work system relies
on even though these resources exist and are managed outside of it and are shared with other
work systems. For example, technical infrastructure includes computer networks, programming
languages, and other technologies shared by other work systems and often hidden or invisible to
work system participants.
9. Strategies
Strategies include the strategies of the work system and of the department(s) and enterprise(s)
within which the work system exists. Strategies at the department and enterprise level may help
in explaining why the work system operates as it does and whether it is operating properly.
The work system framework can be used in a variety of ways:
• At the beginning of an analysis, a template called a work system snapshot (see below) can be
used to clarify the scope of an existing or proposed work system; summarize the participants,
information, and technologies; and identify products and services for primary and secondary
customers.
• As the analysis proceeds, the work system framework can guide the analysis through the use
of questions and templates related to individual work system elements. Broadly applicable
characteristics and other properties of individual elements can support a deeper analysis.
• At the recommendation stage, the nine elements can be used to clarify exactly what changes
are proposed and to sanity-check the recommendation. For example, a proposal to change
technology without changing anything else is often incomplete.
• Throughout an analysis the work system framework can help the analyst focus on the system of
doing work rather than just the software or hardware that is used by people who do the work.
WORK SYSTEM SNAPSHOT
The work system framework is the basis of a work system snapshot, which summarizes a work
system on a single page by identifying its customers, products and services, processes and activities,
participants, information, and technology. At the beginning of an analysis, creating and discussing
a work system snapshot can be useful in clarifying and attaining agreement about the scope and
purpose of the work system that is being analyzed. The environment, infrastructure, and strategy
are not included in the work system snapshot in order to make it easier to use and to allow it to fit
on one page. Those topics are considered as the analysis goes deeper. (At this level of summarization, the distinction between technology and technical infrastructure is unimportant.) Figure 6.2
shows a work system snapshot related to a hypothetical loan application and underwriting system
that combines functional characteristics from a number of different real world systems.
Although more research is called for, research to date indicates that work system snapshots
and a work system approach are useful for summarizing systems in organizations and for helping
nontechnical individuals think about situations in system terms.
Work system snapshots are developed based on two deceptively simple guidelines:
• For purposes of the analysis, the work system is the smallest work system that has the problem
or opportunity that motivated the analysis.
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Figure 6.2 Work System Snapshot for a Loan Application and Underwriting System for
Loans to New Clients
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Loan application
Loan write-up
Approval or denial of the loan application
Explanation of the decision
Loan documents

Major Activities or Processes
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Loan officer identifies businesses that might need a commercial loan.
Loan officer and client discuss the client’s financing needs and discuss possible terms of the proposed loan.
Loan officer helps client compile a loan application including financial history and projections.
Loan officer and senior credit officer meet to verify that the loan application has no glaring flaws.
Credit analyst prepares a “loan write-up” summarizing the applicant’s financial history, providing projections,
projections
explaining sources of funds for loan payments, and discussing market conditions and applicant’s reputation.
Each loan is ranked for riskiness based on history and projections. Real estate loans all require an appraisal
by a licensed appraiser. (This task is outsourced to an appraisal company.)
Loan officer presents the loan write-up to a senior credit officer or loan committee.
Senior credit officers approve or deny loans of less than $400,000; a loan committee or executive loan
committee approves larger loans.
Loan officers may appeal a loan denial or an approval with extremely stringent loan covenants. Depending
on the size of the loan, the appeal may go to a committee of senior credit officers, or to a loan committee
other than the one that made the original decision.
Loan officer informs loan applicant of the decision.
Loan administration clerk produces loan documents for an approved loan that the client accepts.
Participants

•
•
•
•
•

Loan officer
Loan applicant
Credit analyst
Senior credit officer
Loan committee and executive
loan committee
• Loan administration clerk
• Real estate appraiser

Information
• Applicant’s financial statements
for past three years
• Applicant’s financial and market
projections
• Loan application
• Loan write-up
• Explanation of decision
• Loan documents

Technologies
• Spreadsheet for consolidating
information
• Loan evaluation model
• MS Word template
• Internet
• Telephones

Source: S. Alter, The Work System Method: Connecting People, Processes, and IT for Business Results
(Larkspur, CA: Work System Press, 2006). All rights reserved.

• The work system’s scope is not determined by the software that is used. (This is why a work
system should not be called a “Lotus Notes system” or a “SAP system” just because it happens to use a particular brand of software.)
Despite the guidelines, many EMBA groups have difficulty agreeing on exactly what should and
should not be included in a one-page work system snapshot that is produced at the beginning of a work
system analysis. Sometimes they complain about how hard it is to produce something that seemingly
should be easy to produce. An answer to such complaints is a reminder about the mess that would
ensue if they or their organization tried to develop or install software without a negotiated agreement
about what work system was to be improved. More experienced students often realize quickly that
a few hours devoted to attaining agreement about a work system snapshot might have helped their
firms avoid significant losses from misdirected projects that never attained their business goals.
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WORK SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE MODEL
The dynamic view of a work system is summarized by the work system life cycle (WSLC)
model, which shows how a work system may evolve through multiple iterations of four phases:
operation and maintenance, initiation, development, and implementation (see Figure 6.3). As
first presented in Alter (1992), the names of the phases were chosen to describe both computerized and noncomputerized systems, and to apply regardless of whether application software is
acquired, built from scratch, or not used at all. The terms “development and implementation”
have business-oriented meanings that are consistent with Markus and Mao’s (2004) subsequent
distinction between system development and system implementation. Note that the meaning of
implementation in this context is quite different from the meaning of implementation in computer science, as in “I implemented the algorithm on the computer.” Development encompasses
the acquisition, configuration, and/or creation of resources needed for implementation in the
organization. These resources include debugged software, installed hardware, documentation,
procedure specifications, and training materials. Implementation involves more than producing debugged software or attaining initial usage in the organization. Implementation involves
making desired work system changes operational in the organization. Most IT groups lack the
authority and power to enforce work system changes in other functional areas. Whether or not
projects are led jointly, executives who own the work system that is being created or improved
should play an active role in the implementation.
The WSLC encompasses both planned and unplanned change. Planned change occurs through
formal projects that encompass the four phases in a full iteration of the WSLC, that is, starting with
an operation and maintenance phase, flowing through initiation, development, and implementation,
and arriving at a new operation and maintenance phase. Unplanned change occurs through fixes,
adaptations, and experimentation within any phase. The ideas in the work system method (WSM)
can be used by any business or IT professional at any point in the WSLC. The steps in the WSM
(described in the next section) are most pertinent in the initiation phase, as individuals think about
the situation and as the project team negotiates the project’s scope and goals.
The pictorial representation of the work system life cycle model places the four phases at the vertices of the rectangle. Forward and backward arrows between each successive pair of phases indicate
the planned sequence of phase and allow the possibility of returning to a previous phase if necessary.
To encompass both planned and unplanned change, each phase has an inward facing arrow to denote
unanticipated opportunities and unanticipated adaptations, thereby recognizing the importance of
diffusion of innovation, experimentation, adaptation, emergent change, and path dependence.
The phases in the WSLC can be summarized as follows:
Operation and Maintenance
Operation and maintenance is the ongoing operation of the work system after it has been implemented, plus small adjustments, corrections of flaws, and enhancements. Activities include:
• Operation of the work system and monitoring of its performance.
• Maintenance of the work system (which often includes at least part of the information systems
that support it) by identifying small flaws and eliminating or minimizing them through fixes,
adaptations, or workarounds.
• Ongoing improvement of processes and activities through analysis, experimentation, and
adaptation.
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Initiation
Initiation is the process of defining the need for significant change in a work system and describing
in general terms how the work system changes will meet the need. Activities include:
•
•
•
•

Develop a vision for the new or revised work system.
Develop operational goals.
Allocate resources and clarify time frames.
Evaluate the economic, organizational, and technical feasibility of planned changes.

Development
Development is the process of defining and creating or obtaining the tools, documentation, procedures, facilities, and any other physical and informational resources needed before the desired
changes can be implemented successfully in the organization. Activities include:
• Determine detailed requirements for the new or revised work system (including requirements
for information systems that support it).
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• As necessary, create, acquire, configure, and/or modify procedures, documentation, training
material, software, and hardware.
• Debug and test hardware, software, and documentation.
Implementation
Implementation is the process of making a new or modified system operational in the organization,
including planning for the rollout, training work system participants, and converting from the old
way of doing things to the new way. Activities include:
• Determine implementation approach and plan (pilot? phased? big bang?).
• Perform change management activities related to the rationale and positive or negative impacts of changes.
• Perform training on details of the new or revised information system and work system.
• Convert to the new or revised work system.
• Perform acceptance testing.
As an example of the iterative nature of a work system’s life cycle, consider the sales system in
a software start-up. The first sales system is the chief executive officer (CEO) selling directly. At
some point the CEO cannot do it alone, several salespeople are hired and trained, and marketing
materials are produced that can be used by someone other than the CEO. If the firm grows, the sales
system becomes regionalized, and an initial version of sales tracking software is used. Later, the
firm changes its sales system again to accommodate needs to track and control a larger sales force
and predict sales several quarters in advance. A subsequent iteration might involve the acquisition
and configuration of CRM software. The first version of the work system starts with an initiation
phase. Each subsequent iteration involves deciding that the current sales system is insufficient;
initiating a project that may or may not involve significant changes in software; developing the
resources such as procedures, training materials, and software that are needed to support the new
version of the work system; and finally, implementing the new work system.
The WSLC is fundamentally different from the frequently cited system development life cycle
(SDLC). First, the SDLC is basically a project model rather than a system life cycle. Current
versions of the SDLC may contain iterations, but they are basically iterations within a project.
Second, the system in the SDLC is basically a technical artifact that is being programmed. In
contrast, the system in the WSLC is a work system that evolves over time through multiple
iterations. That evolution occurs through a combination of defined projects and incremental
changes resulting from small adaptations and experimentation. In contrast to control-oriented
versions of the SDLC, the WSLC treats unplanned changes as part of a work system’s natural
evolution.
WORK SYSTEM METHOD
The work system method (WSM) was developed for use by business professionals (and/or IT
professionals) who need to understand and/or analyze a work system at whatever level of depth
is appropriate for their particular concerns. It evolved iteratively starting around 1996. At each
stage, the then-current version was tested informally by evaluating the areas of success and the
difficulties experienced by MBA and EMBA students trying to use it for a practical purpose.
A version called “work-centered analysis” that was presented in an information systems text-
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book (Alter, 1996) has been used in various ways by a number of universities as part of the
basic explanation of systems in organizations, to help students focus on business issues, and
to help student teams communicate. Ramiller (2002) reports on using a version of the work
system framework within a method for “animating” the idea of business process within an
undergraduate class. In a research setting, Petrie (2004) used the work system framework as a
basic analytical tool in a Ph.D. dissertation examining thirteen e-commerce Web sites. Petkov
and Petkova (2006) demonstrated the usefulness of the work system framework by comparing
grades of students who did and did not learn about the framework before trying to interpret the
same enterprise resource planning case study.
Results from analyses of real world systems by typical employed MBA and EMBA students
indicate that a systems analysis method for business professionals must be much more prescriptive than soft system methodology (Checkland, 1999). While not a straitjacket, it must be at least
somewhat procedural and must provide vocabulary and analysis concepts while at the same time
encouraging the user to perform the analysis at whatever level of detail is appropriate for the task
at hand. The various versions of WSM have all been organized around a general problem-solving
outline that includes:
• Identify the problem or opportunity.
• Identify the work system that has that problem or opportunity (plus relevant constraints and
other considerations).
• Use the work system framework to summarize the work system.
• Gather relevant data.
• Analyze, using design characteristics, measures of performance, and work system principles.
• Identify possibilities for improvement.
• Decide what to recommend.
• Justify the recommendation using relevant metrics and work system principles.
In contrast to systems analysis and design methods for IT professionals who need to produce a
rigorous, totally consistent definition of a computerized system, the work system method:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

encourages the user to decide how deep to go;
makes explicit use of the work system framework and work system life cycle model;
makes explicit use of work system principles;
makes explicit use of characteristics and metrics for the work system and its elements;
includes work system participants as part of the system (not just users of the software);
includes codified and noncodified information;
includes IT and non-IT technologies; and
suggests that recommendations specify how each element of the work system (not just the
technology) should change.

WSM is built on the assumption that a single, totally structured analysis method is not appropriate for all situations because the specifics of a situation determine the nature of the understanding
and analysis that is required. In some situations, a manager simply wants to ask questions to
make sure someone else has done a thoughtful analysis. At other times, a manager may want to
establish a personal understanding of a situation before discussing it with someone else. When
collaborating with IT professionals, managers can use their understanding of a work system as
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a reference point for assuring that the IT professionals are fully aware of the business issues and
goals that software improvements should address. From the other side, IT professionals can use
the work system method at various levels of detail to confirm that they understand the business
professionals who are the customers for their work.
The latest version of WSM recognizes five different roles in which WSM might be used (recognizing that the same person may play multiple roles). The scope and level of detail in the analysis
differs across the roles and across different situations. In all cases, the analysis and design of a
work system should include typical steps of identifying the problem and system, performing an
analysis, and producing a justified recommendation. However, people in different roles should
use the framework and related ideas at different levels of depth.
Level 1
Executives want their subordinates to perform thoughtful analysis of work systems but often
are not directly involved in details. While participating in a discussion, they can use the work
system framework to think about whether the work system and problem were defined, whether
the analysis covered all elements of the work system, and whether the recommendation clarified
how all elements of the work system would change.
Level 2
Strategists for work systems should think about those systems in big-picture terms. By organizing
design characteristics, the work system framework has the potential for helping managers and
business professionals perform the strategist role more effectively. (It is doubtful whether the
strategist role is taken seriously in many systems analysis situations, especially since most tools
and techniques focus on producing documentation and getting the details right.) Some design
characteristics for strategists are related to work systems as a whole, such as flexibility, scalability, degree of centralization, and degree of virtuality. Others are related to specific elements of
the work system framework, such as the complexity, variety, rhythm, and degree of structure in
processes and activities. Yet other variables are related to the specific type of work system that is
being analyzed. For example, if a work system is viewed as a service system, the strategy analysis
might include characteristics implied by the service value chain framework (Alter, 2007), such as
the extent of co-production, parameters of negotiations, and relative amount of effort in preparation vs. fulfillment of specific requests.
Level 3
Managers need to make sure that work systems operate efficiently and effectively. They need
to understand operational details because they can neither control nor improve the results
without a grasp of how the work system operates and how it satisfies the customer’s wishes
and needs. On the other hand, they do not need to start with high precision tools such as flow
charts and database schemas. Instead, they can use a work system snapshot to summarize
the work system and can go into greater depth by using a series of tools and templates that
focus on specific work system elements or that look across a work system. For example, a
template for a balanced scorecard identifies typical performance indicators for each element
and provides space for identifying specific metrics and related performance gaps for each
performance indicator.
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Level 4
Implementers of work system changes need the same types of understanding required in the manager
role, but also need to understand change management. The work system life cycle model and more
detailed topics related to each part of it are potentially useful for them because the WSLC emphasizes
the entirety of the work system change, rather than just software development and testing.
Level 5
Consultants and IT professionals need to understand enough about a work system to perform
technical analysis and design tasks. When producing, configuring, and/or maintaining hardware
and software the work system relies upon, IT professionals need to focus on a large number of
computer- and network-related details that business professionals never need to know. In addition to
understanding the parts of the work system that use IT directly, they should recognize that focusing
solely on IT-reliant steps and activities creates blinders that limit their potential contribution and
may lead to misunderstandings that undermine IT applications. Consequently, IT professionals
are more successful if they can communicate effectively with people in strategist, manager, and
implementer roles. All three frameworks might help them in their own understanding of the situation and in their communication with others.
WORK SYSTEM ISSUES AND POSSIBILITIES
As mentioned briefly above and explained in substantial depth in Alter (2006), WSM provides
an organized way to pursue many different directions and metaphors for identifying issues and
possible work system improvements. Although the details are beyond the scope of this article, it
is worthwhile to identify some of directions.
Possibilities for Change
The purpose of analyzing a work system is to evaluate it and decide whether and how to improve it.
Improving a work system is clearly not a board game like chess, but the idea of “moves” is useful in
thinking about the range of possibilities for change. The moves in the system improvement game combine procedural, organizational, and technical changes that address problems and opportunities.
The elements of the work system framework can be used to organize a number of typical possibilities for change. WSM provides lists of typical possibilities for change related to each work
system element. For example, changes in the process and activities might include:
•
•
•
•

changing roles and division of labor;
adding, combining, or eliminating steps;
changing business rules and policies;
eliminating built-in obstacles.

Performance Indicators
The balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) is a commonly used management tool. The
underlying idea is that a firm’s performance should be evaluated based on factors other than just
financial performance. At the corporate level, a balanced scorecard often contains performance
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indicators related to four perspectives: finance, customers, internal business processes, and learning and growth. According to the logic of the balanced scorecard, management should identify
objectives, measures of performance, targets, and initiatives in each area.
It is possible to apply the idea of a balanced scorecard for a work system rather than an entire
firm. At this level, application of a balanced scorecard approach starts with identifying relevant
areas of performance related to work system elements. In any particular situation, at least several
areas of performance for at least several elements probably will be relevant.
Ideally, WSM users should evaluate whether the work system is achieving targets for all significant metrics. They should also estimate the extent of improvement that is likely to occur after
the recommendations are implemented. In many situations they cannot do a thorough job in either
area. First, many analysis efforts quickly find that important metrics have not been tracked. In
other words, whether or not targets have been established, no one knows whether those targets are
being met. Under those circumstances, estimates of the likely performance impact of recommended
changes are no more than guesses. Anyone using WSM under those circumstances is left with a
quandary about how to describe current performance and how to estimate the impacts of recommended changes. In many cases it is impractical to accept lengthy delays to set up performance
tracking. If action is required regardless of whether desired information is available, the WSM user
needs to proceed cautiously based on estimates that may not be supported by facts. Unlike quality
management methods that require the tracking of metrics over time, WSM is designed to allow the
analysis to proceed whether or not complete information is available. Obviously, the analysis is
much more solid and convincing if performance information is available and is used effectively.
Work System Strategies and Design Characteristics
Strategies express big-picture choices about how resources are deployed to meet goals. A work
system’s strategies are conscious rationales under which it operates. Thinking about work system
strategies focuses on why a work system operates one way or another, not just the details of how
it happens to operate. For example, each of the following strategies, or a version of its opposite,
might be appropriate for a particular work system:
• Automate work to the extent possible. (Opposite: Do everything manually.)
• Structure work and minimize application of judgment to the extent possible. (Opposite: Rely
on judgment and avoid structuring work.)
• Automate information processing, but assure that system participants can use judgment in
making decisions. (Alternatives: process information manually; enforce decision rules.)
The idea of work system strategies can help WSM users visualize alternatives that may not
be obvious. Experience with WSM has shown that it is comparatively easy to recommend small,
incremental changes in work systems, such as eliminating an unnecessary step or computerizing
information that is currently stored on paper. To make it easier to imagine and describe changes in
a work system’s rationale, WSM encourages (optional) use of checklists of typical strategies and
design characteristics for each work system element and for the work system as a whole.
Work System Risk Factors and Stumbling Blocks
Risk factors are recognized factors whose presence in a situation increases the risk that a work
system will perform poorly or will fail totally. For example, lack of participant experience and
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participant dissatisfaction are risk factors because they often affect performance negatively. Similarly, some work systems contain stumbling blocks, features of the work system’s design or of
its environment whose presence tends to interfere with efficient execution of work. Examples of
built-in stumbling blocks include unnecessary inspections or signoffs that absorb time and cause
delays without adding value.
The presence of risk factors and stumbling blocks is a warning sign that should lead to corrective action if possible. If a risk factor or stumbling block that has a significant effect cannot
be eliminated, at minimum its effect should be mitigated if possible. For example, if there is no
way to avoid having inexperienced people do the work, it may be possible to introduce tighter
inspections and close mentoring. Similarly, if there is no way to eliminate inspections that are
required for purposes outside of the work system, perhaps there is a way to do the inspections
more efficiently. To make it easier to mitigate a work system’s risk factors and stumbling blocks,
WSM encourages (optional) use of checklists of typical risk factors and stumbling blocks for each
work system element and for the work system as a whole.
Work System Principles
The idea of defining work system principles and incorporating them within WSM came from
observing difficulties encountered by users of earlier versions of WSM. The work system elements provided a useful outline for identifying and describing a work system, but many teams
had difficulty searching for improvements other than relatively obvious changes such as recording data that were not being recorded or sharing data that were not being shared. They seemed to
need guidelines for evaluating both the current system’s operation and the likely impacts of any
proposed improvements. Providing a set of work system principles seemed a plausible way to
support their analyses, but it was not clear what those principles should be.
The current version of WSM provides a set of twenty-four principles that apply to almost any
work system. These are principles related to a work system in operation rather than principles
about how to create or improve a work system. The twenty-four principles combine sociotechnical principles (e.g., Cherns, 1976) with additional ideas from TQM (total quality management),
reengineering, computer science, ethics, and other sources. Use of the current version of the
principles by MBA and EMBA students has confirmed their plausibility and potential usefulness
in identifying possible alternatives and in sanity-checking a recommended set of changes. To
date, however, the principles have not been validated formally, and it is likely that the current
principles are not universal, especially since the principles are based on values and assumptions
that may not be shared. Furthermore, it is not obvious that the number twenty-four strikes the
best trade-off between insufficient guidance from too few principles and overwhelming guidance
from too many.
IMPROVING COLLABORATION BETWEEN BUSINESS AND IT
PROFESSIONALS
Although it was developed to help business professionals think about systems for themselves, the
work system approach is also potentially relevant for improving collaboration between business
and IT professionals. There is widespread agreement about the importance of user involvement
in system development and maintenance, yet the level and quality of user involvement is often
inadequate. Users often have difficulty saying what they want. Even if the software totally reflects
what they requested, it often omits important capabilities that they failed to request. At a different
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organizational level, but in a similar vein, misalignment between business and IT is an ongoing
source of frustration and inefficiency. As reported in MIS Quarterly Executive, annual surveys of
Society of Information Management (SIM) executives in 2003, 2004, and 2005 all identified “IT
and business alignment” as the most pressing management concern (Luftman, 2005; Luftman et
al., 2006; Luftman and Mclean, 2004). The 2003 and 2005 surveys asked about key enablers and
inhibitors of alignment. For both years, the enabler “IT understands the firm’s business environment” ranked first. In 2005, the inhibitor “business communication with IT” ranked first.
These issues have been discussed for several decades, and the same issues will surely appear for
years to come. Focusing on work systems and attaining a mutual understanding of how work systems
should be improved might be an approach for improving the efficiency and quality of collaboration
between business and IT professionals. Obviously, it is necessary to compile details needed for
programming and software configuration. However, many business professionals find discussions
of software-related details about as pleasurable as visiting the dentist. In addition, IT-centered discussions may miss many important big picture issues that can engage business professionals and that
should be discussed before launching into technical details. For example, jumping quickly to “tell me
what you want this software to do” might miss big-picture issues such as whether current processes
and activities are too structured or not structured enough, whether processes and activities are too
complex or not complex enough, and whether the rhythm of the work might change for the better.
Improvements at the detailed level will yield marginal results if big-picture issues are ignored.
View of Systems
If the goal is to improve business results, focusing on the work systems that generate those results
is more direct than focusing on the details and usage of hardware and software. Analysis that
business professionals engage in should encompass not only technology but also processes and
activities, human participants in work systems, information, and the products and services that
are produced for internal or external customers.
Definition of Success
If the real goal is to improve business results, the success of projects should be measured based
on improvement in work system performance, rather than on the production and/or installation
of software on time and within budget. Maintaining control of programming projects requires
measurement of whether programming work is completed on time and within budget. However,
measuring the development of IT tools is quite different from measuring whether desired changes
in processes and activities or business results occurred. IT projects end when the hardware and
software operate correctly. Projects that focus on work systems end when business professionals
have adopted new ways of doing work. Some of the new processes and activities may be essential for
work system success even though they seem unrelated to software and hardware requirements.
Empowerment
A path toward better user involvement and business/IT alignment is to empower business professionals
by providing frameworks, terminology, and methods that can help them contribute more effectively to
IT-related projects. Many firms have standard templates and cost/benefit methods for evaluating projects
and allocating budgets, but far fewer have organized methods for doing the analysis and design work
that precedes a project proposal. The relative dearth of such methods is obvious when my incoming
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EMBA students turn in a brief assignment describing whether business professionals in their firms
use any defined methods for analyzing and designing typical business systems, such as systems for
finding sales leads, systems for hiring employees, and systems for providing customer service. The
EMBA students who work in IT are familiar with process and data modeling methods used in their IT
groups, but neither they nor non-IT EMBAs usually say they are aware of any frameworks or methods
used by typical business professionals in their own firms for thinking about IT-reliant systems. The
main exceptions tend to be current or former employees of consulting companies or people who went
through Six Sigma training primarily related to statistical quality control.
CONTINUING RESEARCH
The work system approach overlaps with many aspects of the IS field and addresses many important
issues across the entire work system life cycle. Progress to date calls for additional research in a
large of number of areas. Four areas with the highest potential value include the following.
1. Testing and Improving the Work System Method
Although work system concepts make sense, the usefulness of the work system approach and WSM
has been validated only informally. The effectiveness and impact of both work system ideas and
WSM should be tested in both pedagogical and real-world settings. This testing should identify the
aspects of the method that are most and least effective and should suggest related improvements.
WSM should be compared to other methods such as soft system methodology. The results of the
testing should be used to develop improved versions.
2. Incorporating a Service Metaphor
Services comprise nearly 75 percent of the U.S. economy (Horn, 2005). Recognizing the large
percentage of its revenues that services produce, IBM has promoted a major initiative to encourage
the development of “services science” along with the development of instructional programs in
SSME (services science, management, and engineering). The July 2006 edition of the Communications of the ACM contained a special section on services science that included thirteen papers such
as Chesbrough and Spohrer (2006), Bitner and Brown (2006), and Maglio et al. (2006). Editorial
notes in Information Systems Research (Rai and Sambamurthy, 2006) covered similar territory
with special emphasis on opportunities for IS scholars.
Growing interest in services science constitutes a challenge for the further development of
WSM. Perhaps it would be possible to develop a special version of the work system method that
would focus on analyzing services. For example, perhaps that version would be based on a different version of the work system framework (Figure 6.1) or would provide a new framework
specifically related to services. Preliminary efforts (Alter, 2007) in this direction have generated a
new framework, the service value chain framework, and a new tool, service responsibility tables,
that may be incorporated into or used in conjunction with future versions of WSM. As with WSM
in its current state, the service-related ideas require formal testing.
3. Developing System Interaction Theory
Interactions between systems constitute a common source of difficulty and complication in building, implementing, and maintaining systems in organizations. In some cases, the interactions are
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direct, such as in supplier–customer interactions or dynamically negotiated allocations of shared
resources. In other cases, the interactions are quite indirect, such as when the activities or policies in one system are disruptive to another system, or when design or configuration choices for
one system cause subsequent problems in another system. Although there is a substantial body of
knowledge related to systems analysis and design for information systems, most of the literature
in that area focuses on analyzing a specific information system. Comparatively little attention
focuses on direct and/or indirect interactions and conflicts between systems.
Efforts to date (e.g., Alter, 2006b) indicate that it may be possible to develop a new system interaction theory that builds upon or complements existing areas of organization- and system-related theory,
including coordination theory (Malone and Crowston, 1994), loose coupling theory for organizations
(Orton and Weick, 1990), coupling concepts from computer science, concepts from supply chain management, and WSM. Preliminary efforts have generated a set of design issues–related system interactions,
a typology of different forms of system interactions, and common pitfalls of system interactions.
4. Developing Sysperanto
Many, and possibly most, business professionals lack an organized vocabulary for thinking about
systems in organizations. Sysperanto is being developed as an ontology that codifies concepts and
knowledge useful in describing and analyzing systems in organizations. Sysperanto’s architecture
is organized around the nine elements of the work system framework and the observation that information systems, projects, supply chains, e-commerce, and other important types of systems can
be modeled as special cases of work systems (Alter, 2005). These supertype-subtype relationships
provide an opportunity to organize relevant concepts economically based on the conjecture that
most, but not all, properties for a specific work system type are inherited by more specialized work
system types. The types of properties in Sysperanto include components and phenomena (nouns),
actions and functions (verbs), characteristics (adjectives), performance indicators (adverbs), and
generalizations, among others. For any particular type of work system, the properties are organized
within “slices” for a specific element. The slices are specific groups of properties that are associated
with a particular perspective on a work system element or the entire work system. For example,
the slices for understanding processes and activities include business process, communication, and
decision making, among others. Each slice provides an umbrella for a number of related terms that
constitute the vocabulary for looking at a work system from a particular viewpoint. If Sysperanto
is developed successfully, aspects of it might be built into procedures and/or tools that help people
think about systems in organizations and help them sanity-check recommended changes. It might
also contribute to the development of a body of knowledge for the IS field.
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Chapter 7

Software Quality Evaluation
State of the Art, Practice, and Directions
Paolo Salvaneschi

Abstract: The aim of the chapter is to provide an integrated view of the approaches, technologies,
and problems related to the quality evaluation of software products. The research and application
area includes a variety of methods: quality models and related standards, metrics, testing, inspection methods, and model-based approaches. Great research effort has been allocated to software
metrics, even if they have had a limited impact in engineering practice. All of these methods may
be useful in evaluating the quality of software products, but an integrated view is not easily available from the literature. Moreover, from the practitioner point of view, the key point is not the
identification of “the best metric” but the ability to exploit in a coherent framework every available measure (quantitative or qualitative, static or execution-based), depending on the existing
technical and managerial constraints. The chapter organizes the knowledge of the area through
a conceptual framework taken from other engineering disciplines. The framework is composed
of the following parts: a tree of quality attributes; a definition of quality requirements; a set of
measures; an algorithm able to generate values of high-level attributes from measures; a number
of product models (abstractions of the software components to be measured); and a process model
(the product at various development stages in time). Finally, the evolution of the state of the art
and the application to current professional practice are discussed.
Keywords: Software Quality Evaluation, Software Measurement, Software Quality Models
Software quality evaluation is an important theme in information systems. Information technology (IT) managers are increasingly involved in quality requirements both for the development of
software applications and for the acquisition of software products and services.
The quality requirements of modern systems are increasingly wide and complex. The pervasiveness of software stresses the usability and the security of products. The complexity of the
distributed systems requires careful consideration of efficiency. Maintainability and portability
of applications are increasingly significant due to long service life.
The meaning of the term “software quality” is extending from the old meaning of “correct and
sufficient functionality” to a broad set of different characteristics. Besides this requirement, the
quality evaluation of software products is a controversial area in software engineering practice
(Voas, 2003).
A great amount of research effort has been devoted to the definition of so-called software
metrics, even if the engineering practice impact of this effort has been limited. Surprisingly (for a
112
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self-proclaimed “engineering” discipline), the experimental approach (formulate the hypothesis,
design the experiment, get data, validate them, interpret them, draw conclusions) has been significantly addressed only recently (Perry et al., 2000).
As pointed out in Fenton and Neil (2000) some classical statements concerning the applicability
of typical metrics are not confirmed by the experiments. For example, Fenton and Neil show that
size-based metrics are poor predictors of defects, and static complexity metrics, such as cyclomatic
complexity, are not significantly better predictors. Moreover, complexity metrics are strongly
correlated with much simpler size metrics. They also show that the count of prerelease defects is
a very bad predictor of in-service defects (the popularly believed assertion that modules with a
high incidence of faults detected during prerelease testing are likely to have a higher incidence of
defects in operation is not confirmed by experiments).
The state of the art and the practice of software-product quality control are quite fragmented.
A quality control procedure may include the following techniques:
•
•
•
•

Collection and evaluation of measures (the so-called metrics)
Testing
Product inspections
Use of formal models for deriving properties (e.g., queuing network models for performance evaluation). This approach is usually confined to specialized areas of software
engineering.

Even if all of these techniques may be useful for evaluating the quality of software products,
it is not easy to derive a reference landscape from literature and to appreciate the roles and relationships of each technique. Furthermore, from the practitioner point of view, a quality control
procedure should integrate the techniques for a unique purpose: to support managerial decision
making during the software life cycle.
From this point of view, we should take into account the following requirements:
• Quality is a broad definition that includes a number of different aspects. Following the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9126 (ISO/IEC 9126–1, 2001) classification, it includes six different characteristics, each of which is composed of a number
of subcharacteristics. This means that we should require a number of specialized techniques
for evaluating each attribute.
• Quality is context situated. The quality of a system depends not only on the characteristics
of the system itself but also on the current context of use.
• Quality is life-cycle situated. It is useful to evaluate the same characteristic in various phases
of the development cycle. For instance, early evaluation at the design phase may prevent
significant costs of code changes.
• Quality control requires partial evaluations of attributes of a complex structure of interacting
heterogeneous components. Some attributes may be critical, while others may be noncritical.
This means also that software components may not be equally relevant for a specific quality attribute. For example, efficiency may be critical for a database and a communication
mechanism, while the same attribute may be unimportant for other components.
• Quality management requires a pragmatic view. This requires the management of a risk vs.
cost approach and the integration of different techniques to achieve the best results, given
the existing constraints.
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An interesting question is why the discipline of software quality evaluation is so difficult. In
our opinion, at least the following characteristics contribute to the difficulty:
1. Measuring quantities for evaluating, controlling, or forecasting properties of things is a core
issue for both engineering and science. It requires a strong scientific approach. Civil engineering
is based on the laws of physics and exploits a number of theories and models built on the principles of physics. Theories and models are validated using the scientific experimental method.
Software engineering in many cases (e.g., a new software design method) is a technology that is
not scientifically validated, but is simply submitted to the market forces and becomes part of the
discipline after de facto wide use. However, if you want, for example, to measure some internal
software properties to forecast the maintenance effort, you need to deal with the whole complexity
of a scientifically validated model to be used for engineering purposes.
2. Quality evaluation requires a system view. It requires not only the availability of wellfounded specific technologies but also suitable engineering approaches to integrate and exploit
them. A software product may have a number of different interacting properties. Furthermore, a
software product is usually part of a larger system including data, hardware components, humans,
and organizational rules.
Given the above considerations, we will try to integrate the existing approaches and technologies in a reasonable engineering framework, so that readers can locate each technique in a unified
landscape. The practitioner as well as the researcher can use this landscape for a better comprehension of the state of the art, the current practice, and the possible directions of evolution.
The first part of the chapter defines the engineering reference framework by using an approach
common to other engineering fields. It also defines the scope of the survey and the issues that are
not considered, even if they are related to software quality evaluation. The second part gives the
references to the main technologies involved in software quality evaluation, and locates them in
the engineering framework. The third part discusses some specific aspects related to the evaluation process. Finally, some suggestions are given for practitioners, and research directions are
discussed.
THE REFERENCE FRAMEWORK
Quality evaluation of software-intensive systems includes two different approaches: product
quality evaluation and process quality evaluation. The process quality approach is based on the
assumption that well-defined and organized processes are the basis for the development of good
quality products. On the contrary, product quality evaluation is a technical procedure whose aim
is the assessment of a specific product against a set of quality requirements.
We will not examine the area of process quality evaluation but will concentrate our overview
on product quality.
The evaluation of product quality includes the technical content of the measurement procedure
and the evaluation process (process phases, deliverables, organizational aspects). We discuss
only some considerations related to the measurement process (the aspects more closely linked to
technical problems), while we do not explore the organizational issues in depth.
A final limitation of our overview concerns the relation between software and management
information systems (MIS). The quality evaluation of an MIS exceeds the problems related to the
quality of the software part, encompassing other aspects such as the quality of data or the quality
of the organizational procedures. We focus only on the software part of an MIS.
As previously mentioned, we need a framework in which to locate and establish the relations
among the various knowledge chunks that may contribute to the quality evaluation of a software
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product. Other engineering disciplines (e.g., civil engineering) may provide useful guidance in
defining the conceptual framework. An interesting presentation of the concepts underlying the
civil engineering discipline may be found in Blockley (1980). Tekinerdogan (2000) discusses the
engineering approach and applies it to the design of software architectures.
According to other engineering fields, we say that the technical part of a procedure used for
evaluating the quality of a software product (e.g., based on ISO 9126) should typically be composed of the following items:
• A tree of attributes linking low-level measures to high-level abstractions (a definition of
“quality”)
• A definition of quality requirements
• A set of measures
• An algorithm able to generate values of high-level attributes from measures
• A numbers of product models (abstractions of the software product to be measured)
• A process model (the product at various development stages in time).
Software “quality” is defined as a set of attributes of the software product. The “quality” attribute
is a broad and vague concept. For this reason it is divided into a list of more specific attributes,
usually organized into a hierarchical structure. A good example is the ISO 9126 hierarchy of quality characteristics and subcharacteristics (the so-called IS0 9126 “quality model”; note that the
word “model” in this case does not have the usual engineering meaning of an abstract description,
through some mathematical formalism, of a product).
The hierarchy of attributes drives the requirements definition (typically nonfunctional requirements). Clearly, the required value of each attribute is not the same for each product. For instance,
a high maintainability value is relevant for a product with a long life but not for a program to be
used only once for a specific application. The requirements of a software product should include
a “quality profile” based on the context of use.
At the bottom level of the model is a set of characteristics to be measured on the software
artifact. Usually the set of concepts related to one of these measurable characteristics (measured
quantity, scale, measurement procedure, associated formulas, etc.) is called “metric.”
An algorithm is used to compute the values of high-level attributes, given a number of measured
values. A simple example of this algorithm may be an interpretation function for each measure,
mapping of row data to a common quantity space of merit values, and a computation (e.g., a
weighted average) integrating a number of merit values into a unique score.
It is assumed that the measurement procedure can be executed (with specific constraints) on the
deliverables of each development phase. This is particularly relevant for anticipating problems.
For instance, the evaluation of nonfunctional requirements at the end of the design phase may
reduce the risk of a significant reworking at the end of the development. This means that the quality
control procedure uses an underlying process model. Each phase of the process delivers a set of
documents, and each set describes the same product at different levels of abstraction. The first three
components of the framework (the tree of attributes, the set of measures, and the algorithm) may
be, in principle, applied to each set of documents. The procedure must enforce some constraints
(e.g., a structural complexity metric is not applicable to a requirements document).
Finally, each quality evaluation procedure assumes the existence of a product model. The simpler
product model is a hierarchy of software components. The hierarchy is generally used as a way
to manage the multiplicity of objects to be measured and to focus the effort (some components
may be more critical and may require a deeper measurement effort). This part of the framework is
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significantly less developed in software engineering than in other engineering fields. For example,
the assessment of structural properties of civil engineering artifacts exploits a large number of
mathematical models, from very simple qualitative descriptions to highly sophisticated finite
elements models. Software engineers use quality-oriented product models for specific purposes,
but they are not widely used.
THE MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES
In the following paragraphs, we give an overview of the methods, technologies, and problems
related to the quality evaluation of software systems and locate them in the engineering framework
presented before.
Tree of Attributes
The attributes tree has been largely explored. Many “quality models” are available from the literature. The original work of McCall et al. (1977) provided a first definition of the term “software
quality.” Many variants of the definition are used in practice. The ISO 9126 document (ISO/IEC
9126–1, 2001) provides a standard reference to this issue. The standard classifies six quality
attributes: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. They
are further classified into twenty-seven subattributes. Note that the ISO model is a tree, whose
attributes do not interact, while the original McCall model includes positive and negative interactions between them. This is a simplification of the real case. However, in the most common cases
of quality evaluation, each attribute is considered in isolation, even if studies of interactions are
available. For instance, Cranor and Garfinkel (2005) include a broad set of contributions discussing the interaction between usability and security (a subattribute of functionality, according to
the ISO standard).
Measures
Measuring software is sometimes considered a matter of metrics. In fact, a quality evaluation
procedure may use various techniques: metrics, testing, and inspections.
A large number of metrics have been proposed and studied. The guidelines associated with the
ISO standard (ISO 9126–2/3/4, 2001) include a long list of possible metrics. Specific metrics have
been developed for measuring different characteristics in different documents of the development
cycle. Fenton and Pfleeger (1997) present a set of classical metrics and, more significantly, apply
the scientific approach to the measurement process (correct use of scales, experimental design, data
collection, statistic tests, and validation). An application of this approach and some case studies,
derived from the EU-funded SCOPE project, are described in Bache and Bazzana (1994).
Testing is a commonly used technology but is usually not integrated with other quality control
techniques. Note that the result of a test case may be considered a measure having a Boolean
(pass/fail) value. A broad literature on this topic is available. For an overview of the state of the
art of testing, see Harrold (2000). Testing usually refers to functionality even if it can be applied
to other attributes (e.g., efficiency). Testing is a dynamic technique requiring the availability of
code. In some cases, it is also applied at the design phase, through the development of executable prototypes. An example is the implementation of a prototype for efficiency estimation at the
design phase.
Inspections are also a well-known technique. Checklists provide a structured way of applying
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inspections to many types of documents. Each checklist consists of a number of questions. Each
question has a number of specified replies (e.g., “yes” or “no” or a value in a qualitative scale).
Note that applying checklists may require the availability of an expert assessor and may imply
a degree of subjectivity. Extensive examples of inspections through checklists may be found in
Bache and Bazzana (1994) and Spinelli et al. (1995).
The important point is that, while a number of techniques are available, there is a need to combine
them (even relatively simple ones) to build management decision-support tools. It seems to us that
the key point is not the identification of “the best quantitative measure” but the ability to exploit
in a coherent framework every available measure (quantitative or qualitative, with a reasonable
degree of objectivity or dependent on expert judgment, static- or execution-based), depending on
the existing technical and managerial constraints. Key points for engineers and managers seem
to be the framework and the integration, not the single metric.
Quality Requirements
The quality of a software product is a context-dependent concept. It depends on the intended uses
of the product and on risk evaluation (software that may lead to large financial losses in case of
failure will be tested more accurately than other less critical applications).
Basili and Rombach (1988) introduced the concept of goal in the software measurement process
(the goal, question, metric paradigm). The concept is part of the approach proposed by the ISO
standards (IS0/IEC 15939, 2007) and the PSM (Practical Software and Systems Measurement)
methodology, supported by the U.S. Department of Defense (U.S. DOD, 2003). Through the definition of goals, we may define where to spend the (limited) available resources. Some attributes
may be critical, while others may be irrelevant.
This leads to the definition of a “quality profile” of a software product. A quality profile is part of
the requirements document and defines the expected level of each quality attribute (functional and
nonfunctional requirements). The level may be defined using the following two approaches:
• A quality value (e.g., in a qualitative scale). This is a global value, applied to all the intended
uses of the product. The meaning may be the level of adherence to a set of the best practices
adopted in the market for similar products. An example of this type of quality profile is
described in Spinelli et al. (1995).
• A set of scenarios defining specific uses. For each use, it is possible to give a specific required
value of the quality attribute and to measure it.
The concept of scenario is widely used to manage the context issue. A requirements document
exploiting this concept has to classify and accurately write all of the relevant scenarios related to
the whole set of quality attributes (not only functionality). Scenarios may also be used for quality
requirements evaluation not only at the code level but also at the design level (Bass et al., 2001;
Folmer et al., 2003).
The two approaches may be combined for the definition of different quality requirements of
the same product. See the example presented in Salvaneschi (2005a).
Interpretation and Integration Algorithms
The plan of measures (through metrics, test cases, or inspections) has to be linked to the attributes
tree. More measures (leaves of the attributes tree) may contribute to the value of a single quality
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attribute. Usually, the global “quality” of a software product is not computed. Instead a measured
quality profile to be compared with the required quality profile is generated (a required value for
each attribute or subattribute). For a discussion related to the definition of the quality profile, see
Voas (2003).
The set of values derived from a number of measures is the input for the computation of
each quality attribute score. Some measures are quantitative values; others may be based on
qualitative evaluations. For example, you can derive measures related to maintainability from
the design and code documents (modularity measures, ratio comments/lines of code, and an
expert evaluation of the design document). If you want to evaluate the global maintainability,
you need to take the following steps. The first is the interpretation of each measured value. Is a
given value of comments/lines of code ratio bad or good? Note that the interpretation function
is not necessarily linear (a low value of comments/lines of code is bad, but an extremely high
value is also bad). The second step requires answering questions of the following type: if the
architectural design is very good, code modularity is medium, and the code is not sufficiently
commented, how do you rate maintainability? This rating may be done through a form of evidential reasoning where each interpreted value provides evidence for a global quality value. The
reasoning may be codified through a set of rules (or a set of decision tables). This approach can
manage both quantitative and qualitative measures and host different types of rules (e.g., you
can manage the relevance of each measure or focus on the criticality of a cluster of measures)
with a degree of flexibility higher than, for example, averaging the measured values. While the
procedure is somewhat arbitrary, it is nevertheless useful to provide a global quality profile that
can be used to present the results and discuss them. The global profile may be complemented
by the more relevant specific quantitative measures. An example of this type of computation is
described in Piazzalunga et al. (2005).
Process Models
Some quality attributes may be measured at various stages of development. This means that the
attributes tree and the set of measures should be adapted to the orthogonal view of a process model.
For each phase of the process, we define the set of delivered documents. For each set we instantiate an applicable subset of the attributes and measures tree. Obviously not all possible measures
are applicable at each phase. For instance, specific metrics are available to evaluate the design
modularity or the complexity of the code control flow. There are various reasons for evaluating
the software quality at different stages of the development process:
• Some attribute is essentially handled at a specific phase. For instance, the ability to support
the evolution of the software product is essentially related to the architectural design.
• It may be of interest to anticipate the evaluation. For instance, the efficiency evaluation during the design phase may prevent significant reworking due to late discovery of efficiency
problems during the final test. This also means that the same attribute may be evaluated at the
end of different phases with different uncertainty degrees. You can estimate a performance
parameter at the end of the design phase and get a better measure of it at the end of the coding phase.
Measurement frameworks, including multiple quality evaluations at the end of the main
phases of a linear development cycle, are presented in Bache and Bazzana (1994) and Spinelli
et al. (1995).
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Product Models
The use of product models is one of the main differences between software quality engineering,
and other engineering disciplines (the other main difference being the limited use of the scientific
experimental method).
For example, if you examine the approach used by civil engineers for evaluating the earthquake
resistance of buildings, you may find attributes and measures as well as hierarchies of buildings
models. Models are used to infer properties from measured values. Engineers manage a variety of
models. For instance, a building may be modeled as a unique object, and you can infer properties
(seismic resistance) from qualitative attributes and simple rules. A more complex and expensive
model describes the physical system as a set of interconnected objects. Modeling the behavior
requires, in this case, the availability of quantitative measures and some computation based on the
definition of typical failure mechanisms. See Salvaneschi et al. (1997) for a more detailed discussion. In general, the prediction of the seismic behavior of existing buildings is obtained through
the following components: a definition of the seismic input, a model (representing both structure
and behavior) of the seismic resistance of the building, and a number of model attributes whose
values are measurable on the physical artifact. The structural part of the model allows the assignment of attributes to parts of the building. Through the behavioral part, one can apply the seismic
input and, depending on the measured attributes, compute the expected damage. This approach
is applied to a variety of situations and includes many specialized models. A tall steel building
is different from a two-floor masonry one. Civil engineers have a long history of theoretical and
experimental studies related to specific classes of artifacts.
Product models are usual ingredients of quality evaluation in engineering. The modeling of
software products is largely used in many areas of software engineering (see, e.g., Unified Modeling Language [UML] models or conceptual models in database design). On the contrary, the
use of product models specifically developed for software quality evaluation is uncommon and
highly fragmented.
In the following, we present an overview of application and research areas relevant for the
development of a more mature use of quality-oriented product models. The areas are:
•
•
•
•

ISO standards and related projects;
Formal models;
Patterns for quality evaluation; and
Aspect-oriented development.

The ISO 9126 approach assumes that the software product is a unique object. In the SCOPE
project (Bache and Bazzana, 1994), the product is composed of nonexecutable components (e.g.,
design documents) and the executable system. The latter is modeled as a hierarchy of subsystems
and modules. Another example is the PSM procedure (U.S. DOD, 2003) that uses a hierarchical
representation of components. The product model hierarchy is generally used as a way to manage the
multiplicity of objects to be measured. The approach used in Spinelli et al. (1995) for evaluating and
explaining the quality profile of a large automation system introduces a different point of view. The
software product is modeled through a hierarchy of components (an abstract structural model).
The model is used to focus the quality profile and the measurement effort. In fact, quality requirements are seldom uniform over the whole product (e.g., high efficiency may be required in
graphic display functionality, but not in batch print functionality; maintainability is more necessary
in functions that are more likely to evolve over time).
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Specialized product models based on formal modeling languages are used in software quality
evaluation for specific purposes. Examples are reliability models (Musa et al., 1987), where the
whole software component is modeled as a stochastic process, and performance models (Balsamo
et al., 2002), used to predict values of performance parameters through, for instance, the use of
stochastic Petri nets or queuing network models. These performance models are behavioral models
that can be derived at the earliest stages of the software life cycle, namely, software architecture
and software specification, allowing the study of this important nonfunctional attribute before
implementation.
Formal languages have been studied to describe programs and designs and derive properties
through mechanical reasoning. An overview of this field may be found in Jackson and Rinard
(2000).
Another significant application area of formal models is model-based testing. The term refers
to test case derivation from a model (e.g., a finite state machine) representing software behaviors.
Even in this case, the test selection is based on different precode artifacts, such as requirements,
specifications, and design models. See Bertolino et al. (2005) for an overview of the approach and
Whittle et al. (2005) for an application of the approach to the real problem of testing telecommunications systems. The latter authors propose a methodology for creating a state machine-based test
model from a collection of scenarios (given as UML interaction diagrams). An interesting point
of this study is the use of an engineering approach mixing semiformal models, formal models,
and heuristic rules.
Product models based on formal languages have had, until now, a limited impact on the software
engineering profession. Looking at the state of the art of other engineering disciplines, qualitative and simple models complement more complex and formal ones, so that the engineer can
tune the modeling effort depending on the specific problem (e.g., the criticality level of software
components).
From this point of view, patterns (e.g., design patterns) can play a significant role. Patterns can
be interpreted as empirically validated models of a qualitative nature. Usually, design patterns are
interpreted as a tool to design new systems reusing predefined and tested structural and behavioral
models. Design patterns also can be interpreted as mechanisms responsible for quality values.
Finding suitable patterns (and also suitable values of attributes associated with them) may be
interpreted as evidence for values of quality attributes. This approach is used in the SEI “quality
attribute design primitives” method (Bass et al., 2000).
Finally, an interesting research area that can make significant contributions to the modeling of
mechanisms responsible for quality values is aspect-oriented software development (AOSD).
The basic idea is to support the multidimensional analysis, design, and programming of
complex systems by complementing the traditional hierarchical view with additional orthogonal
models. For example, at the design level, these models describe properties scattered throughout
the designed modules (designed using a “dominant” view). They define the intersections between
different views and support the integration of views into a unique code. AOSD may lead to a better understanding, classification, and modeling of structures and behaviors related to each quality
attribute. A comprehensive survey of aspect-oriented analysis and design approaches may be
found in AOSD-Europe (2005).
All of these approaches contribute to “quality-oriented product modeling” research. Nevertheless, product models are not common ingredients of quality evaluation practice, and there is a limited
effort to develop useful engineering models of this type for specialized types of software.
We clarify the concept of “quality-oriented software model” using an example taken from the
work of Balducci et al. (2005).
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The aim is to measure the security strength of the copy protection mechanism reached by
software through hardware dongle. Dongles are usually USB (Universal Serial Bus) keys or
small boxes to be attached to the host parallel port. The copy-protected software interacts with the
dongle and progresses in its execution only if the dongle answers appropriately. A library provides
access to the dongle functions. Different ways of using the library affect the security strength of
the protection. For instance, the copy-protected software tries to uniquely identify the key and
confirm that it is a “real” one. The cryptographic function in the dongle is used as the basis for
a challenge-response protocol between the host software and the dongle. It is fundamental that
the challenge be unpredictable, for example, by being generated with a secure random number
generator. These suggestions may be organized as the defense pattern “cryptographic challengeresponse” that improves the security of your software. The research developed a quality-oriented
model able to predict the security strength of the protection in terms of the estimated amount of
time a hacker would need to break it. The model is composed of the following parts.
A Defense Pattern Catalogue
This is the structural part of the model. A set of measurable attributes is associated with each
pattern. For instance the “cryptographic challenge-response” pattern has the following attributes:
number of different caller addresses; challenge distribution; number of cryptographic keys.
An Attack Pattern Catalogue
An attack pattern catalogue defines the possible inputs to the model. For example, a possible attack may be “locate the dongle checks starting from the library calls and modify the code with a
hexadecimal editor.”
A Flow Diagram
A flow diagram for each attack pattern represents the experimental knowledge of how to conduct
an attack in the catalogue. This is the behavioral part of the model. The flow diagram computes
the time required to successfully execute the attack and is influenced by the values of the defense
pattern attributes. It includes parameters that have to be tuned experimentally. The result of the
computation is the measure in minutes of how long an attacker will need to successfully conduct
an attack depending on defense attributes. In fact, the behavioral model is more complex, because
a real attack may use multiple attack patterns. This is modeled through an AND/OR graph (an
attack tree).
We can see from the short description of the example that metrics (the attributes of the defense
patterns) are only one of the ingredients. In the example we find all of the components of a typical
engineering model (see the seismic engineering example above): input, structural and behavioral
description, measurable attributes, and output computation. We also note that, while the approach
is general (e.g., you can use it in Web application security), the model is specific to a well-defined
type of software, such as in the buildings example from the seismic engineering domain.
MEASUREMENT PROCESS ISSUES
The technical content of a measuring procedure is only an aspect of the measurement process. A guideline
for implementing the whole process is the set of ISO/IEC 14598 documents (ISO/IEC 14598–1,2,3,4,5,6,
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1998–2001). They provide support for planning, managing, and documenting the measurement activities, according to three different views: developers, acquirers, and third party evaluators.
As mentioned before, an in-depth discussion of the organizational issues related to the measurement process is outside the scope of this chapter. We highlight only some aspects that are more
strictly related to the technical content of the measurement task.
A first aspect is the experimental approach to software quality measurement. This is a very
important point. Many claims related to the prediction of quality characteristics through suitable
measures lack empirical studies organized as scientific experiments. Doing an experimental evaluation requires a well-defined sequence of steps:
1. Definition of purpose (hypothesis) and scope of the experiment. We have to clearly define
the aims of the experiment (e.g., a comparison of the usability of two types of software
components), and we have to set the limits.
2. Design of the context for the experimental scenario. This may include the software
component to be measured, the tools, the involved actors, their roles and tasks. If, for
example, a set of users is required, they must be selected according to the defined context
and the aims of the test. The number of users has to be chosen to provide a wide enough
sample to support the statistical analysis of data. The task to be executed by each user
(sequence of steps, input data, output data) must be defined.
3. Design of the measurement apparatus. We must define the quality attributes, the metrics,
and their relationships. For each metric, we need to state name, description, scale, and
procedures for collecting the data and computing the value.
4. Measurement execution and data collection.
5. Processing for statistical significance. Data must be processed to assure their statistical
significance (e.g., a metric is the result of the computation of a mean value of raw data,
and it is required to compare two mean values coming from two different experimental
design cases).
6. Computation of the quality attributes score.
7.	Results presentation, interpretation, and explanation.
A roadmap of the empirical research in software engineering is presented in Perry et al. (2000).
An example of an experimental comparison of the usability of two ICT (information and communication technology) products is presented in Piazzalunga et al. (2005).
A second aspect discusses the role of measures. A typical role of software measurement is the
quantitative prediction of quality properties (e.g., a prediction of the maintenance effort from measurable software attributes such as cohesion and coupling of modules or size of modules). In many cases,
this has proved a difficult task. The essential reason is that maintainability depends on a number of
sociotechnical parameters that are difficult to model and measure. See Fenton and Neil (2000) for an
in-depth discussion. Even if the development of predictive models is a difficult task, this is not the only
possible and fruitful use of software measurement. In the following, we list a number of situations in
which you can successfully manage a measuring procedure, even if a quantitative model able to compute
predictions based on a robust understanding of cause-effect relations is not available.
Prediction
Prediction is based on stable environments and availability of historical data. If these assumptions
hold, it is possible to use metrics to derive predictions that are not general but may be statistically
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useful for a specific organization. In this case, it is again true, for example, that the maintenance
effort depends on a number of unknown parameters (people skill, time pressure, technical environment, application type, etc.), but it may be reasonably assumed that these parameters are stable.
Risk Management
A car may be used only if an agency periodically assesses the car’s safety through a set of measures.
This is considered useful even if there is no quantitative model able to predict, from the car’s
measures, the number of future car accidents. The idea is a risk-based classification. An analogous
approach may classify the modules of a software system using, for instance, some “intricacy”
metrics (known to have a significant impact on the maintainability effort). The classification may
be used for an acceptance procedure based on the risk concept. Modules exceeding an “intricacy”
threshold are rejected. In this case, we are not able to quantitatively predict the effect of the “intricacy” on the future maintenance effort. Nevertheless, we prefer to avoid future significant risks
for our organization, and the measurement procedure may support the decision process.
Monitoring
Measures may be used to maintain the value of key software attributes within defined thresholds.
This has been used, for instance, to control the performance of software maintenance outsourcers.
Even in this case, we are not able to predict the maintenance effort. We simply know that a set of
attributes could influence the future maintenance effort and we want to prevent the quality attributes of the software delivered by the maintenance outsourcer from worsening. The critical point
is that well-founded experimental studies should be available to demonstrate that, in our specific
type of software and environment, the chosen set of quality attributes is strongly correlated to the
maintenance effort.
SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The research effort has been focused for a long time on two components of the engineering framework already presented: metrics and the tree of attributes. The impact on engineering practice has
been very limited until now. The failure of excessive expectations and the overselling of commercial
tools for metrics have had a negative effect in some cases. While testing is a common practice,
measuring software properties is an uncommon practice. This is also related to poor practice in
defining and managing the nonfunctional requirements of software systems. In many cases, performance or usability problems of large and complex systems are discovered after delivery.
We suggest that the following research aspects are important for improving the state of the art
and for technology transfer to the software engineering profession:
1. Specialize the Research
If we consider the field of seismic engineering, the growth of available engineering knowledge
was not only based on news and better theories but also on thorough experimental studies of
specific engineering artifacts (e.g., classes of bridges or buildings). Specialization also produced
significant improvements in other areas of software engineering. See, for example, the research
in design patterns. Software engineers may now use books of structural and behavioral models
proven useful for designing classes of software systems (e.g., management information systems,
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real time systems, or communication components). We think that the same approach should be
effective in the area of software quality evaluation. Our research must specialize in studying not
only specific quality attributes (e.g., security) but also specific types of software (e.g., the software
for copy protection previously mentioned).
2. Do Experimental Studies
In the past, some claims regarding the applicability of metrics were not based on the availability
of results from thorough experimental studies. The research should be more strongly founded on
the approach of experimental software engineering.
3. Improve the Role of Quality-Oriented Software Product Models
We suggest that (1) quality-oriented software product models are important ingredients of a quality
evaluation procedure; (2) the evaluation of a product of significant complexity may require various models of different types; and (3) quality-oriented product models have not been sufficiently
explored. There is a need to investigate the modeling issue by itself (e.g., the role of models, types
of models, levels of abstraction, catalogues of models, and need for multiple models), experiment
with the use of models, and develop reusable classifications and examples. A discussion of the
role of models in software quality evaluation and some case studies are presented in Salvaneschi
(2005b).
Even if significant research is required, a number of technologies and methods are available
and may significantly improve current practice. Some suggestions for practitioners follow.
Integrate the Measurement Process and the Other Software Processes
Pay attention to a careful definition of nonfunctional requirements. The aim is to include a complete
quality profile of the product in the requirements document. Define a quality control plan that takes
into account not only the functional verification but also the nonfunctional aspects. Anticipate the
control activities through quality evaluation in the early development phases.
Integrate the Measurement Technologies
A quality control plan may integrate various techniques (metrics, testing, inspections, use of
prototypes, formal models). The introduction of new quality control technologies may be based
on the traditional test plan. The test plan may be improved, adding new control technologies and
extending it to the early phases of development.
The approaches that integrate the technologies and manage different levels of complexity and
cost are very important to support exploitation in real cases. The case studies included in Bache
and Bazzana (1994), Spinelli et al. (1995), and Salvaneschi (2005b) may be useful examples.
Use the Experimental Approach
Practitioners should learn and use the experimental approach. Exploiting the available techniques of software measurement requires not only the choice of reasonable metrics but also
the ability to design the measurement experiment, assess the significance of the results, and
correctly interpret them.
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CHAPTER 8

MACOM: MULTIAGENTS COGNITIVE MAP
APPROACH FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS
PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
KUN-CHANG LEE AND NAM-HO LEE

Abstract: Project risks encompass both internal and external factors, characterized by unplanned
problems and events. These factors are interrelated, influencing others in a causal way. In fact,
most information technology companies evaluate project risk by roughly measuring the related
factors, ignoring the important fact that there are complicated causal relationships among them.
More effective mechanisms must be developed to systematically judge all factors related to project risk. In order to accomplish this, our study adopts a cognitive map (CM)–based mechanism.
The CM represents the causal relationships in a given object and/or problem and describes tacit
knowledge hidden in the problem domain. CMs have proven especially useful in solving unstructured problems with many variables and causal relationships. However, simply applying CMs to
project risk management is not enough because most causal relationships are hard to identify and
measure exactly. To overcome this problem, we have borrowed a mutiagent metaphor in which
CM is represented by a use of mutiagents, and project risk is explained through the interaction
of the mutiagents. Such an approach presents a new computational capability for resolving complicated decision problems. Our own proposed system is called MACOM (multiagent cognitive
map) where CM is represented by a set of mutiagents, each embedded with basic intelligence in
order to determine its causal relationships with other agents in decision-making situations. Using
the MACOM framework, we demonstrate that the task of resolving the information systems (IS)
project risk management can be systematically solved, and in this way IS project managers can
be given robust decision support.
Keywords: Cognitive Map, Multiagent Cognitive Map, Swarm Simulation, Information System
Project, Project Risk, Node Value
Many uncertainties exist in information systems (IS) projects, including project size estimates,
schedules, quality, and resource allocation. Such uncertainties have always been at the heart of
risk management (Boehm, 1991; Charette, 1989; Karolak, 1996) in systems analysis and development. In general, uncertainty management is best managed across an organization’s total
portfolio (Kitchenham and Linkman, 1997), by allowing resources to be adjusted or reallocated
among several projects in order to enhance the likelihood of project success. However, a serious
problem with this type of project management is that resources are limited, and many ongoing
projects may need those resources at a specific time.
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Project risks encompass both internal and external factors (Bandyopadhyay et al., 1999). For
example, human resources that are important to the success of a project may move on before the
project is completed. Political intrusions are an example of external risk factors. Project risk factors
are characterized by the occurrences of unplanned problems and events (Buhl et al., 2004; Wognum
et al., 2004), and are interrelated so that they influence each other in a causal way. Project risk
management is subject to human error and nonsystematic practices. A more effective mechanism
must be developed, in which all factors related to project risk can be systematically judged and
causal relationships considered systematically. Decision makers can then view project risk from a
holistic perspective that encompasses all of the possible causal influences among factors, measure
project risk more objectively, and set up more robust decision-making strategies.
To accomplish this research purpose, we have adopted a cognitive map (CM)–based mechanism.
The CM is a representation of the causal relationships that exist among the decision elements of a
given object and/or problem and describe experts’ tacit knowledge. CM is composed of:
1. concept nodes (i.e., variables or factors) that represent the factors describing a target
problem;
2. arrows that indicate causal relationships between two concept nodes; and
3. causality coefficients on each arrow that indicate the positive (or negative) strength with
which a node affects another node.
Its main virtue lies in the ability to see whether one node has an influence on the state of another.
CM has been used very successfully in the fields of administrative science and management
science—for example, as an application in addressing organization issues (Bougon et al., 1977;
Eden et al., 1979; Ross and Hall, 1980), a strategic planning simulation (Eden and Ackerman,
1989; Lee et al., 1998), economics and politics (Craiger and Coovert, 1994; Taber, 1994), and negotiation (Kwahk and Kim, 1999). CM is also used in various information system and information
technology areas—for example, in geographic information systems (Liu and Satur, 1999; Satur
and Liu, 1999), network management (Ndousse and Okuda, 1996), and electronic circuit analysis
(Styblinski and Meyer, 1991). Recently, CM has been used in more complex business decision
areas such as business process reengineering (George and Michael, 2004). Another interesting
application of CM is found in Chinese Chess (Chen and Huang, 1995).
Simply applying CM to project risk management is not enough, however, because most existing
causal relationships are hard to identify and measure exactly. In order to overcome this problem,
we use a mutiagent metaphor in which each factor is represented by an agent, and a CM explaining
project risk is explained by the interaction of the mutiagents. Mutiagent systems are a new paradigm
in many fields, in which multiple computational entities, called “agents,” interact with one another.
The power of mutiagent systems does not lie in a single agent, but rather in the mutual interactions and
emerging global outcomes, which overcome the limited properties and capabilities of single agents
(Privosnik et al., 2002). Mutiagent systems use the concept of swarm simulation to induce emergent
behavior from the interactions of multiagent (Rouff et al., 2004). In swarm simulations, each agent
interacts with other agents to satisfy its own goals, but multiple agents interact based on simple action
strategies, leading to logical and stable behavioral outcomes called “emergent behaviors” (Liu and
Passino, 2002; Weiss, 1999), which convey meaningful information to decision makers.
Our proposed CM, which we call MACOM (multiagent cognitive map), is represented by a set
of multiagent that are embedded with basic intelligence in order to determine causal relationships
and causalities in decision-making situations. The MACOM for resolving project risk management is designed as follows:
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First, CM is described using a set of multiagent in which each agent represents a node, and
the agent is autonomously capable of determining causal relationships as well as causality given
information that decision makers interpret from the project risk problem.
Second, since MACOM is composed of multiple agents, interactions among multiagent in
MACOM are able to address project risk management issues more effectively. One advantage of
this approach is that the proposed MACOM can behave more intelligently using a swarm simulation mechanism (Rouff et al., 2004), whereas multiagent working together in an iterative manner
display emergent behaviors that are derived from the complicated interactions among multiple
agents over a certain period. The emergent behaviors deduced by MACOM reveal important
implications for decision makers who are trying to handle project risk issues.
Third, decision makers who use MACOM do not need to supply complete information in order
to build an appropriate CM for a specific decision-making problem. Partial information relating
to some project risk factors is a good starting point for MACOM to be able to construct an appropriate CM. This is because the swarm simulation mechanism in which MACOM locates the
best configuration of concept nodes, causal relationships, and causality coefficients leads to an
appropriate CM suitable for the target-project risk-management problem. From the perspective of
a mutiagent simulation, the final CM can be viewed as an emergent behavior or equilibrium status
after a number of iterations among agents given conditions set by a target problem.
In order to prove the validity of the proposed approach, the proposed MACOM was applied
to a real data set extracted from a multinational information technology (IT) company. For the
experimental platform of MACOM, we adopted the Netlogo (2006) environment where decision
makers can build their own multiagent simulation mechanism for various decision problems.
The results revealed the robustness of the proposed approach in organizing various types of riskreducing strategies. The next section of the chapter addresses the theoretical background for this
study. In the third section, we describe the proposed MACOM, using an illustrative example and
its related experiments.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
MACOM is based on two concepts:
1. cognitive map, and
2. particle swarm optimization.
In addition, MACOM represents expert knowledge by using CM. Finally, we elaborate on
project risk assessment to help readers understand it more clearly.
Cognitive Map
As mentioned previously, a CM is composed of concept nodes, their causal relationships, and
causality coefficients. CMs have proven especially useful in dealing with situations in which a
number of decision-making factors are interrelated causally and must be considered simultaneously,
not ignoring certain factors during the problem-solving process (Lee and Lee, 2003; Liu and Satur,
1999; Noh et al., 2000; Numata et al., 1997; Park and Kim, 1995; Wellman, 1994; Zhang et al.,
1989, 1994). The IS project risk-management problem also includes qualitative and quantitative
factors, which makes the CM approach quite useful in resolving the related decision problems.
Usually, CM allows a set of identified causality coefficients to be organized in a causality
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coefficient matrix (or adjacency matrix), enabling a what-if and/or goal-seeking simulation to be
created on its basis. This simulation enables decision makers to identify the most relevant decision
factors for enhancing outcomes. The advantages of the CM simulation are many: first, activation
of specific nodes can result in a chain of effects on the other nodes through positive or negative
causal relationships defined in the CM, until equilibrium is attained. Second, a variety of what-if
sensitivity simulations can be performed according to the decision maker’s intent. Through these
simulations, decision makers can identify the relevant decision variables and their acceptable
values, ensuring they obtain the intended results.
The CM allows experts to draw causal pictures of their problems. We view the CM as a dynamic
system that settles down to a specific stable state. The causal dynamic system represented by CM
responds to external stimuli, and we interpret its equilibrium-seeking behavior as a CM-based
simulation or inference. Let us consider the CM-based simulation using the illustrative CM in
Figure 8.1. We assume a concept node vector beforehand. There are six concept nodes in Figure
8.2. We can define a concept node vector as follows: N = (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5), where each concept
node represents a concept in Figure 8.1. Based on the CM in Figure 8.1, we can build a causality
coefficient matrix, E, as seen in Figure 8.2.
Using this causality coefficient matrix, we can test the effect of “increase of project duration
(time)” on all of the concept nodes in CM by setting the first concept node vector N1 as follows:
N1 = (1 0 0 0 0).
Multiplying this by E, we obtain the second concept node vector N2.
N1 × E = (0 1 0 0 0) → (0 1 0 0 0)
(1 1 0 0 0) = N2

(inference 1)

The arrow indicates the threshold operation using 1/2 as a threshold value (Kosko, 1992), which
is the most popular CM-based inference. We can use different values for the threshold operation,
but will derive the same results with the same meaning unless the threshold values lie in the
interval [–1, 1]. If the causality coefficient is less than 1/2, it becomes 0; otherwise, it equals 1.
Applying 1/2 threshold to the result of N1 × E yields inference result 1, which is not the same as
N1. Therefore, we need to design the second concept node vector N2 contains N1 = 1 because we
are testing the effect of increase of project duration (time), which is the first concept node. Then
inference result 2 is derived as follows:
N2 × E = (0 1 1 0 0) → (0 1 1 0 0)
(1 1 1 0 0) = N3

(inference 2)

Since inference results 1 and 2 are not the same, we need to develop a third concept, node
vector N3, by inserting N1 = 1 into the vector of inference result 2. Multiplying N3 by E yields
inference result 3, as follows.
N3 × E = (0 1 1–1 1) → (0 1 1 0 1)
(1 1 1 0 1) = N3

(inference 3)

N4 × E = (0 1 1–1 1) → (0 1 1 0 1)
(1 1 1 0 1) = N4

(inference 4)
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Figure 8.1 Illustrative CM
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Figure 8.2 Causality Coefficient Matrix of CM in Figure 8.1
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Finally, we reach a state of equilibrium where inference 4 equals inference 3. As a result, inference 4, or (1 1 1 0 1), is a fixed point of the CM dynamic system described in Figure 8.1. The CM
has associatively inferred the answer {N1, N2, N3, N5} given the what-if question {N1}. This simple
CM tells us clearly that increase of project duration (time) leads to increase of human resource in the
project, causing additional labor cost. As a result, it can be said that project risk may increase.
CM should also determine its causality coefficients. Traditionally, CM does not induce causality
coefficients through more sophisticated learning algorithms, though a questionnaire survey was
taken (Lee and Lee, 2003). Many IT consulting firms have entered bids to win specific IS projects,
and these bid results are stored in the case base for reference. Potential IS project risks start to
occur at the point of bid and proposal. The CMs used to analyze IS project risk management can
use these past bid results to identify appropriate causality coefficients. We propose using a swarm
simulation, which will allow MACOM to determine its causality coefficients.
Particle Swarm Optimization
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a parallel evolutionary computation technique developed
by Kennedy and Eberhart (2001) based on the social behavior metaphor. Their standard textbook
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on PSO treats both the social and computational paradigms. The PSO algorithm is initialized with
a population of random candidate solutions, conceptualized as particles. Each particle is assigned
a randomized velocity and is iteratively moved through the problem space. It is attracted toward
the location of the best fitness achieved so far by the particle itself and by the location of the best
fitness achieved so far across the whole population (global version of the algorithm). The PSO
algorithm includes some tuning parameters that greatly influence algorithm performance, often
stated as the exploration-exploitation trade-off: Exploration is the ability to test various regions
in the problem space in order to locate a good optimum, hopefully the global one. Exploitation
is the ability to concentrate the search around a promising candidate solution in order to locate
the optimum precisely. Despite recent research efforts, the selection of the algorithm parameters
remains empirical to a large extent. A complete theoretical analysis of the algorithm has been
given by Clerc and Kennedy (2002). Based on this analysis, the authors derived a reasonable set
of tuning parameters, as confirmed by Eberhart and Shi (2000). Clerc and Kennedy (2002) contain
a good deal of mathematical complexity, however, and deriving simple user-oriented guidelines
from it for parameter selection in a specific problem is not straightforward. The present work gives
some additional insight into the topic of PSO parameter selection. It is established that some of
the parameters add no flexibility to the algorithm and can be discarded without loss of generality.
Results from the dynamic system theory are used for a relatively simple theoretical analysis of the
algorithm, which results in graphical guidelines for parameter selection. The user can thus make
well-informed decisions according to the desired exploration-exploitation trade-off: either favoring exploration by a thorough sampling of the solution space for a robust location of the global
optimum at the expense of a large number of objective function evaluations or, on the contrary,
favoring exploitation that results in a quick convergence but possibly a nonoptimal solution. Unsurprisingly, the best choice appears to depend on the form of the objective function. In our case,
the particle swarm optimization mechanism is used to determine the causal relationships among
the concept nodes and the causality coefficients that produce emergent behavior in the IS project
risk-management problem.
Decision-Making Mechanism Using Expert Knowledge
The proposed MACOM represents expert knowledge on project risk. There are many ways of
representing expert knowledge, including rule-based systems (Hatzilygeroudis and Prentzas, 2004;
Cohen and Shoshany, 2002; Tseng and Huang, 2006), neural networks (Kengpol and Wangananon,
2006; Wang et al., 2004), and case-based reasoning (Fu and Shen, 2004; Kowalski et al., 2005).
However, MACOM uses CM as a vehicle of representing expert knowledge on project risk by using
concept nodes, causal relationships among them, and causality coefficients. The main advantage of
using the MACOM is that it combines the knowledge-representation mechanism and the inference
mechanism in a single framework in which expert knowledge can be codified and visualized via
CM, and appropriate inference procedures can be performed on the basis of the CM.
Project Risk Assessment
There are many uncertainties in software development processes and products, such as uncertainties in estimating project size, schedule, and quality, and in determining resource allocation
(Chin-Feng and Yuan-Chang, 2004). It is suggested in the literature (Keil, 1995) that in order to
reduce an organization’s exposure to failure in an IS project, managers should assess risks early
and update risk evaluation constantly throughout the software development process.
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Figure 8.3 Simple MACOM
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Many studies argue that IS project risk is dependent on a number of factors such as organizational change as well as political factors in the organization (Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski, 1994),
users’ level of understanding and attitude (Keider, 1984; Robey and Farrow, 1982), uncertain
user requirements and changes in the requirement (Boehm, 1991; Schmidt et al., 2001), intrinsic
complexities of the project (Barki et al., 1993; Kemerer and Sosa, 1988), and project planning and
control (Jones and McLean, 1970; Keider, 1984). The diversity of the factors that can affect project
risk causes subjective ways of managing the project’s risk factors (Chin-Feng and Yuan-Chang,
2004), leading to human-intensive and opaque project risk methods. To avoid such problems, we
propose a new type of project risk-management method by using the MACOM.
MACOM
The proposed MACOM works in a mutiagent framework, extracting tacit knowledge from domain
experts in the form of a CM and making inferences with respect to the input case. In this study,
domain is related to IS project risk assessment.
Inference Mechanism of MACOM
Since a concept node in MACOM is represented by an agent, all of the causal relationships and
causality coefficients are determined autonomously, on the basis of the characteristics of the constraints imposed by the target problem. As noted previously, MACOM can adjust the causality
coefficients in accordance with the changing properties of the target problem, enabling very robust
decision support for decision makers. Time t can also be considered more freely within MACOM.
Let us assume a simple MACOM consisting of four concept nodes, A, B, C, and D, and causality
coefficients with time lag. In Figure 8.3, the causality coefficients along the path from A to D can
be determined flexibly from 0.2 to 0.8 with time lag 1, while the causality coefficient along the
path from A to C is 0.8 with time lag 1. Other causality coefficients can be interpreted similarly.
The longest time lag is expected in the causal relationship from A to D through C.
When the two concept nodes A and B initiate events such as “A = 0.5” and “B = 0.6,” then the
MACOM is calculated as shown in Table 8.1, where function f indicates a node output function
used at each concept node to produce the output value that will be transferred to the connected
concept nodes as input. The node output function f can have different forms in accordance with
the characteristics of the problem. For example, the function is defined as f (x ) =

1
when the
1 + e−x
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Table 8.1

Calculation of Node Values
Node
Time lag

A

B

0

0.5

0.6

1

0.5

0.6

2

0.5

0.6

C

f (0.6 × 0.3)
C 0 + f (0.5 × 0.8)
C 0 + f (0.5 × 0.8)

D
n/a

D0 + f (0.5 × [0.2,0.8]+ C 0 × 0.6 )
D1 + f (C1 × 0.6 )

node output function is intended to follow sigmoid function and thus produce more stable output
⎧1, x ≥ ∂
value within [0, 1]. f (x ) = ⎨
(where δ is the threshold value) is another candidate for the
⎩0, x < ∂

node output function, where threshold value δ is usually set to 0.5 in literature related to the CM
inference (Kosko, 1992; Lee and Kwon, 2006; Lee and Lee, 2003). However, in this example,
the node output function is designed to follow f(x) = x because x is usually a weighted sum of the
input values multiplied with corresponding causality coefficients. The time lag between B and
C is zero, so concept node C reacts to event B = 0.6 immediately, without time lag. Meanwhile,
concept node D is not affected by the changes or events in other, preceding nodes at time = 0,
because its time lag between node C is 1, and changes in the node value of C will influence D
after time lag 1. Therefore, D does not have any value at time = 0.
At time = 1, C is affected by event A = 0.5 (note that the causality coefficient from A to C is 0.8
with time lag 1). The output value of C at time = 1 is computed as f(x). At the same time, event A
= 0.5 will affect D at time = 1 with causality coefficient ranges [0.2, 0.8]. Therefore, at time = 1,
D is affected directly by event A = 0.5, and indirectly by event B = 0.6 through C. At time = 2, D
is affected by event A = 0.5 through C. In this chain of cause-effect relationships among nodes,
MACOM can make inferences about the given target problem.
Particle Swarm Optimization in MACOM
In our study, the swarm simulation is used to determine the causal relationships among the concept
nodes and the MACOM causality coefficients that produce emergent behavior in the IS project
risk-management problem. In other words, the main components of MACOM are determined by
past experiences and supervised learning processes. The determination of causal relationships
and causality coefficients is of major significance in project risk management because MACOM
encompasses tacit knowledge through supervised learning. For example, project managers (PMs)
may want some factors to lie within certain prespecified boundaries. The MACOM learns these
boundaries through swarm simulation.
In our case, the swarm simulation is constructed to find the causal relationships and causality coefficients that will minimize the error function. Say that Ci denotes the ith concept node
of MACOM, and Ai represents actual value of the ith concept node Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. MACOM is
interested in restricting the values of the concept nodes in bounds such as Aimin ≤ Ai ≤ Aimax, i = 1,
. . . , N, where the upper bound Aimax and lower bound Aimin are predetermined by the IS project
experts. In MACOM, a concept node Ci is represented by an agent, and therefore a complete CM
is regarded as a set of multiagent that are dynamically interrelating with each other, affecting other
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agents through dynamically changing causality coefficients through time. Therefore, the main
objective of MACOM is to find a causality coefficient matrix, E = ⎣Eij⎦ i, j = 1, . . . , N, that leads
the CM to a steady state at which the output concept nodes lie in their prespecified bounds, while
the causality coefficients retain their physical meaning. In this way, MACOM finds the causality
coefficient matrix E = ⎣Eij⎦ i, j = 1, . . . , N, by imposing constraints given by the past instances of
IS projects. To do this, the following objective function (see Equation 1.1) is considered provided

[ ]

that the number of output concept nodes is m, Aout = Aout i , i = 1, . . . , m represents the actual

[ ]

value vector of output concept nodes, and Aˆ out = Aˆout i , i = 1, . . . , m the computed value vector
of output concept nodes. Âout is obtained by multiplying output concept node vector Cout by E,
and organizing the corresponding computed values into a vector consisting of m output concept

⎡ 0,
⎣Cout i

nodes, where vector Cout = ⎢

i≠
i=

j⎤
, i = 1, . . . , N, and j = 1, . . . , m.
j ⎥⎦

∑ (A
m

i =1

out i

− Aˆout i

2

)

(1.1)

is obtained through application of the procedure in Equation 1.2
N

Aouti (k + 1) = Aouti (k )+ ∑ Aouti (k )• E ji , i = 1,…, m

(1.2)

j =1
j ≠i

where k stands for the iteration number, and Eji is the causality coefficient of the causal relationship connecting concept node Cj to concept node Ci, and it follows the uniform distribution
[–1, 1]. In the swarm simulation, therefore, the causality coefficient matrix E is computed by
minimizing the objective function as in Equation 1.1 under the constraints A min
≤ Ai ≤ Aimax ,
j
i = 1, . . . , N. In the process of building the MACOM, decision makers can impose a certain
set of constraints—for example, if two concepts Ci and Cj are negatively related, then the
corresponding causality coefficient Eij should range within [–1, 0]. Otherwise, Eij should
belong to [0, 1].
The proposed PSO algorithm is composed of two main steps. Step 1 begins a search from a
certain starting point located in ℜn representing a set of relations among the nodes. If it finds that
no solution is capable of minimizing the objective function, then Step 2 begins where evolution
is made and another new point is selected, and the local search in Step 1 resumes.
Stage 1. Search Local Optimal
Step 1a: Select random vector Einitial in ℜn Space.
Step 1b: Search Ek that minimize objective function [1, 1] near Einitial Vector
Step 1c: If Aouti (k +1)≥ Aouti (k ), then step Stage 1, otherwise repeat Step 1b
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Stage 2. Evolution
Step 2a: Select Einitial that satisfy
Step 2b: Repeat Step1b
Step 2c: Repeat Step 1c

Aouti (k +1)≥ Aouti (k ) in ℜn Space

Termination rule: after N number of evolutions, if

Aouti (k + 1)− Aouti (k )≤ ∂ then stop.

Experiment
Target Problem
In general, many IT consulting firms have tried to win IS project bids that seemed to secure a
certain level of profitability with minimum risk. However, client companies issuing IS projects
are often vulnerable to many fluctuations and factors that could lead to abrupt changes in project
requirements and/or financial terms. It is widely accepted in IS project fields that every IS project
has pros and cons in terms of profits and risks. Without question, IT consulting firms want IS
projects that can guarantee high profits and low risks, though this is very hard to realize in reality.
This chapter reviews IS project-bid processes first, after which we search for an opportunity to
take advantage of MACOM. Before submitting a proposal to a client company, a risk manager
usually scrutinizes the proposal, assessing and minimizing possible risk factors. Specifically,
risk managers comment on financial conditions and compare the client’s requirements, including
contract type, client status, and so on. In this process, risk managers depend heavily on their past
experience and qualitative judgment. MACOM can complement this judgment by combining
relevant quantitative and qualitative factors related to IS project risk management, and analyzing
them from a holistic point of view.
Data Gathering
To prepare MACOM, we must consider a number of past instances of IS project risk management.
For this purpose, we gathered them from a multinational IT consulting firm located in Seoul,
South Korea. To ensure data quality, ten experts who have had over ten years of experience as IS
project and risk managers were interviewed, and then twenty-four main factors believed through
experience to affect project risk significantly were selected. Table 8.2 shows the twenty-four factors, which are categorized as input and output factors. Input factors are those that can be obtained
before starting the IS project, while output factors are the final output of the MACOM inference.
The factors are regarded as concept nodes of CM, and are treated as agents in MACOM afterward.
By interviewing the ten experts, we obtained partial information about the causal relationships
among the twenty-four factors, as shown in Table 8.3. Since some of the causality coefficients are
restricted by the experts, we used different linguistic variables (positive, negative, slightly positive,
slightly negative, etc.), whereby positive means that the causality coefficient falls within [0, 1],
negative [0,–1], strongly positive [0.5, 1], weakly positive [0, 0.5], strongly negative [–0.5,–1],
and weakly negative [0,–0.5].
A time lag exists between concept nodes in accordance with the time-variant characteristics
of causal relationships. When the time lag is zero, it means that changes in a node will affect the
connected nodes immediately. When the time lag is 1, it means that there is a time gap between the
related concept nodes. Therefore, some changes in the preceding nodes will affect the connected
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Table 8.2

Relevant Factors Related to Assessing the IS Project Risk
Number

Factors

Description

Type

1

Consultant skill

Average careers of engaged consultants

Input

2

Customer IT infrastructure

Hardware, network, software, IT training

Input

3

Customer satisfaction

Customer’s satisfaction for the project

Input

4

Customer participation

Customer’s involvement in project

5

Top management sponsorship Top management’s support for this project

Input

Input

6

PM experience

Career of project manager

Input

7

Customer’s change adoption

Cultural flexibility for the change

Input

8

Customer’s requirement

Customer’s additional requirement

Input

9

Extension volume

Expected extension or customization volume

Input

10

Clear R&R definition

How clearly defined are roles and responsibilities

Input

11

Customer relationship

Historical relationship with this client

Input

12

Project risk

Anticipated project risk

Output

13

Contingency

Contingency for this project

Input

14

Solution mapping ratio

Functional mapping ratio between S/W and
requirements

Input

15

Customer project experience

Customer’s experience for IT project

Input

16

Contractual risk

Contractual risks that cause legal problem

Input

17

Profit

Total margin of project

Input

18

Financial risk

Financial risk such as revenue recognition
issue and collection issue

Input

19

Project duration

Total project duration

Input

20

Contract type

Time & material, or fixed price

Input

21

Terms & conditions (T&C)

How T&Cs are favorable for us

Input

22

Bidding margin

Calculated margin in bidding

Input

23

Competition in bidding

How many competitors are involved in this deal

Input

24

Reference

Reference sites for similar project

Input

nodes after the specified time lag. The swarm simulation will be performed on the basis of such
initial information, leading to the final MACOM.
The factors identified in the interviews are regarded as concept nodes in CM. Therefore,
we need node values for attributes that each factor can have, because the node values will be
used in MACOM as events or stimuli that are likely to affect the other connected agents (i.e.,
nodes). For the purpose of identifying the node values, we performed focus-group interviews
with five experts currently working as active project managers. The results are summarized in
Table 8.4.
MACOM requires a training data set before starting the swarm simulation in order to determine
the causality coefficient matrix. We asked the first ten experts to assess possible IS project risks
for the ten specific samples, with the results described in Table 8.5. Project risk is located in the
far right column, meaning that it is an outcome variable in this training data set.
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Table 8.3

Partial Information About the Causal Relationships Among the IS Project Risk Factors
From node #
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

To node #
11
14
7
13
12
3
7
4
7
3
4
8
10
11
12
9
9
13
13
12
16
12
3
9
13
7
10
12
18
12
7
13
12
18
18
13
17
21
22
12
13

Relation
Weakly positive
Strongly positive
Weakly positive
Weakly negative
Strongly negative
Weakly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Weakly negative
Strongly positive
Weakly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Weakly positive
Weakly positive
Strongly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly positive
Weakly positive
Weakly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly positive
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly negative
Strongly negative

Time lag
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Swarm Simulation
By using the training data set in Table 8.5, we performed a swarm simulation with 1,243 iterations,
obtaining a minimum error value of 0.645. The swarm simulation was performed in the Netlogo
(2006) environment (Figure 8.4). At the final iteration stage, the final causality coefficient is obtained and the final MACOM is produced accordingly, as depicted in Figure 8.5.
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Table 8.4

Node Values

Number Node name (factor)
1
2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

Attributes

Node
value

Consultant skill

Average level: 6
1.0
Average level: 5
0.5
Average level: 4
0.0
Customer IT infra
Top level
1.0
Not bad (average)
0.5
Needs improvement
0.0
Customer satisfaction
Very satisfied
1.0
Satisfied
0.5
No complain
0.0
Not satisfied
–0.5
Much to complain about
–1.0
Customer participation
Aggressive
1.0
Average
0.0
Passive
–1.0
Top management (C-Level)
Very interested in project
1.0
sponsorship
Interested in project
0.7
Very low-level involvement
0.4
No involvement from top management
0.0
PM experience
More than 12 years
1.0
More than 7 years
0.7
More than 5 years
0.4
Under 5 years
0.1
Customer’s change adoption Very flexible
1.0
Flexible
0.5
Normal
0.0
Inflexible
–0.5
Customer’s requirements
Unreasonable requirements that cannot be handled
1.0
Unreasonable requirements that can be handled
0.5
Reasonable requirements
–0.5
Extension volume (package More than 50 percent of standard functionality
1.0
S/W extension)
Around 30 percent
0.6
Around 10 percent
0.2
Clear R&R definition
Very clearly defined
1.0
Clearly defined
0.5
Not clear
0.0
Customer relationship
Very good
1.0
Good
0.6
Not good
0.2
Bad
–0.6
Very bad
–1.0
Project risk
Green
0.2
Yellow
0.2–0.4
Red
0.4
Contingency
n/a (because mediation attributes between Yes
n/a
attribute and result)
Solution mapping ratio
Approximately 80 percent
1.0
Approximately 60 percent
0.7
Approximately 40 percent
0.4
Below 30 percent
0.1
Customer project experience Same size project experience
1.0
(continued)
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Table 8.4 (continued)
Number Node name (factor)

16

Contractual risk

17
18

Profit
Financial risk

19

Project duration

20

Contract type

21

Terms & conditions

22

Bidding margin

23

Competition in bidding

24

Reference

Attributes
Project experience weaker than this project
No project experience
Very high
High
Medium
Low
Very low
n/a
Collection risk
Revenue recognition issue
No expected problem
More than 2 years
Around 1 year
Around 6 months
Around 3 months
Time & material
Fixed price
Meet our policy
Do not meet our policy, but have the same case
in the past
Several critical items that do not meet our policy
More than 40 percent
Around 30 percent
Around 20 percent
Around 10 percent
Below 10 percent
High
Medium
Almost no competition
Have reference in same industry
Have reference in other industry
Don’t have any reference in any industry

Node
value
0.5
0.0
1.0
0.5
0.0
–0.5
–1.0
n/a
1.0
0.7
0.0
1.0
0.7
0.4
0.1
1.0
0.5
1.0
–0.5
–1.0
1.0
0.7
0.4
0.1
0.0
1.0
0.5
0.0
1.0
0.5
0.0

Problem Solving
On the basis of the MACOM as shown in Figure 8.5, the next job is a problem-solving task to
estimate the IS project risk. For the purpose of illustration, suppose that we are going to submit a
proposal for an IS project having the conditions as summarized in Table 8.6.
This IS project is related to implementation of a CRM (customer relationships management) package. The expected ratio of software solution mapping to user requirements is under
50 percent. The client company, which is in the telecommunications industry, started its business as a public company. Cultural flexibility is expected to be low, and the company is big,
so a great deal of competition will be necessary to win this deal. A reference to application of
the same CRM package is not reported in South Korea, and it seems that this IS project may
be the first CRM package implementation project in the telecommunications industry in that
country. The problem is to determine how much project risk may be involved in this IS project.
To solve this problem, we applied MACOM, with a project risk value assessed as–0.17 or 0.42
after normalization (see the “current” row in Table 8.7). This is relatively high and should be
reduced by adjusting the controllable input factors. Another round of simulation is needed to
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Table 8.5

Training Data Set
Attributes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

Consultant skill

1.0

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.7

0.7

0.5

2

Customer IT infra

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.7

1.0

0.7

0.8

0.8

1.0

3

Customer satisfaction

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4

Customer participation

1.0

–1.0

–0.5

–1.0

–1.0

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.2

1.0

5

Top management
sponsorship

1.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

6

PM experience

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.0

0.7

0.7

1.0

7

Customer’s change
adoption

1.0

–0.5

–0.2

0.0

–0.2

0.7

0.8

0.0

–0.2

1.0

8

Customer’s requirements

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

–0.5

–0.5

1.0

–0.5

9

Extension volume

0.6

1.0

0.6

0.6

1.0

0.6

0.2

0.6

1.0

0.2

10

Clear R&R definition

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.4

1.0

11

Customer relationship

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

–0.2

1.0

13

Contingency

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14

Solution mapping ratio

1.0

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.5

1.0

15

Customer project
experience

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

16

Contractual risk

–1.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

–0.5

–1.0

–0.5

1.0

–1.0

17

Profit

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18

Financial risk

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

19

Project duration

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

20

Contract type

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

21

T&C

1.0

–0.5

–0.5

–0.5

–1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

–0.5

1.0

22

Bidding margin

0.7

0.4

0.4

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

23

Competition in bidding

0.0

1.0

0.2

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.2

0.7

1.0

0.5

24

Reference

0.5

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

12

Project risk

0.00

0.52

0.34

0.73

1.04

0.52

0.20

0.36

0.68

0.22

reduce project risk even more. The controllable input factors for this IS project were believed
to include seven factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Consultant skill
PM experience
Clear definition of roles and responsibilities (R&R)
Contractual risk

Figure 8.4 Swarm Simulation
142

Figure 8.5 The Final MACOM Obtained by Swarm Simulation
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Table 8.6

Information about an Illustrative IS Project
Factors

Value

Consultant skill
Customer IT infra
Customer participation
Top management sponsorship
PM experience
Customer’s change adoption
Customer’s requirements
Extension volume
Clear R&R definition
Customer relationship
Solution mapping ratio
Customer project experience
Contractual risk
Financial risk
Project duration
Contract type
Terms & conditions
Bidding margin
Competition in bidding
Reference

Average level: 0.65 (0.7)
Top level (0.8)
Under average (0.2)
A little bit interest (0.5)
More than 7 year (0.7)
Not so flexible (–0.2)
Unreasonable requirement (1.0)
More than 50% (1.0)
Something needs to be defined clearly (0.4)
Not good (0.2)
Around 50% (0.5)
Same size experience (1.0)
Very high (1.0)
Revenue recognition issue (0.7)
Around 1 year (0.7)
Fixed price (0.5)
Do not meet our policy (–0.5)
Around 20% (0.4)
High (1.0)
No reference (0.0)

5. Contract type
6. Terms and conditions
7. Bidding margin
MACOM was applied to find the most promising combination of feasible values for these seven
controllable factors. After 500 experiments, MACOM recommended four alternatives, as summarized in Table 8.7.
When interpreting each node value based on Table 8.4, alternative 1 requires more clear R&R definition on statement of work and recommends the change of contract type from Fixed Price type to Time
and Material type. However, increasing the bidding margin seems difficult, because this alternative
recommends assigning a similar level of consultants and a project manager. The normalized project
risk of alternative 1 is 0.15, which is noticeably less than the original project risk of 0.42. Similarly,
alternative 2 also recommends change of contract type and a very clear definition of R&R, provided
that we can assign a lower level of consultant and project manager to increase the bidding margin. The
normalized project risk is 0.17. Alternative 3 does not recommend changing contract type, but it does
require that the best quality consultant and project manager should be assigned, so that the terms and
conditions become very favorable. The normalized project risk is 0.09. Alternative 4 suggests a low
margin on the condition that the quality of the consultant and project manager is increased, and both
contract type and terms and conditions become favorable. The normalized project risk is 0.23.
In summary, the bidding strategy for this IS project can be described as follows. First, alternative 1 is recommended if the decision maker wants a high margin strategy. Second, alternative
2 can be considered a strategy for securing a favorable contract condition. Third, if the decision
maker seeks the strategy of supplying the best quality consultants, then alternatives 3 and 4 can
be considered. Fourth, if project risk is the greatest concern, then alternative 3, which shows the
lowest project risk (0.09), is the most highly recommended.

Current
1
2
3
4

Alternative

0.7
0.7
0.5
1.0
1.0

Consultant
skill
0.7
0.6
0.4
1.0
0.9

PM
experience
0.4
0.6
0.9
0.4
0.9

Clear
R&R
1.0
0.6
0.1
0.5
0.5

Contractual
risk
0.5
0.9
0.9
0.4
0.8

Contract
type

Four Alternatives Induced by MACOM for Reducing the IS Project Risk

Table 8.7

0.5
0.1
0.2
1.0
0.6

T&C

0.4
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.3

Bidding
margin

–0.17
–0.70
–0.66
–0.83
–0.54

Project
risk

0.42
0.15
0.17
0.09
0.23

Normalized
risk value
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CONCLUSION
The proposed MACOM was used to assess IS project risks by considering all the relevant internal
factors and external factors. Decision makers must investigate various strategies for reducing
the possible project risks involved in a specific IS project, while considering all the interrelationships of the relevant internal and external factors. Many approaches have been proposed,
most of which are based on the subjective judgment of so-called project risk managers. This
chapter proposed the MACOM CM to allow all possible combinations of causal relationships
between risk-related factors and causality coefficients to be examined, and not restricted by
the rigid requirements of the conventional cognitive map. MACOM can also incorporate possible constraints on the causal relationships among factors and causality coefficients into its
inference mechanism.
To prove the usefulness of MACOM, we used a real IS project from a multinational IT consulting
company. The case consisted of twenty-four factors and related attributes. By applying the swarm
simulation, the final MACOM was induced successfully. MACOM was applied to the case to seek
various types of strategies for reducing project risk. We identified four alternatives and organized
three risk-reducing strategies. We believe that the proposed methodology can be used to trigger
related research in other decision-making problems. Further research topics remain. First, the
swarm simulation mechanism used for producing MACOM needs to be improved algorithmically.
Second, more sophisticated constraints needs to be incorporated into the MACOM to represent
the complexity of the problems more flexibly. Third, the MACOM should be accessed on the Web
to allow decision makers to use it to assess IS project risks more conveniently
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PART III
TECHNICAL SYSTEMS FOCUS: PROJECTS

Chapter 9

Use of Modeling Techniques in
Information Systems Development
Project Teams
Theoretical and Empirical Insights
Peter F. Green and Alastair Robb

Abstract: Numerous studies have investigated information systems development methodologies
and practices over the past decade. However, relatively few have focused on the characteristics
of project teams and how the project teams operate to create, configure, or assemble the systems
under investigation. Furthermore, even fewer studies have considered the way in which analysts
(modelers) create models to collaborate and share knowledge about requirements within the project
teams. This situation is in stark contrast to the fact that the fundamental organizational unit used
to conduct information systems development is the project team. This study used data gathered on
how modelers working in project teams used grammars within a CASE (computer-aided systems
engineering) tool environment to test a model based on ontological, task, individual, and contextual factors in an effort to explain the decision to use or not use a combination of grammars for
modeling. The results found a strong association between recognition of ontological incompleteness in the grammars provided by the tool and the decision to use a combination of grammars.
Moreover, the odds of a project team using grammars in combination are approximately 2 to 1,
which is significantly reduced from the 5 to 1 odds of a similar occurrence reported for individual
analysts (modelers) who did not work in project teams. Qualitative evidence highlighted the influence of corporate modeling standards and specialization on the use of sets of grammars within
project teams. This result, in particular, is reinforced by recent findings by Kautz et al. (2007). An
integrating mechanism (e.g., central model repository) was seen as highly significant in achieving high levels of consistency among the models generated by the project team. However, the
influence of minimal ontological overlap among the grammar set used by the team was not seen
as a significant influence on the decision to use combinations of grammars, although significant
contextual factors may have confounded this outcome.
Keywords: Representation Theory, Project Teams, Information Systems Development, Conceptual
Modeling
The aim of this chapter is to respond in part to a recent call by Kautz et al. (2007) for more research
on the occurrence and interaction of problems and practices in information systems development
at different contextual levels to understand and assess (the gap between) “observed practice” and
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“good practice.” This chapter responds to this call by focusing on the use of conceptual modeling
grammars by modelers, but specifically those modelers working in the context of information
systems development (ISD) project teams. As Faraj and Sambamurthy (2006) highlight, teams are
the fundamental organizational unit through which information systems (IS) projects are executed.
They go on to point out that the effectiveness of the ISD project team is challenged particularly
by the fact that knowledge required for the completion of the IS project tasks is distributed across
team members, who must thus discover effective ways of collaboration, knowledge sharing, and
problem solving to tap the expertise of each team member.
A major task undertaken by the analysts/designers in these teams is to develop a model(s) of
a perception(s) of a portion of the world. These so-called conceptual models have been found to
be very conducive to articulating knowledge and perceptions about real-world domains. In many
instances these models are then used as a basis to develop, or configure, or assemble components
into an automated system intended to simulate or support the real-world area under investigation
(Wand and Weber, 2002). These models are specified using “a grammar (i.e., a set of constructs
and rules to combine those constructs), a method (i.e., procedures by which the grammar can be
used), a script (i.e., the product of the modeling process), and a context (i.e., the setting in which
the modeling occurs)” (Davies et al., 2006, p. 359).
Accordingly, this sharing of knowledge through the development of models to represent the
requirements of an ISD project by analysts (modelers) within the context of a project team environment is the focus of the work reported in this chapter. Furthermore, as Kautz et al. (2007)
point out, these projects typically take place in environments supported by powerful tools such
as computer-aided systems engineering (CASE) tools.
Another objective of this work is to determine, in part, whether representation theory (e.g., Wand
and Weber, 1995) provides some insightful basis through which to understand how analysts (modelers) working with numerous grammars provided in powerful CASE environments manage to share
their knowledge effectively with the other members of the project team through the models they create. Indeed, the number of modeling grammars in general has proliferated exponentially (e.g., Olle
et al., 1991; Fitzgerald, 1998). This trend has continued into other areas of modern modeling such as
object-oriented analysis (Coad and Yourdon, 1990), enterprise systems interoperability (OASIS, 2003),
workflow design (Jablonski and Bussler, 1996), and business process modeling (Curtis et al., 1992).
In the light of such proliferation, an increased need for theory has arisen to give some guidance and insight to practitioners to assist them in the use of such grammars (Moody, 2005). This
situation has been accentuated by the provision of powerful CASE environments to support the
use of these grammars.
If models are the way in which analysts (modelers) working in project teams share their knowledge, then how do analysts (modelers) use the grammars available in large powerful CASE tools
to construct their models? Why do they choose to use the grammars that they do? How do they
coordinate the use of modeling grammars within their team environments to construct models that
lead to effective capture and sharing of requirements concerning the project? The overall research
question of this chapter then is:
What factors influence the decision of analysts (modelers) working in project teams to use
(not use) grammars in combination within a CASE tool environment to create models to
capture and share the knowledge of project requirements with other team members?
Over the years, we have contributed to this stream of research by providing a theory-based understanding of how and why modelers individually use grammars in their design and analysis of
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information systems. We have used principally representation theory, which is based on the BungeWand-Weber (BWW) representation model (Wand and Weber, 1990, 1993, 1995) for this work. In
most instances, we have attempted to validate our analyses through qualitative and/or quantitative research methods in order to be able to reflect on the validity and usefulness of our selected theory.
Some criticisms aimed at our work over the years (e.g., Wyssusek, 2006) have focused on the
fact that representation theory is based originally on Bunge’s (1977) ontology, which assumes
a realist view of the world. Many colleagues argue a subjectivist view of the world (Burrell and
Morgan, 1979) and argue that therefore it is not appropriate to use representation theory because
of its underlying assumptions. A strong contention of this chapter is that the usefulness of the
theory and its extensions should be judged on the basis of the insights obtained from the analysis
and its empirical results, as opposed to the correctness or appropriateness of the assumptions underlying the theory for the context in which it is applied. So, indeed, we argue for a perspective
of methodological pragmatism (Rescher, 1973) on the validity of theory—namely, that a theory
proves itself valid and useful by being successfully applied in research practice.
The work reported in this chapter is set in the context of analysts (modelers) in project teams
using traditional and structured modeling grammars (as opposed to, say, object-oriented or highspeed techniques). Indeed, one might question the usefulness of choosing traditional and structured
modeling grammars, as implemented in an automated tool environment, as an appropriate setting
in which to examine how modelers use grammars to construct and share models in project team
environments. Yet, most recently, Davies et al. (2006) confirm that among the top six modeling
grammars used most frequently by practitioners today are the traditional grammars of systems
flowcharting and the structured grammars of entity-relationship (ER) diagramming, data flow
diagramming, and structure charts. Moreover, as Kautz et al. (2007) argue, even though there have
been numerous changes in information technologies and techniques over the years, the underlying,
persistent decision-making characteristics of ISD have not significantly changed. Consequently,
this is seen as an appropriate setting in which to test the usefulness of representation theory and
the resultant decision-making model. Accordingly, the work in this chapter is concerned with
whether the theory and resulting model can provide insight into the choice of grammars provided
by an automated tool and be used by analysts (modelers) when working on ISD projects in project
teams. While one might question the degree to which automated modeling tools are used (e.g.,
Butler, 2000; Howard and Rai, 1993), there is evidence to suggest that these tools continue to be
used and to have a positive impact on systems development effectiveness in those sites where
they are used (Iivari, 1996). Indeed, Davies et al. (2006) report that while a relatively simple automated tool such as Microsoft Visio is generally most frequently used, more sophisticated tools
such as Rational Rose, Oracle Developer, and AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler remain relatively
frequently used in practice today.
This chapter unfolds in the following manner. The second section provides an overview of
the related work in the area of representation theory and ISD in project teams. It also argues that
the usefulness of the theory and its analysis should be judged on the basis of the insights it gives,
rather than on the basis of the assumptions or methodology underlying the theory. The next section
explains how representation theory can be applied to the grammars provided in a CASE tool environment. Specifically, in this work, the environment examined provides traditional and structured
grammars for analysts (modelers) to use. The section goes on to present a model of decision-making
factors potentially used by analysts (modelers) when making their decision within a project team
environment of which grammars to use to create their models. It also presents hypotheses from
this model. The fourth section presents and discusses the results, and the final section summarizes
the chapter and reviews potential limitations of the work.
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BACKGROUND
Throughout the 1980s, the 1990s, and into the new millennium, it has become increasingly apparent to many researchers that without a theoretical foundation, incomplete evaluative frameworks
of factors, features, and facets continue to proliferate (Bansler and Bodker, 1993). Furthermore,
without a theoretical foundation, one framework of factors, features, or facets is as justifiable as
another for use (e.g., Floyd, 1986; Karam and Casselman, 1993; Kautz et al., 2004).
Wand and Weber (e.g., 1990, 1993, 1995) have investigated the branch of philosophy known
as ontology as a foundation for understanding the process in developing an information system.
Ontology is a well-established theoretical domain within philosophy dealing with models of reality
(Shanks et al., 2003). Wand and Weber (e.g., 1990, 1993, 1995) and Weber (1997) have extended
an ontology described by Bunge (1977) and applied it to the modeling of information systems.
In doing so, these researchers have produced three models of information systems’ structure and
behavior: the representation model, the state-tracking model, and the good decomposition model
(Wand and Weber, 1995). The work presented here is focused on the representation model. Its
fundamental premise is that any modeling grammar must be able to represent all things in the
real world that might be of interest to users of information systems; otherwise, the resultant
model is incomplete, and the analyst(s) (modelers) will somehow have to augment the model(s)
(Weber, 1997). The representation model’s set of constructs that attempt to describe the structure
and behavior of the world are explained in Table 9.1 Wand and Weber (1993) clarify two major
situations that may occur when a grammar is analyzed according to the representation model:
construct deficit (or ontological incompleteness) and clarity (i.e., construct overload, construct
redundancy, and construct excess). In particular, the concept of construct deficit is used in this
chapter to analyze the grammars provided within an automated tool. A grammar exhibits construct
deficit unless there is at least one grammatical construct for each construct in the representation
model. The main premise associated with construct deficit is that users of a grammar will tend to
employ additional means of articulation in order to compensate for the deficit (e.g., via additional
grammars, free text, or other means) (Weber, 1997).
The representation model, its associated analytical procedure, and the predictions that can be
made on the basis of the analysis have become known as representation theory.
Related Work
Table 9.2 presents a summarized review of the substantial amount of related work concerning
representation theory and its use in various modeling domains, for example, traditional, structured,
data-oriented, object-oriented, process modeling, activity-based costing, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, enterprise systems interoperability, other ontologies, use cases, and reference
models. For an in-depth review of the related literature, see Green et al. (2005).
Most of the work reported in Table 9.2 has involved analysis of grammars using the representation model only. Moreover, much of the work has been analytical in nature, with few of the studies
validating their results through qualitative and/or quantitative empirical tests.
Some criticisms have been leveled over the years at the use of representation theory, namely,
limited empirical testing (Wyssusek, 2006; Wand and Weber, 2006), a lack of coverage caused by
the representation model focusing only on the representational algebra (“grammar”) of a technique,
and a lack of understandability of the BWW constructs (Rosemann et al., 2004). Certainly, the
work to date has attempted to mitigate each of these criticisms. For instance, a number of authors
have undertaken empirical tests of the “validity” of predictions stemming from representation
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Table 9.1

Constructs in the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) Representation Model
Ontological construct

Explanation

Thing*

A thing is the elementary unit in the BWW ontological model. The real
world is made up of things. Two or more things (composite or simple)
can be associated into a composite thing.

Property*
Intrinsic
Nonbinding mutual
Binding mutual
Emergent
Hereditary
Attributes

Things possess properties. A property is modeled via a function that
maps the thing into some value. A property of a composite thing
that belongs to a component thing is called an hereditary property.
Otherwise it is called an emergent property. Some properties are
inherent properties of individual things. Such properties are called
intrinsic. Other properties are properties of pairs or many things.
Such properties are called mutual. Nonbinding mutual properties are
those properties shared by two or more things that do not “make
a difference” to the things involved; for example, order relations or
equivalence relations. By contrast, binding mutual properties are those
properties shared by two or more things that do “make a difference” to
the things involved. Attributes are the names that we use to represent
certain properties of things (normally abstract properties).

Class

A class is a set of things that can be defined via their possessing a
single property.

Kind

A kind is a set of things that can be defined only via their possessing
two or more properties.

State*

The vector of values for all property functions of a thing is the state of
the thing.

Conceivable state space

The set of all states that the thing might ever assume is the
conceivable state space of the thing.

State law:
Stability condition
Corrective action

A state law restricts the values of the properties of a thing to a subset
that is deemed lawful because of natural laws or human laws. The
stability condition specifies the states allowed by the state law. The
corrective action specifies how the value of the property function must
change to provide a state acceptable under the state law.

Lawful state space

The lawful state space is the set of states of a thing that comply with
the state laws of the thing. The lawful state space is usually a proper
subset of the conceivable state space.

Event

An event is a change of state of a thing.

Process

A process may be regarded either as an intrinsically ordered sequence
of events on, or states of, a thing.

Conceivable event space

The event space of a thing is the set of all possible events that can
occur in the thing.

Transformation*

A transformation is a mapping from one state to another state.

Lawful transformation
Stability condition
Corrective action

A lawful transformation defines which events in a thing are lawful. The
stability condition specifies the states that are allowable under the
transformation law. The corrective action specifies how the values of
the property function(s) must change to provide a state acceptable
under the transformation law.
(continued)
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Table 9.1 (continued)
Ontological construct

Explanation

Lawful event space

The lawful event space is the set of all events in a thing that are
lawful.

History

The chronologically ordered states that a thing traverses in time are
the history of the thing.

Acts on

A thing acts on another thing if its existence affects the history of the
other thing.

Coupling
Binding mutual property

Two things are said to be coupled (or interact) if one thing acts on
the other. Furthermore, those two things are said to share a binding
mutual property (or relation); that is, they participate in a relation that
“makes a difference” to the things.

System

A set of things is a system if, for any bipartitioning of the set,
couplings exist among things in the two subsets.

System composition

The things in the system are its composition.

System environment

Things that are not in the system but interact with things in the system
are called the environment of the system.

System structure

The set of couplings that exist among things within the system, and
among things in the environment of the system and things in the
system, is called the structure.

Subsystem

A subsystem is a system whose composition and structure are
subsets of the composition and structure of another system.

System decomposition

A decomposition of a system is a set of subsystems such that
every component in the system is either one of the subsystems in
the decomposition or is included in the composition of one of the
subsystems in the decomposition.

Level structure

A level structure defines a partial order over the subsystems in a
decomposition to show which subsystems are components of other
subsystems or the system itself.

External event

An external event is an event that arises in a thing, subsystem, or
system by virtue of the action of some thing in the environment on the
thing, subsystem, or system.

Stable state*

A stable state is a state in which a thing, subsystem, or system will
remain unless forced to change by virtue of the action of a thing in the
environment (an external event).

Unstable state

An unstable state is a state that will be changed into another state by
virtue of the action of transformations in the system.

Internal event

An internal event is an event that arises in a thing, subsystem, or
system by virtue of lawful transformations in the thing, subsystem, or
system.

Well-defined event

A well-defined event is an event in which the subsequent state can
always be predicted given that the prior state is known.

Poorly defined event

A poorly defined event is an event in which the subsequent state
cannot be predicted given that the prior state is known.

Source: Wand and Weber (1993), Weber (1997), with minor modifications.
* Indicates a fundamental ontological construct. All other constructs are derived from these constructs.
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theory (e.g., Bodart et al., 2001; Burton-Jones and Meso, 2006; Gemino and Wand, 2005; Wand
and Weber, 1989), while others have undertaken efforts to provide procedural guidelines for the
application of the theory (e.g., Rosemann et al., 2004).
However, the most consistent criticism lies in the selection of Bunge’s (1977) ontology on which
to base the representation model (Hirschheim et al., 1996). These critics claim that, as Bunge’s
ontology assumes an objectivist, realist view of the world (Burrell and Morgan, 1979), users of
the resultant representation model and representation theory must be imposing a similar view and
set of assumptions on their work. Indeed, many systems development researchers see the world
as being “socially constructed” (Berger and Luckmann, 1966). The world exists as it is perceived
by humans. In other words, the world is a constructed perception by humans. These researchers
advocate the use of research techniques for systems development based on a social relativist or
interpretivist set of philosophical assumptions. This chapter argues, however, that representation
theory is not being used to analyze modelers’ perceptions of the requirements; rather, it is being
used to analyze the goodness of representation of the perceptions being converted into models
by other people.
But more important, as Gemino (2005) points out, a theory that is used by researchers to
analyze and help their understanding of modeling in its various domains should not be tested on
the basis of its underlying assumptions (e.g., realist versus subjectivist) but rather on whether its
application leads to “useful” insights. Gemino (2005, p. 318) goes on to explain that “useful can
be defined as results confirming both the differences (between modeling techniques) identified
and their significant impact on participants’ performance.” For this view, he relies on the work of
Alchian (1950) and Friedman (1953) when comparing economic theories “ . . . the entirely valid
use of ‘assumptions’ in specifying the circumstances for which a theory holds is frequently, and
erroneously, interpreted to mean the assumptions can be used to determine the circumstances for
which a theory holds, and has, in this way, been an important source of the belief that a theory can
be tested by its assumptions” (Friedman, 1953, p. 19). In line with this view, this chapter argues
that it is the useful insights a theory gives that should be used to evaluate the appropriateness of
the theory for its application in a particular context. Or, in Weber’s (1997, p. 24) words: “Who
wants to debate recipes without first having tasted the cooking?”
ISD in Project Teams
Numerous studies have investigated ISD (or configuration, or assembly of modules) methodologies and practices over the past decade (Baskerville et al., 2007; Kautz et al., 2007). However,
relatively few have focused on the characteristics of project teams and how the project teams
operate to create, configure, or assemble the systems under investigation. Furthermore, even fewer
studies have considered the way in which analysts (modelers) work in collaborating and sharing
knowledge about requirements using models within the project teams. This situation is in stark
contrast to the fact that most IS developments (configurations or assemblies) are conducted by
project teams (Faraj and Sambamurthy, 2006).
Kirsch (1996) investigated the application of control theory to a complex, nonroutine task:
the management of ISD in teams. He found that the theory provided an incomplete explanation.
Moreover, his work focused only on the control of the development projects and not on the ways
in which the team analysts (modelers) worked. Janz et al. (1997) investigated the effects of process
reengineering and “downsizing” on the systems development process conducted by teams. They
found that, while employee autonomy may lead to increased levels of satisfaction and motivation,
the level of team development and an organization’s learning capacity may be more important
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in achieving improved work outcomes. This study looked at how participants in the ISD project
team worked, but it did not focus on the knowledge-sharing activities of analysts (modelers) using
models within the teams.
Roberts et al. (2005) investigated the effect of varying project complexity on the group interaction processes of small IS project teams. They found significantly higher expectations, group
integration, communication, and participation while working on less complex projects. While
this study focused on project team interaction, it did not look at how modelers within the team
interacted using their models of requirements. Tiwana and McLean (2005) studied how individually held expertise in ISD teams resulted in creativity at the team level during the development
process. They found that integrating individually held tacit and explicit knowledge about the
problem domain and the technology at the team level was central to achieving team creativity. This
finding provides significant motivation for the current study to investigate the knowledge-sharing
activities of analysts (modelers) within teams using their models developed either using single
or combination grammar sets within a CASE tool environment. Finally, Faraj and Sambamurthy
(2006) investigated leadership practices in information systems project teams. While this factor is
critical to the performance of IS project teams, it does not explain how analysts (modelers) within
the teams create their models of requirements knowledge.
ANALYSIS, MODEL, AND HYPOTHESES
A “standard” representation model analysis of the target grammars as they are implemented within
a CASE tool providing traditional and structured grammars was performed. The grammars were
implemented in a popular CASE tool used by ISD project teams in the late 1990s with a wellestablished user base in Australasia—Excelerator V1.9 from Intersolv, Inc. Nine traditional and
structured graphical grammars in the tool were identified and analyzed, namely, system flowchart
(SF), program flowchart (PF), logical data flow diagram (LDFD), structure chart (STC), state
transition diagram (TRD), structure diagram (STD), structured decision table (SDT), entityrelationship attribute (ERA), and data model diagram (DMD). Table 9.3 provides a section of the
analysis undertaken according to selected core and fundamental constructs of the representation
model. The complete discussion of analysis results is omitted for the sake of brevity and, instead,
a detailed explanation of the application of the analysis to the ERA grammar is provided as an
example. The complete version of the analysis is available from the authors on request. Where a
mapping was interpreted by the researcher, an “(I)” follows the result in Table 9.3. An interpretation mapping starts with the grammatical construct and determines which (if any) ontological
constructs correspond (Weber, 1997).
Applying the Analysis to the Entity-Relationship Attribute (ERA) Grammar
A class is represented by a data entity. For example, a CUSTOMER entity on an ERA represents
customers that share the common, single property of being customers of the company of interest. A
type of state law is represented by the cardinality constraints on a data relationship. It constrains the
values of the binding mutual property (or coupling) of the things by specifying how many “replications” of this property each of the coupled things must (or can) have. Optionality constraints only
exist in ERAs because ERAs do not represent individual things. Rather, the data entity represents
classes of things. Optionality simply says that some individual things in a coupled class may or
may not participate in the coupling. A coupling (or binding mutual property) is represented by a
data n-ary relationship. While there are no specific constructs for thing or property of a thing in

Corr. action

Stab.
condition

State law:

State*

Property*
Intrinsic
Nonbinding
Mutual
Emergent
Hereditary
Attributes
Class

Ontological
construct
Thing*

1. Media
objects(I)
2. People
objects

System
flowchart
(SF)
No construct
in SF,
Described
by REC in
XLDict(I)
No construct
in SF,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict(I)

Process; I-O
process

Condition

Flowline(I)

Program
flowchart
(PF)
No construct
in PF,
Described
by REC in
XLDict(I)
No construct
in PF,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict(I)

Portion of the Grammar Analysis

Table 9.3

1. Data store
2. Data flow
3. External
entity
1. Data flow(I)
2. Control
flow(I)

Data flow
diagrams
(LDFD)
No construct
in LDFD,
Described
by REC in
XLDict (I)
No construct
in LDFD,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict.(I)

1. Decision
diamond, and
2. Control
couple
Function

1. System
device(I)
2. Global
data store
Data
couple(I)

Structure
chart (STC)
No construct
in STC
Described
by REC in
XLDict.(I)
1. Data
Couple
2. ELE in
XLDict.(I)

State

State
transition
diagrams
(TRD)

Function;
Inclusive
alternative

Select

Connection(I)

Structure
Structured
diagrams
decision
(STD)
tables (SDT)
No construct
in STD,
Described
by REC in
XLDict(I)
No construct
in STD,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict.(I)

Entity

Data model
diagrams
(DMD)
No construct
in DMD,
Described
by REC in
XLDict.(I)
No construct
in DMD,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict.(I)

Cardinality of 1. Cardinality
relationship
2. Binary
relationships

Entity

Entityrelationship
attributes
(ERA)
No construct
in ERA,
Described
by REC in
XLDict.(I)
No construct
in ERA,
Described
by ELE in
XLDict(I)
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Function

At lowest
level, in data
couple–
function–out
data couple

1. Data flow(I) Data
2. Control
couple(I)
flow(I)

1. At
functional
primitive
level, in
data flow–
process–out
data flow
2. External
entity → data
flow
3. External
entity →
control
flow(signal)
4.Control
flow(signal)–
control
transform–
control flow
(prompt)
At functional
primitive
level, process

Source: Wand and Weber (1995).
*Indicates a fundamental ontological construct.

Stable state*

Flowline(I)

Process
rectangle

Transformation*

Coupling:
Binding mutual
property

In flowline →
(process/I-O
process) →
Out flowline

Event

States on
TRD

Action

1. State–
transition
vector–state
2. “Naked”
transition
vector
3. Condition

Connection(I)

At the
lowest level,
function,
inclusive
alternative,
parallel
activity

1. At lowest
level, in
connection–
function–out
connection(I)
2. Release
condition
3. Terminating
activity

Action

1. N-ary
1. Binary
relationship
relationship
2. Associative
entity(I)
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Table 9.4

Grammar Analysis Summary
Construct
Thing
Property
Class
Kind
State
Conceivable state space
State law: mono-property
Lawful state space
Event
Process
Conceivable event space
Transformation
Lawful transformation
Lawful event space
History
Acts on
Coupling
System
System composition
System environment
System structure
Subsystem
System decomposition
Level structure
External event
Stable state
Unstable state
Internal event
Well-defined event
Poorly defined event

SF

PF

LDFD

STC

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

STD

SDT

X
X
X

X

X

ERA

DMD

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

TRD

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

ERA diagrams, the data dictionary augments the grammar by providing integrated record definitions (through the REC construct) and data item definitions (through the ELE construct). The
REC construct is interpreted as representing a thing, while the ELE construct is interpreted as a
property. If a data element describes the interaction (or coupling) of two or more entities, Yourdon (1989) prescribes that the “naked” relationship between the entities should be replaced with
an associative entity. An associative entity can be assigned attributes (data elements) of its own,
and it can participate in further relationships. The associative entity is an artificial mechanism
by which n-ary (n > 2) relationships in the real world are represented in the model as a series of
binary relationships. It represents a number of binding mutual properties (or couplings).
Table 9.4 shows that certain ontological constructs do not have a grammatical representation in
any of the nine grammars, namely, conceivable state space, lawful state space, conceivable event
space, lawful event space, history, unstable state, and poorly defined event. One possible implication
of this result could be that the representation model is misspecified or wrong. Yet, any conclusion
with regard to this implication should be made only after substantial testing of the theory has been
performed in this, and other settings. By contrast, another possible implication is that not having
representations for these ontological real-world concepts at the time of modeling the information
systems solution will cause problems for the system at later stages of the development life cycle.
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Figure 9.1

Factors Influencing the Decision to Use Grammars in Combination in
Project Teams
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For example, the rules that define the lawful state space, and consequently, the lawful event
space of a thing are important in the design of an information system. These rules are referred to
in the practice of systems analysis and design as business rules (e.g., von Halle, 2001). As von
Halle (1993) laments, the identification, recording, and integration of the relevant business rules
into the design of an information system remain poorly handled issues that manifest themselves
in systems poorly received by end users.
Table 9.4 summarizes the results of the full version of the analysis.
Model
The practice of requirements analysis and model creation is complex. Unfortunately, a comprehensive model that describes the critical elements that affect the grammar decisions when modeling
the requirements of an information system is not readily identifiable. Some insight can be gained,
however, from the work of Ford et al. (1989), who maintain that the cognitive costs and benefits
involved in decision making are influenced by individual, task, and contextual characteristics.
Based on this work, a cost benefit–based selection mechanism for use in describing the decisions
made by analysts (modelers) when choosing grammars with which to represent the requirements
of systems can be formulated initially. With the inclusion of ontological factors, this mechanism
appears applicable to the decision-making process of analysts (modelers) when using a CASE
tool to model and share requirements within a project team.
A vast array of variables could have been selected from the literature as proxies for the task,
individual, and contextual factors. Figure 9.1 proposes a small, initial set of determinants selected
because they appeared to represent significant costs and benefits underlying the decision by analysts
(modelers) whether to use grammars in combination to model user requirements. In particular, the
analysts (modelers) will attach expected costs and expected benefits to the CASE tool’s repertoire
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of grammars and their components. At each step of the modeling process, the analysts (modelers)
will use those grammars and components that result in the highest net benefit.
Hypotheses
Ontological incompleteness in a grammar is undesirable (Wand and Weber, 1993). Not one of the
nine information systems’ analysis and design (ISAD) grammars in Excelerator is ontologically
complete. Accordingly,
H1.	Because each of the formal graphical ISAD grammars analyzed in Excelerator is ontologically incomplete, analysts (modelers) working in project teams will use two or
more grammars in combination when modeling an information system.
Wand and Weber (1993) predict that in a manual environment the use of multiple grammars
to produce multiple models will produce inconsistencies and errors across those models. Weber and Zhang (1996) found support for this hypothesis in their limited testing. Consistency of
representation across models developed using different grammars here means that a real-world
concept represented by a symbol in one technique in a model will keep a consistent meaning when
represented by a symbol from another technique in a related model. For example, an entity in an
entity-relationship diagram may be consistently represented by a data store or a data flow in a
related data flow diagram, but not a process. Therefore,
H2.	Analysts (modelers) working in project teams will use only a combination of grammars in a CASE tool when they perceive that the use of such a combination will cause
minimal problems with consistency of representation across the models developed using
the various grammars.
Many works emphasize the importance of an individual’s prior formal training to the subsequent
performance of computer-based tasks (e.g., Amoako-Gyampah and Salam, 2004; Goodhue and
Thompson, 1995; Igbaria et al., 1997). Moreover, Tan and Siau (2006) found that training was a
significant antecedent of a developer’s intention to use object-oriented methods. Therefore,
H3.	Analysts (modelers) working in project teams who have received prior formal training
in the use of grammars for the design of an information system will tend to use two or
more grammars in combination when modeling an information system within a CASE
tool.
One could argue that a combination of grammars would more likely be used to model large
situations rather than small, simple situations because analysts (modelers) of the project team
would want to ensure that they had a complete understanding of all the important aspects of the
large task. The average size of the systems (categorized as large, medium, and small, based on the
average number of users who access the systems) is a plausible proxy for this task characteristic.
Large organizations are involved typically with large systems and large system developments
(Curtis et al., 1998). Prior studies have alluded to the differences encountered in such developments in terms of complexity and sophisticated interfaces (Bansler and Bodker, 1993; Curtis et al.,
1998; Kautz et al., 2004). Indeed, Avison and Fitzgerald (2003) suggest that analysts’ (modelers’)
backlash against modeling and methodologies (and the tools they employ) may arise because the
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methodologies, techniques, and tools are overly complex, usually designed for the largest and most
complex development projects. Indeed, strict adherence to the technique may result in developing
requirements to the ultimate degree, often over and above what is legitimately required. Technical
skills required by developers may be difficult and expensive to acquire, and the associated tools
may be costly to implement and difficult to use.
In view of these issues, however, as the size and complexity of the projects increase significantly,
an increase in the use of modeling techniques (as they are used in methodologies) and their associated
tools by project team analysts (modelers) are expected. However, this situation does not preclude
modeling from occurring in smaller organizations involved in smaller, less complex projects. Indeed,
a certain level of modeling and simple tool use for requirements analysis is expected.
H4.	Analysts (modelers) working in project teams on large information systems will be more
likely to use a combination of grammars within a CASE tool to model the information
system requirements.
Studies show that maintenance of computer programs, systems, and their associated specifications is a major ongoing problem in the computer industry (e.g., Yourdon, 1989). In this study,
maintenance problems across diagrams means that the effects of a change to a diagram developed
in one technique can flow through relatively easily and accurately to related diagrams developed
using other techniques. For example, deleting an entity from an entity-relationship diagram may
require changes to relevant data stores or data flows in a related data flow diagram. It is plausible
to expect then that analysts (modelers) would be likely to use combinations of grammars only
if they perceived minimal maintenance problems when changes were required to the models in
the future.
H5.	Analysts (modelers) working in project teams will only use a combination of grammars
in a CASE environment when they judge that the use of such a combination will cause
minimal problems with the maintenance of the models developed using the different
grammars.
Maintaining consistency of representation across a range of models developed by different
analysts (modelers) within a project team is a difficult task. Accordingly, this research aims to
investigate further the factors that might influence maintaining a high level of consistency among
different models within a project team environment. This research argues that the problem of inconsistencies and errors across various models developed using different grammars is minimized
in a CASE environment where an automated integrating mechanism is provided. An automated
integrating mechanism is defined as a feature, or combination of features, supplied in the CASE
tool to provide automated support for the use of more than one modeling technique (e.g., repository, extended analysis reporting).
H6. If multiple grammars are used by analysts (modelers) working in a CASE environment
within their project team to model an information system’s requirements, the problem
of resolving inconsistencies between models developed using different grammars will
be minimized where an automated integrating mechanism(s) exists.
The concepts of overlap analysis—minimal ontological overlap (MOO) and maximal ontological completeness (MOC)—were first described by Green (1997); however, they were not fully
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operationalized and used in an analytical sense until Green et al. (2007) used them to explain
how various interoperability candidate standards might best be used in combination to overcome
representational deficiencies inherent in the individual standards considered.
Weber and Zhang (1996) provided the insight from their analysis of the Nijssen’s Information
Analysis Methodology (NIAM) grammar and their subsequent structured interviews with practitioners that grammars will work well together when the constructs they can model have minimal
ontological overlap. Their concept of minimal ontological overlap was operationalized by Green
et al. (2007) in the following manner:
1. When combined, the grammars need to form combinations that are as ontologically
complete as the set of available grammars will allow—a maximally ontologically complete combination. Indeed, as Table 9.4 shows, there are some ontological constructs for
which the nine available grammars in the automated tool do not have a representation.
Accordingly, any combination of grammars from within the tool can be only maximally
complete rather than totally ontologically complete. Of course, depending on the grammars and the tool, for some tool environments, maximal completeness may be the same
as total ontological completeness.
2. MOC may be achieved through combinations of two, three, four, and up to the total
number of grammars in the tool. The rule of parsimony is used to select the combination
of grammars with the least number of different grammars achieving maximal ontological
completeness.
3. The grammars in the resultant combination will have minimal overlap in the number of
ontological constructs after both the representation and interpretation mappings have
been considered.
To construct minimally ontologically overlapping combinations of grammars, for each
proposed starting grammar in modeling by the analysts in the team, Table 9.4 is inspected to
determine the smallest number of other grammars that need to be combined in with the starting
grammar to make it maximally ontologically complete. Where a choice in grammars for the
combination is required, only those grammar(s) are selected where the number of construct
overlaps between the starting grammar and the other grammars is lowest (or minimal). For
example, if the team modeling begins with an ERA, then a STD or a PF or STC could be combined to obtain representations for state, state law, event, process, transformation, and lawful
transformation. These alternate combinations would be maximally complete. However, the
number of construct overlaps (from Table 9.4) between ERA and STC is 8, while the number
of overlaps between ERA and PF, or ERA and STD, is 5. So, ERA can be combined with either
PF or STD to form MOO/MOC-compliant sets. While state transition diagram (TRD) only has
an overlap count of 3, together with ERA it would not form a MOC-compliant combination as
it would not have a representation for state law.
The concepts of minimal ontological overlap and maximal ontological completeness imply
that inconsistencies between models developed using different grammars will be reduced if those
grammars exhibit minimal ontological overlap (Weber and Zhang, 1996). Accordingly,
H7. If multiple grammars are used by analysts (modelers) working in a project team in a
CASE environment, then the problem of resolving inconsistencies between models
developed using different grammars will be minimized if the grammars used by the
modelers in the team exhibit minimal ontological overlap.
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RESULTS
A multiple-method empirical approach was used in the late 1990s to collect data to test the above
hypotheses. Moreover, this methodological approach allowed for the minimization of bias problems from using just one method to collect data, in order to provide methodological triangulation
of results between methods, and to provide deeper insights into the situation (e.g., Jick, 1979).
First, 437 questionnaires were sent to Excelerator users in 174 companies throughout Australia,
New Zealand, and Southeast Asia. One hundred and sixty-eight usable responses (a 46.5 percent
response rate) resulted. Of the 168 responses, 63 applied to analysts (modelers) who worked in
project teams for their ISD work. Second, 34 tape-recorded interviewer-administered structured
interviews were performed involving a selected subset of respondents predominantly drawn from
those who had completed the original questionnaire.
Again, of these 34 interviewees, 25 were analysts (modelers) who worked in project team environments. Both the survey instrument and the structured interview protocol were pretested and
pilot tested before use. Copies of the research instrument, the structured-interview protocol, and
the typed transcripts of the interviews are available from the researcher on request.
With regard to the survey respondents, 66 percent had more than five years’ experience in modeling. Sixty-six percent also had greater than one year’s experience with the specific automated
tool environment, while 25 percent indicated they had more than three years’ experience with the
tool at the time of the survey. Not surprisingly, modelers of commercial systems dominated the
responses over modelers of scientific/engineering systems.
Statistical validity tests on the data showed that the results did not display significant monomethod bias or nonresponse bias. When twelve test-retest responses were compared to their
original survey responses, confidence in reliability of the instrument was confirmed when not
one of the over eighty possible item responses displayed a significant difference (independent
samples t-test).
Project Team Survey Results: H1–H5
Hypotheses H1–H5 are tested using the following model:
COM_GRAM = α + β1ONT_INC + β2PFTR + β3SYS_SIZE + β4CONSIST + β5MAINT + E
where
COM_GRAMuse/nonuse of grammars in combination,
ONT_INC recognition/nonrecognition of ontological incompleteness in each of the grammars
available in Excelerator,
PFTR	
existence/nonexistence of prior formal training in the use of grammars,
SYS_SIZE a grouping variable with three levels (high, medium, and low) by the average number
of users accessing systems analyzed/designed by the respondent,
CONSIST perception/nonperception of minimal problems with consistency of representation,
and
MAINT
perception/nonperception of minimal problems with maintenance of models as changes
occur over time.
The results will be presented here in two ways. First, bivariate chi-square results are presented
to establish simple measures of association between the dependent variable (DV) (COM_GRAM)
and each of the independent variables (IVs). Second, a logit analysis involving the model with
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Table 9.5

Tests of Association with the DV (COM_GRAM)—Projects

ONT_INC
PFTR
CONSIST
MAINT
SYS_SIZE

c2

df

Signifance (p)

Minimum
expected frequency

3.83772
1.53000
0.79376
0.12522
0.62201

1
1
1
1
2

0.05011
0.21611
0.37297
0.72344
0.73271

9.4
5.9
6.6
8.7
1.4

the variables measured in project team environments is presented. In the model being tested in
this research, all of the variables are either dichotomous or categorical in nature. In particular,
the DV (COM_GRAM) is a dichotomous variable. In such circumstances, then, Tabachnick and
Fidell (1989) recommend the use of logit analysis to analyze the results. In particular, Tabachnick
and Fidell (1989, p. 237) explain, “Used this way, multiway frequency analysis (logit analysis)
is like a multiple regression or a nonparametric analysis of variance with a discrete DV as well
as discrete IVs.”
Table 9.5 presents the results of simple bivariate chi-square tests of association between the
DV (COM_GRAM) and each of the IVs.
From Table 9.2, the only variable on which the null hypothesis of independence can be rejected is ONT_INC, at the .05 level. All the remaining IVs appear to be independent of the DV
(COM_GRAM) from the bivariate perspective. All remaining two-way associations between the
IVs were examined. The smallest expected cell frequency was 1.5 within the effect, SYS_SIZE by
PFTR. In summary, however, all cells had a minimum expected cell frequency of greater than 1,
and 10 percent of the cells had cell frequencies less than 5. This measure is well within Tabachnick
and Fidell’s (1989) criterion for adequate expected cell frequencies in the design. Accordingly, the
expected cell frequencies appear adequate. However, there is not sufficient sample size to ensure
nonzero counts in all cells. As noted earlier, however, with adequate expected cell frequencies,
logit analysis is reasonably robust in such circumstances (Demaris, 1992).
A nonhierarchical logit analysis was performed with five two-way associations (COM_GRAM
by CONSIST, COM_GRAM by MAINT, COM_GRAM by ONT_INC, COM_GRAM by PFTR,
and COM_GRAM by SYS_SIZE) and the first-order effect of the DV, COM_GRAM, for the
project team data. The model had adequate fit between observed and expected frequencies (likelihood ratio chi-square = 17.59, df = 18, p = .483). In logit, a nonsignificant chi-square indicating
retention of the null hypothesis is the desired result. The adequacy of a logit model suffers only
from outliers in the solution or low expected cell frequencies due to an insufficient sample size.
The adequate model fit finding was confirmed by a review of the sizes of the standardized residuals of the model. Not one of the 96 cells displayed an absolute z-value greater than 1.96, with the
largest standard residual being 1.67. This model has produced reasonable expected frequencies,
however; the reduction in uncertainty in the prediction of the use of grammars in combination by
the model for analysts/designers working in a project team was poor, with entropy = .10 (similar
to R-square). By this measure, there still remains some 90 percent of the dispersion variance
attributable to the residuals. A summary of the model with the results of tests of significance
(partial likelihood ratio chi-squares) and loglinear parameter estimates in raw and standardized
form appear in Table 9.6.
In Table 9.6, the effects (except for the DV) are listed in descending order of z-value. It is

Com_gram by Maint

Com_gram by Sys_size

Com_gram by Consist

Com_gram by Pftr

Com_gram
Com_gram by Ont_inc

Effect

0.016
(.9000)

4.238
(.0395)
1.041
(.3077)
0.884
(.3470)
0.358
(.8363)

Partial c2
(Significant)
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
<20
20–100
>100
No
Yes

–0.326
0.300
–0.300
–0.164
0.164
–0.210
0.210
0.212
–0.132
–0.080
0.033
–0.033

No

Parameter (l)
0.326
–0.300
0.300
0.164
–0.164
0.210
–0.210
–0.212
0.132
0.080
–0.033
0.033

Yes

Summary of Logit Model of Project Team Use of Grammars in Combination (N = 63)

Table 9.6

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
<20
20–100
>100
No
Yes

–1.4118
2.014
–2.014
–1.058
1.058
–0.981
0.981
0.543
–0.553
–0.010
0.167
–0.167

No

l/SE (z-value)
1.4118
–2.014
2.014
1.058
–1.058
0.981
–0.981
–0.543
0.553
0.010
–0.167
0.167

Yes
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interesting to note, however, that the odds of a project team using grammars in combination
are approximately 2 to 1 (based on the coefficient for COM_GRAM of 0.326). This ratio is significantly reduced from the 5 to 1 odds of a similar occurrence reported for individual analysts
(modelers) who did not work in project teams. This result would seem to indicate that modeling
by analysts (modelers) in project teams is inhibited significantly compared to situations where
analysts (modelers) are able to conduct their work without the constraints of working in a project
team environment.
The only effect that appears to significantly influence use of grammars in combination by
members in a project team is COM_GRAM by ONT_INC. Moreover, the effect is in the direction
that would be predicted by the theory. Hence, H1 is supported. The remaining effects appear to
be insignificant in their influence on the use/nonuse of grammars in combination within project
teams.
Accordingly, H2–H5 appear to be unsupported. It is interesting to note, however, that prior
formal postsecondary training in grammar(s) (PFTR) appears to have a stronger (albeit insignificant
and in the opposite direction) effect on the DV. This result would seem to indicate that the more
formal training analysts have in modeling grammar use, the less they appear inclined to use grammars in combination within a project team environment (although not significantly). Moreover,
obtaining a high level of consistency among models used within a project team appears to lead
analysts (modelers) not to use combinations of grammars (although not significantly). Furthermore,
a perception of minimal problems with maintenance (MAINT) appears to have little influence on
the decision to use/not use grammars in combination within the project team. Finally, modeling in
project teams for small systems (< 20 users) appears to involve single grammar sets while modeling
in project teams for medium (< 100 users) and large (> 100 users) systems appears to lead analysts
(modelers) in the teams to use combinations of grammars (although not significantly).
Project Team Structured Interview Results: H1–H5
The structured-interview data on the use/nonuse of grammars in combination by project teams
within an Excelerator case environment may provide further insight, particularly in light of the
fact that 90 percent of the variance in the DV (COM_GRAM) still remains to be explained. Furthermore, such qualitative results may give some confirmatory confidence in the results achieved
from the quantitative data. The results of the qualitative data gathered on the project team use of
grammars through the structured interviews are summarized in Table 9.7.
In clear confirmation of the quantitative results for project teams, recognition/nonrecognition
of ontological incompleteness is the strong influencing factor on the use of grammars in combination in Table 9.6. Apart from system size (SYS_SIZE), not one of the other IVs of the model was
mentioned. Some insight into the importance of system/project size for the use of combinations
of grammars by the team is given by structured-interview participant 21 (SI21). When asked why
combinations of grammars were not used on projects, SI21 replied,
Because the projects themselves were so small. There was only one analyst on the team.
There might be four or five people contracted in to do the coding.
Clearly, the most significant “other” reason for using/not using grammars in combination
within the project teams is the need to adhere to some corporate standard/methodology. To further
investigate this issue, data were gathered in the survey on the existence/nonexistence of corporate
standards/methodology for the use of grammars (STAN) by project teams. A logit analysis includ-

Ont_inc

SI35
Total

0

Use grammars in combination
SI3
X
SI4
X
SI5
SI6
X
SI7
X
SI8
SI10
X
SI15
X
SI16
SI17
X
SI18
X
SI19
X
SI22
X
SI23
X
SI24
SI25
SI26
X
SI30
X
SI31
X
SI32
X
SI33
SI34
X
Total
16
Do not use grammars in combination
SI21
SI27

Interview

0

0

Consist

0

0

Maint

0

0

Pftr

1

X

0

Sys_size

Summary of Structured Interview Responses: Project Team Use of Grammars in Combination

Table 9.7
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Excelerator and analysis; lack
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Standards
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Specialization, Standards
Standards
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Experience, Standards

Specialization
Specialization

Standards
Specialization

Standards

Decomposition
Communication
Documenting

Other
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ing the additional IV, STAN, was performed. Such a model provided a significantly better fit to
the data (Δ likelihood ratio χ2 = 19.6416, df = 8, p < .02). The individual effect, COM_GRAM by
STAN, however, was not significant with a z-value of 0.543.
Of the remaining “other” factors mentioned, specialization is given as a reason/explanation
for the use of grammars in combination within a team a number of times. Specialization refers to
the situation where a team is constructed of, say, a specialist data modeler, a specialist data flow
diagrammer, a specialist in control aspects, and so on. Each specialist brings a different set of
skills and grammars to the development process. This factor is very much in line with the findings
of Kautz et al. (2007) that one of the major practices for coping with the challenges of ISD is to
specialize at, and between, different contextual levels (including the project team).
Project Team Results: H6–H7
Hypotheses H6 and H7 are tested using the following model:
CONSIST = α + β1INT_MEC + β2MOO + ε
where
INT_MEC existence/nonexistence of an automated integrating mechanism for representations
across models,
MOO	
minimal ontological overlap is/is not exhibited in the combination of grammars
used by the analysts (modelers) in the CASE tool, and as before
CONSIST perception/nonperception of minimal problems with consistency of
representation.
This section discusses the results pertaining to hypotheses, H6 and H7, regarding perceptions
by analysts (modelers) working in project teams of problems with consistency of representation
when employing a number of grammars for modeling by different members of the development
team. Problems with consistency of representation may well be exacerbated where individual
analysts (modelers) working as members of a project team must share models developed using
different grammars. An automated integration mechanism extending beyond that of the individual
CASE tool may be required to minimize problems of inconsistency of representation across the
various models used by the team.
Of the original 63 cases relating to analysts (modelers) working in project teams, 18 cases of
use of single grammar only by the team were deleted. These modifications left 45 cases in the
survey responses for analysis. Unfortunately, the logit analysis performed on these data failed to
converge to a result due to the mixture of relatively large and relatively small observed counts in
cells caused by the extreme split (93/7) in the MOO variable. Accordingly, the model was tested
using bivariate tests of association between each of the IVs and the DV (CONSIST). Table 9.8
presents the results of that test.
From Table 9.8, it is apparent that INT_MEC and CONSIST are significantly dependent at the
.005 level, while MOO and CONSIST fail to reject the null hypothesis that they are independent
of each other. Accordingly, H6 appears to be supported. By contrast, H7 would seem to be not supported. The fact that minimal ontological overlap of the grammars used by the analysts (modelers)
working in teams was not significantly independent of a perception of a high level of consistency
among those models requires further investigation. The result points to potential contextual factors,
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Table 9.8

Tests of Association with the DV (CONSIST)—Project Teams

INT_MEC
MOO

c2

df

Significance (p)

Minimum expected
frequency

9.50663
2.18683

1
1

.00205
.13920

5.6
0.9

such as the ones described by Wand and Weber (2002); namely, individual difference factors, task
factors, and social agenda factors that could potentially moderate the criticality of the construct
deficit in the grammars under observation, and, hence, confound the support of the hypotheses.
Indeed, in several qualitative interview situations, modelers had explained they were required
to use the two different data modeling grammars (ERA and DMD) in their preferred grammar
sets. Such use was required either to integrate designs into the corporate data model repository
or because that was the “standard use” set of the organization. Such a grammar combination was
not predicted by MOO theory due to the high ontological overlap between the two data modeling
grammars. Yet, up to 25 percent of grammar combinations reported by the project teams used
the two different data modeling grammars as part of their grammar sets. This situation points to
social agenda factors in conceptual modeling (Wand and Weber, 2002), such as organizational
standards, that can impose restrictions on how grammars are being put to use in organizational
environments.
Hence, combining representation theory-based analysis with qualitative inquiry provides an
even more fruitful avenue for research into modeling grammar use.
CONCLUSION
This research has demonstrated the application of representation theory to traditional and structured
analysis modeling grammars as implemented in an automated tool and used by analysts (modelers) working within a project team environment for ISD. It used data gathered on how analysts
(modelers) working in project teams used grammars within a popular automated tool environment
at the time—Excelerator—to test a model based on ontological, task, individual, and contextual
factors in an effort to explain the decision to use/not use a combination of grammars for modeling.
The results found a strong association between recognition of ontological incompleteness in the
grammars provided by the tool and the decision to use a combination of grammars. Moreover,
the odds of a project team using grammars in combination are approximately 2 to 1, which are
significantly reduced from the 5 to 1 odds of a similar occurrence reported for individual analysts
(modelers) who did not work in project teams. Furthermore, modeling within project teams for small
systems appears to involve single grammars, but for medium and large-sized systems, it appears
to require sets of grammar combinations, although not significantly so. This result is in line with
the findings of Roberts et al. (2005) in that knowledge sharing using models of single grammars
appears to be more prevalent only in less complex projects. Additional qualitative evidence from
structured interviews indicated that recognition/nonrecognition of ontological incompleteness is the
strong influencing factor on the use of grammars in combination by analysts (modelers) working
in teams. Qualitative evidence also highlighted the influence of corporate modeling standards and
specialization on the use of sets of grammars within project teams. A model including a variable
specifying the existence/nonexistence of corporate standards provided a significantly improved
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fit of the data; however, the variable was not a significant influence on whether or not the teams
used grammars in combination. An integrating mechanism (e.g., central model repository) was
seen as highly significant in achieving high levels of consistency among the models generated
by the project team. However, the influence of minimal ontological overlap among the grammar
sets used by the team was not seen as a significant influence on the decision to use combinations
of grammars. Its influence may have been masked by confounding situational factors such as the
need to use a particular data-modeling notation for the central corporate repository.
This research suffers from the limitation of a relatively small sample size, and therefore potentially limited generalizability of the results. However, having data from multiple sources (survey
and interview) has mitigated these problems to a large extent by being able to cross-reference
responses by respondents and check their understanding in many instances. Moreover, it has given
us some confidence in the representativeness of the sample responses. The combined use of qualitative and quantitative empirical data has provided some further useful and insightful evidence
indicating that representation theoretical analysis provides a fruitful theoretical foundation for
advancing the study of modeling grammars.
In conclusion, this chapter has argued that the usefulness of the representation theory and
its extensions should be judged on the basis of its insights rather than on the appropriateness
of its assumptions. It is on the basis of insights such as these that the debate over the appropriateness of the use of representation theory for the analysis, evaluation, and comparison of
modeling grammars can be conducted fruitfully, not on the basis of the underlying assumptions
of representation theory.
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Chapter 10

Assigning Ontological Semantics
to Unified Modeling Language for
Conceptual Modeling
Xueming Li and Jeffrey Parsons

Abstract: Although it originated as a language for software modeling, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is increasingly used for conceptual modeling of application domains. However, due
to its origins, UML has many constructs that are purely software oriented. Consequently, it might
not be suitable for modeling “real world” phenomena. This chapter aims to assign real-world
semantics to a core set of UML constructs. We propose principles for mapping UML constructs to
the formal ontology of Mario Bunge, which has been widely used in information systems modeling
contexts. We conclude by outlining how the proposed principles can be evaluated empirically in
terms of their effectiveness in supporting conceptual modeling using UML.
Keywords: UML, Ontology, Conceptual Modeling
Before developing an information system, the business and organizational domain in which the
information system is to be used must be examined and understood. The system analysis phase
of information system development focuses on how to represent this domain. Such a description
is termed a “conceptual model.” Developing a conceptual model that is a good representation of
the domain it is intended to represent is critical for successful information system development
(Jackson, 1995; Offen, 2002; Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997)—the cost of repairing requirements
errors during maintenance may be two orders of magnitude greater than that of correcting them
during requirements engineering (RE) (Davis, 1993).
It is widely held that one important advantage of Unified Modeling Language (UML) over
other software modeling languages is that it is appropriate both for modeling software and
for modeling the problem domain that is supported by a system (i.e., conceptual modeling)
(Fowler, 2004). However, since UML was developed in large part based on ideas from the
implementation domain, such as object-oriented programming languages and databases, its
suitability for modeling real-world domains in the early development phases has been questioned (Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers, 2002). For example, Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers
indicate that within requirements engineering, object-oriented (OO) constructs and their use
appear less well understood and well defined, and their value is controversial (Opdahl and
Henderson-Sellers, 2001). Woodfield (1997) argues that significant impedance mismatches
exist between conceptual modeling concepts and the concepts of object-oriented programming. More generally, UML lacks theoretical foundations to support its use for conceptual
modeling. While the semantics of its constructs (such as object, class, attribute, link, and as180
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sociation) are clear with respect to software design and coding, they are vague with respect
to application domain modeling.
We argue that, to develop a conceptual model that faithfully represents a real world domain, we
must understand in advance what exists in the real world. In philosophy, ontology is devoted to
the study of the nature and structure of reality. A number of researchers have argued that ontology
is an appropriate foundation for identifying the fundamental constructs that need to be supported
by a conceptual modeling language and the relationships among them (e.g., Evermann, 2005;
Evermann and Wand, 2005a, 2005b; Guizzardi et al., 2002; Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers, 2001,
2002; Parsons and Wand, 1997; Shanks et al., 2003; Wand, 1989; Wand and Weber, 1989, 1990,
1993, 1995; Wand et al., 1995). Our research addresses the question: Can we define a core of UML
that has formal ontological semantics and is suitable for conceptual modeling?
ONTOLOGY AND ONTOLOGICAL EVALUATION IN
CONCEPTUAL MODELIING
In philosophy, the purpose of ontology “is to study the most general features of reality” (Peirce,
1935). It aims to answer questions such as: what kinds of entities exist in the world? Ontologies
have become very influential in the information systems discipline, with research focusing on
topics related to system analysis and design, enterprise systems, and Web services. Such research
generally follows one of two well-differentiated lines: ontologies as technologies of information
systems (covering the ontology-driven information systems that use domain, task, and application
ontologies) and the ontological models of information systems (ontologies as abstract models
supporting the core of the information system discipline and contributing to the improvement of
conceptual modeling techniques). Our research follows the second line.
As noted, various researchers have argued that ontology is an appropriate theoretical foundation for identifying the fundamental constructs and the relationships among them that need to be
supported by a conceptual modeling language. Most work has been based on Wand and Weber’s
adaptation of Mario Bunge’s (1977, 1979) ontology for the information systems field. The idea
of ontological evaluation of modeling languages developed by Wand and Weber is to find a mapping from ontological concepts into language constructs and vice versa (Wand and Weber, 1993).
The first type of mapping shows how ontological concepts can be represented by the language
and is therefore called “representation mapping.” The second shows how language elements are
interpreted ontologically and is called “interpretation mapping.”
Based on these mappings, Wand and Weber identify four ontological discrepancies that may
undermine the ontological completeness and ontological clarity of constructs in a conceptual modeling language: construct deficit; construct overload; construct redundancy; and construct excess.
The mappings between ontological concepts and conceptual modeling language constructs can
be used to transfer assumptions from ontology to the modeling language. If there are ontological
rules or constraints that relate two or more concepts, then by virtue of the mapping, these same
rules or constraints must also apply to the modeling language. Thus, the ontological mappings can
lead to modeling rules and guidelines on how to use the conceptual modeling language to model
real-world domains (Evermann and Wand, 2001).
Wand (1989) and Parsons and Wand (1997) apply the main concepts of Bunge’s ontology to
examine principles of object-oriented concepts. They distinguish representation-related constructs
from implementation-related ones. Parsons and Wand derive guidelines for using object ideas in
systems analysis. They argue that “the key to applying object concepts in systems analysis successfully is viewing objects as representation, rather than implementation, constructs . . . applying
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them with an implementation focus during analysis may have undesirable consequences” (Parsons
and Wand, 1997, p. 105).
More recently, Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers (2001, 2002) analyze and evaluate Open Modeling Language (OML) and UML as languages for representing concrete problem domains using
Bunge’s ontology and the BWW model. Their analysis and evaluation show that “many of the
central UML constructs are well matched with the BWW models” (Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers,
2002, p. 43), and at the same time, they suggest several concrete improvements to the UML
meta model. Using UML as an example, Evermann and Wand (2005a) propose a method based
on Bunge’s ontology to restrict the syntax of a modeling language such that impossible domain
configurations cannot be modeled.
Researchers have also employed other ontologies to analyze and evaluate UML. For example,
Guizzardi et al. (2002) use the General Ontological Language (GOL) and its underlying upper-level
ontology to evaluate the ontological correctness of a UML conceptual model and develop guidelines for how UML constructs should be used in conceptual modeling. They focus on evaluating
class, object, powertype, association, and aggregation/composition, and suggest some proposals
to extend UML for more satisfactory treatment of aggregation.
Most of the work cited above based on Bunge’s ontology evaluates aspects of a modeling
language by mapping ontological constructs into those of the modeling language and vice versa
in a somewhat inconsistent manner. Also, the equally important mapping of relationships between
ontological and modeling language constructs is often ignored. In this chapter, we use Bunge’s
ontology to establish a more precise and consistent semantic framework of an ontologically
grounded UML core for conceptual modeling, which, as shown later in this chapter, can be used
to resolve a number of confusions in the UML literature.
CORE CONCEPTS OF BUNGE’S ONTOLOGY
Following is a summary of key elements of Bunge’s ontology.
Thing and Construct
In Bunge’s ontology, there are two kinds of objects: concrete things or simply things, and conceptual
things or constructs. The world is viewed as composed of things. Constructs (e.g., mathematical
concepts such as numbers, sets, and functions) are only creations of the human mind that take
part in our representations of the real world.
Property and Attribute
All things possess properties. Properties do not exist independent of things; in other words, every
property is possessed by some thing or other. Some properties, such as height and age of a person
(which is a concrete thing), are inherent properties of things, called “intrinsic properties.” Other
properties, such as “being enrolled in a university,” are properties of pairs (in general, n-tuples)
of things, called “mutual properties.” A mutual property of a thing is a property that has meaning only in terms of some other thing or things in the world. The scope of a property is the set of
things that possess it.
Humans conceive of things in terms of models of things (called “functional schemata”). Such
models are conceptual things (thus constructs). Attributes are characteristics assigned to models
of things according to human perceptions. We may use different models for the same thing and,
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therefore, assign different sets of attributes to the same thing. Thus, humans conceive of properties of things in terms of the attributes of their conceptual models, and properties are known to
humans only as attributes. In a given model of a thing, usually not every property of the thing will
be represented as an attribute. Therefore, every functional schema only reflects partial aspects of
a thing. Likewise, an attribute in a given model may or may not reflect a substantial property. For
example, the height of a person (which is a model of a concrete thing) is an attribute that reflects
a substantial property of the concrete thing. The name of a person (which is a model of a concrete
thing) does not represent any specific substantial property of the concrete thing. It is an attribute
that stands for the individual as a whole. Sometimes an attribute is used to represent one or more
properties. Different attributes may be used to represent the same property.
Composition, Emergent Property, and Hereditary Property
A thing may be composed of other things. A fundamental ontological assumption is that the set
of properties of a composite thing is not equal to that of all the properties of its parts. Instead, a
composite thing must have at least one emergent property that characterizes the composite thing
as a whole. Hence, properties of a composite thing are of two kinds: hereditary properties that also
belong to some component thing(s) of the composite thing, and emergent properties that characterize the composite thing as a whole. An emergent property can be either intrinsic or mutual.
Kind
An arbitrary collection of things need not share a given set of properties. When they do, however, and no thing outside the collection has the properties of interest, the collection is called a
“kind.”
Law, Law Statement, and Natural Kind
A law is any condition or restriction on properties of a thing. A law statement is any restriction
on the possible values of attributes of models of things and any relation among two or more
attributes. The relation between laws and law statements is similar to that of properties and attributes discussed above: laws restrict and interrelate properties; whereas law statements restrict
and interrelate attributes representing these properties, law statements represent laws. Laws are
also properties.
A kind of things is determined by a set of properties. A natural kind, however, is determined
by the laws the things obey. Indeed, the deepest method of grouping things is by the laws they
obey. Note that since a law restricts and interrelates a set of properties and a natural kind of
things is determined by a set of laws, then every thing in the natural kind must also obey all the
properties restricted and interrelated by the laws. In this sense, a natural kind also determines a
set of properties.
State, Conceivable State Space, and Lawful State Space
We do not handle directly concrete things; we handle their models. The attributes of a model (or functional schema, see below) of things represent properties of the things. They are also called “state variables” or “state functions” because their values contribute to characterizing or identifying the states the
things of interest can be in. The number of attributes of every functional schema of things is finite.
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An ontological hypothesis is that, every thing is—at a given time—in some state or other. There
are two kinds of law statements: state law statements, which specify lawful states that a thing could
actually stay in, and transformation law statements, which specify lawful transformations of a thing
from a lawful state to another lawful state. While state law statements reflect the static characteristics
of a thing, transformation law statements reflect its dynamic ones. More precisely, a state law statement can be viewed as a mapping from the possible states of things in a given functional schema into
the set {lawful, unlawful}; a transformation law statement can be viewed as a mapping from a set of
tuples reflecting lawful states of the things in a given functional schema into {lawful, unlawful}.
Functional Schema
In Bunge’s ontology, models of things are called “functional schemata.” Any natural kind of things
can be modeled by some functional schema. A thing may have multiple functional schemata,
reflecting different views of the same thing. Functional schema in Bunge’s ontology is a crucial
notion because the definitions of other notions such as state, state space, event, and event space
of thing(s) depend on the functional schema used to model the thing(s). Since a thing may have
different functional schemata, it thus may have different sets of definitions of state, state space,
event, and event space.
Event and Transformation
So far we have considered static aspects of thing(s). In the real world, all things are changeable.
Change may be qualitative (things acquiring or losing general properties) or quantitative (one or
more individual properties of things are changed). Every qualitative change is accompanied by
a quantitative change. We may conceive a quantitative change of a thing simply as a transition
from one state to another state. The net change of a thing is called an “event.” Not all conceivable
events are really possible (lawful) because even if the respective states are lawful, the transition
between them might not be. We define the notion of lawful event as a transformation of the lawful
state space compatible with the law statements of a natural kind.
History and Coupling
Every thing is changeable. Changes of states manifest a history of a thing. The notion of history
allows us to determine when two things are interacting with each other, thus bonded or coupled
to each other. Intuitively, if two things interact, then at least one of them will not be traversing the
same states as it would if the other did not exist.
Postulate 1: Every thing acts on and is acted upon by other things.
For example, consider a husband and a wife who are married to each other. Their histories are
not independent; that is, the state history of the husband is not the same as that he would traverse
if he were single (and vice versa). As a result, they are coupled.
Couplings are also mutual properties. Two things are coupled if and only if some changes in
one are accompanied or preceded or followed by some changes in the other. We call couplings
“binding mutual properties” and the mutual properties discussed earlier “nonbinding mutual properties.” Note that only a general nonbinding mutual property can be represented by an attribute
function in a functional schema.
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The interaction between two or more things may give rise to a number of semantically related
nonbinding mutual properties. For example, the interaction between an employee and an employer
may incur a set of nonbinding mutual properties such as Salary, StartDate, OfficePhone, and so on.
Therefore, a binding mutual property between two or more things always implies the existence of
some semantically related nonbinding mutual properties shared between these things. The reverse
however is not always true; that is, two or more things may share a nonbinding mutual property
without being coupled. Examples are all spatiotemporal relations such as “Thing A is five kilometers
away from thing B.” Here, A and B share a nonbinding mutual property “five kilometers away,”
but thing A does not act on or is acted upon by thing B; thus they are not coupled. Moreover, the
effects of an interaction between two things may be lasting. Thus, if two things interact for a while
and then cease to do so, they are still coupled.
Aggregate and System
A composite thing is a thing composed of component things. A composite thing can be either an
aggregate or a system. A thing is an aggregate if its history equals the union of the histories of its
parts. Otherwise, it is a system.
ONTOLOGY AND ONTOLOGICAL EVALUATION IN
CONCEPTUAL MODELING
In this section, we assign to UML ontological semantics for conceptual modeling by mapping
ontological constructs discussed above to UML model elements and vice versa, leading to a set of
principles for the use of UML for conceptual modeling. It is important to emphasize that we suggest
these principles be followed in the early information systems analysis phases when a conceptual
model is developed to faithfully represent the domain it is intended to represent. We contend that
implementation-oriented considerations should be added only in later system design phases.
UML Object
In UML, “An object represents a particular instance of a class. It has identity and attribute values”
(Object Management Group [OMG], 2003, pp. 3–64). Since real-world things are represented
in UML conceptual models as objects, we propose that things are modeled in UML as objects,
and objects model only things. In software design, not every object corresponds to a thing. For
example, as argued in Evermann and Wand, (2005b), Job is a set of mutual properties (Salary,
StartDate, and so on ) shared by an employee and an employer.
Principle 1: In a UML conceptual model, every object models a thing. Conversely, every
thing in the domain is modeled as an object.
It is clear from the UML specification that class is a more fundamental notion than object: an
object is only a particular instance that originates from a class, and all objects originating from
the same class are structured and behave in the same way. This view reflects UML’s origin from
object-oriented programming languages. In a program, we first have classes. Objects are then
created from classes at runtime and behave exactly as specified by classes. Objects cannot move
from class to class. In contrast, in Bunge’s ontology, things are more fundamental than their classification: they exist in the real world. Things can be classified (into kinds and natural kinds, which
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are sets) according to some properties or laws they share. Therefore, in any classification of things,
every thing has commonalities (the set of shared properties or laws) and idiosyncrasies (the set of
unshared properties or laws). Moreover, things can migrate between natural kinds.
UML Attribute
In UML, “An attribute is a named slot within a classifier that describes a range of values that instances
of the classifier may hold” (OMG, 2003, pp. 2–24). Since in Bunge’s ontology, general (intrinsic
and nonbinding mutual) properties are represented by attribute functions, we propose that attribute
function is modeled in UML as an attribute, and a UML attribute models an attribute function.
Principle 2: In a UML conceptual model, every attribute of a class/type models an attribute
function representing a general (intrinsic or nonbinding mutual) property.
Conversely, every attribute function representing a general (intrinsic or nonbinding mutual) property in the domain is modeled in UML as an attribute
of a class/type.
Note that, in Principle 2, if attributes of a class/type model attribute functions that represent
general intrinsic properties, then that class/type is an “ordinary” class/type, instances of which are
objects that model things in the real world; otherwise, if the attributes model attribute functions
that represent general nonbinding mutual properties shared by things, then that class/type is an
association class, instances of which are links connecting objects modeling those things.
UML Class/Type
In UML, “A class is a description of a set of objects that share the same attributes, operations,
methods, relationships, and semantics” (OMG, pp. 2–26). Since a functional schema models things
of a natural kind using a set of attribute functions and law statements, we propose that functional
schema is modeled as class/type.
Principle 3: In a UML conceptual model, every functional schema in the domain is modeled
as a class/type. However, not every class/type models a functional schema.
For example, Figure 10.1 is a UML conceptual model adapted from Rumbaugh et al. (1998,
p. 159). The classes Company and Person model two functional schemata whose natural kinds
are sets of companies and persons, respectively. However, association class Job does not model
any functional schema because its instances are links, not objects. Instead, the attributes of Job
(Salary and StartDate) model two attribute functions representing two general nonbinding mutual
properties shared between employees and employers. Salary and StartDate are in fact the only
attribute functions owned by functional schemata Employee and Employer, which are represented
in Figure 10.1 as named places.
UML Link and Association
In UML, a classifier is a classification of instances describing a set of instances that have structural
and behavioral features in common. There are several kinds of classifiers, including class, interface
and data type, and so on. Here, we only consider classes.
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Figure 10.1 Attributes of an Association Class
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In UML, “A link is a connection between instances. Each link is an instance of an association,
i.e. a link connects instances of (specializations of) the associated classifiers” (OMG, pp. 2–110).
“An association defines a semantic relationship between classifiers. An association declares a
connection (link) between instances of the associated classifiers (e.g., classes)” (OMG, pp. 2–64).
Since individual nonbinding mutual property connects things that are modeled as objects in UML,
we propose the following principle:
Principle 4:

In a UML class or object diagram, every link between two or more objects models
a tuple of values representing semantically related individual nonbinding mutual
properties shared between things modeled by these objects. Conversely, every
tuple of values representing semantically related individual nonbinding mutual
properties shared between two or more things in the domain is modeled in a
UML class or object diagram as a link between objects modeling these things.

As a result, instances of an association (i.e., links) in a UML class diagram are more than “a
tuple (list) of object references” (OMG, pp. 3–84). Moreover, from Principle 2, each attribute
function representing a general nonbinding mutual property is modeled as an attribute of a UML
association (or association class); thus we propose:
Principle 5: In a UML class diagram, every association between two or more classes/
types models a tuple of attribute functions representing semantically related
general nonbinding mutual properties shared by things that are modeled as
instances of these classes/types. Every association must have at least one attribute. Conversely, every tuple of attribute functions representing semantically
related general nonbinding mutual properties shared by things in the domain
is modeled in a UML class diagram as an association between two or more
classes whose instances model these things.
In a UML class diagram, attributes of an association can be illustrated using an association
class attached to this association. Thus in UML class diagrams, association and association class
are semantically equivalent.
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For example, in Figure 10.1, association (or association class) Job models a pair of attribute
functions Salary and StartDate, each of which represents a semantically related general nonbinding
mutual property. Therefore, given a specific pair of employee and employer, the instance (link) of
association Job is a pair of values that model individual nonbinding mutual properties of Salary
and StartDate shared by the pair of employee and employer.
So far, the mutual properties we considered in a real world domain are nonbinding mutual
properties.We suggest that, in a UML class diagram, every attribute of an association/association class models an attribute function representing a general nonbinding mutual property. Every
association/association class in a UML class diagram must have at least one attribute shared by
two or more classes/types because, otherwise, this association/association class is not needed at
all. On the other hand, links between two or more objects in a UML collaboration model only
binding mutual properties holding between things modeled by these objects. Therefore, links and
their corresponding associations in UML class diagrams and collaborations are of fundamentally
different ontological natures in that, while links and associations in UML class diagrams reflect
static characteristics of a real-world domain, those in UML collaborations reflect dynamic ones.
Consequently, we may call associations and their links in UML class and object diagrams “nonbinding associations and nonbinding links,” and associations and their links in UML collaborations
“binding associations and binding links.”
In UML, “A collaboration describes how an operation or a classifier, like a use case, is realized
by a set of classifiers and associations used in a specific way” (OMG, pp. 2–117). “A collaboration
defines an ensemble of participants that are needed for a given set of purposes. Reasoning about
the behavior of an ensemble of instances can therefore be done in the context of the collaboration as well as in the context of the instances” (OMG, pp. 2–124). From the UML specification,
it seems that each link in a collaboration is supposed to be an instance of an association in the
corresponding class diagram. However, this is a consequence of UML’s implementation-oriented
origin from object-oriented programming in which links in class diagrams are merely communication passages for sending messages to linked objects.
In fact, this view has given rise to a considerable amount of confusion in the UML literature
when considering the relationship between class diagrams and collaborations. For example, in
Stevens (2002), in order to remedy the so-called baseless link problem, namely, a link in a UML
collaboration may not have a corresponding association in class diagram, Stevens proposes to
classify associations in UML into static associations and dynamic associations. An association is
static if one of the class definitions includes an attribute that contains a reference to an object of
the other class. An association is dynamic if instances of the classes may exchange a message.
Although Stevens’s classification of associations into static and dynamic associations is somewhat
similar to our classification of associations into nonbinding and binding associations, instead of
focusing on the correspondence between real-world domain and UML conceptual model, her
proposal focuses on the correspondence between UML conceptual model and program code, and
is therefore not suitable for conceptual modeling.
Based on the above discussion, we have:
Principle 6: In a UML collaboration, every (binding) link between objects models a binding
mutual property shared between things modeled by these objects.
As a result, in a UML collaboration, a (binding) link is completely determined by the objects
it links. Note that, usually, not every coupling or binding mutual property shared between two or
more things in the domain is modeled as a (binding) link in a UML collaboration. For example,
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consider a husband and a wife and the husband’s employer. It is reasonable that the state history of
the wife is not the same as that she would traverse if her husband’s employer has not existed. As
a result, the wife and the employer are coupled. However, in a UML collaboration, this (indirect)
coupling is usually ignored and not modeled as a (binding) link. Similarly we have:
Principle 7: In a UML collaboration, every (binding) association between two or more
classes/types models a set of couplings or binding mutual properties shared
between things modeled by instances of these classes/types.
Note that the interaction between two or more things (thus their coupling) will most likely
give rise to a number of nonbinding mutual properties. Consequently, in a UML collaboration,
whenever a binding link (representing a coupling or binding mutual property) exists between two
or more objects, there will be a corresponding nonbinding link (representing a tuple of individual
nonbinding mutual properties) between these objects in the corresponding class or object diagram.
Furthermore, in a UML collaboration, whenever a binding association exists between two or more
classes/types, there will be a corresponding nonbinding association between these classes/types
in the corresponding class diagram.
On the other hand, although rare, not every nonbinding association/link in a UML class or object
diagram corresponds to a binding association/link in the corresponding collaboration. Examples
are all spatiotemporal relations such as “Thing A is five kilometers away from thing B.” Here,
thing A does not act on or is acted upon by thing B; thus they are not coupled.
UML Association Class
In UML, “An association class is an association that is also a class. It not only connects a set of
classifiers but also defines a set of features that belong to the relationship itself and not any of the
classifiers” (OMG, pp. 2–21).
From Principles 2 and 5, we know that an attribute of an association/association class actually
models an attribute function representing a general nonbinding mutual property. Furthermore,
an association class does not model any functional schema because its instances are links, not
objects that model things in the real world domains. Therefore, as suggested by Evermann and
Wand (2005b), an association class cannot have operations or methods. Instead, operations that
change attribute values of an association/association class must be placed in participating role
classes of the association. This idea has important implications for conceptual modeling (especially role modeling) and system design and implementation, but space precludes discussion of
these issues here.
For example, in Figure 10.2 (adapted from Evermann and Wand, 2005b, p. 152), operations
RaiseSalary and Terminate must be placed in either Employee or Employer; both are role types
participating in the association Job. Note that attributes of Employee and Employer (Salary and
StartDate) model only Bunge-attribute functions representing Bunge-general nonbinding mutual
properties shared by employees and employers; thus all of these attributes are placed in association/
association class Job. As a result, the attribute compartments of Employee and Employer are empty.
In system design phases, however, we may treat Job as a “real” class and put implementationoriented operations such as getSalary/setSalary and getStartDate/setStartDate into it. We may even
put an operation Terminate into class Job as long as the semantic difference between Employer.
Terminate (which means “lay off employee”) and Employee.Terminate (which means “quit job”)
is not important for the design model.
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Figure 10.2 Operations and Methods of an Association Class
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Source: Adapted from Evermann and Wand (2005b).

Moreover, in Figure 10.3 (Rumbaugh et al., 1998, p. 159), association class Job is associated
with itself via an association Manages. However, Evermann and Wand (2005b) argue that, since
instances of Job are links that model values representing individual nonbinding mutual property
Salary, and recall that in Bunge’s ontology, a property cannot further have properties, Figure 10.3
is not an ontologically correct conceptual model. In fact, Figure 10.3 suggests that instances of
Job that are not objects modeling persons in a domain can play role types Boss and Worker, which
do not comply with our intuition.
Based on the above discussion, we have the following principle:
Principle 8: In a UML class diagram, an association class cannot have operations or methods,
cannot be a composite class, and cannot be associated with other class(es).
UML Composition and Aggregation
In UML, “An association may represent an aggregation (i.e., a whole/part relationship). In this case,
the association-end attached to the whole element is designated, and the other association-end of the
association represents the parts of the aggregation. . . . Composite aggregation is a strong form of
aggregation, which requires that a part instance be included in at most one composite at a time and
that the composite object has sole responsibility for the disposition of its parts. This means that the
composite object is responsible for the creation and destruction of the parts” (OMG, pp. 2–66). “A
shareable aggregation denotes weak ownership (i.e., the part may be included in several aggregates)
and its owner may also change over time. However, the semantics of a shareable aggregation does
not imply deletion of the parts when an aggregate referencing it is deleted” (OMG, pp. 2–66).
It is clear that the distinction between UML composition/aggregation and Bunge’s aggregate/
system is along different dimensions. For UML aggregation, components are existentially independent on the composite, and, moreover, they are sharable by other composites. For UML
composition, components are existentially dependent on the composite and they are owned by
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Figure 10.3 Ontologically Incorrect Conceptual Model Using UML
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the composite exclusively. In contrast, for aggregate, there is no coupling among components of
the composite, which is not the case for system.
On page 311, we indicate that a composite thing must have at least one emergent property that
characterizes the composite as a whole. Therefore, we have:
Principle 9:

In a UML conceptual model, every composite class/type must own at least one
attribute that models an attribute function representing an emergent property.

UML State
In UML, “A state is a condition during the life of an object or an interaction during which it satisfies some condition, performs some action, or waits for some event. . . . Conceptually, an object
remains in a state for an interval of time” (OMG, pp. 3–137). Therefore, in UML, there is no
precise definition even for such fundamental notion as state. We propose that a UML state models
a lawful state and a lawful state is modeled as a UML state.
Principle 10: In a UML conceptual model, every state of an object models a lawful state
of a thing modeled by the object. Conversely, a lawful state of a thing in the
domain is modeled as a state of an object modeling this thing.
From Principles 3 and 10, we may conclude that a state of an object in a UML conceptual
model is a tuple of values of the attributes of its class/type.
UML State Transition
In UML, “A transition is a directed relationship between a source state vertex and a target state
vertex” (OMG, pp. 2–149). “A simple transition is a relationship between two states indicating
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that an instance in the first state will enter the second state and perform specific actions when a
specified event occurs provided that certain specified conditions are satisfied” (OMG, pp. 3–145).
We propose that a UML simple state transition models a lawful event and a lawful event is modeled as a UML simple state transition.
Principle 11: In a UML conceptual model, every simple state transition of an object models
a lawful event of a thing modeled by the object. Conversely, a lawful event of a thing
in the domain is modeled as a simple state transition of an object.
In UML, “An event is a specification of a type of observable occurrence. The occurrence that
generates an event instance is assumed to take place at an instant in time with no duration” (OMG,
pp. 2–144). “Event instances are generated as a result of some action either within the system or
in the environment surrounding the system” (OMG, pp. 2–155). It is obvious that the notion of
event in UML is quite different from that of event in Bunge’s ontology, which is simply a state
transition.
UML Operation and Method
In UML, “An operation is a service that can be requested from an object to affect behavior”
(OMG, pp. 2–44). “A method is the implementation of an operation. It specifies the algorithm
or procedure that affects the results of an operation” (OMG, pp. 2–40). Since UML method is
merely an implementation construct, it does not have any counterpart in Bunge’s ontology. On
the other hand, since operation can be requested to affect object behavior, and thus change its
state, we propose that an operation models a lawful transformation and a lawful transformation
is modeled as an operation.
Principle 12: In a UML conceptual model, every operation of a class/type models a lawful
transformation of a functional schema modeled by the class/type. Conversely,
a lawful transformation of a functional schema in the domain is modeled as
an operation of a class/type modeling this functional schema.
DISCUSSION
The principles introduced here constrain the use of UML for the purpose of conceptual
modeling. Since the principles are based on Bunge’s ontology, we expect they will lead to
models that more faithfully represent an application domain. However, whether this occurs
is an empirical question.
Further research is needed to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed principles for developing
good conceptual models of a domain. Such studies could encompass both laboratory experiments and field studies. One line of experiments might involve having participants construct
models with or without adhering to the proposed principles, and having independent assessors
(domain experts) evaluate the quality of the resulting models. A second line of studies might
have participants answer questions about models constructed based on the rules versus not based
on the rules. Field studies can be used to evaluate the effect of applying the rules to models
constructed for real applications and having developers and users evaluate the modified models
in comparison to the originals.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we assign ontological semantics based on Bunge’s ontology to a core set of UML
constructs, namely, UML object, attribute, class/type, association, link, association class, state,
state transition, and operation. The choice of these UML constructs is driven by Bunge’s ontology. We also analyze consequences for conceptual modeling using UML based on this semantic
mapping. For example, we have focused on UML association and link and indicate that links and
their corresponding associations in UML class diagrams are of fundamentally different ontological natures from those in UML collaborations. As a result, the so-called baseless link problem
disappears naturally. Our analysis suggests that Bunge’s ontology is an appropriate foundation for
identifying the fundamental constructs and the relationships among them that need to be supported
by a conceptual modeling language.
We argue that the proposed principles should be followed when using UML for conceptual
modeling purposes. If they are, the ontological semantics of resulting models will be precise, allowing for unambiguous interpretation of a conceptual model expressed in UML. Thus, we argue
that the models will more faithfully represent real-world phenomena. In this chapter, we focus
on discussing static aspects of UML. In the future, dynamic aspects of UML will be investigated.
Research is also needed to determine whether following these rules leads to models that are easier
to understand. Such questions are amenable to experimental and field-based empirical research
methods.
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CHAPTER 11

META-MODELING TO DESIGN THE
STRUCTURED DATABASE SCHEMA
ELVIRA LOCURATOLO

Abstract: A formal meta-model, exploited to define the conceptual model of a database design method
named “ASSO,” is proposed. The approach integrates features from methodologies of conceptual
database design with the formal method B. Starting from a conceptual model based on the notions
of class and is-a relationship, two gradual model extensions are considered: the former defines the
basic operations, whereas the latter defines the ASSO model, called “Structured Database Schema.”
The Structured Database Schema permits large conceptual schemas to be specified in terms of class
and specialized class and large consistency proofs to be reduced to small consistency proofs. The
Structured Database Schema “goodness” is guaranteed by proposing model extensions compatible
with the previous models. Both a “qualitative measure” of information implicitly specified within the
Structured Database Schema and a “qualitative evaluation” of the consistency costs are provided.
Keywords: Meta-Modeling, Model Evolution, Quality Modeling, Conceptual Modeling, Database
Design, Design Methodologies, Formal Methods
MetaASSO (Locuratolo, 2002) is the stepwise approach exploited to define ASSO (Locuratolo,
1997, 2002, 2005; Locuratolo and Matthews, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c), a database design method
for quality that achieves:
• Easiness of use—the method’s ability to provide a conceptual schema that is easy to use.
• Flexibility—the method’s ability to provide a conceptual schema that is easy to modify.
• Reliability—the method’s ability to provide conceptual schema consistency and logical
schema correctness.
• Economy—the method’s ability to remove duplication of code that is not necessarily executable and to require low costs for proof processes.
• Efficiency—the method’s ability to access information using a limited amount of time.
Each step of MetaASSO is composed of an objective, that is, the request for a method that
meets some of the listed points; an idea, that is, the proposal of a method that satisfies the objective; and the motivations, that is, the means to validate the proposal. MetaASSO is an informal
method that starts from the initial idea to reconcile the flexibility of semantic data models with the
efficiency of object-oriented systems, two conflicting quality desiderata. This idea is then refined
with more concrete proposals that increase quality and allow the description of ASSO in terms of
three components, called “methodological tools.” Each methodological tool is a research result
that can be used independently of the others.
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MetaASSO shows that ASSO has been designed with a quality-oriented approach; that its
definition includes those of related methods that can be used in different contexts; and that ASSO
can be optimized.
This chapter proposes a meta-model exploited to design a methodological tool—that is, the
conceptual model of ASSO, called the “Structured Database Schema.” This meta-model refines
and formalizes some aspects of MetaASSO: It starts from a conceptual model based on the notions
of class and is-a relationship between classes, and proceeds with two model extensions. These
integrate formal aspects of B (Abrial, 1996) within the previous conceptual models. Specifically,
the former extension adds the basic operations, whereas the latter extension defines the Structured
Database Schema, a model at a high abstraction level with respect to the B model (Locuratolo and
Matthews, 1999a, 1999c). The Structured Database Schema is seen as a model at a high abstraction
level because some details are implicitly specified, whereas the B model is seen as a model at a
lower abstraction level because all the details are explicitly stated. Furthermore, the consistency
costs of the Structured Database Schema are reduced with respect to the costs of the corresponding B specifications. Structured Database Schema “goodness” is guaranteed by proposing model
extensions compatible with previous good models. This approach allows characterization of the
specification implicitly stated with the Structured Database Schema, and provision of a qualitative/conceptual evaluation of the consistency costs. The meta-model proposed in this chapter can
be compared with the approach described in Locuratolo (2006): both of them integrate database
concepts with the formal aspect of B; the approach described in Locuratolo (2006), however, starts
from the B formal model, and applies two model contractions in order to generate the Structured
Database Schema. In both cases, meta-modeling is seen as a basis for capturing knowledge about
engineering methods; a discussion on the two meta-models shows that the approach described in
Locuratolo (2006) results in a quantitative evaluation of the consistency costs, whereas the approach described in this chapter results in a qualitative evaluation.
The chapter is organized as follows: background information concerning MetaASSO and
ASSO is given in the next two sections. The meta-modeling exploited to design the Structured
Database Schema is proposed in the fourth section. A review is presented in the fifth section, and
conclusions and further developments, in the final section.
METAASSO
In this section the main objectives, ideas, and motivations of MetaASSO will be given. The initial
objective of MetaASSO requires the proposal of a method that is able to combine flexibility in
modifying a database schema with efficiency in accessing and storing information, two conflicting quality desiderata.
Conceptual Schema
The initial idea consists in working with two linked schemas: a consistent conceptual schema
correctly linked with a logical schema.
Motivations: Conceptual Schema
The following motivations validate this idea: the conceptual schema is a database schema at a
high abstraction level, able to guarantee flexibility; the logical schema is a database schema at a
lower abstraction level, able to be supported by an efficient system; and mapping is the link to
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guarantee the achievement of both flexibility and efficiency. Conceptual schema consistency and
transformation correctness have been introduced to guarantee idea reliability.
The new objective of MetaASSO requires proposing a consistent conceptual schema that is
correctly linked with a logical schema.
Semantic Data Model
The new idea refines the previous one with by proposing a formal semantic data model that is
correctly linked with an object model through a formal mapping.
Motivations
The following motivations are given to guarantee idea reliability: semantic data models are
promising models to specify database applications in an easy and flexible way; object models are
promising models to be supported by efficient systems; and formality of models and mapping are
the means for achieving consistency and correctness.
The new step of MetaASSO requires a formal method that is able to correctly transform a
semantic data model into an object model.
Revised Partitioning
The proposed idea consists in applying the revised partitioning to extended conceptual classes.
Motivations
Revised partitioning is a formal method that is able to determine all of the classes implicitly specified within a graph of conceptual classes supported by semantic data models. Revised partitioning
generates models equivalent to the original graph until an object model is obtained; however, it
works only on the structural aspects of a database schema. This proposal suggests extending the
model on which revised partitioning works, by designing elementary operations that add objects,
remove objects, modify attributes, or leave the class unchanged, in a way that still allows revised
partitioning applicability. Revised partitioning defines a method that is able to correctly transform
a semantic data model into an object model—that is, a method that achieves flexibility and efficiency linking a database conceptual schema with a database logical schema. However, the model
on which revised partitioning works does not permit the declaration of application constraints or
the high-level specification of nondeterministic, preconditioned, and partial state transformations
similar to those introduced in B.
The new objective of MetaASSO requires the enrichment of the previous semantic data model with
application constraints and preconditioned, partial, and nondeterministic state transformations able to
establish a relationship between the enriched semantic data model and the model supported by B.
ASSO Components
The proposed idea consists of the following ASSO components, called “methodological tools”:
• Structured Database Schema: formal model able to enrich the graph on which the revised
partitioning works with aspects of the B formal model in order to ensure consistency between
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static and dynamics, easiness in conceptual schema specification, and flexibility in modifying
the conceptual schema.
• Revised partitioning: formal method designed to combine the flexibility of semantic data
models with the efficiency of object systems while guaranteeing correctness. Revised partitioning refines the Structured Database Schema after steps of B behavioral refinements.
• ASSO and B relations: formal link established between ASSO, a method designed at
a high abstraction level, and B, a method designed at a low abstraction level. Support
tools for B can be used to prove Structured Database Schema consistency; however,
low costs of the proof processes can be achieved designing an ASSO toolkit based on
support tools for B.
Motivations
The following motivations validate this proposal: ASSO is a formal method that combines
features of database design with the formal method B in order to achieve quality. Specifically,
it achieves easiness in schema specification, since the conceptual model of ASSO is supported
by a semantic data model and formality in ASSO is transparent to the designer until he decides
to make proofs; flexibility in reflecting changes occurring in real life on the schema, since the
conceptual model of ASSO is supported by an extended semantic data model; reliability in
providing conceptual schema consistency and logical schema correctness, since the Structured
Database Schema can be translated into the B model and can be correctly refined; economy in
requiring low costs of proof processes, since the costs of ASSO proof processes are reduced
with respect to the corresponding B costs; efficiency in accessing information, since the logical
model of ASSO is an object model.
The next section refines the MetaASSO motivations by describing ASSO.
ASSO
This section outlines the methodological tools and provides a comparison of ASSO with other
methods.
Revised Partitioning
Semantic data models and object models (Cárdenas and McLeod, 1990) have similar mechanisms
of abstraction; however, while semantic data models have never been implemented efficiently
(Nixon and Mylopoulos, 1990), object systems have reached a remarkable level of efficiency. On
the contrary, while semantic data models are adequate for conceptual design, object systems can
display serious shortcomings in their ability to describe the dynamic nature of real-world entities (Richardon and Schwartz, 1991). Semantic data models enhance flexibility, whereas object
models enhance efficiency. The link between semantic data models and object systems is a means
to achieve the conflicting desiderata of both flexibility and efficiency.
The differences between semantic and object models are clarified in Figure 11.1, which can be
supported by both semantic data models and object systems. The following properties hold:
• Classification: each node of the graph (person, student employee) is a class. A node linked
with a higher-level node is a class called a “specialized class.” In Figure 11.1, these are the
specialized class employee and the specialized class student.
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Figure 11.1 A Graph: Semantic and Object Classes

Person
Income

Is-a

Is-a

Employee

Student

Salary

Identifier

• Attribute inheritance: a specialized class (such as the specialized class employee) inherits
all the attributes of the higher-level classes (in our example, the person class) and may have
additional attributes.
According to ODMG (Object Data Management Group), the difference between semantic and
object models is evidenced by the following properties:
• Semantic data models: each object instance can belong to any class of a graph. This enhances
flexibility while limiting efficiency. In our example, the object instances of the specialized
class employee are a subset of the person class object instances.
• Object models: each object instance belongs to one and only one class of a graph. This
enhances efficiency while limiting flexibility. In our example, the object instances of the
specialized class employee and the object instances of person class are disjoint sets.
Object classes limit flexibility in reflecting the changes occurring in real life. Let us suppose
that student John becomes an employee. In this case, the corresponding object instance must
be removed from the class student and must be inserted into a class student•employee. If John
completes his studies later on, the corresponding object instance must be removed from the class
student•employee and must be inserted into the class employee. On the contrary, in semantic data
models, the object instance corresponding to John can be inserted into the class employee when
the student John becomes an employee and can be removed from the class student when John
completes his studies.
Structured Database Schema
The Structured Database Schema (Andolina and Locuratolo, 1997; Locuratolo, 1997, 2002, 2006;
Locuratolo and Matthew, 1999) is a model that extends the conceptual classes on which revised
partitioning works with a notion of behavioral specialization. It has been designed, on the one
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hand, with the intention of continuing to permit the applicability of revised partitioning and, on
the other, with the intention of establishing a relationship between ASSO and B. The Structured
Database Schema differs from other models of information systems (Compatangelo and Rumolo,
1998; Kangassalo, 1992/1993) in that it can be refined to be supported by an object system, and
differs from other object-oriented approaches (Facon et al., 1996) in that it provides a structuring
mechanism that ensures flexibility in modifying the conceptual schema.
In order to design the Structured Database Schema, the following concepts have been introduced:
• Class: mechanism to represent a set of database objects with their attributes, application
constraints, and operations, including a special operation called initialization. The operations
define preconditioned transformations: that is, state transformation that can be activated only
when specified conditions are met; partial transformations, that is, transformations that are
not defined on the whole state; and nondeterministic transformations, that is, transformations
that can be implemented in different ways.
• Is-a* relationship: is-a relationship extended with a notion of behavioral specialization,
which makes uniform modeling of both attributes and operations. Similarly to attributes, the
operations are represented as functions, specifically predicate transformers, which preserve
the classic is-a constraints.
• Specialized class: concept induced from the is-a* relationships. A specialized class inherits
both attributes and operations from a higher-level class and may have other specific attributes and/or operations. If it has specific attributes, it also has two specific operations,
called “specializations.”
If a class name is in is-a* relationship with a class root, then an inherited operation specified in
the specialized class is defined by the parallel composition (Abrial, 1996) of an operation of the
class root restricted to the class name, and a correspondent operation defined on variables of the
class name. This last operation is called specialization. Only the initialization and the operations
that insert objects are explicitly specialized; the remaining operations can be implicitly specialized.
The inherited operations preserve the class constraints and the specialization constraints.
The following definitions have been given for the Structured Database Schema:
• connected acyclic graph whose nodes are classes and whose links are is-a* relationships
between classes.
• collection of independent classes composed of a root class and specialized classes.
The definition of the Structured Database Schema based on a graph has been given in order to
apply revised partitioning after some steps of behavioral refinement (Locuratolo and Matthews,
1999c). The latter definition—that based on independent classes—has been introduced with the
intention of decomposing the proof of model consistency into a set of small independent proofs.
A Structured Database Schema is consistent if the root class is consistent and each specialized class is consistent. In our example, the class person, the specialized class employee,
and the specialized class student must be consistent. As the operations have been designed
in order to preserve the class and the is-a constraints, only the application constraints need
to be taken into consideration in proving model consistency. Furthermore, if application
constraints involve only class variables, the consistency proofs of inherited operations can
be simplified and the proof process is only reduced to class consistency, that is, it is only
reduced to the graph nodes.
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ASSO-B Relations
The B-Method (Abrial, 1996) is a formal method of consolidating industrial interest. It is based
on a model, called Abstract Machine, which permits specification of both the static and dynamic
aspects of modeling within the same formal framework. Given an abstract machine specification,
the mathematical data model defines the static, whereas the operations define the dynamics. The
data model is given listing a set of variables and writing the relevant properties of the variables,
that is, the invariant. The invariant is formalized using the full notation of the first-order predicate logic and a restricted version of the set theory notation. A data model is animated specifying
a set of operations, including an initialization. These are represented as state transitions using
generalized substitution language (GSL). A substitution, denoted by “x: = E,” is a function that
transforms the generic predicate R into a predicate obtained by replacing all free occurrences of x
in R by the expression E. Functions that transform predicates into predicates are called “predicate
transformers.” Dynamic modeling is powerful enough to represent preconditioned, partial, and
nondeterministic operations. First-order logical formulas, called “consistency obligations,” are
proved in order to guarantee model consistency.
The B-Method consists of two phases called “specification” and “refinement.” A specification is
an abstract machine that expresses application requirements. A development process starts from a
consistent specification and applies steps of B refinement until an abstract machine near to executable code is reached. At each step, a new abstract machine with more details than the previous one
is proposed and proofs are performed to guarantee correctness of the refinement.
The relations between ASSO and B are described in Locuratolo (2002), Locuratolo and Matthews
(1999a, 1999b, 1999c), and Locuratolo and Rabitti (1998). The following is the main property
establishing relations between Structured Database Schema and abstract machine:
A class Machine can be identified with an abstract machine whose state variables are constrained to satisfy class-constraints.
The class-machine state is included in the abstract-machine state; thus not all B state transformations are class operations, but only those preserving the class-machine constraints. This property
makes it possible to identify the notions of is-a* relationship and specialized class introduced in
ASSO, with those of is-a* relationship between class machine and specialized class-machine,
respectively.
The following properties hold for a Structured Database Schema:
• A Structured Database Schema can be identified with an acyclic, oriented graph whose nodes
are class-machines and whose links are is-a* relationships between class machines.
• A Structured Database Schema can be identified with a class-machine root and a finite set
of specialized class-machines.
The next section compares ASSO with related approaches presented in the literature.
COMPARISON
This section outlines the main differences among the conceptual schema supported by ASSO and
the correspondent B specifications, as well as among the conceptual schema supported by ASSO
and related approaches coming from the database and/or the software engineering areas.
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Specifying a database conceptual schema with the B notation is a tedious process since many
properties implicitly declared within the conceptual schemas must be explicated. Consistency
proofs are very expensive because they must be performed with respect not only to the application constraints but also to the conceptual schema constraints. The Structured Database Schema
specifications are written using a formal notation that exploits the concepts of class-machine
and specialized class-machine, two concepts that enrich correspondent concepts supported by
the database conceptual languages. In the Structured Database Schema specifications, many
formal details are avoided, and only the state transformations that satisfy the class and the specialization constraints are allowed. This means that the consistency obligations, which must be
proved only with respect to the applications constraints, are further reduced since classes are
in is-a* relationships.
The data-driven methodologies (Batini et al., 1992) generally consist of two steps: conceptual
schema construction and logical schema generation. In order to make the conceptual schema easy
to be used, high-level abstraction models, such as Semantic Data Models (Cárdenas and McLeod,
1990) or Entity-Relationship Models (Chen, 1976), are employed with a diagrammatic representation. The abstraction mechanisms of these models closely resemble those used in describing the
applications. In order to represent the complementary dynamic aspects, state-based and data-flow
models are employed; however, as the models employed to represent static and dynamics are
either informal or have nonintegrated formalizations, it is not possible to prove that the specified
operations preserve database consistency. Construction of the conceptual schema is followed by
generation of the logical schema. Within this design step, the conceptual schema is mapped to a
relational model; however, in the mapping process it is possible to introduce errors. ASSO differs from the above informal approaches, since the ASSO model integrates static and dynamics
guaranteeing consistency; further, the conceptual schema is correctly transformed into an object
schema establishing a link between flexibility and efficiency.
The object-oriented methodologies (Booch, 1994; Coad and Yourdon, 1991; Rumbaugh et al.,
1999) proposed within the software engineering area represent a more natural way to develop object
systems, which are very popular today because of the efficiency they provide. These methodologies focus on the identification and organization of the objects that compose an application. The
object-oriented methodologies employ the same model along the whole life cycle. This renders the
mapping smoother, thus reducing the risk of introducing errors. Object-oriented methodologies,
however, have always been very weak when dealing with data design; an example of a methodology that overcomes this problem is IDEA (Ceri and Fraternali, 1997). In this methodology, data
design comes first and application design follows. For the generalization hierarchies of IDEA no
transformation is required in the passage from analysis to design. The objects of a super-class are
partitioned into the objects of the subclasses. This differs from the specialization hierarchy of the
ASSO conceptual model, where the objects of a super-class are not partitioned into the objects
of the subclasses.
A survey of current database models can be found in Ma (2006). In this chapter, the relationships
between conceptual data models and logical database models for modeling engineering information
are presented and described from the viewpoint of database conceptual design. Requirements for
engineering information modeling have been identified. These include complex objects and relationships, data exchange and data sharing, Web-based applications, imprecision and uncertainty,
and finally, knowledge management. The development of some conceptual data models as well
as the development of relational and object-oriented databases are presented.
The next section refines and formalizes some aspects of MetaASSO in order to design the
Structured Database Schema.
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META-MODELING
The meta-modeling approach described in this chapter is based on a sequence of models; these
in turn are based on a sequence of notions. A notion is given through a characterization and is
introduced through a formal conceptual notation. This notation consists of two parts separated
by an equivalence symbol: on the left side are both the name and the specification of the notion,
whereas on the right side is its characterization. The same notion can be introduced using more
characterizations. In this case, these characterizations are said to be equivalent. A notion can also
be given under hypothesis, and its characterization can also be either a conceptual characterization
or a formal characterization.
A model Mi consists of a finite number of notions N1, . . . , Nh, where the characterization of N1
is given in terms of definitions, whereas the characterization of Ni i ∈{2, . . . , h} is given either
in terms of definitions or in terms of specified properties. In order to characterize the notion Ni,
some of the Notions N1, . . . , Ni–1 can be exploited.
A meta-model consists of a finite number of models M0, M1, . . . , Mk, where for each Mj, with j
∈{1, . . . , k}, the generic notion Np extends the corresponding notion Np in Mj–1. The notion must
be extended in order to satisfy an objective and must exploit a characterization that is compatible with that introduced to extend the notion. In this case, we say that the extension is a “good”
extension. The initial model M0 must satisfy an initial objective Obj0. Furthermore, each notion
must be given with an initial characterization that allows M0 to satisfy Obj0. Each of the remaining
models Mj must satisfy the objective Objj.
In the following, the Structured Database Schema results as the final model of a sequence
composed of three formal conceptual models, M0, M1, and M2. We introduce each of them.
M0
Obj0: Formalize the classification and specialization mechanisms of conceptual models with
static aspects of the abstract machine in order to guarantee flexibility and to eliminate redundancy
of specifications.
[class]: (v, V) is a class

⇔ 1. v is a term denoting a subset of a given set;

2. V is a finite set of terms denoting functions from v to the powerset
of given sets.

[specialized class]: If (v, V) and (u, U) are classes, then
class (u, Ue) is the specialized class

⇔ 1. u ⊆ v

[is-a relationship]: (u, U) is-a (v, V)

⇔ 1. (v, V) is a class;
2. (u, U) is a class;
3. ∃ class (u, Ue).

2. Ue ⊇ U
3. f ∈ V ⇒ f u ∈ U e with fu restriction of f to the
set u
4. g ∈ Ue ⇒ g ∈ U or ∃h ∈ V / hu = g
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[conceptual classes]: GC is a graph of ⇔ is an acyclic, oriented graph
conceptual classes
1. the nodes are classes
2. the links are is-a relationships between classes
The model M0 is a formal conceptual model that consists of the following notions: [class],
[specialized class], [is-a relationship], and [conceptual classes]. Each of them is specified after
the : symbol. This specification is given on the left side of the ⇔ symbol. On the right side of the
⇔ symbol is the notion characterization.
The [class] notion is characterized in terms of definitions: the former is related to the class
objects, whereas the latter is related to the attributes associated with the objects. The [specialized class] notion is given under a hypothesis and is formally defined in terms of the following
properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the objects of the specialized class (u, Ue) are a subset of the (v, V) objects;
the specialized class (u, Ue) inherits all the attributes from class (v, V);
the specialized class (u, Ue) includes all the attributes of the class (u, U);
no other attributes belongs to the specialized class (u, Ue). Class (u, Ue) is an enrichment of
class (u, U).

The [specialized class] and the [is-a relationship] are two equivalent notions. The [conceptual
classes] notion is characterized by the notions already given—[class] and [is-a relationship].
The initial model M0 satisfies Obj0, since the notion characterizations have been given exploiting the abstract machine formalization. Further, the is-a relationship is the mechanism exploited
by semantic data models to guarantee flexibility. This mechanism allows implicit specification
of information. Specifically (u, U) is-a (v, V) implies that (u, V) is the class representing the implicit
information, whereas the couple of classes (v, V) and (u, Ue) represent all and only the information
that can be explicitly specified. These last two classes can be represented without any link; (u, V)
results from the attribute difference between (u, Ue) and (u, U) and represents a “qualitative/conceptual measure” of the implicit information specified with the is-a relationship. Thus, given a graph
of conceptual classes, a “qualitative/conceptual measure” of the implicitly declared information
can be determined.
M1
Obj1: Formalize basic operations in order to eliminate redundancy of specifications.
[extended class]: (v, V, Op) is an extended ⇔ 1. v is a term denoting a subset of a given set;
class
2. V is a finite set of terms denoting functions from
v to the powerset of a given set;
3. Op is a finite set of basic operations (ADD, REM,
SKIP, CHANGE) denoting functions from predicates
satisfying the class-constraints to predicates satisfying the class-constraints.
The weakest precondition semantics for a basic operation op is the following: [op (v, V)
(par_list)]R ⇔ (class-constraints(v, V) ⇒ class-constraints(v, V)*) ∧ R*. If v is the set of class
objects, A is a given set, a1 . . . an are the functions representing the attributes and T1 . . . Tn define
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the attribute types, class-constraints is the predicate that formalizes the class definition, that is,
class-constraints(v, V ) = v ⊆ A ∧ a1 ∈ v → T1 ∧ … ∧ a n ∈ v → Tn . R is a predicate on the variables of class (v, V) and the star predicates are on the state after the operation.
[extended specialized class] If (v, V, Op) and (u, U, Op′) are extended classes, then:
(u, Ue, Op′) is the extended
specialized class

⇔ 1. u ⊆ v
2. Ue ⊇ U
3. f ∈ V ⇒ fu ∈ Ue
4. g ∈ Ue ⇒ g ∈ U or ∃h ∈ V / hu = g
'
5. op ∈ OP ⇒ ∃op s ∈ OP ′ ∧ op || op s ∈ OPe
'
'
6. op ∈ Ope ⇒ op ∈ Op or

∃op ∈ OP ∧ ∃op s ∈ OP ' / op || op s = op
[extended is-a relationship]:
(u, U, Op′) is-a (v, V, Op)

⇔ 1. (v, V, Op) is an extended class;
2. (u, U, Op′) is an extended class;
'
3. ∃ extended specialized class (u, Ue, Ope )

[extended conceptual classes]:
⇔ GC is an acyclic, oriented graph
GC defines extended conceptual classes
1. the nodes are extended classes
2. the links are is-a relationships between extended
classes
Model M1 includes the following notions: [extended class], [extended specialized class], [extended is-a relationship] and [extended conceptual classes].
The extended class (v, V, Op) enlarges the couple (v, V) with the set Op of basic operations. The
extension is good since the (v, V, Op) characterization is compatible with the (v, V) characterization.
Moreover, both attributes and basic operations are defined as functions. Specifically, the basic
operations are predicate transformers preserving the class constraints.
The [extended specialized class] notion adds properties 5 and 6 to the [specialized class] notion
making properties 5 and 6 similar to properties 3 and 4. Specifically, property 5 ensures that the
extended specialized class (u, Ue, Op′) inherits the operations from (v, V, Op). The inheritance
consists in the parallel composition of an operation coming from (v, V, Op) and the corresponding specialization. Property 6 ensures that each operation of (u, Ue, Op′) is either an operation
inherited from (v, V, Op) or an operation of (u, U, Op′).
The [extended is-a relationship] is given in terms of [extended class] notion and requires the
existence of an extended specialized class; finally the [extended conceptual classes] is given in
terms of the [extended class] and the [extended is-a relationship] notions.
(u, U, Op′) is-a (v, V, Op) implies that (u, V, Op) is a “qualitative/conceptual measure” of the
implicit information specified with the extended is-a relationship.
M2
Obj2: enriches the nodes of the extended conceptual classes with application constraints and preconditioned, partial and nondeterministic operations involving class variables.
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[class-machine]: (v, V, Const, Op) is a ⇔ 1. (v, V, Op) is an extended class
class machine
the generalized substitution language is recursively
applied to the basic operations
2. Const are application constraints
[specialized class-machines] If (v, V, Const, Op) and (u, U, Const, ′ Op′) are class-machines,
then:
(u, Ue, Conste , Op′e) is the specialized ⇔ 1. (u, Ue, Op′ e) is the extended specialized class
class-machine
satisfying property 1 of the previous notion
2. Conste = Const ∧ Const’
[is-a* relationship]: (u, U, Const,′ Op′) is-a*
(v, V, Const, Op)

⇔ 1. (v, V, Const, Op) is a class-machine

2. (u, U, Const,′ Op′) is a class-machine
3. ∃ class-machine (u, Ue, Conste , Op′e)

[structured database schema]: GC
⇔ GC is an acyclic, oriented graph
defines a structured database schema
1. the nodes are class-machines
2. the links is-a* relationships between class-machines.

(u, U, Const,′ Op′) is-a* (v, V, Const, Op) implies that (u, V, Const, Op) is the class-machine
that represents a qualitative/conceptual measure of information implicitly specified within
class-machines in is-a* relationship.
The Structured Database Schema is a model that supports ASSO specifications. It is based on
the following notions of class-machine and specialized class-machine.
A class-machine models both static and behavioral aspects of a set of objects in the database.
The former aspect comprises the set of objects and the set of attributes associated with those
objects. These aspects are formalized using sets and functions, whereas the predicate that formalizes its definition is called a “class-machine constraint.” The latter aspect comprises a set of state
transformations, the operations enclosing a distinguished operation, called “initialization,” which
defines the initial state of a class-machine. The dynamic aspects are described using predicate
transformers, that is, functions from predicates satisfying the class-machine constraints to predicates
satisfying the class-machine constraints. Each operation is defined by applying constructors to
base operations that preserve the class-machine constraints. For a class-machine C = (c, C) with
attributes a1, . . . , an, the following basic operations are available:
ADD C (x, v1 . . . vn)
REM C (x)
SKIP C
CHANGE C ai (x, vi)

Inserts the object x with attribute values v1, . . . , vn into C.
Removes the object x from C
Does nothing in class C
Updates the value of ai of object x in class C to vi.

The following constructors can be applied recursively to the basic operations:
PRE P THEN op C (par_\list) END
P → ? op C(par_list)
CHOICE op C(par_list) ORELSE op′ C(par_list) END
ANY y WHERE P THEN op C(par_list) END

Preconditioning
Guarding
Choice
Unbounded-choice
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P is a predicate on the variables of class-machine C, op C(par_list), and op′ C(par_list) are
operations and y is a variable different from the variables of C. Preconditioning specifies the
following preconditioned transformation: op C(par_list), for the states satisfying P, and undetermined otherwise. Guarding specifies the following partial transformation: op C(par_list), for
the states satisfying P and abort otherwise. Choice specifies a nondeterministic transformation
between op C(par_list), or op′ C(par_list). Unbounded-choice specifies an unbounded nondeterministic transformation defined by replacing any value of y satisfying P in op′ C(par_list).
The weakest precondition semantics of these constructors are as follows.
[ PRE P THEN op C (par_list) END ] R = P ∧ [op C (par_list)]R
[P → op C (par_list)]R = P ⇒ [op C (par_list)]R
[CHOICE op C (par_list) ORELSE op′ C (par_list) END ]R =
[op C (par_list)]R ∧ [op′ C (par_list)]R
[ ANY y WHERE P THEN op C (par_list) END ] R =
y • P ⇒ [op C (par_list)]R if y is not free in R
A class-machine can be either the node of an acyclic, oriented graph or a specialized classmachine.
If C1 = (c1, C1) and C2 = (c2, C2) are class-machines with respective constraints:
class-machine constraintsC1 = c1 ⊆ U ∧ a1 ∈ c1 → t1 ∧ … ∧ an ∈ c1 → t n
class-machine constraintsC2 = c 2 ⊆ U ∧ b1 ∈ c 2 → s1 ∧ … ∧ bm ∈ c 2 → sm
and c1 and c2 are compatible concept, then the constraints of the specialized class-machine are:
class-machine constraintsC2 ∧ c 2 ⊆ c1 ∧ C 2

a1 ∈ c 2 → t1 ∧ … ∧ C 2

an ∈ c 2 → t n

An inherited operation of the specialized class-machine is the parallel composition of an operation on class-machine C1 with the corresponding operation defined on class-machine C2. This
latter operation is called “specialization” on class-machine C2. The initialization and the operations on C2 that insert objects are explicitly specialized to preserve the is-a constraints, whereas
the remaining operations can be implicitly specialized.
The weakest precondition semantics for the inherited operation op of the specialized classmachine is:
[op C2 is-a* C1 (par_list)]R ⇔ [op C1 (par_list)]R1 ∧ [op C2 (par_list)]R2
constraints ⇒ is-a constraints′) ∧ R3′

∧ (is-a

where R is a predicate on the variables of the specialized class-machine, R1 is a predicate on the
C1 variables, R2 a predicate on the C2 variables, R 3 = R − (R1 ∧ R 2 ), and (is-a constraints ⇒ is-a
constraints′) is the predicate that preserves the is-a constraints, that is, the predicate that formalizes
the object inclusion and attribute inheritance properties of the is-a relationship.
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The following syntactic forms are provided to specify the class-machines of a Structured
Database Schema:
class-machine variable of given-set with (attr-list; init; oper-list)
class-machine variable is-a* variable with (attr-list; init, oper-list)
where init and oper-list denote the initialization and a list of operations on the specified classmachine state, respectively.
A database application supported by the Structured Database Schema is provided in Appendix
11.1. The database maintains information about a set of persons, their income, a subset of persons
in employment, and their salary. The income of each person is greater or equal to 1,000; the salary
of each employee is greater or equal to 500:
1. an operation adds information to the database when a person stored in the database is
enrolled;
2. an operation partially or completely removes information when a person goes away from
the company;
3. an operation removes information related to the employee.
The Structured Database Schema in Appendix 11.1 is composed of two class-machines in is-a* relationship, the corresponding Structured Database Schema with the root class-machine and the specialized
class-machine is provided in Appendix 11.2. The class-machine representing the implicit specification
within the Structured Database Schema of Appendix 11.1 is provided in Appendix 11.3.
A REVIEW
Meta-modeling is an activity that aims to capture knowledge about methods/models/meta-models.
It is the basis for understanding, evaluating, and comparing engineering methods. Among the results
obtained by the meta-modeling community, it defines a method as made up of two models: a product
model and a process model (Prakash, 1999). A product model, defining a set of concepts, properties,
and relationships, is the output of a process. A process model, encompassing a set of goals, activities, and guidelines, supports the achievement of the goal process and the action execution. The
construction of methods supported by meta-modeling focuses on the definition of these two models.
An approach has been proposed for method engineering that supports the evolution of an existing
method, model, or meta-model into a new one satisfying a different engineering method (Ralytè et
al., 2005). This approach is helpful for project-specific method construction. The approach proposed
in this chapter supports evolution from an initial model to a final model. The initial model includes
a paradigm model, composed of the two abstraction mechanisms of classification and specialization (i.e., classes in is-a relationship), and a product model defined by an acyclic oriented graph of
conceptual classes. The paradigm model is gradually extended until a class-machine and two classmachines in is-a relationship are defined. Analogously, the product model is gradually extended
into an intermediate and a final directed acyclic graph of class-machines. A notion captures only the
essential properties of a conceptual specification while generating a description for characterization. Notions are proposed in such a way that, for each specialization mechanism, it is possible to
determine a conceptual class/an extended conceptual class/a class-machine/representing the implicit
information within the considered specialization mechanism.
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Analogously, the consistency cost improvement for a schema composed of two class-machines
in is-a relationship with respect to a schema where all the information is explicitly stated consists
in the consistency cost of the implicit class machine. This approach is helpful for a conceptual
evaluation of the model in terms of implicit information and consistency cost improvement. This
differs from most meta-models, which serve as a basis for quantitative evaluations of models. As
an example, the meta-model described in (Locuratolo, 2006) is based on an approach that starts
from the formal model abstract machine and applies two contractions of models in order to define
the Structured Database Schema. The former transformation reduces the abstract machine state
defining the structural aspects of the model through specialization, whereas the dynamic aspects are
defined as operations on the restricted state, that is, without any mechanisms of specialization.
The latter transformation is based on a notion of behavioral specialization that allows both
attributes and operations to be specified similarly. This meta-modeling approach suggests performing a quantitative evaluation of the consistency proofs: a recursive function that computes the
correctness cost of a generic operation has been given in terms of variable cardinality (Andolina
and Locuratolo, 1997). This function, which can be exploited to compute the correctness cost of an
operation in each of the previous models, puts into evidence the reduction of variable cardinality
from the former to the latter contracted models. However, in order to compute the cost improvement of a specified operation in these two cases, both proofs must be performed.
In the following, the function correctness cost is given for a generic operation op defined on
class C.
cost (SKIP) = 0
cost (base op C(par_list)) = # (Class

∧ Appl)

where base op is a basic operation not coinciding with SKIP; # (Class ∧ Appl) is the cardinality of both constants and variables of the predicates class-machine constraints and application
constraints.
cost ([PRE P THEN op C (par_list) END] Appl) = cost (op C (par_list)] Appl)
cost ([P → op C (par_list)] Appl) = cost ([op C (par_list)] Appl)
cost ([CHOICE op C (par_list) ORELSE op′ C (par_list) END] Appl = cost ([op C (par_
list)] Appl) ∧ cost([op′ C (par_list)] Appl)
cost ([ANY y WHERE P THEN op C (par_list) END] Appl) = cost ([op C (par_list)] Appl)
where y is not free in Appl.
where P and Appl denote predicates on the variables of class C, whereas op C (par_list) and
op′ C (par_list) denote operations.
The meta-model described in this chapter starts from the restricted conceptual notions of
an initial model. As reasoning on restricted notions is easier than reasoning on large notions, a
“conceptual measure” of the implicit information declared within conceptual classes (as well as
of all the explicit information) were given in terms of classes. The restricted notions of the initial
model were then extended. Each extension defines notions compatible with previous corresponding notions. This meta-model allows the generalization of the previous conceptual measure, first
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to evaluate the implicit information declared within extended conceptual classes, then to evaluate
the implicit specification within a Structured Database Schema.
Analogously, a conceptual evaluation of the Structured Database Schema consistency cost can
be given. In our example, it suffices to prove consistency for each of the class-machines specified
in Appendix 11.1. Moreover, the Structured Database Schema company.schema is equivalent to
the class-machine person and to the specialized class-machine employee in Appendix 11.2. As
the proof of each inherited operation of the specialized class-machine employee is composed of
two parts, and one of them has previously been proved, the consistency cost of the whole model
is reduced to that of the two class-machines. The cost improvement is provided by the consistency
cost of the implicit class-machine in Appendix 11.3. Thus, in order to realize this cost improvement, no proof is explicitly performed.
L e t u s n ow s u p p o s e t h a t b o t h a c o n s t r a i n t , wh ic h l i n k s va r i a bl e s b e longing to the class-machine person and to the class-machine employee such as ∀e
(e ∈ employee ⇒ ∃x( x ∈ N ∧ income(e) = salary (e) + x) , and an operation, which needs to
be proved correct with respect to this constraint, are specified within the Structured Database
Schema. In this case, the consistency cost of the whole model can be reduced to the consistency
costs of both class-machine person and employee plus the consistency cost of a partial specialized class-machine. This partial specialized class-machine encompasses the two attributes income
and salary, the above constraint ∀e (e ∈ employee ⇒ ∃x( x ∈ N ∧ income[e] = salary[e] + x)), and the
operation, which need to be proved correct with respect to it. This is because the whole specialized class-machine employee can be decomposed into the specialized class-machine employee in
Appendix 11.2, plus the described partial specialized class-machine employee. Also in this case,
the cost improvement with respect to a complete specification is given by the consistency cost of
the implicit class-machine in Appendix 11.3.
The OMG model driven architecture (MDA) makes models the primary artifacts of software
engineering. Fundamentally, MDA concerns a wide variety of models and mappings between
models, allowing integration and transformation of those models. Two main categories of mapping can be distinguished:
• refinement or vertical mapping, which relates system models at different abstraction levels;
• horizontal mapping, which relates or integrates models at the same level of abstraction.
Significant attention has been focused on model transformations (Kleppe and Warmer, 2003),
in particular, those from platform-independent models to platform-specific models.
The Structured Database Schema is a platform-independent model that raises the abstraction level
of the B model. The meta-model language for the Structured Database Schema provides syntactic
forms extending those given by the database conceptual languages by means of transactions and
application constraints. In the Structured Database Schema specifications, many formal details are
avoided with respect to the B specifications, and only the state transformations that satisfy the class
and specialization constraints are allowed. The approach described in Locuratolo (2006) is based on a
vertical mapping that links the abstract machine to the Structured Database Schema. The meta-model
proposed in this chapter relates models at the same level of abstraction. Within the whole formalization of Meta ASSO, the former model extension effects a restricted vertical mapping for linking
conceptual and logical schemas of databases in an easy way, whereas the latter extension requires a
horizontal mapping, which leaves the state unchanged while modifying transactions. The approach
based on notions favors new definitions/good extensions of engineering methods/methodologies.
The importance of meta-models for selecting, comparing, and evaluating ontologies has been
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proposed in Davies et al. (2005). Ontologies are used for storing and manipulating knowledge, for
drawing inferences, for making decisions, or just for answering questions. This is similar to the
goal of semantic data models. Abstraction mechanisms, such as the mechanisms of classification
and specialization/generalization, are exploited in both semantic data models and ontologies. The
use of ontologies can help method engineers to understand the right concepts and to define them
in the method under construction.
CONCLUSION
A meta-modeling approach is proposed, the Structured Database Schema, which integrates
features from methodologies of conceptual database design with the formal method B. It starts
from a conceptual model based on the notions of class and is-a relationship and proceeds with
two gradual extensions of models: the former defines the basic operations, and the latter defines
the Structured Database Schema. This meta-modeling approach guarantees Structured Database
Schema goodness by proposing extensions of models compatible with the previous models. Both
a “qualitative/conceptual measure” of the information implicitly specified within the Structured
Database Schema and a “qualitative/conceptual evaluation” of the consistency cost are provided.
This approach aims at acquiring knowledge for specializing general purpose methods employed
at the industrial level for specific areas. The proposed meta-model refines and formalizes some
aspects of MetaASSO, the approach exploited to define a database design method for quality.
Further developments include the full formalization of MetaASSO.
APPENDIX 11.1. CLASS MACHINES IN IS-A RELATIONSHIP

Structured Database Schema
company.schema
class-machine person of PERSON with (income:N;

∀ p (p ∈ person ⇒ income(p) ≥ 1000)
init.person( )=person, income:=, ;
new.person(pers,i)=
PRE
pers ∈ PERSON-person ^ i ≥ 1000
THEN ADD person(pers,i) END
del.person (pers)=
PRE
pers ∈ person
THEN
CHOICE REM person(pers) ORELSE SKIP person
END
class-machine employee is-a* person with (salary:N;

∀ e (e ∈ employee ⇒ salary(e) ≥ 500)
init.employee( )=employee, salary:=, ;
(continued)
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APPENDIX 11.1. (continued)
new.employee(pers,s)=
PRE
s ≥ 500
THEN
ADD employee(pers,s)
END
del.employee(pers)=REM employee(pers)
pers(pers)=pers ∈ employee ⇒ REM employee(pers).
end.

APPENDIX 11.2A. ROOT CLASS-MACHINE AND SPECIALIZED
CLASS-MACHINE

Structured Database Schema
company.schema
class-machine person of PERSON with (income:N;

∀ p (p ∈ person ⇒ income(p) ≥ 1000)
init.person( )=person, income:=,
new.person(pers,i)=
PRE
pers ∈ PERSON-person ^ i ≥ 1000
THEN ADD person(pers,i) END
del.person (pers)=
PRE
pers ∈ person
THEN
CHOICE REM person(pers) ORELSE SKIP person
END
specialized class-machine employee with (income:N; salary: N;

∀ p (p ∈ person ⇒ income(p) ≥ 1000)
∀ p (p ∈ person ⇒ salary(p) ≥ 500)
init=init.person || init.employee
new=new.person(pers,i) || new.employee(pers,s)
del=del.person(pers) || del.employee(pers)
pers(pers)=pers ∈ employee ⇒ REM employee(pers)
end.
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APPENDIX 11.2B. SPECIALIZED CLASS-MACHINE:
EXPLICATED OPERATIONS
init=person, income, employee, salary:=,, ,, ,, ,
new=new.employee(pers,i,s)=
PRE
pers

∈ PERSON-person ^ i ≥ 1000 ^s ≥ 500

THEN
ADD employee(pers,i,s)
END
del=del.employee(pers)=
PRE
pers

∈ person

THEN
REM employee(pers)
END.

APPENDIX 11.3. IMPLICIT CLASS-MACHINE
class-machine employee of EMPLOYEE with (income:N;
e (e employee income(e) 1000)
init.employee( )=employee, income:=,;
new.employee(emp,i)=
PRE
emp EMPLOYEE-employee ^ i 1000
THEN ADD employee(emp,i) END
del.employee (emp)=
PRE
emp employee
THEN
CHOICE REM employee(emp) ORELSE SKIP employee
END
end.
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